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ABSTRACT
Salts are widespread in the co'ld, arid McMurdo region of Antarctica.
They ex'ist in a variety of deposit types from massive subglacial and
sub-lake deposjts containing up to l0r0 kilograms of salt, down to
traces in soil, snow and ice. However, deposits on rock and soil
typically amount to a few grams of salt. At least 30 salt phases
are known but only l0 of these are widespread. These l0 are thenardite,
gypsum, hal'ite, calcite, darapskite, soda nitre, mirabilite, bloedite'
epsomite and hexahydrite.
The distrjbution of salts has been examined on two scales, local
and regional. The local scale extends from individual deposits to areas
of a few square kilometres. The reg'ional scale covers McMurdo oasis,
McMurdo Sound and Ross Island, though areas in McMurdo oasis, and parti-
cularly Taylor Valleyl receive most attention.
Local distribution is controlled by salt mjgration and separation.
Migration is'induced by water and wind, with soil brines moving as thin
liquid films, by capillarity and under the influence of gravity. Deflation
and asynrmetric salt accumulation provide evidence that wind is important.
Separation of phases is a consequence of different physico-chemical
properties of salts, and environmental conditions, including site aspect,
ambient temperature and humidity. Eutectic temperature is a fundamental
salt property but solubility is also important. Seveial salt deposits
containing separated (fract'ionated) phases have been found in the region.
Separation is achieved ma'inly by fractional dissolution and crysta'll'ization
and the most evolved product of the general separation sequence is calcium
chloride. The separation processes, together with sa'lt migration, obscure
the sources of the salts.
Regional distribution of salts has been characterized by determining
the relative frequency at which specific phases are encountered at increasing
distance from the coast and above sea level. Chloride and sodium phases
decrease, whereas magnesium phases increase in frequency away from the
coast. Sulphates-to-chloride and nitrates-to-chloride ratios increase
with increasing distance. Calcium and carbonate show little change except
in Taylor Valley where a marked decrease is apparent.
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This regional distribution is mainly dependent on the sources
of the salts. The marine source is most important, contributing almost
all of the chloride, sodium, sulphate and probab'ly nitrate ions that
are present. Chemical weathering is the predominant source of magnesium,
calcium and carbonate ions probably via reactions of mafic, ferro-
magnesian minerals in local rocks and regolith. Biological and volcanic
activity are locally sign'ificant at eastern Taylor Valley and in the
sunrmit area of Erebus Volcano, respectively. The salts have accumulated
over the lifetime of the region, that is over less than the last
20-25 Ma or so. There is no evidence that they are relics from earlier,
preglacial times, except for very minor amounts of gypsum and calcium
carbonate.
There has been a recent influx of sea water into Taylor Valley
perhaps between 50,000 and 20,000 years ago, and evaporation of this
water has preceded advance of Taylor Glacier over part of the resulting
salt deposit. The continuing interaction between glacier and salt
is causing basal ice to melt and producing aperiodic discharges of up
to a few thousand cubic metres of salty water from the terminus of the
91 aci er.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
l.l The Topic
I .1 . I Introduction to topic:
Salts exist in numerous places in Antarctica. Their presence
on the surface of ice- and snow-free ground and in moraine, sediments
and lakes, particularly in the McMurdo region, has been known since
the early expeditions (Ferrar 1907:' Mawson l915; Jensen l916;
Debenham .|920). Subsequent studies have investigated salts on
the ground, within the soil and sedirrents, in deep drill holes,
on the surface of rocks, in streams, ponds and'lakes, and in snow
and ice. Consequently a wealth of information on salts now exists
in the literature, though it is only a small part of the literature
pertaining to salts elsewhere in the world.
A simple definition of the c'lass of chemical compounds known
as 'salts' is required. Salts ar€ compounds composed of a cation(s)
that is, a metal or metal-like radical, and an anion(s);the anion(s)
is from an acid after the proton(s) has been partly or wholly replaced
from that acid. A sa'lt may contain water of crystallization
(structural water). Hydrates and anhydrous forms of a salt are
known as phases of that salt; each phase has a mineral name if
it has a documented occurrence in nature. In Antarctica, more
than thirty different salt phases are known (Appendix l, Table l);
some aFe common whereas others are uncommon or rare. Soditrm and
calcium ane the most common cations, and chloride and sulphate the
most common anions in these phases. However magnesium, potassium,
nitrate, carbonate, and bicarbonate phases are also quite colmon.
The presence of macroscopic quantities of salt phases containing
these ions is a characteristic of desert or seni-desert areas.
In other parts of the earth any salts produced are Femoved in dissolved
form by water. Antarctica is a cold desert, not a hot desert
like most other arid or semi-arid parts of the world. The difference
influences the type and behaviour of salts, because the general
salt-water system is temperature dependent.
Various origins or sources have been proposed for the salts
in the McMurdo region and a variety of time sca'les for salt accumulation
have been considered. Studies have tended to concentnate on spec'ific
-2-
salts or elements in those salts, or on srrecific localities.
Such studies cannot lead to valid generalizations of salt orig'in
in the region or in Antarctica as a whole since the accumulation
of salts is subject to a number of perturbing processes and is
both irregular and sporadic. Migration of salts occurs within
the region and is part of the reason why salt deposits vary in
space and time. Separation of salts and ions takes p'lace during
this migration and causes additional difficulties in interpretation.
Therefore to be successful a study of salt origin must first consider
salt migration and separation. The study must be based on a
large number of samples; ana'lytical results must be subiect to
averaging processes and where possible to further statistical treatment.
Generalizations and conclusions based on one or two samples are unsound.
1.1 .2 Scope of the thesis:
The purpose of this thesis is to acqu'ire an understanding
of the geochem'istry of sal ts in the McMurdo reg'ion - The thes'is
attempts a synthesis of new data and the literature, main'ly pertaining
to antarctic salts containing the ions listed earlier. The distribution
of salt phases on both local and regional scales is investigated
and characterized. Processes of salt migration and separation
are examined, and the sources of the salts discussed. Saline
lakes are not the main part of this study and are not discussed
in detail.
I . I .3 Structure and outl ine:
This thesis is divided into eight chapters and fiveappendices.
Each chapter has its own introduction and is subdivided into sections
and subsections, all numerically labelled' Chapter I introduces
the topic and describes the fie'ld area. Chapter 2 discusses soil
temperature and moisture in present-day conditions and briefly
over those of the last few mi'llion years. The third chapter
describes the various salt phases present and the types of salt
deposits. Salt distribution on a local scale is portrayed using
histograms and rose diagrams. Chapter 4 considers the physical
and chemical processes that cause salt migration and separation.
Chapter 5 portrays salt distribution on a regional scale using
graphs, histograms and statistical analysis. Then, in Chapter 6'
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the sources of saltsr dhd,other influences on regional salt distribution
are discussed. The following two chapters are case studies.
Chapter 7 deals with salts and their distribution in the summit
area of Erebus Volcano, Chapter B examines theevolution and
compos'ition of brines discharged at the termjnus of Taylor Glacier.
The conclusion follows.
The appendices of the thesis are referred to throughout
the course of Chapters I to 8. Appendix I contains environmental
detai'ls and analyses of salt and brine samples, together wjth numerical
summarjes of these analyses. Appendix 2 considers sources of
error in the data and statistical treatment of the numerical
summaries and other data. Append'ix 3 is a review of air temperature,
wind, precipitation, and humidity 'in the McMurdo region; without
this review it would have been difficult to write this thesis.
Appendix 4 l'ists sojl measurements discussed in Chapter 2.
Appendix 5 produces physicai chemjstry data and glaciological
background informat'ion necessary to Chapter 8 on the saline discharge.
1.2
1.?.1
The Field Area
The area defined:
The fieldwork for this thesis was undertaken in the McMurdo
region. This is an area of about 7 x lOq km2 situated at the
southern extremity of Victoria Land, East Antarctica (Figs.'1.1,
.|.2). Victoria Land was the original name applied by Ross ('1847)
to the land djscovered by his expedition in 1841, along the western
margin of Ross Sea from the seventieth to the seventy-ninth degree
of latitude. This mountainous land, .|00-250 km wide, constitutes
part of the Transantarctic Mountains and has sunrnits up to 4200 m.
It is broken by nunerous east-west transverse valleys most of
which are occupied by large g'laciers discharging ice from the
continental ice sheet in the west to Ross Sea in the east.
The McMurdo region consists of two main areas, McMurdo
oasis* and Ross Island-McMurdo Sound, that are geographically,
*The word'oasis' has been applied since 1939 (Scholes 1953) to
extensive aneas that are large'ly free of snow and ice in Antarctica.
Individual nunataks, mounta'ins and coastal areas with small amounts
of bare ground are not referred to as oases, but may be part of one.
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Figure 1.1 Antarcticat showing places mentioned
geologically and climato'logically distinct (fig.1.2). McMurdo oasis
(Clark 1965) comprises a central area of about .|800 km2 containing tlright
and Victoria Val'ley systems, and numerous other valleys and ice-free areas,
the best known being Taylor Dry Valley*. 0ther well-known parts of the
oasis are the Koettlitz dry valleys (northwest of Koett'litz Glacier) and
Beacon Valley. Nunataks around Skelton N€vd constitute the most western
and southern parts of the oas'is, Koettlitz dry valleys the eastern, and Convoy
Range the northernmost part. In total there are about 3000-4000 km2
tGrarmatical note: There is a difference between the continent of Antarctica
and the south polar or antarctic region, that part of the globe south
of latitude 60"5. This thesis uses the lower case'a' for antarctic
when that word is used as an adjective for components or characteristics
of the region (e,g. antarctic salt phase, antarctic c'limate). The
upper cas; 'A' is reserved for named places or features (e.g. Antarctic Circle,
East Antarctic lce Sheet).
*The term'dry valleys'applies to the predominantly snow- alg ice-free
valleys of Mcl'lurdo oasis. First used by Scott (1905) for hjs discovery
of Taylor Dry Valley in 1903, the term is now generally accepted jn
both scientific and popular circles.
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of snow- and ice-free terrain in McMurdo oasis, which is the largest
such area in Antarctica. Ross Island-McMurdo sound area includes
Ross Island and areas such as B'lack Island, l,lhite Island, Brown Peninsula,
Mts. Discovery and Morning. In this thesis these areas are referred
to collectjvely as McMurdo Sound.
This thesis concentrates on McMurdo oasis (Fig.l.3). In
particular, attention has been pa'id to Taylor Valley which has been
studied from New Harbour in the east to Lashly Mountains in the
west. In thjs 80 km long transect through the Transantarctic Mountains,
several areas have been sampled in detail to give a representative
picture of salt distribution in the va11ey. The northernmost
samp'ling in the oasis was on Shape'less Mountain, and the southernmost
at Alligator Peak. Reconnajssance was made on nunataks immediately
south of David Glacier and on areas near Darwin Glacier. Places
mentioned in the thesis are shown on Figs.i.1,.|.2,.l.3 and in
Appendix 1, Figs.1-5.
In this thesis elevations are assumed to be approximate unless
stated precisely. Elevation control and contouring on maps of
McMurdo region is still not accurate. The recently published
United States Geological Survey 8 map series (1977 ) (t:50,000)
differs from the earlier (.|960, 1972) Reconnaissance series l:250,000
maps py up to 200 m elevation jn p'laces, especially on and around
Taylor Glacier. Furthermore, spot heights given on maps may not
correspond to recent ground survey (e.9. Point '|433 on So'litary Rocks,
Taylor Val'ley, was recently measured as being l215 m above sea'level
by New Zealand surveyors; J. Palmer, Lands and Survey Department,
persona'l conmunication). Where elevations are important to this
siudy, the reference map or article is stated. Generally however
the l:250,000 map series is used. In the oasis elevations range
from sea level in the east, to a base level of about 2000 m in the
west, with peaks up to 4000 m asl.
1.2.2 Classification of the antarctic climate:
Under the Kdppen climate classification system (Strah'ler
1960) the polar climate of Antarctica as a whole is c'lassed as an
'Ice Climate'. The symbol E is given to such a climate where the
monthly mean temperature of the warmest month is colder than +10"C.
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The more severe 'Icecap Climate' (symbol EF, no monthly mean temperatures
above freezing) applies to most of Antarctica, but some localities
such as McMurdo oasis do experience positive mean monthly temperatures
as high as +'l.4oC in sumner (Appendix 3o Tab'le 2); there the mean
annual air temperature is around -20"C (Thompson et al. l97la;
Appendix 3, Table 4). Antarctica is the earth's coldest continent.
Antarctica is the driest continent also. Mean annual
snow accumulation averaged over the who'le continent is around .|50 nrn
water equivalent (Bull l97l). This is a reasonable estimate of
annual precipitation because ablation is very small in the interjor
(Appendix 3, section 6.2). Annual precipitation is higher in
coastal areas and towards the north, but in the McMurdo region
is less than about 200 nm (Appendix 3, Table 14). An arid c'limate
has precipitat'ion less than 250 mm (10 inches) per year (Strahler
.l960). Therefore Antarctica is mostiy arid, and is often described
as a cold desert.
Such a classification is insufficient for the purposes of
this study. Temperature and precip'itation affect the amount
of moisture avai'lable for salt migration and in general are strong
influences on salt geochemistry in the region. Nind and humidity
also affect salt distribution. The frigid, arid climate of Antarctica
has been discussed extensively in the literature; Appendix 3 is
a review of selected aspects of climate in the McMurdo region,
and is referred to extensively throughout the thesis. Chapter 2
discusses maximum and mean surface and subsurface temperaturesn
and the soil moisture regime in the region.
I .2 . 3 Bedrock geol ogy:
There are five groups of bedrock exposed at the surface in
the McMurdo region. Table'l.l gives the nomenclature, simplified
descriptlons, and age relationships, and Fig.l.2 the distribution
of in situ exposures of these rocks. The Table also gives useful
references, on which much of the following is based.
The bedrock geology of McMurdo oasis consists of a succession
of rock types. Metasediments of the Skelton Group are exposed
up to 30-40 km in'land from the coast and up to1800 m elevation
in Taylor and l,lright Valleys; they outcrop up to about 2600 m
-9-
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in Royal Society Range. The plutonics of the Granite Harbour Intrusirre
Complex are exposed in sjtu up to 70 km inland and up to 2000 m in
the oasis. Beacon sediments and Ferrar Do'lerite outclop most extensively
'in the west and at higher elevations. The Beacon Supergroup is exposed
as far east as Mt. Theseus. Dolerite outcrops further to the east,
at Mt. Doorly and in Roya'l Society Range.
Volcanjcs, the youngest group, are extensive in the east
of the region but become less common towards the west. Ross Is'land
is a composite volcanic piie and contains none of the older rock types
in p1ace. Sim'i I arly Bl ack and l,lhite Isl ands , Mts. Di scovery and
Morning are composed entirely of volcanics. Elsewhere, volcanics
are common jn the south of the Koettl'itz dry va1leys, and scattered
in Taylor and ldright Valleys: in those va1'leys they have not been
found in place further than 40 km inland (Taylor 1922; McCraw 1962;
Haskell et al. .|965; (yle 1 976).
1.?.4 Late Cenozoic history and geomorphology:
Successive glaciations, volcanic activity and perig'lacial
processes characterize the Late Cenozoic hjstory of the McMurdo region.
The dry valley area was excavated by g'lacjation, probably during the
onset of cooling and glaciation in Antarctjca whjch took p'lace in
Late 0ligocene to Early Miocene tirnes (20-25 Ma ago, Hayes et al.
.|975). Initjally at least the glaciation was wet-based (Mayewski
.|975). Subsequent'ly three systems of glaciers have affected McMurdo
oasis: (1 ) outlet or val ley glaciers f1ow'ing east f rom the
East Antarctic Ice Sheet, (2) expansions of Ross lce Shelf extending
westward into the valleys and (3) alp'ine glaciers descending from
srnall ndvds in the local ranges into the valleys.
Interactions of the East and West Antarctic Ice Sheets,
tectonic uplift, sea level changes and alpine glaciers tCalkin
and Bull 1970; l,lebb and Wrenn .|976) have left a unique record
of multiple glaciations in the form of glacial drift and moraine
(pewe 1960; Denton et al. l97l ; Everett l97l ; Nicho'ls 197'l ;
Stuiver et al. .|980). The age of surface drift whjch covers
much of the flatter parts of the oasis generally increases with
elevation; very old surfaces are found towards the west. Taylor Glacier
has experienced at least four cycles of advance and retreat and
is currently in an advanced stage. Sediments that were deposited
-il
mainly in glacio-marine, g'lacio-fluvial and littoral environments
reach thicknesses of greater than 320 m east of Lake Fryxe'I1 in Taylor Valley
(McKelvey 1975, 1979; Powell 1979). This part of Taylor Valley
was a fiord during much of the Late Cenozoic whereas sea water was
present in Wright Val1ey oniy in Pliocene times (3-q Na Bp, l,lebb
1972; Vucetich and Topping 1972; Webb and hlrenn 1976). Terrestrial
glaciers and proglacial water bod(ies) deposited the sedjments cored
by Dry Valley Dril'ling Project (DVDP) hole 12 at Lake Hoare (Powell
.|979). Sediments are thjn or non-existent on the valley sjdes
in the oasis.
Some surface rocks and soil in the McMurdo reg'ion are
older than four million years. Volcanic scoria cones have been
erupted since the valleys of McMurdo oasis were excavated. 0ldest
potassium-argon (f-nr) dates for such vo'lcanic landforms in the
oasis are 4.2 ! 0.2 Ma in l^lright Va'lley (Fleck et al. .|972) and
4.6 + 0..| Ma in Taylor Va11ey (Armstrong .|978). Thus the main
excavation of the dry valleys took place more than 4.6 Ma ago.
Paleomagnetic and marine fossil records from DVDP holes B-1'l and
McMurdo Sound Sediment and Tectonic Studies (MSSTS) hole are con-
sistent with this timing (Park and Barrett 1975; hlebb and Wrenn
1976; Brady .l979a; Pyne and lJaghorn 1980). 0ldest surface volcanics
around McMurdo Sound are 15.4 t 0.5 Ma (base of Mt. Morning),
10.9? + 0.4 Ma (elack Island), 5.3 + 0.1 Ma (summit of Mt. Discovery)
and 4.5 + 0.6 Ma (l'lt. Bird, Ross Island) respectively (Armstrong
r e78).
Soils have developed on the surface in the region.
They are not 'normal' soils since they contain almost no organic
material. Terrestrial p'lant and animal life is very restricted
in the region; it consists of a sparse distribution of lichens,
algae, mosses, fungi, Collembola, mites and microfauna and flora
(Boyd et al. '1966; Rudolph 1966i Janetschek 1970), as well as
scattered mummified seal and penguin carcasses. Claridge (1965,
p.190) considered that the upper part of the regolith (the layer
of 'loose rock material that overlies bedrock) above the permafrost
could be described as "true soils in which the influence of living
organisms becomes very small". The main soil forming processes
are physical weathering by glacial action, freeze-thaw processes
and wind abrasion and deposition; however salinization, chemical
-1?-
weathering, leaching, mass wasting and pedogenic clay formation,
mainly by hydration of parent micas can also be important (e.g.
Ugo'lini and Bul'l 1965; Nicho'ls .|966; Tedrow and Ugolini 1966;
Claridge '1965; Campbe'll and Claridge 1967, 1969, .|975; McCraw
1967a; Claridge and Campbell 1968a, 1977; Everett 1971 ). The
oldest soils in the area are much o'lder than 3.5 Ma (Campbell and
Claridge 1975) and pedogen'ic soil mica has been dated at 4,1 + 0.2 Ma
(Jackson et al. 1977).
The asynrnetric east-west trending valleys of McMurdo
oasis suggest that periglacia'l processes have 'long been operative
in the area. The north-facing sides of Tay'lor and Wright Valleys
are much lower angled than the steep south-facing sides, whereas
north-south oriented valleys such as Beacon Valley and hanging valleys
in Asgard Range are synmetrica'|. Valley orjentation and periglacial
cl imates are important factors lead'ing to val ley asynrnetry (Tricart
.|970). Increased freeze-thaw action and cryoturbation on north-
facing slopes cause them to,become more gentle than south-facing
s1 opes.
There are several landfonns and features involving water
in the region, despite its aridity. Nichols (1966) has detailed
a number of such features, one of the most important being the lakes
of McMurdo oasis. The two most important types of lakes are (l )
ice-dammed (proglacial) lakes such as Lakes Bonney and Fryxell,
and (2) glacial rock basin lakes such as Lakes Vanda and Vida.
These lakes are ice-covered for most of the year but a moat of variable
width usually develops around the shores in the sumner months due
to nelting and stream inflow. Most of the lakes in the oasis are
located in internal drainage basins, a consequence of the frig'id'
arid climate. The deeper waters of most lakes are salinen density
stratified and solar heated up to about +25oC (e.g.Angino et al.
196?, .|964; l'lilson and l^lellman 1962; Shirtcliffe 1954; Torii
et al. 1975). Algae are common, and abundant in places' in their
fresh shallow waters (nudotph 1966) and a'lso in ephemeral melt streams.
In the past the levels of most'lakes have been both higher and lower
than at present (|a|ilson 1964, 1967; Shirtcliffe 1964; Hendy et al.
1977) and large proglacial lakes have existed in Taylor Valley'
danmed by expanded Ross lce Shelves (Denton et a'|. '1971 i Powe'll
I e7e) .
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1.2.5 A time scale for salt accumulation - a working basis:
A time scale from the present up to at least four mil'lion
years, but generally less than 20-25 Ma, should be considered when
discussing salts in the region. Sea spray is presently adding salts
to coasta'l areas at least (Appendix 3, section 5.5) and measureable
concentrations of salts are present in antarctic snowfa'll (e.g.
Boutron et al. 197?; Field 1975); this fallen snow mostly sublimes
away leaving minute quantities of salt. Thus sa1ts cou'ld have been
accumulating on or in surface rocks and soils over the last four
million years at least, since leaching is very s'low or non-existent
in arid, frigid conditions. This is consistent with a general
tendency for the salt content of comparable soils to increase with
age (e.g.Ugo'lini and Bull .|965; Campbe'll and Claridge 1968, 1975;
Behling 1972). Significant amounts of soluble salts from warmer,
preglacial times are not likely to have survived the wet-based glaciation
which commenced 20-25 Ma ago. Therefore the salts of the McMurdo
region are mostly younger than this,
2.1
2.1.1
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CHAPTER 2 SOIL TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE
I ntroduct i on
Preambl e an d out'l i ne :
salt distribution is intimately connected with soil temperature
and moisture. Some salt phases form in certain temperature ranges
only; two double salts, b'loedite and darapskite, both widespread in
the reg'ion (chapters 3,5), can crystallize at equilibrium only above
a minimum temperature of about +5oc (Cornec et al. '1930; Ericksen and
Mrose .|970). Relative humidity of soils affects the distribution of
some hydrate phases. In general soil mojsture content, availability
and movement cause and modify the m'igration and accumulation of salts.
This chapter discusses specific aspects of soil temperature
and moisture. Surface and subsurface temperatures and temperature
gradients are discussed to determine maximum and mean surface temperatures,
the effect of aspect on temperature, and the maximum depth at which +soc
temperatures could be expected. Soil moisture is then examined.
Sources, amounts and availabi'lity of this mojsture are discussed.
Differences between north- and south-facing slopes are considered in
detail. The form and movement of soil moisture are examined. All
of these climate-related elements of the soi'l system may have changed
substantia'lly at times in the past few million years. Therefore the
chapter ends with a brief discussion of past soil temperatures and
moi sture.
The soil system as a whole is highly complex. Detailed examination
of it is outside the scope of this thesis, and semi-quantitative and
qualitative approaches are considered here. The geothermally heated
soi]s of Erebus Volcano are not considered.
2.1.2 Classification and general structure of soi'ls jn the McMurdo region:
The frigic soils of Antarctica have been classjfied in a variety
of ways, based mainly on work in the McMurdo region sunrnarized by Campbell
and Claridge (1969). The most widespread or zonal soils are divided
into three on the basis of available moisturen viz. ultraxerous, xerous
and subxerous as in Table 2..| (Campbell-Claridge classification).
The general thermal structure and related terminology for antarctic
soils must be defined before discussion can proceed. Antarctic soils
- t5 -
Classification of zonal soils in Antarctica on
the basis of available moisture (mainly after Campbell
and Claridge 1969).
Table 2..|
Available
moi sture
status
ul traxerous
xerous
subxerous
Location of
_ 
class
high elevations, or
adjacent to Ice Sheet
wi despread
coasta'l regions and
near permanent snow
or ice accumulations
Present-day
moi sture
suppl y
neg'l i gi bl e or very
1ow and very
'intermi ttent
mainly from
ablation of summer
snowfalls but alittle from ice-
cemented acti ve
'layer
melting of snow and
ice accumulations,
summer snowfalls
and ice-cemented
acti ve 'layer
Depth to
i ce-cemented
tabl e
absent or deep(usually > I m)
intermediate,
general'ly
between
0.4 and 0.8 m
shal low,
general 1y
less than
0.3 m
have a leve'l at which the temperature has not risen above OoC
for at least several years. This is the top of the permafrost
as defined by Black (1954) and others. The permafrost may or
may not be consolidated by ice, depending on the amount of moisture
available and in some cases the soil salinity. Above the permafrost
level lies the active layer in which the temperature rises above
0"C in the sunlight period. The active layer is capped by a
deflation pavement or lag gravel, which covers the soil proper.
The base of the active layer will coincide with the top of the
permafrost sometime in surmer or autumn if the annual thaw is strong
enough
If sufficient moisture is present,the permafrost and that part
part of the active layer be'low OoC are usually partly or completely
cemented with ice. Throughout the year there is a frozen tablq, below
which the soil particles are cemented with ice. It is usually extremely
difficult to dig below this. The frozen table sinks during the sunlight
seasons and may coincide with the permafrost table at naximum thaw. The
permafrost material may be almost pure ice as is the case with ice-cored moraine.
In xerous soils the permafrost may be cemented with ice at some considerable
- 16 -
depth be'low the base of the active layer;ice may be absent in ultraxerous
soils. During field examjnation it is often difficult to discern whether
the frozen table is in fact thepermafrosttable although indirect evidence
such as depth may sometimes be used to determine this. In most cases
in this thesis the problem is avoided by reference to an undifferentiated
i ce-cemented tab'l e.
2.2 Soll Temperature
2.2.1 Surface temperatures:
(i ) maximurn and mean temperatures
Surface temperatures are dependent on the heat exchange between
the soil and the atmosphere. Thjs exchange depends on a number of
variab1es of the soi1, climate and soi'l-air interface including: incoming
and outgo'ing radiation; surface albedoS soi'l emissiv'ity, specific
heat, thermal conductivity, thermal djffusivity and moisture content;
slope angle and aspect; wind and turbulent exchange coefficient;
and air density, temperature and humjdity (Black 1954; Colacino and
Stocchino 1975a). 0f these, air temperature, insolation and albedo
appear to be most'important (Davis and Nichols 1968) in affecting soil
temperatures in coastal areas of the region, although soil moisture
probab'ly has a strong influence in some soils during the thaw period.
The ice-free surfaces of Antarctica genera'lly possess a relative'ly high
specific heat and thermal conductivity, and low albedo (10 to 30%)
(Rusin 1964; Solopov 1967; Riordin 1973) which may result in consider-
ab'le surface warming during the sunlight months. It is difficult to
mode'l surface temperature because of the large number of variables.
However, measurement of maximum surface temperatures requires a long
stay at a location and'large errors may arise due to practical difficulties.
In this study estimates and measurements are combined to gain a semi'
quantitative understanding of surface temperatures, in partjcular maximum
and mean summer surface temperatures.
Reliable estimates of mean annua'l surface temperatures (HAST) of ice-
free surfaces can be obtained from estimates of mean annual air temperatures
(MMT). At a particular ice-free location the former is generally
close to the latter (Solopov 1967). At Vanda Station in 1970, the
mean temperature at 0.08 m depth was -18"C (Thompson et al. l97lb)
close to the mean screen temperature of -.|8.2"C (calculated from NZ Met.S
records). MAATs at any location in the region can be obtained by
-17-
extrapolation from known MAATs at Vanda Station and Scott Base (-20"C)
using the topographic'lapse rate of 4.0 + 0,5oC per 1000 m (Appendix 3,
Tables 4, 8, 9).
Estimates of max'imum surface temperatures (0"(max)) at various
locations may be obtained from known re'latjonships of MMTs wjth measured
maximum surface temperatures. Some such measurements and corresponding
MMTs, reduced from various literature sources are given in Table 2.2.
The surfaces at the'locations noted are composed of ice-free glacial
drift and moraine or possibly a rock outcrop in the Horlick Mountain
location. All locations have data for one or part of one summer only.
Maximum surface temperatures from spot measurements made at several
locations in the Mcltlurdo region are given in Tabl e 2.3. The differences
between 0"(max) and MAATs jn this table are generally sma'ller than
those in Table 2.2 which used measurements made over longer time periods.
Those in Tab'l e 2.3 were made during periods of a few days only which
did not usually include the warmest days of the summer.
Surface temperatures may be tens of degrees ce'lsjus warmer than
mean annual air temperatures. Tab'les 2.2 and 2.3 suggest that maximum
surface temperatures in ice-free locations near the coast are probably
40 to 50 degrees celsjus warmer that MAATS. At higher elevations
insolation is greater, and more extreme surface temperatures are usually
experienced (Geiger .|965); maximum surface temperatures may be as
much as 70 degrees warmer than MMTs (taUle 2.2). Maximum surface
temperatures may be as much as 40 degrees warmer than ambient air
temperatures. Mean surface temperatures during the warmest months
are probably about 15 to 35 degrees warmer than MAATs, or about 5
to 15 degrees warmer than mean air temperatures.
(i i ) aspect
Slope aspect is not a fundamental yariable affecting surface
temperatures over a Z4-hour sunlight period at a particular location
in the region. 0ver 50 measurements of surface temperature were made
at different times of the day during November and December 1974, on
a variety of soils in McMurdo oasis. No significant correlation
was found between aspect and surface temperature.
Time spent facing the sun is more directly important than aspect.
Maximum temperatures are attained when the locality is facing the sun,
because this is the heating period. Tab'le 2,4 lists surface temperature
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measurements made over 4 days using maximum and minimum thermometers.
Three sites $rere examined on a breached volcanic cone in the saddle
between Mts. Discovery and Morning ('Depot Cone', 1000 m asl). The
three sites were: A, a small terrace composed of coarse sand on a
north-facing slope of l3 degrees; B, a similar, flat site; and C,
a similar site on a south-facing s'lope of 10 degrees. The surface
colour at all sites was similar (5R 4/2 - l0R 5/4). The north-facing
site A, in the sun for the least time,had the lowest maximum surface
temperature, whereas the site in the sun for the longest tjme (B)
had the highest maximum.
Table 2.3 Cornparison of measured surface and air temperatures ("C)
in selecteC ice-free areas, McMurdo oasis.
Maximum surface
temp. measured Air temp.Location o"(max) g" Esti matedMAAT* e=(nax)-mnnt e"(max)-e"
Mt. Kempe + 5
Tabl e +21 .1
Mountai n
Knobhead +18.0
Taylor +21.8
Val ley
Bl ack +l 5. 7
Isl and
' Depot Cone't +'14.6
*extrapo'lated from
topographic lapse
4, 8, 9)
-18
- 9.5
- 7.0
+ 5.5
+ 3.5
c. - 9
MMTs at Vanda
rate of 4.0 t
-20+1
-24+?
Station or Scott
0.5"C per 1000 m
Base using the(Appendix 3, Tables
-31
-26
-25
-20
+3
+3
+3
+2
+3
+3
+3
+2
36
47
43
42
36tl
39+2
23
30. 6
25.0
16.3
12.?
c.25
tMt. Discovery area (Appendix l, Fig.4C)
Table 2.4
Si te
Hours in
sun (approx. )
0300 - 2100
all day
0700 - 0600
Maximum surface
temperature
Soil surface temperatures ("C) on Depot
bulbs buried 0.5 cm beneath the surface
Cone. Thermometer
14-7 /12176',1 .
Minimum surface
temperature
A
B
c
Aspect
N
fl at
s
+ 9.8
+14. 6
+12. I
-10.7
- 9.9
- 7.7
-?0-
Slope aspect is important only if time of day is spec'ified.
Three sets of spot temperatureswere measured around midday on 10/12/76
at Top Cone, 700 m below the sununit of Mt. Discovery. The temperatures
wer€ warmest in north-facing slopes (average +6.5oC), fol'lowed by
those on leve1 ground (average +3.5"C); south-facing slopes were
coolest (+0.5'C). Therefore, variables other than aspect dictate
surface temperatures over the 24-hour period.
2.?.2 Subsurface temperatures:
The subsurface temperature regime is complex and like surface
temperature depends on all the variables listed earlier. Moisture,
thermal, density and textural variations between soils mean that
temperature modelling is of doubtful merit as has been shown in the
I i terature (Robertson and MacDonal d 1962; hjeedfal I 'l 963) . Here ,
temperature gradients in the active layer are obtained in order to
estimate maximum subsurface temperatures by extrapolation from maxjmum
surface temperatures.
The active layer ranges from about 0.15 to more than
a metre thick in the McMurdo region (Black and Berg'1963). At
the base of the'layer the temperature is 0"C by definition. Although
it is difficult to predjct the thickness of the layer in a particular
location, some generalizations can be made concernjng this. Active
layers become thinner as the mean annual surface temperature decreases,
because of the reduced number of freeze-thaw cycles (Tricart 1970).
Therefore, the active layer is probably thickest in some coastal
soils and is 1ike1y to thin inland and with increasing elevation in
McMurdo oasis. Locally,variations in soil properties and topography
will cause considerable variations in the thickness. Dry, coarse-
grained and rocky soils will have a thicker active layer than finer,
clay-rich soils, with a hjgher moisture content Uves 1974; Rieger
1974). North-facing slopes tend to have a thicker active layer
than south-facing slopes [Legget et al. l96li Rieger 1974), because
of greater insolation and extended periods of freeze-thaw act'ion.
Ridges tend to have thicker active layers than depressions [McCraw
1967a).
Detailed examples of subsurface temperatures over complete
years have been given by Robertson and MacDonald (1962) at Scott Base,
Berg and Black (1966) on Hut Point Peninsula and Thompson gt pl-.
-21
(l97lb) at Vanda Statjon [Figure 2,1), These show the general pattern
of subsurface temperatures and temperature gradients, At l/anda (ttMt,
-19.8 + 'l .9"c) soil temperatures are positive in the top 0.2 n during
December and January; the maximum tempepature recorded at 0.09 rn depth
was +'11.6'c (9/1/70); the mean warm peaks at 0.08 m and 0.2 m depths
were about +4.5" and +2.4" respectiVely in January .|970; the active
layer is about 0.4 m thicki diurna'l fluctuations are barely discern-
ab'le at 0.46 m (Thompson et a'|. l97lb). The mean temperature at
0.2 m is c'lose to the mean air temperature for January 1970 (+2.4oc,
Thompson et al. .|97'la). At Vanda temperature gradients are negative
upwards from Apri'l to September inclusive and negative downwards on
the average from November to February inclusive. Temperature gradients
during March and October exhibit differences from year to year.
The seasona'l dependence of the s jgns of temperature grad'ients in other
places on the oasis is probably similar to those at Vanda.
The magnitude of the temperature gradient in a particular
soi'l is also dependent on the many variab'les mentioned earl ier. At
vanda in 1969 and .1970 the mean temperatures at 0.08 m depth ranged
from about +5 to -39"c, while those at the base of the active layer
ranged from Ooc at maximum thaw to colder than -35oc in late winter.
General]y gradients from 0.08 m to 0.46 m varied from about I to 20"c
per metre (from Thompson et al. l97lb). Black and Berg (1963) found
that gradients in the active layer of many soils in the region are
normally of the order of l0 to 50oC m-r during the course of a year.
Gradients may be as high as l00oC m-r or more at shallow depths for short
periods. 0bviously the grad'ients in the top few centimetres of the
so'il wil'l show diurnal reversals and will exhibit very many reyersa'ls
during the year,
Some subsurface measurements were nrade during this study.
At Knobhead temperatures of +9"C were measured (2l1ll174) at 0.005 m
depth, and of about OoC at 0,04 m depth in two dry soils. In this
shallow surface layer the temperature gradient was about 250oC m-r.
Below 0.04 m the gradients were about 'l00oC m-1 down to the ice-cemented
table at a depth of about 0.1 m. At other dry soi'l sites tn the vicinity,
gradients of about 20oC m-r were present down to about 0.5 m depth.
Gradients of between about 30"C m-r and '130"C m-t were present (9/l/75)
in moist sandy soil within the capi'llary zone beside a stream from
Sol I as Gl acler I n Tayl or Val I ey (Fi g, 2,2) . Therefore qui te hi gh
Figure 2.1 Five-day means
during 1969 and
of soil temperatures at Vanda Station
1970 (after Thompson et al. l97Ib).
tempemture, oC
+lO +15 +2O
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gradients may exist in damp soil despite high heat capacities of such
soils (Geiger .|965; C'lark 1966) and probable heat'loss due to evaporation
of moisture at the surface.
2.2.3 Surnmary of soil temperatures:
The preceding discussions may be sunmarized to yield estimates
of maximum surface and subsurface temperatures at selected 'localities
in the oasis. At Vanda, the maximum summer surface temperature is
probably close 1s +25 t 5'C (MAT p'lus 40 to 50"C). A maximum soil
temperature of about +12"C at 0.08 m (January 1970) yields estimates
of about 160"C m-r in the active layer below 0.08 m. However, maximum
air and probably soil temperatures at Vanda during January 1970 were
cooler than some other years (e.g. 1974, see Appendjx 3, Table 2).
Probably +15 ! 5"C at about 0..l m is a better estimate of the maximum
soil temperature at this depth. This is reasonably consistent with
Townsend's (igZS) observation that the maximum daily temperature at
0.15 m depth in most soils is simjlar to the maximum daily air temperature:
the extreme maximum daily temperature at Vanda is +15.OoC (Appendix 3,
Table 2). This leads to an estimate of l00oC m-r as the correspond'ing
temperature gradient in the upper part of the active layer at this
location. Similarly, the active layer probably reaches a maximum thickness
of about 0.5 m at Vanda and a corresponding net gradient of about 40"C m-r
possibly exists at times in the lower part of the active layer. Under
these conditions the soil attains temperatures of +5oC or more down
to a depth of about 0.4 m.
Extrapolation to other localities is fraught with difficulties,
and the following estimates are subject to errors higher than 100%,
in consequence. Due to the increased elevation and 'lower MAAT and
MST, the active layer at Knobhead is probably significantly thinner
than at Vanda. Gradients of 200"C m-r above 0.1 m and 50"C m-r below,
are probably reasonable for the active layer in the former more extreme
local ity. From the MAAT of -25'C determined for Knobhead (Appendix 3,
Table 9), the maximum surface temperature there is estimated to be up
to about +30oC (MAAT plus 50 to 60oC) and the maximurn soil temperature
at 0.1 m depth is possib'ly around +10"C. The soil possibly attains
temperatures of +5oC or more down to depths of about 0.2 m. Temperatures
at these and other localities are surmarized in Table 2.5,
Table 2.5 Maximum soil temperatures and mean
estimated for selected localities
-24-
surface temperature ('C)
in McMurdo oasis,
Loca'l i ty
Vanda
west end
of
Labyri nth
val ley
between
Knobhead
and Mt.
Han ds 1 ey
Kennar
Val 1 ey
MAAT
-20
-23
-25+3
-26 !3
I
1
+
+
+?
+2
Max. surface
temperatur.e
+25+5
+27 + 10
+30+8
+31 18
Max. temp.
at 0.'l m
Depth where +5"C
is max. temp. (m)
0.4 a 0..|
0.3 + 0..|
0,2 + 0.2
0.2 + 0.2
Mean surface
temp. in
summer
+,|5
+12
5
l0
+5
+?
12
12
+.|0 + I
+'ll + 8
o + 13
-l + 13
2.3
?.3.1
Soi I l'loi sture
l'loi sture content:(i) sources of moisture
Most soils in Antarctica are dry by most standards for most of
the year. Subzero temperatures preclude the presence of abundant water.
Extreme maximum air temperatures at Vanda Station are less than ,0"C
for six months of the year,and mean monthly temperatures for l0 months
(Appendix 3, Table 2). However soils may accumulate moisture during
November-February when melting occurs; some soils become saturated
during this time.
Soil moisture is from three main sources. The largest quant'ity
of melt water is from permanent or semi-permanent snow and ice bodies
but this is generally localjzed in the form of streams and subsurface
(suprapermafrost) flows. Thawing of ice in the active layer is a moisture
source in subxerous and xerous soils. Ablation of snowfalls is probably
the most widespread source. Most fallen snow is dissipated by sublimation
but active melting occurs on sun-warmed ground (Appendix 3, section 5.2).
Other local moisture sources are the water of lakes and ponds, s€.d spray
and other forms of precipitation near the coast, wind-blown snow and
deep ground water. In very dry soils atmospheric water vapour is
probably a direct source of soil moisture.
The amount of melt water and moisture available decreases as the
l"lAAT decreases inland and with elevation in Mcl'lurdo oasis (Appendix 3,
Table 9). This is readily apparent as Taylor Glacier is traversed towards
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the west. Both stream-cut channels on and beside the glacier, and
proglacial lakes, decrease in number and size up glacier. Average
ablation (sublimation plus melting) of ice on the glacier surface decreases
from 0.43 m a-r at the snout (200 m asl) to 0.16 m a-r up glacier at
ll00 m asl opposite Pandora Spire (RoUinson .|979), Average ablation
is about 0.05 m a-l in the blue ice area at 2000 m e'levation west of
Allan Hi'lls (A.nnexstad 1980). The amounts of precipitation (Appendix 3,
section 5) and ice in the active layer also decrease towards the west
in the oasis (Cameron and Conrow .|969). The snowline ascending towards
the west (Appendix 3, 5.2) further indicates a decreas'ing moisture
supply.
Orientation of snow and ice slopes also affects melt water supply
(Davis and Nicho'ls '1968). In general , north-facing slopes receive
more insolation and hence more melting tends to occur on them, This
effect is further examined and discussed in the followjngr subsection.
The asymmetry of l arge "abl ati on val l eys " i n Tayl or Glacier near the
snout shows that ablation is more intense on north-facing slopes than
on south-facing slopes. According to l,lise and Gressit ('1965) favour-
able biotic environments occur mainly on north-facing slopes. Here
a source of moisture is more directly important than insolation.
(ii) amount of soil moisture
Several workers have analysed the in situ moisture content of soils
in the McMurdo region. The main rnethod used has been gravimetric,
whereby samples are oven dried at 105"C. Two fairly comprehensive
but incomplete studies have been made by Berg and B'lack (1966) and
Cameron and Conrow (1969). Additional data have been reported by
Black and Berg (.|963), Ugolini and Bull ('1965), Boyd et at. ('1966),
Ugolini and Grier (1969) and others. These studies show that the
active layer contained zero to about '10% (average l-4%) moisture (bV
weight) in McMurdo oasis soils as far west as Beacon Valley. Coastal sites
in the region contained from l% to more than 30% moisture in the active
layer. Soils saturated with moisture contain 20 to 35% or more moisture
(Townsend 1973). Therefore, most soils in the oasis are well below
saturation for most or all of the year.
In the oasis the amount of in sitg moisture generally decreases
inland away from the coast and increases with depth towards the ice-
cemented table. At any site the active layer usually contains much
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less moisture than the ice-cemented layer which may contain up to 100%
moisture by weight in ice-cored moraine (glack and Berg 1963; Ugolini
and Bull .|965; Cameron and Conrow .l969),
(iii) relative humidity
In situ re]ative humidity [RH) is a valuab]e measure of soil
moisture for the present study because it gives an indication of the
re1ationsh'ip between soil moisture and soluble salt particles in the
soil. Both surface and subsurface RH are of interest here.
The relative humidity at the soil-air interface is influenced by
atmospheric and subsurface RHs, turbu)ent exchange processes between
the ground and the air, and by soil properties and snow cover. Solopov
(.|967) showed that in antarct'ic oases during summer, the turbu'lent
moisture exchange is mainly upwards from the ground to the atmosphere.
This suggests that in comparab'le snow-free sites the surface RH is largely
controlled by soil RH during summer, especially in moister so'ils.
During wjnter however the opposite occurs and surface RH is'largely
controlled by atmospheric RH. If a strong wind is b'lowjng the atmos-
pheric influence will be relatively more important during any season,
especially in dry soi1s. Surface RH will be higher in winter than
in sumrner because atmospheric RH is higher in winter (Appendix 3,
section 6.1). Diurnal changes of more than 50% may occur during summer
(Yoshida and Moriwaki 1972) and snowfalls may create high surface RH
for short periods.
Some in situ RH measurements have been made during summer in the
present study. Quantitative data were obtained using a Vaisala
humidity probe (Appendix 3, section 6.3) covered with a permeable membrane.
RHs of 21 + | to 88 + l% were measured (7-1011175) at a depth of 0.06 m
above and within the capillary zone adiacent to the moat of Lake Bonney.
Subsurface (0.0q m depth) RHs of 43 + 'l (cf. atmospheric RH 43 + 191
to 100% were measured ('12-13/l/75) above and within the capillary zone
adjacent to a ponded stream on B'lack Island, Re1ative humidities
increase towards the ice-cemented table as determined by burial of
bimetallic strip hygrometers for hour-long periods.
More complete relative humidity data during sumner periods have
been reported by Cameron and Conrow [1969), Surface RHs are close
to atmospheric RHs in dry soi'ls but as much as 70% (RH units) greater
than air in slightly moister soils. Soi'ls at higher e'levations tend
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to have higher RH. Strong positive RH gradients may exist from the
surface to the ice-cemented table in dry soi'ls during summer. Gradients
are small in moister soils where the RH is as high as'100%. Those
active layers with low in situ moisture contents (0.3% by weight)
have lower RHs (30 to 60%) while those with higher moisture contents
(4, 7% by weight) have higher RHs (80 to '100%). Differences in soil
composition and porosity will probably affect these relationships.
Seasona'l and di urna'l variat'ions are expected. Subsurface RH i s
probably higher in winter than in sunmer because temperatures are colder
and atmospheric RH is higher (flppendix 3, 6,1). Cameron and Conrow's
(.|969) data indicated that RH variations of 5 to l0% (RH units) occurred
at depths below about 0.1 m during week-long periods. Such variations
are probab'ly sufficient to explajn diurnal moisture variations of +l%
by weight noted by Ugolini and Bull (-1965) in the upper 0.'15 m of some
dry saline soils. These diurnal variations of up to 50 percent of in situ
moisture are believed to be due to adsorption or absorption of atmospheric
water vapour, mainly by hygroscopic salts.
2.3.2 Influence of aspect on soil moisture - a study of the depth to
the ice-cemented table:
In localized areas some soils have a higher moisture content
than others. The moister soils have more liquid moisture available
for movement of soluble salts and weathering of soil minera'ls. In
many areas this relative moisture is easily determined by determining
the depth to the ice-cemented table. The relationship between moisture
content and depth to ice-cemented table in frigic soils, is well known
(Campbell and Claridge 1967, 1975; McCraw l967ai Claridge and Campbe'll
1958a). The ice-cemented table is shallower in soi'ls with higher
moisture contents.
In this study the depth to the ice-cemented table was measured
at a large number of sites primarily to determine the influence of
aspect on soil moisture. A statistically complete qualitative assess-
ment of the problem can be made more readily in this manner, than by
gravimetric determination of soll moisture in a large number of samples.
In order to reduce the number of variables, soi'ls of similar age,
exposure, texture and surface colour need to.be considered wherever
possible. Thus,a series of five small volcanic cones in the Mt, Discovery
area were chosen (Appendix l, Figure 4.C) labe'lled *Depot, Top, Castle,
*unofficial field names are used here for these five cones
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Stadium and Bottom Cones. The soils were exam'ined over a nine-day
period and hence seasonal variations were negligible. All sites
at each cone are likely to be of similar age (<5 Ma,1.2.4) but some
age disparity is expected from cone to cone. At each cone the depth
to the ice-cemented table was measured as a function of aspect while
exposure, texture and surface co'lour were kept constant or nearly
constant. (However, over eighty measurements of surface lightness
and depth'in McMurdo oasis showed no relationship between these para-
meters. ) Therefore, sites on slopes were examined but not those on
ridges or in hollows. Sites adjacent to snow drifts, other snow and
ice accumulations and active frost cracks were avojded. Owing to
these and terrain constraints, a statistically complete set of measure-
ments were not obtained at every site, The results are tabulated
in Appendix 4, Tables A4.l-5. Table A4.6 lists similar data for
Table Mountain, d localjty where age, exposure, soil texture and colour
could not be controlled as easily as at the volcanic sites. The
data for the five cones are p'lotted on Figures 2.3a to €,2.4 and
2.5. For clarity error bars are not plotted on the figures. These
errors range from +0.003 m to 0.010 m for the depth values (see tables
in Appendix 4) and +10" for the aspect values. Linear regression
'lines are fitted to all data (Appendix 2,, subsection A2.2.2ii1.
Strong to non-existent trends are present towards deeper ice-
cemented tables for soils with more southerly aspects (F'igure 2.3).
The trend is best shown at Depot Cone at which the most precise and
most voluminous data were collected, and which is furthest from any
shading influence by the bulk of Mt, Discovery. Scatter of data
for Depot Cone is probably due to unavoidable variatjons in textural
and thermal properties of the soils, The strong trend evident here
suggests that slopes with northerly aspects tend to have higher moisture
content and hence a greater availability of liquid moisture. Presum-
ably this is due to greater insolation which produces relatively more
melting and less sublimation, of blown snow, snowfa'll and other sources
of moisture.
The data for Top, Castle and Stadium Cones are not well correlated
Fig.2.3b, c, d). These cones are shaded by the Mt. Discovery massif
to the east during a large part of the day for much of the sunlight
seasons. Such shading can be expected to reduce any differences in
the supp'ly of moisture to slopes of different aspects. This would
-29-
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cause flattening of the regression lines, showing less correlation
between the data. Castle Cone is situated closer to the bulk of
Discovery than Stadjum Cone, which is consistent with the greater
degree of flattening of the regression line for Castle Cone.
The data can be refitted on ari expanded aspect axis.
Figure 2.4 has the aspect axis for Top Cone expanded to the full
360o of arc. Curves are fitted to each]80" set of data, that is
from north through east to south, and from south through west to
north. The data are fitted better than before, although close-fit
trends are sti'll not evident (lrl < 0.7, Appendix 2). Differential
accumulation and subseguent occasiona'l melting of wind blown snow
may have affected the data for this cone.
Significant differences are evident between the average
depths to the ice-cemented table among the five cones. Comparison
of the regression lines for the cones (Fig.2.5) shows that there is
a consistent trend towards a shal'lower ice-cemented table as elevation
increases. The trend stands out above the background scatter of data.
It is un'likely that the trend is due to consistently decreasing age
with elevat'ionalthough this cannot be entirely discounted; irregular
age differences could explain part of the observed difference in depths.
It is more likely that much of the trend was due to a higher degree
of thaw in the genera'lly warmer ambient air temperatures and longer
'thaw seasonr at the'lower cones. At some sites at Bottom and Stadium Cones,
soils were damp from near the surface to the ice-cemented table, at the
time of investigation in mid-December. Active thaw was proceeding
in these sites at this time. Furthermore, part of the trend is probably
due to increased snowfall and fa'll-out of blown snow at higher elevations
leading to a higher moisture content consistent with a shal'lower ice-
cemented table. Considerable moisture is potentially available at
such sites, whenever subsurface soil temperatures are warmer than the
melting point of the subsurface ice. Evidently, however, melting
occurs less commonly at high elevation because there are fewer freeze-
thaw cycles there (Campbell and Claridge 1969). The active layer is
thinner than nearer sea level.
The trends in relative moisture content and availability
in the Mt. Discovery area can be surmarized as follows: soils and
slopes with northerly aspects have more moisture available than those
with southerly aspects. Soils at high elevations may have a higher
-31
Figure 2.4 Depths to ice-cemented table versus site aspect over
360 degrees of arc at Top Cone. Regression I inesfitted to sets of data between north through east
to south and south through west to north.
Figure 2.5 Comparison of linear regression lines of depths to ice-cemented
table versus aspect (from Fig.2.3) at five volcanic cones
of different elevation in the Mt. Discovery area. Shading
indicates region 'lying within one standard error from each
1ine.
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moisture content but usually less of this moisture is jn an avai'lab1e
form. The frequency of occurrence of 'liquid moisture increases towards
sea level as mean air and soil temperatures increase.
The trends evident in the Discovery area should ho'ld in
other areas in the McMurdo region. The data for Table Mountain (Appendix 4,
Tab'le A4.6) show the same relationship between aspect and depth to the
ice-cemented table but the corre'lation is poor (r = 0.32), due to gross
variation in soi] properties. A similar trend has been noted at a few
sites in Wright Valley by Ugoiini and Bull [1965). Probably, however,
such a trend wjll not usually be evident in the arid, high elevation,
western parts of McMurdo oasjs, where ice-cemented tables are often
absent (Claridge and Campbel'l 1968a; Campbet'l and Claridge .|969).
2.3.3 Moisture movement:(i) types of soil moisture
There is an extensive literature on the form and movement of moisture in
dry soils and in cold temperatures. In such conditions moisture behaviour
is controlled by soil composition, texture, particle s'ize, water content,
soluble salts, clay content, hysteresis and osmotic effects, and temperature
and pressure (e.g. Geiger 1965; Parlange 1973; Townsend .l973; Curtis
and Trudgil'l 1974; Scotter .1976). Slope ang'len roughness of the ice-
cemented table and distance from moisture sources are likely to be
important during periods of active thaw. It is not the function of
this thesis to fully examine the complex problem but merely to discuss
simple soil moisture models and thus gain a basic understanding of moisture
movement in antarctic soils. Such movement is basic to the problem
of salt migration discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
The mineral components of soil form a solid but flexible matrix within
which pore spaces of different slzes exist. Moisture may be present
in these pores in solid, liquid and vapour phases, the liguid phase
being held in the soll by surface tension and by physico-chemical attraction
to the soil particles. The overall force acting on the liquid and
attracting it to the particles can be described in terms of a water
tension, suction pressure or soil moisture potential. This force
is related to the thickness of a liguid film that can be regarded to
exist about the individual soll particles, 
.The film exists at temperatures
considerably less than ()oC because the surface energy of the sojl particle
is a minimum when water molecules are adsorbed on to it (Geiger 1965;
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Cary and Mayland 1972; Ugolini 1976). In antarctic saline soils,
salts effect a depression of freezing point that potentially a'llows liquid
films to exist at temperatures considerably less than the mean annual
soil temperature (Chapter 4).
The liquid film is arbitrarily divided into three main types and
zones: gravitational, capillary and hygroscopic. These zones are
delineated by moisturc constants as in Figure 2,6 (Buckman and Brady
1966 in curtis and Trudgill 1974). soil moisture content dictates
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Figure 2.6 Soil water type, content and tension relationships, after
Buckman and Brady (1966) in Curtis and Trudgill (197a);
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the predominant force acting on the liquid. l,lhen a soil is saturated(i.e. air is wholly displaced from all pores), the water is moved by
gravity which exerts a pressure of 3.3 x l0q pascals (0.33 bars).
Capillary action becomes important when gravity-induced free drainage
has brought the soil to 'moisture capacity'. As the moisture content
is further reduced, the capil'lary water retracts until a continuous
air column is introduced (Townsend 1973). At this stage thin 'l'iquid
film and water vapour movement become important. Further reduction
of moisture causes thinning of the adsorbed film and an exponential
increase in the water tension. In very dry conditions the moisture
film can be considered as broken and vapour transport is the only means
of moisture movement.
The relationship between moisture content and water tension is
not straightforward (Curtis and Trudgill 1974). At moisture capacity
the water content of salt-free sandy soi'ls is about l0-15% by weight.
This value increases with increasing fines (figure 2.6). The grav'i-
metric moisture content at the 'hygroscopic coefficient' is as low as
about ?% for clean sand; soluble salt and clay particles have a 'large
effect on this value because of their strong affinity for water (Figure 2.6).
(ii1 transport of moisture in soils of the McMurdo region
Thin film transport of moisture and soil brines is be'ljeved to
be the most widespread and effective process of moisture movement in
soils of McMurdo oasis. At +25"C l'iquid phase transport in films
is dominant in relatively dry sandy loams down to about 5% gravimetric
moisture content; it has been detected in the laboratory at 2% moisture
content (Scotter .|976). At around 1-4"/", moisture transport is dominated
by vapour transfer in most soiJs. Such transport has been detected
in laboratory loamy sand whose moisture is more than 8%, and at even
higher moisture contents for more clay rich soil (Scotter 1974a, 1976).
In McMurdo soils both liquid and vapour phase transport will be operative,
as is shown by measurements of soil moisture gravimetric water content
(0-30j[) and in situ relative humidity of soils (20-100%) (2.3.'l).
In general thin film movement is probably most important because at
low temperatuyes little moisture is transported by vapour in the
conditions of 'low ambient vapour pressure (Hoekstra 1966; Appendix 3,
Figure 6). Thin film transport has been demonstrated in soils in
}.|right Lower VaIley and on Ross Island by Ugolini and Grier (1969)
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and Ugol ini and Anderson (1972). Vapouf transfer has been demonstrated
by Black and Berg (1963).
The mode and mass $lux) of moisture transport will vary in space
and time. Liquid films are probab'ly thickest during summer when
most moisture is avai'lable, Free drainage and capillarity transport
most moisture, and moisture flux will be quite high near sources of moisture
in summer. Similarly these processes will be more extensiye than
normal during summers with more me'lting than normal (e,9. January 1974,
Appendix 3,2.2). Vapour transfer is like'ly to become more important
in dry soils as their temperature rises in sumxer, Most transport
of moisture and soil brines takes place probably during November to
February.
The direction of moisture and dissolved salt movement is mostly
influenced by soil moisture potential, Soil water: distribution tends
to approach a condition of zero potential gradient oyer a period of
time (Townsend .|973). When less water than the moisture capacity is
present, the direction of liquid flow is determined by water tension.
Flow is from areas of low tension to areas of high tension, Thus, the
'liquid in thick films generally migrates towards partic'les carrying thinner
films, The flow direction may be upwards, dovmwards or lateral, away
from a source of moisture such as the ice-cemented table, a recent
snowfall, melting snow or ice, a water body or the atmosphere. Ugolin'i
and Anderson (1972) have shown that this movement is often upwards in
spring and sumrpr, at least in subxerous and xerous soils. In ultraxerous
soils film movement will be downwards after snowfalls and during periods
with high atmospheric relative humidity,
Temperature has a strong effect on vapour transfer, In a soil with
zero gradient of relative humidity the sign of the vapour pressure gradient
is the same as the sign of the temperature gradient; thus vapour
noves from warm areas to cold areas. In McMurdo oasis vapour transfer
probably occurs upwards in permafrosted soils during winter (Everett
l97l; Field 1975) and into and out of dry soils during sumner [Black
and Berg I963; Ugolini and Bull 1965).
Textural properties of soils significantly influence moisture
movement in moister soils (moisture content greater than about l0%
by weight, Scotter 1974b). Free drainage of a saturated soil is
downwards and is fastest in coarse, w€ll-sorted alluvial or proglacial
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deposits. Locally, however, this gravitational water may be forced
to move laterally or not at alln when drainage is impeded by imperme-
able obstacles. These include the ice-cemented table, stones, boulders,
bedrock or the soil itself if it is rich in fines or water swollen clay
partic'les. In the capillary stage, upward movement from a saturated
zone such as a water table may be as high as a metre or more (Townsend
1973; Cooke and Warren 1973). Any process that controls or modifies
soil texture has a consequent effect on such moisture movement.
Thus the original environment of deposition during sedimentationo and
periglacial Processes in McMurdo oasis will affect moisture movement
in mojst soils. Bockheim (.|979a) has examined glacial drifts in Wright
Lower Val?ey that have similar ages but are subject to different degrees
of frost heaving and sorting, He showed that such periglacial processes
may restrict and interrupt salt migration and hence restrict salt
accumu'lation. 0n the other handn frost action may promote sa'lt accumula-
tion. Frost heaved layers of fine sandy sediment have been noted
(9/1/75) in Taylor Valley (0.5 km east of Lake Bonney), that have caused
preferential capi'llary rise of soil brines and subsequent salt accumula-
t ion.
2.3,4 Moisture 'loss:
Moisture is lost from antarctic soils in a variety of ways.
0bservations suggest that evaporation is probably the ma'in mechanism
for most soils. Run-off and suprapermafrost flow wil'l be important
in local areas during the thaw, Freeze-up will immobilize soil moisture
in shallow, moist soils; in deeper soi'ls freeze-up wil'l cause some
moisture movement to the advancing freezing front (Makeev and Kerzhentsev
1974). Brine expulsion during freezing of soi'l solutions will allow
soine salt migration away from the freezing front. Most liquid moisture
is lost probably during January and February.
In the oasis, the net transfer of soil moisture from the ice-
cemented permafrost table and the soil, upwards to the atmosphere is
indicated locally on comparable sites by an increased depth to the
ice-cemented table from younger to older soils (Black and Berg 1963;
Ugolini and Bull 1965; Claridge and Campbell 1968a; Campbell and
Claridge 19751. This moisture transfer is aided by strong turbulent
heat exchange processes at the surface of oases (Solopov 1967), and by
low atmospheric relative humidities. During sumner and early autumn
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evaporation from warm, moist or saturated soil surfaces into cooler,
dry air, may be intense especially in windy conditions. At these
times there is adequate energy stored near the soil surface for the
evaporation process, and a strong vapour pressure gradient exists
across the soil'air interface, Evaporation of water totalling several
millimetres per day will occur in favourable circumstances (Rusin 1964;
Everett l97l). Atmospheric conditions are probably the main rate
determining factor in evaporation from a shallow drying soil (Fuchs and
Tanner 1967), However, textural characteristics and hysteresis phenomena
become significant in deeper, fine soils during diurnally f'luctuating
evaporation and later drying stages (Hadas 1975; Hillel and Talpaz
'1977). Nevertheless there is a strong tendency for upward movement
of soil moisture during the drying stages of antarctic sojls. Any
salts contained in this moisture will tend to accumulate at or near
the surface of the regolith at this time. Thus.surface efflorescences
of salt are widespread in the region,
2.3.5 Surmary :
Soil molsture content, availability and f'lux vary throughout
McMurdo oasis in ways that can be generalized and summarized for reference
in subsequent discussions in the thesis. Figure 2.7 is a model for
trends in moisture content through the Transantarctic Mountains in
McMurdo oasis. It sunmarizes data from preceding subsections and from
discussions of climate in Appendix 3. Taylor Valley is used as the
basis for the model because the patterns there are the simplest of
the three major va'lley systems of McMurdo oasis.
The Figure is divided into two parts. Figure 2.7A shous the variation
of climate elements with elevation and with distance inland away from
the coast (Appendix 3; 3.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 6.2). With increasing
elevation mean annual air and surface temperatures decrease but pre-
cipitation increases. Away from the coast temperature, absolute humidity
and precipitation decrease and the elevation of the snowline increases.
Figure 2.7A also illustrates the consequent trends in the amounts of
melt water and ablation around and on Tay'lor Glacier (2.3.1).
The second part of the model illustrates the effects that the
elements in the first part have on soil moisture (figure 2.78),
Soil moisture content decreases up valley as a consequence of lower
temperatures, precipitation and atmospheric absolute humidity. Similarly
Figure 2.7 Schematic section
specific cllmatic
B, trends ln soil
up Taylor VaIley showing
elements, melt water and
moi sture .
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the availability of liquid mojsture, thickness of liquid films and
hence the flux of moisture through soils are likely to generally decrease
up valley. The average depth to the ice-cemented table must increase
as the moisture content decreases. However, the thjckness of the active
layer probably decreases up valley as the number of freeze-thaw cycles
decreases under the influence of lower surface temperatures. Local
exceptions to these trends will be corunon due to differences in topo-
graphyr proximity to moisture sources and soil properties including
age. Fallout of blown snow may alter the trends inmediately adjacent
to the plateau.
Trends with increasing elevation at a constant distance inland are
more complex, l,Je have seen that the depth to the ice-cemented table
decreases with increasing elevation in the Mt. Discovery area (2.3,2).
This suggests that the moisture content increases with elevatjon due
to increased precipitation. However, the availabi'lity of liquid water
generally decreases with elevation as surface temperatures and depth
of thaw decrease (Claridge and Campbel'l .l968a; Campbell and Claridge
1969). In years with average temperatures the thickness of liquid
films and moisture flux probably also decrease with increasing elevat'ion.
Occasionally, however, extreme wann events in the region (Chinn '1979)
probably lead to a temporarily increased amount of liquid moisture at
the higher elevations, especially near the coast.
2.4 Effects of Past Climate on Soils
?,4.1 Temperatures:
The surface temperature in Antarctica has not been constant
over the last few million years. The sediment record from Ross Sea,
Taylor Valley and Ross Ice Shelf Project site J9, show that pronounced
cooling began in the area in Late 0ligocene to Early Miocene tirnes and
reached a climax 4 to 5 mi'llion years ago (Hayes et al. 1975; McKelvey
1979; Webb 1979). In the last 0.7 Ma there have been several fluctuations
[Blank and Margolis 1975).
More precise estimates of recent changes are possible frqn
isotope records contained in ice cores from the continental ice sheet.
Records from the deep core at Byrd Station suggest that surface temperatures
have been several degrees colder than at present during the last lOs years
(Epstein et al. l97l; Whillans l97B). The record at Dome C suggests
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that surface temperatures vrere as much as 7"C colder than now at the
coldest part of the recent g'laciation, .|8000 years BP (Lorius et al.
1979). Precip'itation was less during these cold periods than it is
at present. Temperatures began warming about .|6000 years ago, and
since about 11000 years ago surface temperatures have at times been one
or two degrees warmer than now (Dansgaard et a'|. 1969; Robin 1976;
Lorjus et al. 1979). The warmest conditions during this tjme were
experienced from about'11000 to 8000 years BP with other warm periods
at 4000-2000 years BP and about 1000 years BP (Lorius et al. .|979).
The isotope record suggests that mean surface temperatures
in McMurdo oasjs may have been as much as seven degrees co'lder but no
more than two degrees warmer than at present, for the last lOs years
at least. During these s'lightly warmer periods, wann and cold temperature
extremes were probably little different from now. Evidence for this
exists in the beach deposits and shorelines of former lakes. Present-
day'lakes in the oasjs have poorly sorted beach depos'its and generally
poorly developed shorelines with'little change of slope in the valley
side. However,strong shorelines with treads of a few metres and steps
of a metre or more may develop over a period of a few days g'iven suitable
lakeside topography, moat and wind conditions (Hendy 1973; persona'l
observations at Lake Bonney, January 1975). Furthermore, there 'is good
evidence from laminated carbonate "biscuits" in Tay'lor Va'lley that lakes
there were higher than at present during global warm periods that have
occurred in the last 4 x'105 years (Hendy et al. 1979). Shoreline
development during these and other expanded lakes was s'imi'lar to present-
day development. This indicates that sumrner ice and moat condilions
on the former'lakes, and hence surmer temperatures, were probably much
the same then as now (Denton et al, 1971; Jones et a'1. l97l).
Hence, maximum and mean summer surface and subsurface temperatures in
the past were probably similar to those of the present day. In fact,
these past temperatures are likely to lie within the range spanned by
the errors that are associated with the estimated values of present-
day temperatures given in Table 2,5.
2.4.2 l,loisture:
Soil moisture conditions may not have been constant in
the past. Varied evidence exists for differing conditions.
Changlng lake levels suggest changing moisture conditions
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at least in areas close by. Glacia'l rock basin'lakes, such as Lake Vanda,
have been both larger and smaller than at present (Njchols 1966; l,lilson
,|964, 1967). The expanded lake events occurred at times when more
melt water was present than now, due to vrarmer temperatures, increased
precipitation, or some combination of these. About 3000 years ago the
'level of Lake Vanda was 60 m higher than now, and the lake twice as
deep (llilson 1967; Nakai et a'l . 1978). About 1000 years ago that
lake's depth increased by at'least 20 m from a shal'low depth of a few
metres (l^lilson 1964). Both the high level and the rise in level coincide
with wann periods detected in the ice core. at Dome C (2,4.1 ). During
colder or drier periods the lake was smaller than at present. Sjmilar
response to globa'l warm periods have been detected jn lakes in Taylor Val'ley
(Hendy et al. 1979). Apparently an increased supply of melt water
from Taylor Glacier began filling West Lobe of Lake Bonney about .|5000 years
ago (Hendy et al. 1977). This is consistent with the onset of warmer
surface temperatures indicated by the Dome C isotope record (2.4.'l),
The lakes in McMurdo oasis seem to be in a delicate state
of balance at present, between inflow of melt water and'loss of jce and
water by evaporation (Chinn 1979, unpublished), Small changes in inflow
or loss drawn out over many tens or hundreds of years could be responsible
for marked changes in water level. Lake Bonney is currently rising
(about 2 n in the last seven years, Robinson, Minjstry of l^lorks and
Development, Christchurch, persona'l cornnunication), with no obvious
link to increased soil moisture or specific climatic elements, unless
one considers the warming trend evident 100 km away at Scott Base (Appendix 3,
section 2.5, Figure 4). However, Lake Vanda's level has dropped about
0.2 m in the last seven years (Robinson, personal conrnunication).
Alternatively, larger changes over single seasons, due to a succession
of extreme events (Chinn 1979) could lead to significant changes of
water leve1. The largest measured change of the level of Lake Bonney
and a large change of Lake Vanda level occurred during the 1973/74
summer (Chinn 1979, unpublished). This sunrner had the highest recorded
air temperature at Vanda Station (Appendix 3, Table 2) and abnormally
high melt water flows coincident with high air temperatures (Hoehn et al.
1974; Anderton and Fenwick 1976). Neither of these two climate-based
alternatives provides irrefutable evidence that soil moisture conditions
in the past were substantially different for significant periods of time
from those of the present day (away from the inrnediate vicinity of the
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1 akes ).
There are other possible causes of the current rise
of Lake Bonney. These include: present, continual advance or broadening
of Taylor Glacier (Hendy et al-_ 1977); intermittent minor advances
(B'lack and Bowser 1968); or subterranean flow of (l) melt water from
the base of Taylor G'lacier (Keys 1979t Robjnson 1979) and/or (2)
fresh water from some other source (lleand et a'l . 1975). None of
these causes appears to have been associated with'changes of soil moisture,
because this has not noticeably increased in the last seven years.
There is little evidence of widespread unconformities
in sojl profiles that would indicate significant regional changes in
soil forming conditions (Campbell and Claridge 1977), for example
during interglacials. Examination of soils from a large number of
Iocations in the Transantarctic Mountains indicated that only a few
local changes have occurred, due to local variations such as in moraine
deposition, ablation or cryoturbation. From their work, Campbe'll
and Claridge inferred (p.929) that "climatic oscillations in Antarctica
have not been of sufficient magnitude to leave an impress on soils,
for example by the widespread remova'l of sa'lts from older soils" at
high elevations, by leaching during moist interglacial periods.
However, there is some evidence for increased amounts
of moisture at low elevations in the past. Mudflows, alluvial fans,
glacio-f'luvial deposits and fluvial channels that are predominantly
inactive at present are found in Mcl.lurdo oasis at elevations mainly
below 1000 m (Ca'lkin .|964; Calkin and Bull 1970; Njchols l97l;
McSaveney and McSaveney 1972). Field relationships in }.lright Lower Valley
suggest that such features there are all older than the Alpine II Glaciation
(genting 1972; Behling et al. 1974; Mayewski 1975). K-Ar dates
indicate that this glaciation is probably younger than 4 x l0s years
(Armstrong 1978). A more precise absolute age of ?.4 to 3.? x105 years
was estimated by Behling (1972\, using reaction kinetics involving the
potassium content of silt-sized soil particles. Total salt content
was also used by Behling but gave slightly younger ages, suggesting
that some leaching may have occurred in these soils. Possibly Wright Lower
Valley did experience significantly moister soil conditions than now prior
to about 0.2 Ma ago, probably during interglacial periods.
It is concluded that few soils in Antarctica have been affected
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by climatic change. Soils at higher elevations, having low mean annual
surface temperatures, are insensitive to changes in air or surface
temperature. Large warming would be necessary to increase the extent
of freeze-thaw activity significantly; there is little evidence for
significantly warmer temperatures, at least jn the past half million
years or so. However, soils at lower e'levations may be more susceptible
to small changes in climate and there is evidence for moister conditions
than now in Wright Lower Valley, prior to about 0.2 Ma ago.
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CHAPTER 3 LOCAL DISTRIBUTION OF SALTS
3. I Introduction
3.1.1 0utl'ine:
This chapteris mainly descriptive. It describes the various
crystalline salt phases that have been recognized in the McMurdo region,
and discusses the types of deposits in which the salts are formed.
The chapter aims at portraying the distribution of the salts on a local
scale, that is, from the scale of individual deposits to that about
I km across (e.g. Labyrinth). The distribution of the cormon salt
phases in various types of deposits is exam'ined and the influence of
slope aspect is considered. An important purpose of the chapter is
to establish a sequence of relative mobilities of the salt phases.
This sequence is used in the following chapter to determine the physico-
chemical properties that control migration and separation of the salts.
3.1 .? Sample collection and ana'lysis:
Great variability exists in specific soil properties
in sites of similar location, genesis or age (e.g. 2.3.2).
This is particularly true for salts, r^rhich are "among the most mobile
constituents of antarctic soils" (Campbell and Claridge 1975, p.87).
Therefore it is necessary to study a large number of salt samples
before reliable generalizatjons can be made.
Sites for salt collection were selected to obtain the best
possible picture of 'local and regional distribution, although
topographic obstacles and permanent ice accumulations limited
the choice in several areas. To reduce the non-sa1t component,
surface deposits and those beneath surface cobbles and pebbles
welre the main deposits sampled of the various types of deposits
that exist (Table 3.1). After collection, the samples were sealed
in plastic bags, normally a sufficient precaution against changes
in the hydration state of unstable sa'lt phases (Keys 1972).
The antarctic salt phases that are known to be unstable in temperate
conditions are detailed in 3.2.2.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used for analysis (Appendix I,
Analytical Methods, pdge 3) because it is a fast, definitive
tool. It is especially suitable for analysing large numbers
of macroscopic salt deposits. The results can be treated
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to obtain numerica'l data for assessing salt trends, by determining the
relative number of occurrences of each phase for a particular area,
aspect or other property of interest. Therefore, such a qualitative
approach is as useful for most purposes as a quantitative one. In
fact, quantitative analysis of salt distribution is difficu'lt because
of their patchy accumulation. The large numbers of samp'les required
would take an extremely long time to analyse quantitative'ly. Subsequent
presentation of the data wou'ld be quite invo'lved. No attempt has been
made to estimate or even compare quantities of salts in deposits collected
for this study except in Chapter 7. The'literature was used for quant'i-
tative analyses, mainly from within soils, to supplement the data presented
here.
In many cases interpretation of XRD patterns was complicated by
peaks due to rock and soil material. In a few instances the parent
rock pattern was recorded separately and its contribution to the overall
pattern removed. Characteristic peaks due to quartz and c'lay minerals
could be 'identified and effectively removed from the pattern. After
preliminary XRD analysis some important samples were purified by recrystal-
lization. Subsequent XRD showed that such recrystallized salts occasionally
contained different amounts of water of crystallization from the original
salts (e.S. sodium sulphate) and often double salt structures were
affected. However, the purification invariably 1ed to identifjcation
of the phases originally present. Peak interference, occasionally
a problem, usually could be overcome with experience using the XRD
technique. Oring to the inherent limitations of XRD any phase present
in concentrations lower than about 5 percent (e.g. iodates) cou'ld not
be reliably detected.
3.1.3 Data assembly, reduction and presentation:
The results of over 300 analyses, together with site
environment details, are assembled in Appendix l, Tables 3-11. Data
from selected tables have been reduced to swmary form in Appendix I,
Tables 27-36 (Appendix l, Notes on Se]ected Tables , P.7; Appendix 2,
subsection A2.2.2i). The dlfferent phases are counted in each deposit
in which they are present, subiect to the constraints depending on
the objective of the specific sunmary involved. The relative number
of occurrences or abundance of a specific phase is obtained as a percentage
of the total number of all phases counted. This percentage appears
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in the tables in Appendix l, and as histograms and rose diagrams here,
for each phase or group of phases (e.g. nitrates). The most comrcn
phase (hydrate or polymorph) of a salt is considered in each deposit
(in most instances) so that no bias is created towards those salts with
more than one form. Other sources of error are discussed in Appendix 2
(subsections A2.1.1-3, A2.2.1).
3,2 Composition and Types of Deposits
3.2.1 Salts present:
At least thirty crystalline salt phases have been positive'ly
identified from or near the McMurdo region. They are divided here
into three groups based on the extent to wh'ich they are known (Appendix l,
Tab'le l, pp.12, l3). Group A comprises the five phases frequently
mentioned in the literature, namely ha]ite, thenardite, mirabilite,
gypsum and calcite. Group B comprises eleven less widespread or less
well-known phases, whereas phases in Group C have been seldom or not
previously reported. Zeolites and other 'late stage hydrothermal alteration
minera'ls are not discussed here, unless they are chemically identical
or simjlar to salts in the region (e.g. calcite, aragonite, dolomite'
magnesite).
The existence of Group B phases such as epsomite, hexa-
hydrite, soda nitre, bloedite and darapskite has been known for several
years (Gibson 1962; Claridge and Campbe'll 1968a, b, c; Tasch and Angino
1968), Ericksen and Mrose (1970) doubted the existence of darapskite
in Antarctica but subsequent work (Nishiyama 1977; and this thesis)
has independently confirmed its widespread presence. Aragonite, a
metastable polymorph of calcium carbonate, has often been found in
the McMurdo rtgion (Angino et al. 1962; Black et al- 1965; Keys
1972; Browne 1974; Watanuki and Morikawa 1974; Nishiyama and Kurasawa
1975; Hendy et al. 1979). Antarcticite [Plate 3'1) is we]'l known
from its presence at Don Juan Pond. The mineral was first identified
and named by Torii and 0ssaka (1965) but precedence was also c1aimed
by House et al. (1965) who erroneously referred to it as hydrophilite
(CaClz). A calcium chloride phase is present'in some arid soils in
the region (Kumal et al. 1976). Sylvite, thermonatrite and trona
have been known for some tlme (Browne 1973; Nishiyama and Kurasawa
1975) but are not widespread. All the phases noted above have been
detected during this study.
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Pl ate 3. I Antarcticite (CaCl2.6H20) crystals in a deaquation(type 28) deposjt at Don Juan Pond ()ocality no.218,
11/l't/72) .
iodate ions were fjrst found in VUW sample .|0567 from near
near Lake Vashka (Johannesson and G'ibson 1962; Gibson .l962). The
iodate was present at the 0..| percent level'in the sample whjch was
analysed as conta'ining 85 percent gypsum and l4 percent calcjte, with
0.4 percent sodium ions. Although the iodate was reported in the
form Nal0: it'is more probable that'it exists as Ca(I0r)t, (lautarite).
Thjs'is the iodate containing mjneral that occurs with gypsum in the
n'itrate deposits of Chile (Palache et al. l95l ). The trace amounts
of iodate in antarct'ic salts are not detected by most routine analyses
includjng XRD as applied to the present study.
Phases in Group C have been reported no more than twice
(see Appendjx l, p.l3), and'in few cases have there been included
X-ray data for the phase in question. This is a selious omission
owing to the unusual nature or rare existence of most of these salts.
For example, Kumai et al . (.l976) us'ing energy dispersion X-ray anaiys'is
noted the presence of magnesium chloride but could not specify the
salt phases involved. The phase is probably one of either tachyhydrite
(tachydrite, CaMg2Cl o.'12H20), bjschofite or carnal I ite. Tachyhydrite
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has recently been reported by Bockhe'im (.l979b) who used X-ray d'iffraction
but did not produce corroborative X-ray data, Bockhejm (p..|48) be]ieved
that tachyhydrite was present in small quantities I'commonly associated
with samples bearing m'irabilite". This seems a most unlikely association
since the calcium and sulphate ions present would normally have combjned
to produce sparingly soluble gypsum; this was found 'in one sample
oniy. Mirabilite is stable at low temperatures but in warmer (e.9.
+20oC) conditions it effloresces (i.e. loses water), dehydrating to
thenardite (Dort and Dort .|970). The diffraction peaks of dehydrating
mirabilite (Torii et al. .|966) would totally obscure or interfere
with all the eight major peaks, at d spacing ?.SO i or greater, of
tachyhydrite (ASTM card number, l-.|092). The wrjter believes that
Bockheim mjstook several of the peaks of dehydrating mirabjlite for
tachyhydrite, whjch has yet to be confirmed in the McMurdo region.
0f the 1 7 reported phases of Group C, only four were
detected in the present study. Burkejte, melanterite and alunite were
possibly first detected for Antarctica during this work but the first-
named has recently been reported by Nish'iyama (tgZg) also. The fourth
phase detected was nahcolite, first reported by Keys (1972), who also
detected the presence of the Group C salt, Cas(P0u)2, from a skua nesting
area at Cape Evans. Phase ident'ification was not possib'le due to
the presence of rock materia'|, but it is probably whitlockite. Calcium
phosphate was first detected as an antarctic salt by Campbell and
Ciaridge (.l966) from an abandoned penguin rookery on Inexpressible Island.
These and other Group C phases, plus sylviten antarctjcjte, aragonite,
thermonatrite, trona and the iodate salt from Group B are excluded
from most of the following discussjons because they have not been
de.tected 'in enough samples to make val id general izations perta'ining
to local distribution. However, their distribution on a reg'iona1 scale
and their ion sources are djscussed jn Chapters 5 and 6.
3.2.2 Stability of antarctic salt phases on extraction from the
antarctic environment :
All fjve double salt phases and most single phases detected
during this study are quite stable when in the crystalline form in
laboratory conditions. In this dry state they show little or no tendency
to effloresce, deliquesce (gain water) or change to the stable polymorph.
Therefore their co'llection, extraction from Antarctjca, and subsequent
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analysis pose no problems.
However, hydrates of some s'ing'le sa1t phases belonging to Group C
are unstable in temperate conditjons. They will tend to dehydrate
or decompose on extraction from Antarctjca. Dihydrohalite tends to
dehydrate to halite above +0..l5"C (the transitjon point) in the absence
of other phases beside halite (Timmermans .|960; also Fig.4.2), or
at lower temperatures if phases containing other ions are present (e.g.
as low as -5.goc in the presence of soda nitre, Chr6tjen .|929). Hydrates
of calcite are unstable above 0"C or colder, and dehydrate rapidly to
calcite (Palache et al. l95l ). Gaylussite tends to alter to calcite
also (Palache et al. '195.|). Certain phases that possibly do exist
in Antarctica may not have been detected because of decomposition during
extraction from the cold, frig'id environment. Some such phases that
are possible are discussed in Chapter 6.
0ther hydrates may be unstable 'in laboratory conditions but
their alterat'ion is slow enough to allow the phase to be identified
before or during such alteration. These hydrates include mirabjljte
which effloresces to thenardite and antarcticite which deliquesces and
di sso'lves.
3.2.3 Deposit types:
The salt phases in the McMurdo region accumulate in a variety
of forms or types of deposits most of which are white. Nishiyama and
Kurasawa (1975) and Nishiyama (1977) have categorized the various deposits
into three types 1,2,3. This classjfication is adopted here and extended
by letters and further numbers where necessary. The classification
is summarized in Table 3..l. Almost all salt deposits are white in
colour (Plates 3.'l-3.5) although some are brownish or yellow-brown due
to inclusions of quartz, clay minerals, and other rock and soil material.
Gypsum is occasionally tinted light orange or green on basaltic substrates
due to traces of impurities such as iron.
Surface salt deposits belong to types I and 2. 0n bedrock, boulders
and cobbles the salts may be present as: surface encrustations or thin
veneers (type lA, Plates 3.2 and 3.3); accumulations in joints, cracks
or behind flakes (lB) (Plate 3.2); or in cavities in bedrock and boulders(tC1. 0n the surface of the regolith throughout the region the types
of deposit include: thin, powdery veneers around, immediately downs'lope
of, or in the shelter of soil particles and rocks (p'late 3.3); or
Pl ate 3.2 Calcite (CaC0: ) on the vertical surface (type 1A depos.it)
and in cracks and joints (type lB) of Aztec Siltstone atAlli,oator Peak (locality .l83). The deposit is thickest
'immediately below the ledge where snow lies, whereas saltis absent above the 1edge. (14/1?/13)
Gypsum (CaS0,,,.2H20) and thenardite (NazS0,-) in deposits
on rock and cobble surfaces (lA deposit, open arrows)
and on so'il surface around rocks (2A depos'its , sol'id
arrows). Tape points downslope (Beacon Valley,
local ity 1 29, 6/12/73).
Pl ate 3.3
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thicker encrustations often partial'ly or comp'letely covering surface
pebb'les and smaller material (Plate 3.4, also plates in Chapters 4
and 7). Such accumulatjons are termed efflorescences, or type 2A
deposits. Type 28 depos'its include all those formed by loss of water,
i.e. deaquatjon, from standing water bodies (P'late 3..|). These deposits
include those on the floors of dry or partly dry closed basins (sa1t
covered depressions, salt playas, sa'l'inas) or former basins. Some
of these deposits are termed evaporites where evaporation was the process
of deaquation, as in the classic evaporite sequences jn the northern
hemisphere (e.9. Kirkland and Evans .|973). In addition 28 deposits
inc1ude precipitates, those salts precipitated from solution by freezing
out (freeze concentration). These deaquation 2B deposits, and 2A deposits,
may be indistinguishable jn the field. Both may assume a botryoidal
shaped surface described as "roundish mammillary shapes" by Nichols
(.l963 ) (see also Bowser et al. .|970, Fig.4b ; Nishiyama and Kurasawa
1975, Figs.2E, F).
Table 3..| Main types of salt deposit (extended from Nishiyama and
Kurasawa .l975; Nishiyama 1977).
Typical salt
Type of deposit Type number phase(s)
encrustation on surface of bedrock, boulder lA calcite, gypsum
or cobble
accumulation or encrustation in joint, crack lB calcite, soluble
or behind flake of bedrock, boulder or cobble salts
accumulation in cavity jn bedrock or boulder lC soluble salts
efflorescence or encrustation on surface of 2A soluble sa'lts
regol i th
deaquation deposit in enclosed basin 28 soluble salts
veneer and encrustation on underside of 3 calcite
boulder, cobble or pebble
accumulation beneath boulder, cobble or 4 soluble salts
pebbl e
strong salt horizon or nodule in regolith 5 soluble salts
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Subsurface deposits belong to types 3, 4 and 5. Veneers of
calcite and occasional]y gypsum on rock undersides(type 3) (e.g. Nishiyama
and Kurasawa .|975, Fig.2G, H) are common in some localities, particularly
Taylor Dry Va11ey. Salt accumulations just beneath surface bou'lders,
cobbles and pebbles and loosely adhering to the undersides of such
rocks are very common depositsn here termed type 4 (plate 3.5 but also
p'lates in Chapters 4 and 7). l^Jithin the regoljth, salts are sometjmes
present in massive or crystalline horizons up to several centimetres
thick or as nodules, termed type 5, (plate 3.5).
Specific types of deposit form as a nesponse to moisture availabj1ity
and transport. In subxerous soils (Table 2.1) salts are found in deposit
types 24,28 and 3. Above the soil surface lA, lB and 1C deposits occur
(campbell and clarjdge 1969; claridge and campbell .t968b). In xerous
soils types 2A, 3 and 4 are present, but most of the sa'lt is djsseminated
throughout the profile and difficult to examine by xRD. In the most
arid (ultraxerous) soils, salts are present in type 5 deposits and type
4 deposits are less common (Claridge and Campbell jbid.; Campbell and
claridge ibid. ). However, somewhat moister soils may develop salt-
indurated (cemented) horizons if sufficient time has elapsed (Everett
l97l; Bockheim '1979b). The existence of types 1, z, 3, 4 and 5 deposits
'in the same area (e.g.Table Mountain - Knobhead, Appendix l, Table 5,
pages 21 , 22) il'lustrates the complex'ity and variability of the soil-
moisture-salt system.
It can be shown that examples of most of these types of deposits
are actively developing at present, although this development may be
very s1ow. Surface efflorescences (2A) form most sunmersaround stand'ing
bodies of water, streams or subsurface moisture movement. Liouid films
and capillary action transport subsurface moisturg bearing salts in
solution,from the water body to the surface where the moisture is evaporated
leaving the salt. Young 28 deposits were studied (ttov. 1972) in
Pearse Valley in a dry salty depression (Appendix l, Table 8, p.32).
U.S. Navy aerial photographs show that this depression was filled with
ice in December 1970. very young lA deposits, still forming in places,
have been seen (.|4-17/12/73) at Alligator Peak, where water containing
a small amount of dissolved salt trickled over surface rocks and evaporated
to dryness (Appendix l, p.24, localities 185, 186). 0n Black Island
type 4 deposits were found (A/V/lq) that had accumulated beneath boulders
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Pl ate 3. 4 Surface encrustation (2A deposit) of salt, Bottom Cone,Ht. Discovery. Fr'ne-grained sojl layers dipping into
tha slope promote capil'lary act'ion that carries soil
brines to the surface where evaporatjon occurs depositino
the salt along the layers. Ice axe points downslope fqtl7/16).
: (i'if
dc
Subsurface mixed sait deposits of thenardite, haljte (NaCl ),
darapskite (Na3 (N03)(S0q)z.4Hz0), bloed'ite (NazMg(S0r)2.4H,0)
and gypsum at Pearse Va11ey (locality 83); deposit types 4(open arrow) and 5 (soljd arrow) are present (23/11/72).
Pl ate 3.5
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used for anchoring tents in .|964 (Appendix ln p.30, locality 307).
Present-day accumulation of other subsurface salt, espec'ia11y type 5
deposits, is more difficult to show.
There are several specia'l types of sa'lt deposit that
cannot inmediately be included in the classjfication discussed above.
In Taylor Valley calcium carbonate "bjscujts" are present on the surface
in situ, qr as 1ag deposits and as chips wjthin the regolith below
about 400 m eJevation (Appendix 1, p.15, loca'lities 65,66). These
were depos'ited from former lakes main'ly as a result of depletion of
dissolved carbon dioxide by photosynthetic a'lgae (Hendy et al. 1977,
.l979). They can be loosely descrjbed as 28 deposits. Rarely, soluble
salts (mainly n'itrates) are found up to a few centimetres inside porous
sandstones of the Beacon Supergroup (e.9. Appendix 1, p.17, samp'le 23837
and J. McPherson, pers.comm. ). These endolith'ic sa'lts have probably
migrated in solutjons from the rock surface to their present posit'ions
as does the moisture that nourishes certain simi'lar1y placed endoljthjc
flora (Friedmann .|978). Salts are present on a few rock surfaces
inside geothermal jce caves on Erebus Volcano (e.g. localities 343,
344, Appendix I, p.3l). Twinned gypsum crystals are present but are
uncomnpn (G'ibson \96?; sampl e 76/35C, Appendix 1, Table 9, p.33 -
interpenetration tw'in on (.|01), crystals elongated paral'le1 to the
crystal'lographic a axis and flattened in the ab plane). Such crystals
result from some influence on their growth from a seed crystal; this
influence is probably chemical, caused by a high concentration of other
sol utes.
Local Distri bution3.3
3. 3.1 Compos'ition of deposit types:
There is a strong tendency for some salt phases to
preferentially accumulate in certain types of deposits, Sparing'ly
soluble phases, such as gypsum and calcite predominate in encrustations
on rock surfaces, are present in subsurface deposits but are minor phases
in deaquation deposits. More soluble phases show opposite trends.
Tendencjes such as these are the result of differences in physico-chemjcal
properties of the various phases, soi'l and surface cljmate, and the
supply of ions to the salt-soil system. Before such 'influences can
be examined in this and subsequent chapterso the preferred compositjons
themselves must be considered.
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Histograms provide a convenient summary of deposit
composition (Figs.3.1-3.3). Figure 3.1 is a set of four histograms
il lustrating the composition of deposits in Taylor, l,Jright, Ferar Valleys,
Ske'lton N€v€ and Mt. Kempe. The histograms show occurrences of calcite
(least so1uble), gypsum (sparingly soluble) and eight more soluble
phases combined. (These eight are soda njtre, darapskite, epsomite,
bloedite, halite, thenardite, mirabil ite and hexahydrite. ) Occurrences
are given as percentages of total occurrences (Appendix 2, subsection
A2.2.2j) of these ten phases in each of four convenjent sets of deposit
types; rock surface encrustations (lA, lB, lC), surface efflorescences
(2A), deaquation deposits (28), and subsurface deposits (3, 4, 5).
The histograms show that djfferent depos.it types tend
to contain different phases (Fig.3.'l). Rock surface encrustations
are mainly gypsum and calcite, with very few occurrences of solub1e
phases. Soluble salts are more evident in the surface efflorescences
(2A) studied, which are composed of gypsum and total solubles jn approxi-
mately equa'l amounts jn this particular treatment. A gap in sampfing
is evident here, in the absence of calc'ite in 2A deposits. Evidently
cajcjte is not concentrated suffjciently in such deposits to be conven'iently
studied by XRD*. It is known that calcium carbonate is concentrated
at the surface in some xerous and subxerous sojls (e.g. Clarjdge 1965;
McCraw .l967a, b; C'laridge and Campbell .|968b; Campbel'l and C'laridge
'1969). However the data presented here are sufficjent to show the
general composition of macroscopic 2A deposits and the djfferences
between them and other deposit types. Deaquation deposits (28) consist
mainly of soluble phases with'less frequent occurrences of gypsum and
rarely cajcite. A similar but less pronounced trend in relative abundance
is evident in subsurface deposits. The marked predominance of soluble
phases in 28 deposits indicates that sa'lts are brought jnto salty depres-
sions in inflow waters, and are not originally formed in the depressions.
A few calcite and gypsum deposits that presently are type lA
were once type 3 deposits. They were brought to the surface by rolling of
their substrate cobb'les during mass movement processes such as gelifluction
*A better approach may have
the fie'ld, but this in turn
ca] ci te,
involved application of dilute acid in
might lead to preferential sampling of
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(Nichols .|963 ; McCraw .|967b; e.g. loca'lity 70,'Taylor Val'ley, Appendjx I,
p.l5; locality .|67, samp'l e 72/?33, Big Foot Nunatak, Appendix I , p.ZZ).
The relative abundance of the various soluble phases
themselves' also vary considerably between deposit types. Figure 3.2
shows a set of three histograms illustrating the compos'ition of deposjts
of soluble salts in restricted areas of McMurdo oasis. Aztec Mountain,
Kennar Va11ey and Labyrinth areas were chosen because they are at sjmilar
distances from the coast of McMurdo Sound (70-80 km) and have similar
elevations (800-2200 m). Hence, soils in these areas receive probably
sim'ilar fallout of marine and continental aerosols (Chapter 6) and are
subject to similar amounts of mojsture and liquid water (Fig.2.7 and
Chapter 4). Further.there are sjmilar ljthologies in these areas (mainly
dolerite and Beacon Supergroup, Fig.l.2) jndicating that any supply
of specific ions from rock weathering (Chapter 6) should be approximate'ly
the same. Finally,there are sufficient numbers of each depos'it type
(except type 1) for each of the sjx major phases jn these areas to allow
study of deposit compositjon and salt sepanatjon (Appendjx 2).
2A deposits most frequently contain thenardite. Halite
is of secondary importance followed by nitrates. Magnesium salts are
rare in such deposits in the three areas be'ing considered. Deaquation
deposits most frequently conta'in halite and nitrates, with thenardite
and magnesium salts being of sl ightly lesser importance. In subsurface
depos'its the relat'ive frequency of occurrence is thenardite followed
by n'itrates, magnesium salts and hal ite.
Regional perturbations influence local salt distribution.
This is shown by considering the types of soluble phases in deposits
throughout the region (Fig.3.3A, B), rather than in small areas (Fig.3.2).
Halite occurs more frequently jn all deposit types in Figure 3.3A than
in Figure 3.2 due to an increased abundance of this phase in the more
general area (Chapters 5 and 6). Nitrate is absent from McMurdo Sound
(ftg.3.38) for a simjlar reason.
Single phase hydrates have a subtle distribution.
Mirabi'l ite occurs in 2A deposits around the coast and in deaquation and
subsurface deposits over the entire reg'ion. The apparent lack of this phase
in 2A deposits in the oasis is sign'ificant. Similar'ly, hexahydrite occurs
in both surface and subsurface deposits near the coast but apparently
only in subsurface deposits in the oasis. However,the other phases
of these salts, thenardite and epsomite, are present in al'l deposit types-
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l.lhite Islands, and at Cape Bird and Hoopers Shoulder. Data from
Appendix I, page 46, Table 27a(t) and (2).
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3.3.? Aspect :
It has been seen (2.3.2) that soils and slopes with northerly
aspects tend to have more moisture available than those wjth southerly
aspects. S'imi'lar1y, soi'ls and s'lopes with northerly aspects have
significant'ly different salt accumulation than those with southerly
aspects. The difference is most marked with the sparingly soluble
phases. 
. 
Gypsum and ca'lcite tend to accumulate on north-facjng slopes.
Generally 2A depos'its occur most frequently on north-facing slopes.
Deposits on flat terrajn and in sma'l'l scale depressions are excluded
from the following discussions.
Rose diagrams are a convenient method of portraying the
number of salt occurrences as a function of aspect (Appendjx 2, subsections
A2.1.2i, A2.2.2iii). Figure 3.4 presents diagrams for gypsum (Fig.3.4A)
and calcite (Fjg.3.48). Each diagram shows the frequency of occurrences
of one salt in each of the four majn compass po'ints in a specific deposit
type. Each diagram has two circles, the radii of wh'ich are the 95
and 99 percent sign'ificance levels (Appendix 2).
Gypsum and calcite accumulate preferentially on north-
facing slopes. In Figure 3.4A for gypsum, there appear to be significantly
more type 2A and subsurface (mainly type 4) deposjts on slopes with
northerly aspects. Such aspect is favoured for lA, lB deposits at
the 95 percent sign'ificance level . Deposits of ca1cite tend to occur
mainly on slopes with northerly aspects (Fie.3.48). This 'last tendency
is consistent with observations made by Campbe'|1 and Claridge (.l967)
in the Brown Hills area of Darwin Glacier.
Trends are not as strong for specific soluble phases..
Two sets of rose diagrams for the six maior soluble phases are shown
in Figure 3.5. The number of data for most phases jn 2A deposits are
insufficient for statjstical purposes; therefore, data for thenardite,
halite, soda nitre, darapsk'ite, epsomite and bloedite are combjned in
one rose. Figure 3,5A suggests that there is a strong tendency for
2A deposits of soluble salts to preferent'ially develop on north-facing
slopes. Figure 3.58 indjcates that any trends are weak in subsurface
depos'its. There js some tendency for subsurface n'itrate salts to
preferentially accumulate in soils whose aspect is southerly. Thjs
has previously been noted by Campbell and Claridge (.l967) who also
showed that in such soils, greater amounts of soluble salt accumulated.
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The rose in Figure 3.58 for subsurface deposits of all soluble phases
combined suggests that there is slight'ly more accumu'lation in south-
facing soi'ls, compared with north-facing soils.
The trends displayed in Figures3.4 and 3.5 indicate
that site aspect does have a sign'ificant effect on both salt composition
and deposit type. 0n more frequently moistened north-facing slopes
there are more occurrences of gypsum and ca'lcite, and more so'luble
salts in ?A deposjts, than on drier south-facing slopes. However,
the'latter tend to contain more nitrates in subsurface deposits, suggesting
such a response to lack of moisture or specifically'lack of leaching.
3.3.3 Separation between salt phases down slopes, and salt mobility:
The inter-phase separation that has developed on slopes
in antarctic'oasis'environments has been known since the work of
Glazovskaya ('1958, .l958) in Bunger oasjs, tlilkes Land (Fig.t.l).
Glazovskaya (.l968, p.303 et seq. ) used this separation to characterjze
the "geochemical soil sequence" in a series of soils that are linked
by downs'lope migration of salts, She concluded that the least mobile
phase is present from the top of the slope whi'le the most mobile phase
is present towards the bottom only. This subsection discusses the
separation that is apparent in McMurdo oasis. The following chapter
discusses the processes and factors 'leading to this separation.
Glazovskaya (1968) showed that the separation of salts
in co'ld deserts is in the order:
CaCOs, NazS0q, (NaC1 ), CaCl z + MgCl z.
That is, on a series of'linked soils CaCOg is present from higher
elevations than is NazS0,*, which in turn is present from higher elevations
than chloride salts. Keys (1972) characterized the phases present
and put gypsum into the sequence to give:
calcite, gypsum, thenardite, halite, antarcticite
as the separation order. Field (1975) and Wi'lson (1979) confjrmed
the order of the last three phases and the latter inferred that MgClz
followed antarcticite. The data of Nishiyama (1977) tor eastern Taylor Valley
indicate that NaHC0r and NazC0s lie between thenardite and halite in
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the sequence jn areas where soluble carbonate phases are abundant ( i.e.
eastern Taylor Val'ley), Nishiyama's data also suggest that sylv'ite
comes after halite in the sequence. However, the presence of syivite
with halite jn deposits on the south side of Taylor Va1ley more than
.|000 
m above Lake Bonney (locality 55, Appendix l) indicates that
'in fact the two phases may be close together in the sequence.
The "geochemical soil sequence" must be characterized
for as many phases as possible. The following discussion cons'iders
the place of NaNOr as soda nitre and MgS0,. as epsomite in the sequence.
Infrequently detected phases such as sylvite, thermonatrjte and nahcolite
are not considered as there are insufficjent data to place them
ref iably. The conmon double salts darapsk'ite and bloedite are not
considered as they are 'dependent' phases. Thejr presence depends
on the relatjve concentrations of independent' phases such as NaN0r
and Na2S0q r drd MgS0,., and NarS0,, respecti vely (4.4.3). The present
treatment is not based on a quantjtative ana'lysis, whjch has the
fol I ovring di fficul ti es :(l) an extended statistical treatment wou'ld be necessary
to rationa'lize the analyses and(2) the mu'lti-component system necessarily involved (Chapter
4) is dependent on supply of ions wh'ich changes within
the region (Chapters 5 and 6).
However for two sets of linked soils in Brown Hi1ls, the ionic data
(Cl/N03 ratios) of Campbell and Claridge (.|967, p.569) suggest that
the mobi'lit'ies of chloride and nitrate jons are similar and greater
than sulphate ions.
The soluble salt phases tend to accumulate in basins
at the bottom of linked soil series. This tendency has already
been seen in Figure 3.'l and is indicative of the greater mobi'lity
of the more soluble phases. The data on which Figure 3.1 is based
are rearranged in Appendix l, page 48, Table 27b(2), The table
gives the frequency of various deposit types as a percentage of
all deposits of calcite, gypsum and the same eight soluble phases
combined. The percent occurrence of 28 deposits, i.e. the mobility
of phases, increases in the order:
calcite, gypsurn, sol ub'les.
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This increased mobility may be quantified by considering
ratios of occurrences of specific phases in various deposit types.
Mobility can be simply defined as the tendency for a phase to be
leached from a soil into a c'losed basin downslope from that soil.
Two mobility ratios can be defined, that is the ratio of occurrences
of 28 deposits to (1) subsurface occurrences, i.e. 2Bl[(3 +)+ + 5] and(2) 2A, 4 and 5 deposits, i.e. 2B/l?A + 4 + 51. In Tabl e 27b(2)
(Appendix l) larger values for these ratios for the soluble phases
illustrate the greater mobility of such phases.
Similar treatrents are performed to obtain ratios for
the four major chemical species in the form of major single salt
phases soda nitre, epsomite, thenardite and hal'ite (Appendix 1, pp.47,
48, Tables 27a(4) and 27b(3)). Again we refer to Aztec-Kennar-
Labyrinth areas as for Figure 3.2, once more enab'ling control of
the two 'independent variables, jon supply and moisture availabil'ity.
The sane type of data from the more widespread area of the oasis
(as for Fig.3.1) are treated in Appendix l, Table 27b(1), page 47.
The sets of ratios in each of these three tables are compared in
Table 3.2. In the Aztec, Kennar and Labyrinth areas, both sets
of mobility ratios suggest that the mobility increases in the order
thenardite, epsomite, soda nitre, halite
Th'is sequence holds in the more widespread area for the mobility
ratio of deaquation deposits to subsurface deposits.
However, the order of mobilities of soda nitre and
hal'ite is reversed when 2A deposits are considered in the more widespread
area (Table 3.2). The reversal is due mainly to an increased occurrence
of halite in surface efflorescences there (Fi9.3.3). This suggests
that the reversal is an artifact of uncontrolled independent variables.
The rpbility ratio that involves occurrence in 2A deposits
al so measures a tendency for phases to be concentrated at the surface
of the soi]. This tendency depends on the rate of movement of soil
brines to, and rate of evaporation at the soil surface, as well as
on moisture availability, salt properties and ion abundance. Figures 2
and 4 in Appendix 1 show that most deposits 3tudied in the more general
area of the oasis lie to the east of those in the Aztec-Kennar-Labyrinth
areas. More moisture is avai'lable for salt migratioru and moisture
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Table 3.2
Geographical
,4rea
Aztec, Kennar
Labyrinth
al
tl
n
Table in
Appexdfx, l_
27aV\
uunt,,ot
27b(3)
page 48
soda
nitre
(l$aN0rJ
r.1
1.2
0.6
0,5
a.?9
Comparison of mobility r.atios of four major ehemical
specie,s as the single salt phases. Mobility ratios
are ratios of occurrenctes {%) of pha,seS ln deposit
types as Ehswn.
Phase {species)
Mobility thenardite epsomite
r atiq ([azS0' ) (lttgsOr )
2s/14 + 5J 0.s3 0.8
29llzA+4+51 0.+q I.0
zBlf4 + 5f 0.21 0,4
eBl[zA+4+s] 0,.18 0. 4
2Bll+ + Sl 0.061 0.r"t
hal ite(nacl )
3.9
2.5
2
I
0" 39Taylor, |rlright,ZTb(l )Fe,rrar, page 47
Skeltonn Kempe
Table 3.3
Depqsit type
2A
subs,urface (tt + 5) 60
nqnber of deposits 20
?BlLzA+4+sf 0.042 0,10 0.25 0.21
Rela.t,ive freguein,c3r (per"'cent) of 2A and sUbsurfaee deposits
o,f so:lu,b'le salts, as a functiOn rqf increasing d'istance
from the coast, Data for Taylor, hlright, Ferrar Valleys
and Sle'lton NdvE for deposit,s that contain only one
deposit t.!tpe, in Appendi'x I, Tablles 3, 5, 6.
Digta:nce 
.frem the eoast (km)
20-4A ,'10-7CI
?.6
74
42
40
?70
l9
8l
t7
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flux is greater in these more eastern sites (F1g.2,7), However,
tempenatures aFe waymer and average relative humidity is less (Appendix 3,
sections 3.2, 3.3, 6.1, 6.2\; hence,surface evaporation of soil
water 6sn,taining salts (2.3.4) is pr.obably more intense towards
the ea,st, especia'lly in the central most sampled parts of the valleys
-studied. Thusn the freguency of 2A deposits increases fron the
Aztec-Kennar.-Labyrinth area east towards the coast (Table 3.3).
Therefore,the ratio 2B/.l2A + 4 + 5l wi'll not give a satisfactory
mea.sure of the tendency for specific phases to be leached into closed
ba,sins if data are taken from a large area.
It is concluded that the ratio 2Bll4 + 5l most reltably
defines salt mobitity. This ratio indicates that the mobilities
in,crease in the order:
calcite, glpsumr thenardite, epsomite, soda nitre, halite, antarcticite
CaCOg, CaSO", NazS0,., MgS0*, NaN03, NaCl , CaC'lz.
This series characterizes the geochemi,cal soil sequence in McMurdo
oasi s
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CHAPTER 4 LOCAL MIGRATION AND SEPARATION PROCESSES
4.1
4.1.1
Preambl e
The.role of moisture:
This chapter examines the processes causing salts to migrate and
separate on a local scale. It exp'lains the characteristic order of
salt mobil'it'ies determined'in the previous chapter. soil mojsture,
part'icu'lar1y water, plays a fundamental role in salt migration.
Differences in salt properties cause salt separation, during (a) tfre
'initial dissol ution stage of salts by moisture, (b) poss'ibly durinq
the migration stage of salt solutions, and (c) during the deaquation
stage of solutions. l.ljnd and former lakes also cause migration and
separation of salts.
The migration of salts in soil water in oases has been known
s'ince the work of Glazovskaya (1SSe1. Sjnce then numerous workers
have established that the amount and availability of moisture, part'icular'ly
watern exert a major control on salt accumulation, and migration (e.S.
Claridge'1965; Ugo'lini and Bull 1965; Tedrow and Ugolini .l966;
Campbell and Claridge 1967,1968,.|969,.|975; Claridge and Campbe'll
1968a, b, c,1977; Everett l97l; MacNamara and Usselmdn '|972).
Salt migration is very restricted in the most arid or ultraxerous soils;
salts accumulate in such soils to form subsurface deposits (types 4
and 5). As moisture content and availability increase so too does
migration of salts; the salts become disseminated throughout the soil
so that salt horizons do not deve'lop. The accumulation that does
occur is mainly at the surface (2A) and beneath surface cobb'les (4).
Therefore the tendency for north-facing s'lopes to have more 2A deposits
than south-facing slopes (3.3.2) is probab'ly due to the higher moisture
availability on the former (2,3.2); migration appears to be more active
on north-facing slopes. Simi'larly,the increasing frequency of 2A
deposits towards the coast in McMurdo oasis (Table 3.3) is due to
increased moisture availability towards the east (Fi9.2.7). Many
observations have shown that the 'indjvidual salt deposits usually contain
much less salt in moister areas than in arid areas; this is because
less salt can accumulate in the moister conditions.
It wlll be shown here that separation of salt phases is achieved
at various stages during the migration process'largely as a result of
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different phys'ico-chemical properties of the various phases. These
properties cause different salts to respond differently to the moisture
present. Obviously, separatjon can only occur when sufficient moisture
is present to allow migration. The amount.of moisture that js "sufficient"
may be vefy low.
4.1.2 Prev'ious work:
Some previous work has been done on the processes of antarctic
salt migration and separation. The work is briefly discussed to provide
a background to this present chapter.
ugolini and Anderson (1972) proved that migration of sarts jn
thin liquid fjlms occurs in sjtu'in dry antarctic soils; two differentjons Cl- and Na- had djfferent migrat'ion rates. Field (.|975) reviewed
literature reporting laboratory studies whjch suggested that such liquid
film transport is the principal means of migration of dissolved salts
in unsaturated soils whose temperature is colder than Ooc (cary and
Mayland 1972). The migration is slow and decreases rapidly with decreasing
temperature (Hoekstra .|966). Salt diffusion under concentratjon
gradients and water vapour diffusion are less important mechanisms of
salt transfer. Salt solubi'lity and cation exchange on active surfaces
of soil particles may ittect the amount and type of salt migrating;
the most mobjle salts appear to be the more soluble phases and those
whose ions do not enter into exchange.
Selective absorption of water vapour by salts has been proposed
to explain their migration and separation in antarctic sojls (Wilson
.|979). 
He cons'idered thrt at h'igh elevations'in McMurdo oasis fluctuations
of relative humidity at ti.r surface of the regolith and within it "cause
some of the more deliquescent salts to slowly percolate downwards through
the soil " (ibid. p.207). Hypothetically, the least de'l.iquescent
salts are left behind. I'The more deliquescent will reach the frozen
water table," and s1ow1y migrate downslope along this. In the more
arid environment at lower elevations some salts are (hypothetically)
no longer de'liquescent and crystal'lize outi supposedly only the most
deliquescent salts reach the bottom of the s'lope. l,{ilson produced
little evidence to support his hypothesis, but did state that the less
deliquescent salts (e.g. thenardite. mirabilite) exist at higher elevations,
halite at intermediate eleyations, and calcium and magnesium chlorides
(the most deliquescent) at the lowest elevations in the drainage systems.
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This order of re]ative mobilities is similar to that derived in the
previous chapter but that listing did not inc]ude magnesium chloride.
There is some other evidence for [.,lilson's hypothesis. Ugorini
and Bull (.|965) and Cameron and Conrow ('|969) showed that soluble salts
in dry antarct'ic soils do absorb water vapour to some extent. Absorption
has also been demonstrated in the laboratory wherein the movement of
soluble salts down sa'lt-impregnated strips of chromatography paper and
a soil column was studied (Keys 1972). The strips and soil were suspended
in atmospheres of different but fixed relatjve humjdities of between
32 and'100 percent at temperatures of mainly +20oC but also at +3"C.
The studjes showed that at these temperatures at least, water vapour
could dissolve soluble salts and cause separatjon of phases.
In the field, hlilson's process requires three envjronmental con-
ditions to exist: (t) relative humidities that are high enough for
a sufficient length of time to d'issolve the more deliquescent salts;(2) temperatures that are warmer than the eutectic temperatures of
the aqueous system involved (see below); (3) a negative gradient
of relative humidity down slopes, These conditjons appear to be often
satisfied in summer at least: relatjve humidities are as high as 100 percent
(Appendix 3, section 6- I ; al so subsection 2.3.1i i i ) ; temperatures
wjthin the regolith are often warmer than 0"C (2.2.2, Table 2.5);
negative humidity gradients exist at times (Appendix 3, Fig.8).
l'lilson's hypothesis seems plausible on the basis of the preceding
discussions. However, it will be shown by physico-chemical arguments
that relatjve deliquescence 'is not the fundamental mechan'ism effecting
salt migration and separation in the McMurdo region.
4.1 .3 Simpl ifying assumptions:
The physical chemistry of dissolution, non-isothermal evaporation
and freeze-concentration of aqueous multicomponent sa'lt systems is
complex. The solubility of specific sa'lts in water and their tendency
to absorb water are dependent on temperature and may be strongly influenced
by the presence of other phases (Adams and Merz 1929; Berner .|971).
This influence is mainly dependent on the nature and the concentration
of the phases involved and the temperature diversity, all of which
affect chemical equilibria between the ions.
The major ions present in the general, multicomponent
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antarctic salt system are Na+, cuz*, MgZ*, K*, cll, sOu2-, N0e-,
- 
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HC0r- and C0s'- (see Appendix l, Table I, p.12). The temperature
range is from at least as cold as -53"C (the freezing point of
Don Juan Pond in December .l97.|, as determined by Cameron et al_,_
1972) to at least as warm us +21..|'C (temperature of wet surface
sand at Table Mountain on 22/1/74, Table 2.3). No data are available
describing the solub11ity or the abif ity to absorb water vapour
of individual phases in this multicomponent system over this wide
range of temperatunes. Therefore, a number of simpljfications
are necessary.
As a first approximation the general multicomponent system
can be considered as being composed of three catjons (Na+, MgZ*,
2t-2Ca'-), three anions (Cl-, SOu'-, N0:-) and water. In most areas
jn the McMurdo region HC0:-, C0r2- and K+ are present jn low
concentration in salt solutions (e.g. Campbell and Claridge '1967;
Bockheim .|979b). Unfortunate'ly, suffjcient data do not exist for
this simplified system either. This 'is probably for three main
practical reasons. Firstl-v, any system jnvolving Caz+ and S0,-2- deals
with gypsum which requires some weeks to reach equilibrium'in solution(Hill and }lills .|938).. 
, 
Second11,, it js difficult to present
great mass of solubjiity data in a diagrammatic fashjon for a
system of six'ions or five independent salt phases and water.
Thirdly, the determination of so'lubilitjes and vapour pressures
for the number of independent sa'lts involved would be a long process
i n deed.
Sufficjent data are not available at most temperatures
of interest for all the sjxteen ternary systems composed of
two'independent salts and water, or the higher systems, that comprise
the simplified multicomponent system. Therefore, the most simpl'istic
approach of a'll must be considered - the binary systems of one
sa'lt and water, for the salts of interest. This is the approach
that was used by Field (1975) and t^lilson (1979). Also,the binary
approach successfully describd separation between phases in ternary
systems when absorption of water vapour (relative deliquescence)
was examined (Keys 1972).
Some literature data are available for ternary and higher
systems. In the following d'iscussions, reference is made to
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the aqueous systems Na/K/cl , ca/t4g/c1 , ca/t4g/Na/cl , Na/Mg/sO,*, Na/clls04 and
Na/cl/S0r/N0s at certain temperatures, Reference to these systems
shows that the binary approach is fairly satisfactory for phases with
si gni f i cantly di f ferent so'l ubi'l i t'ies and eutecti c temperatures .
until further data are avajlable, the binary model must be used as
a basis for the following djscussjons.
4.2
4.2.1
Di ssol ution
Physico-chemical control s :
Dissolution is the process of a salt djssolving 'in sufficient
moisture ('liquid or vapour) to form a solution. M'igration of salts
takes place after djssolution has occurred, We have seen that moisture
is the primary contro'ller or determining factor for salt migration.
If sufficient moisture is available then dissolution and hence salt
migration can occur. Separation between salts may occur at the time
of dissolution (fractional dissolution) due to differences in physico-
chemical properties. For example, if a deposjt of several salts is
washed by water then the more soluble phases are d'isso'lved and move
away in solution, leaving the'less so]ub1e phases behind (Glazovskaya
.|958; Eugster and Jones .|979)
There are several secondary controls of a physico-chemical nature
that, theoretically at least, rndv be important to the problem of salt
dissolution in Antarctica. The eutectic temperature of a salt phase
must be considered as well as solubility in the low temperature antarctic
env'ironment. The eutectic temperature of a salt phase is the lowest
temperature at which the salt can exist in aqueous solution; below
this temperature it cannot dissolve but may coex'ist in the solid form
with ice. The salt may dissolve above its eutectic temperature and
thus migrate if sufficient moisture is available. Separation would
be achieved by differentjal dissolution. The relative solubilities
of phases at their eutectic temperatures may also affect salt separation.
The eutectic temperatures and solubilities of sa'lts in binary aqueous
subsystems of the Na/flg/Ca/C1lS0,-/N0s/Hr0 system plus some other salts
are given in Tab1e 4.1 and Figure 4.1 .
Temperatures at the surface and within the regolith fluctuate
around the eutectic temperatures, which range from 0 to -52oC (Appendix 3,
Tables 2, 3; section 2.2,-Tables 2.2-2.5). Therefore eutectic
temperatures could exert a control on salt migration and separation.
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Table 4. I
cal cite
nesquehon i te
gypsum
mirabilite
natron (1 )
nahcol ite
epsomite (1 )
sy1 vite
soda nitre
(ni tro-
cal cite) (2 )
hal ite (l )
(n i tro-
magnesi te )(2)
( bi schofi te )(3)
antarcticite
Eutectic temperatures and concentratipns in binary aqueous
systems, and solubilities, of some salt phases: from
data in International critical rab'les (.l926); smithsonian Inst.,(.|954); Timmermans (t960); Mellor (1961); Lange (lgOt);
Stephen and Stephen (.l963); Hill and Bacon (lg?l);
Kaye and Laby (1958), (Solubilities in kg of anhydrous
salt per 100 kg of saturated so'lution. )
Eutecti c
Temperatu re-----eon cen trati onPhase --T'O-
0
c.0
c.0
- 1.2
- ?.1
- 2.3
- 3.9
-l 0.8
-18. 5
-20
-21.2
-3r .6
-33. 6
-52
0. 0t
0.2
0,?
3.8
5.9
6.3
19.0
19.8
39
34
23.2
32.3
21.6
30.5
-l 0"c
19.9
40.2
34.2
24.8
37.4
33
35.9
0.0081
0.17
0.176
4.6
6.9
6.5
20.5
21.8
4?.2
39. 0
?6.2
38. 3
34.6
37 .7
0.0070
0.18
0.192
8.2
12.5
7.5
23.5
23.7
44.6
42.5
26.4
39. 8
34.9
40.0
(l) thermonatrite epsomite and halite are metastable at their respective
eutectic temperatures: data are given for the stable phases
NazCOs. 10H20 , MgS0,,.'12H20 and NaCl .2Hr0
(2) calcium and magnesium nitrates have not been detected in Antarctica:
nitrocal cjte, Ca(NOa )z.4Hz0 and nitromagnesite, Mg(N0:)z.6Hz0 are
known outside Antarctica tPalache et al. 1951)
(3) magnesium chloride has been detected in antarctic soils but
bischofite has not been characterized
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The least mobile sa'lts would be those with highest eutectic temperatures
(e.g. calcite, gypsum) whereas the most mobile would be those with
the lower eutectic temperatures (e.g. antarcticite). If solubiljty
controlled. the mobility then mobiljty should 'increase with increasing
solubility; calcite would be least mobi'le and soda nitre wou'ld
be most mobile.
A third factor which theoreticaily effects dissolution and separation
is relative def iquescence (Wilson 1979) or the hygroscopicity of
a salt (Markowitz and Boryta l96l), The hygroscopicity of a salt
is equal to the relative humidity maintained over a saturated aqueous
solution of that salt in a closed environment. Like so'lubility,
hygroscopicity 'is temperature-dependent. If the relative humidity
of the atmosphere surrounding the salt is greater than the hygro-
scopicity of a salt, then that salt will show a thermodynamic tendency
to absorb water vapour unt'il it dissolves, In relatfvely dry soils
this salt property causes significant movement of water vapour along
the vapour pressure gradient jnduced by the sa'lt (scotter .|974a).
However, the actual mechanism of dissolution of salt by thjs process
is subject to debate (Parlange 1973; Scotter .|976). In any case,
'laboratory studjes have shown that at temperatures as ldw as +3oC,
at an atmospheric humjdity midway between the hygroscopicities of
two soluble sa1ts, the one whose hygroscopic point is exceeded
will preferentially dissolve and may then migrate away from the
other (Keys 1972).
Hygroscopicity data are scattered in the ljterature and scarce
for temperatures colder than OoC. Interpolatjon technjques using
vapour pressures over saturated solutions were required to derjve
such data. The hygroscopicity f, of a salt js related to the
spontaneous fugacity or vapour pressure e, of its saturated solution
by the relations
e_ x 100f, = l1;- (temperature 2 0"C)
e- x .|00f. = * (temperature < 0oC)
-"i
r r t 4,I
and
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where E.., and E., are the saturation vapour pressunes of water andwl
ice respectively (see Appendix 3, Table 16, Fig.6, and section 6.1).
At any absolute temperature T ("K) the natural 'logarithm of er'is
very nearly proportional to the reciprocal of T (Hjrschler .|936;
West and Menzies '1937); that is
ln e, =f+b
(a, b constants) to a
temperature (Table 4..|
tr=Ei
good approximation.
) of an aqueous sait
f, = 100%
4.3
Furthermore, at the eutectic
system
4.4or
The interpolation technique for each salt was to (l) plot ln .,
I
against f (Eeuation 4.3) for known e, or f, (using Equation 4.4
and literature values*); 12) draw the best fit line through the
data points; (3) interpolate to obtain values of e, for temperatures
at which it is not known (generally those less than 0'C); (4) convert
these e, to f, (using Equations 4.1 and 4.2). Table 4.2 and F'igure 4.2
sununarize data obtained in this way
The probable effects of these various properties on the salts
can now be compared, making an assumption that is basic to the binary
model assumed here (4..|.3). The assumption is that if the mobility
of a specific salt is dictated by a specific physico-chemical property,
then that property will also control relative salt mobility. Thus,
the relative order of that specific property (e.9. hygroscopic'ity) of
the various salts should be the same as the observed sequence of
salt mobi'lities. The re1ative ordering in the properties of various
salts are shown in Tab'le 4.3, together with the sequence of salt
phase mobilities determined in subsection 3.3.3. The order of
eutectic temperatures, and hygroscopicities below about +1"C,
are both the same as observed relative mobilities; thus,either
of these two properties could contro'l mobility. However,
*Useful literature: Edgar and Swann (19?2), Carpenter and Jette(1923), International Criticial Tables (1926), Leopold and Johnston(1927), Adams and Merz (.|929), Hepburn (1932), shibata and Miwa(1935), Glasstone ('1940),- Korolev (1940), 0'Brien (1948), Carr
and Harris (1949), Stokes and Robinson (1949), Rockland (1960),
Timnrermans (1960), Young (1967).
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Table 4.2 Hygroscopic points (percent) of some
Phase -100c ry
salt phases.
+l 0"c
.l00
99
9t
99
96
93
87
78
76
60
58
38
33
calcite
nesquehon ite
gyPsum
mirabilite
natron
nahcol ite
epsomi te
syl vite
soda nitre
hal ite
nitrocal cite
n i tromagnesi te
antarcti ci te
bi s chofi te
100
100
.l00
100
100
100
100
99
9l
87
68
67
63
34
.|00
100
100
98
>99
98
96
89
8',I
76
64
6t
52
34
eutectics would control mobility over the whole range of sojl
temperatures experienced (4.1.3). Solubilities in the binary
systems do not appear to control salt dissolution and hence separation
of phases down slopes.
To determine whether the primary physico-chemical
control for salt separation is eutectic temperature or hygroscopicity,
other sa'lts may be considered. Near the coast in Taylor Val1ey
(Nishiyama 1977\ the relative mobilities of the soluble phases
present appear to be
NazS0q, NaHC0a = NdrC0:, NaC'l
This is the order of eutectic temperatures (Table 4.1) of these
phases but not their hygroscopjcjtjes (Table 4.2), which suggests
that eutectic temperatures exert the main physico-chemjcal influence
on separation. The position of KCI in the mobility series cannot
be used to determine the physico-chemical property controlling
separation. l,Jith the binary approach used here, both eutectic
temperature and hygroscopitity models place sylv'ite between epsomite
and soda nitre (faUte 4.3).
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Table 4.3 0bserved relative mobilities of sa'lt phases compared
to relative order of various properties of these
salts jn bjnary systems. Phases are shown as anhydrous
forms.
P.op. rty
observed relati ve
mobilities,
'increasing (from
subsection 3.3.3) CaC0g, CaS0,*, NdzS0*, MgS0,*, NaN0g, NaCl , CaCl z
eutecti c
temperature,
decreasing(Table 4..|) CaC0r, CaS0,,, NazSO", MgS0,*, NaN0:, NaCl , CaClz
hygroscopi cpoint, -10"C CaC0a = CaS0,* = NarSO" = Mg50*, NaN0", NaC'l , CaClzdecreasing. 0oc cacOs, cas0,., Nazs0,., MgsO,*, NaNor, Nacr , cacl z(Table 4.2) "'
+.|0"C CaC0g , CaS0,. , MgS0" , NazS0q, NaNor , NaCl , CaCl z
eutecti c
concentration,
i ncreasi ng(Table 4..l) 9aC0g, CaS0q, NazS0*, MgS0,*, NaCl r CaC]2, NaN0a
sol ubi I'ity,
i ncreasi ng -l 0"C NaCl , CaCl z , NaNO s(Tabl. 4.'l )0o, +]0"C CaC0s, CaSO*, Na2S0,*, MgS0", NaCl , CaCl2 , NaNOa
Solubilities do influence salt separation, even though
they do not control it in the binary model. Nitrates, the most soluble
salts, show some tendency to preferential'ly accumulate on south-
facing slopes (f.f.21. This is probably because such slopes are
subject to less leaching, having lower moisture availabjlity than
north-facing slopes (2.3.?). Campbell and Claridge (1967) illustrated
this by considering three soil s'ites with different aspects in an
enclosed basin near Daruin Glacier.
4.?.2 l,lil son' s argument:
[ilson (1979) believed that hygroscopicity, not eutectic
temperature, caused salt separation. His argument was based on
0rde r
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Na/K and Mg/K ratios in freeze-concentrating sea water compared
to those in saline ground water and lakes in l,Jright Va'l1ey, particular'ly
around Don Juan Pond. Few antarctic data were presented to
support the argument (4..l,2).
The argument is unsoundly based on several counts. The sa]ts
in McMurdo oasis are generally not in the same proportion as they
are jn sea water, and in fact differ widely in compositjon and
concentration (e.g. Morikawa et al. 1975; claridge and campbeil
1977; Bockheim 1979b; and this thesis). Thus,so'ir brines arso
djffer in composition and concentration between themselves and
from sea water (see also Table 4.5). Such d'ifferences together
with variable temperatures cause different behaviour of ionic
ratios on dissolution and deaquation. Precise behaviour depends
on precise condjtions, as will be seen jn the followjng subsections.
Furthermore, the use of ionic ratios is p'lagued by amb'iguities.
Chemjcal weatherjng of rock and soil particles may alter MgZ*,
CaZ+ and K+ ratios (C'laridge and Campbell 1971; and Chapter 6).
Ion exchange processes may deplete f+ (field .l975; Keys 1979;
and 4.3.4). Thus,even if the original source of salts in McMurdo
oas'is 'is largely sea water (Chapter 6), fractionation processes obscure
changes in ionic ratiob;' therefore, these must be used with cautjon
when determining ion enrichment or deplet'ion. Wjlson (1979)
did not consider these problems and so his argument is largely
inval i d.
4.?.3 Relative mobility of chlor ide phases:
Multicomponent systems need to be consjdered to examine the
problem of KCI mobility in particular and the other chlorjdes
in genera'|. Aqueous systems can be considered that contain chloride
as the on'ly anion: sulphate and nitrate are present in low con-
centration in Don Juan Pond brine and the suprapermafrost flow
of hlilson (1979) (Meyer et al. 196?; Cameron et a] . 1972;
Field 1975). These are the brines of immediate interest here.
The agueous ternary system Na /K /Cl is examined. Figure 4.3
illustrates equilibrium concentrations in this system at -22.9oC,
which is the ternary eutectic temperature (Cornec and Krombach 1932)
and also the crystallizatign point of dihydrohal'ite (NaCt.ZH20)
in freeze-concentrating sea water (Thompson qnd Nelson '1956).
iolulion soluroled
wirh NoCl.2H2O
NoCl.H:O(dihydroholite)
a
t
o
/(, -
onlorctic soll phose
hypolheticol solt deposit
hypolheiicol brine
rysf em evolulion poth
brine evolulion poth
NoCl N(holire) ( xcr(sylvile)
Figure 4.3 The system Na/K/cl /Hz} at -zz.g"c constructei in weiqhtpercent from data of Cornec and Krombach (1932) and-Mellor (196] ). Lines AB, BC are shown straight for
simpl i ci ty. s represents a sal t deposi t foried di rectlyfrom sea water, [,l an approximation to a sea water brine.-
The ljne SDEWH is the path along which the sea salt
system evolves during dissolution or deaquation (see
text ) .
The three apexes N, K and H represent.po'ints with .|00 percent Nacl,
Kc] and HzO respectively. points A and c represent the eutectic
concentration of Nacl and Kcl respectively in their b.inary aqueous
systems (Table 4.1). B is the univariant point representing the
concentrations of NaCl and KCI in the solution saturated with both'
NaCl.2Hz0 and KCl, and in equilibrium with ice, dihydrohalite and
sylvite (cornec and Krombach l93z; Mel'lor l96l ). Lines AB and
BC have been straightened for simplicity, this straightening having
very little effect on the subsequent arguments. The non-central
position of B and the large-fie1d for so]utions saturated with KCI
H
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alone, show that NaCl has greater solubility than KCI in this system.
This relationshjp holds at all temperatures of jnterest (Mellor
re6] ).
Isothermal steady state djssolution is' considered first.
Point S in Figure 4.3 represents the concentrations of NaCl and KCI
in a salt deposit formed from deaquated sea water (derived from
the sea water ratio Na/K = 27.8, Sverdrup et al. 1942; i.e. approximately
97.4% NaCl , 2.6% KC1 as a s'implifjcation). A straight line from
S towards H represents the path that the system follows when moisture
(liquid water or water vapour, RH = 100%) is added at -22.9oC.
Between points D and E on this path a so]ution is present that is
(f) saturated wjth both NaCl.2Hz0 and KCl, and ( 2 ) in equilibriurn
with solid dihydrohalite, sylvjte and ice. The composition of
this solution is given by B. Further addjtion of moisture at -22.9"C
changes the concentrations in the saturated solution along BA.
The solution is no longer saturated with KC'l; all sylvite originally
present in the deposit has been leached from it, and is now jn so'lution.
Thus sylvite is more mobile than halite jn these conditions.
An opposite sequence can be loosely applied to a sea water
brine l{ hypotheticalJy deaquat'ing isotherma'lly at -22":9"C. The
line Hl,lS along which Na/K equals 27.8 is an approximation to the
real case. At this temperature in deaquating sea water Na/K would
equa'l about 23 (Thompson and Nelson .l956) due to previous precipitation
of mirabilite. The system evolves along line l.lS, and the saturated
solution moves along line AB. Dihydrohalite crysta'llizes from
the solut'ion after that has reached B. Th'is sequence shows why
dihydrohalite is crystallized from sea water before sylvite (Thompson
and Nelson 1956) even though the latter is less so'luble and has a
lower eutectic temperature in the binary system (table 4.1). Brines
lying within the triangle HBC, in which the Na/K ratio is less than
2.63 (the univariant compos'ition of B, Cornec and Krombach '1932)
will crysta'llize sylvite first on freeze-concentration at -22.9oC.
Simi'lar'ly halite will be leached from ch1oride deposits before sylvite
if the Na/K ratio is less than 2.63 represented by deposits that
would lie along the line FK. These ratios are modified by the
presence of other ions and at other temperatures but the basic
inequal ity remains.
From the discussion above it is apparent that after
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moisture avai'labil ity, eutect'ic po'ints and salt s.olubil'it jes control
chloride and other salt separation in multicomponent systems.
Temperature and composit'ion exert further contro'ls. Thjs js further
illustrated in Table 4.4 whjch shows the behavjour of Mg/Ca ratios
in two aqueous chlorjde systems at equjlibrium. The affect of
composition is marked when the brines are in equilibrium wjth ice.
The re'lative ordering in the apparent mobilities of the end members
of the salt series is dependent on these controls.
Table 4.4 Mg/Ca ratios in two aqueous chloride systems (determined
from data of Prutton and Tower 1932; Linke '|965).
Phases in equ'ilibrium
with saturated solution Temperature (oC)
System
CalMg/Cl
(n = 6, 8, 12 depending
on temperature )
CaC'1 2.6H20, MgC1 z.nHz0;plus ice at eutectic
temperatu re
system
-30 eutectic
0.2s9 0.076 ( -52'C)
q 
-15
1.22 I .59
CalMg/Na/Cl as above plus NaCl.?HzA 1.2 0. l5 (-58"C)
4.?.4 Relative effectiveness of the dissolution processes:
The process of dissolution is dependent on the presence
of moisture. Dissolution is usualty diffus'ion-controlled (Berner
l97l). Thus for a particular salt, the rate of dissolution is
dependent on the amount and rate of movement of surrounding mo'isture.
Dissolution is slow and separation of phases not very effective,
when mass flux of moisture is low, whjch is normally the case in
soils towards the western parts of McMurdo oasis (Fi g.2.7). However
separation is apparent in places in such areas. Therefore this
lack of effectiveness appears to have been offset by the long time
that surfaces have been free of ice (1.2.4, 1.2.5).
The 'largest quantity of water is available during surmer.
Liquid films are likely to reach their greatest average thickness
during this season and therefore most salt is probably dissolved
then. In some aFeas a single extreme melting event (Chinn 1979)
probably causes a greater rnass of the more soluble salt phases to
migrate over a period of several days than would migrate over several
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years of more normal melting. Relative solubi'lities may be more
important than other properties in such areas. More so'luble phases
di sso1ve more rapi d'ly during fl oods el sewhere in the wor'ld (Gorham
196.|); such floods are analogous to extreme melting events in McMurdo
oas'r s.
The various physico-chemical properties (e.g. eutectic
temperature and hygroscopicity) that may control or influence salt
djssolutjon may cause a particular salt to djssolve at different
rates, that is to be of djffering effectiveness at causing d'issolution.
The relative effectiveness of any physico-chem'ical mechanism of
dissolution is assumed to be mainly dependent on the mass and form
of moisture available. Liquid fi'lms are more important than vapour
transfer for the transportation of soil moisture jn McMurdo oasjs(2.3.3). Dry soils with gravimetric water contents as low as l%
(?.3..|i j ), having dens jties of about dkg m-3 (Metson .|955), contain
about l0 kg of water in th'in films per cubic metre of sojl
in summer. This is G ordersof magnitude larger than the amount
of water vapour in a cubic metre of air, whose relative hum'idity
is 60 percent, which is a reasonable value for soil wjth l% moisture
(2.3..| i i i ; AppendiX 3,. section 6. I ). Therefore salt properties
that affect sa'lt-liquid interactions (e.9. eutectic temperatures,
so1ubilities) are l ike'ly to be more important than those properties
affecting sa'lt-vapour interact'ions (e,9. hygroscopicity).
Hygroscopic'ity gives a measure of the thermodynamic tendency
for a phase to absorb water vapour under ambient conditions, but
says nothing about the kinetics of the absorption. The rate of
absorption probably slows as vapour is absorbed. It is concluded
that absorption of vapour,sufficient to cause dissolution,is slow
in frigid, arid condit'ions. Dissolution by thin film water is faster.
4.3 l.lovement of Brines llithin and on Top of the Reqo'lith
4.3.1 Thin films:
The movement of soil moisture has already been discussed in
subsection 2.3.3. The maln methods of flow of soil brines in
order of decreasing mass flux per unit time are: (1) gravity
drainage invo'lving overland flow or suprapermafrost flow; (2)
capillary action around streams, lakes and channelled flows;
and (3) thin liquid fi'lms. Any soil brines formed by adsorption
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of water vapour are'like'ly to form thin films. l.le have seen
that these methods have different spatiai and temporal variations
depending on location and season, Generally method (3) is probably
most widespread in cold xerous, antarctic soils (2,3.3), and
is probably most active towards the east during summer.
The movement of salt through antarctic soils was studied iI situ
by Ugolini and Grier (.|969) and Ugolini and Anderson (]1912). Radio-
active ions 36c'l- and t'Nu* were p'laced at the top of the ice-cemented
tab'les at soils in l,'lright Lower Va]'ley and at Cape Royds; gravimetric
moisture contents of the so'ils were < l-3% and 2-7% respectively. At
the latter site the radioact'ive chloride tracer moved 2l cm to the
surface in 40 days from 1/11/68 to l0/.]2/68. In the drier, colder
wright va11ey the3tcl- tracer moved only 7 cm upwards during 25 days
of subzero temperatures (Ugolini and Grjer .l969). This jllustrates
that salt movement is by fjlms of liquid moisture; l'iquid films are
thinner and moisture flux is less in the drier wright va11ey soi'ls
than at Cape Royds. Comparisons between the positive'ly charged
ttNa* ions and the negative 36Cl- ions were made at sites in
Hright Lower Vailey. The sodium ions moved consistently slower
than choride. The difference was explained by Ugolini-and Anderson
(1972) as being due to adsorption of the positive jons'in the thin
'liquid film, onto negatively charged si'licate surfaces in the soils;
the migration of ch]oride is not hindered by such adsorption sincejt is itself negatively charged.
Differential ion movement may be caused in other ways.
Concentration differences in soils may produce differential movement
in thin films as salts diffuse down concentration gradients; thermal
diffusion (i.e. the Soret effect) is neg'ligible (Cary and Mayland
197?). Generally smaller and monovalent ions diffuse more rapidly
than larger polyvalent ions in soils; however, the amount of hydration
around the ions influences their effective radius and hence their
relative diffusion rates (savich 1970). In increasingly concentrated
solutions complexing between jons becomes important, also affecting
ion size and hence movement. Such d'ifferentia'l movements may all
be obscured by ion exchange or adsorption processes. Ratios between
ions neeil to be examined to investigate this, as is done in subsection
4.3.4.
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4.3.2 Free drainage and capillarity: 
..
Flow of brines under gravity through soils appears to be
an important 'local process especially in summer. plate 4..| shows
three distinct areas of such flow in Tayior.valley near Lake Bonney.
These tlovis represent saline water moving down the surface of the
'ice-cemented table (suprapermafrost flows). F'low is contro'lled by
theslope of the jce-cemented tab'le rather than the surface slope(Linkletter .l970). Field (1975) estimated a flow rate of about
l0-q m3 min-r in one of the sal'ine flows on the northern bank of
Lake Bonney. (P1ate 4.i), and about l0-3 m3 min-r in a flow towards
Don Juan Pond in south Fork, l,Jright vailey. such flow systems may
be small and several can exist unconnected in c'lose proximity (Cartwright
and Harris .|976). These authors consider that none of the supra-
permafrost flows in the vicinity of Don Juan pond or Lake Vanda
has a measurable effect on the water budget of the two lakes.
In Taylor valley where there 'is much more suprapermafrost ground
water than in wright va11ey, such contribution is also very minor
(Cartwright et al. 1975).
However, these flows may contribute appreciable amounts
of salt to the lakes (5ietd 1975; Wilson 1979). Analyses of
the two suprapermafrost f'lows samp'led by Field (1975) are shown
in Table 4.5. These are compared wjth some analyses of streams
in the oasis and sea water. Ground water flows are very sa]ine;
they transport larger amounts of salt relatively slowly. surface
streams are dilute; they transport small amounts of salt quite swift]y.
Most of such movement is'likely to be confined to surmer although
the saline flows with their slow speeds and high concentrations
may flow on into autumn; these two flows will commence freezing at
-2.5 and -5"c respectively (calculated from sverdrup et al. lg4z).
Geographic trends 'can probably be fo]lowed in the compos-itions of
the streams and flows but this would require another study and
is outside the scope of this thesis. The possible influence of
ion exchange on the compositions is discussed in 4.3.4.
Salts or saline waters may accumulate where surface or
subsurface flows are obstructed by bedrock or boulders or where
they terrnlnate in closed basins. This is discussed in the following
section (4.4). Howev"r, ihe influence of these flows on capillarity
is briefly discussed here.
Pl ate 4. I
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Suprapermafrost saline flows near Lake Bonney. Two
flows and a dry stream course are visible crossing
former lake levels on the north side of Taylor Valley
below Matterhorn Glacier. A flow moving slow'ly
from right to left is present in the foreground. (7/1/75)
Salt slick on the surface of the regolith on the south
side of Taylor Va1ley, up va1ley from the terminus
of Taylor Glacier. The slick probably marks theposition of an inactive saline flow, from which
salts were brought to the surface partly or
wholly by capi'llarity. (?3/10/76)
Plate 4.2
Table 4.5
Location
Suprapermafrost flows
north bank, East Lobe
Lake Bonney
South Fork,
Wright Va1 ley
Surface streams
south bank, llest Lobe
Lake Bonney
melt water flowing
into Lake Bonney
from west*
melt water from
Tay'l or Gl aci ert
surface stream
flowing into
Don Juan Pond from
west
0nyx River at weir*
Sea water*
(Sverdrup et al.
1e42)
Ion i c concentrati ons 'in suprapermafro.st fl ows and
streams in McMurdo oasis, after Fie'ld (1975), Toriig! a]. " (1975), and Yamagata et al. r (1967)lUnlTsgm-3=ppm*t)
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Capillarity is usual'ly an effective mechanism transporting brines
laterally or vertically from surface or subsurface flows, from saline
ponds and lakes and other localized sources of liquid water such as
melting snow drifts. This can be seen in summer where zones of 2A
type deposits may accumulate over a period of hours or days on the
banks of flows, at the base of slopes, on the shores of standing water
bodies and adiacent to melting snow drifts. At other seasons of the
year capillarity is inoperative but its effects can be noted. In
spring, salt s'licks on the.surface of the regolith may mark the former
position of suprapermafrost flows (Plate 4.2\. Zones of 2A depos'its
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surround salt covered depressions and standing brine bodies (see
Appendix 1, Figs.64, 68), but may be mixed with deaquation (ZB)
depos'its (Plate 4.3). Sa'lt content in soils adjacent to snow
drifts may. increase away from it over a distance of a few tens
of centjmetres (Schofield .|97.|, Fig.6, p.203; also plate 7.4).
Capillarity may cause selective accumulation of salts due
to local differences in soi'l texture or sa]t mobility. plates 3.4
and 4.4 il I ustrate local'ized accumulation after preferentia'r
movement of soil brines through a fine-grained sojl 1ayer. In
hot deserts differences in salt composition have been detected
through the zone of capillary migrat'ion adjacent to saturated soil
or brine bodies; the Jeast mobile sulphate ions are concentrated
near the moisture source, nitrates at intermediate distances and
chlorides farthest from it (Mueller .|968). This sequence is the
same as that of relative mobility of salts in McMurdo oasis.
0bviously solubility is not the property controlling mob.ility
in this cap'i11ary zone, since the order of relat'ive mobilities
is not the order of relative sol ubi'lit'ies. Ion s jze and charge
are likely to be more important (savich 1970) which is consistent
with the smal'ler, monoval.ent ion, Ci- being the most mobile, and
the large divalent ion, S0u2- being the least mobi'le. In McHurdo
oasis some of the differences in salt composition noted around
the fringes of the salty depressions (Appendix l, Tables 8,9,
.|0, ll, pp.32, 33), and in 2A deposits generally (Figs.3.2, 3.3),
are probably due to such differences in salt mobility. However
these differences are obscured by the superimposition of the
developing 2A deposits on previously formed deaquation (28) deposits,
and probably by ion-ion interactionsin solution. More detailed
study wou'ld be needed to resolve these.
4.3.3 Deep ground water:
A different type of subsurface water or brine movement has
recently been recognized in McMurdo oasis due to the drilling of
Dry Valley Dri'lling Project holes. These holes have revealed
that deep sublake or intrapermafrost ground water flows typical
of arid regions exist in the oasis (Cartwright et a'|. 1974a).
Lake Vanda is a local recharge point in such a ground water system
whereas Don Juan Pond is a discharge point for a confined aquifer
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Pl ate 4.3 Annu'lar rings of salt in a salt-covered depression in
Pearse Val'ley ('local ity 94). Type 2A and 28 deposits
are present here. (28/11/7?)
White salt accumulating on pebb'le surfaces in an outcrop of
sediments below LaCroix Glacier. Soil brines are preferent'ia11y
migrating through a fjne-grained layer of sedimento and on
evaporation at the surface deposit salt in sinuous ridges or
zones that mark consecutive periods of migration. (7ll/75)
Plate 4.4
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beneath it (Cartwright et al. '|975; Mudrey et al.. .|975).
Deep sal ine ground water under pressure and permeable zones
w'ithin permafrosted sedinBnts have a'lso been found in eastern Taylor Valley
(Cartwrigh.t et al. 1975). Brine has been 3een discharging from a source
beneath raylor Glacier at the saline djscharge site (Keys 1979; and
Chapter 8). No ground water was found in DVDP hole'12 into bedrock
near the shores of Lake Hoare/Leon (cartwright et al_..l975) between
New Harbour and Taylor Glacier. This indicates that the ground water
systems in these two latter areas are probably unconnected.
The sources and contribution of such subsurface frows to
the salt balance of McMurdo oasis are not generally known. However,
the ground water upwe'lling from depth and discharging into Don Juan Pond
appears to exert a significant'influence on the mass and salt balance
of the Pond (Harris and Cartwright 1978). It has been postulated
that the source of this water is beneath or at the margins of the
East Antarct'ic Ice Sheet (Cartwright and Harris .l978). However, the
6180 value of this water, about -16 per mille (Kato et al. 1g7g) does
not confinn this directly, Since the 6180 value of melted ice from
the Ice Sheet is around -40 per mille or lighter (Picciotto 1967;
Drewry et al. .|980). .The source of the brine flowing from under
Taylor Glacjer is discussed in Chapters 6 and 8.
4.3.4 Ion exchange processes and ionic ratios in saline flows:
(i ) the processes
Ion exchange is a possible cause of differential ion movement
through the regolith and hence of salt separation. The process is
one of the most rapid chemical processes in the weathering cycle elsewhere
in the world (Cerling 1979) but does not appear to have been studied
systematically throughout McMurdo oasis. For these reasons the process
is examined here.
Ions in migrating so1utjons of any salinity may exchange with
other ions adsorbed on surface-active soil particles. Such
particles inc1ude those composed of some clays, volcanic glass,
gels (chemical precipitates), organic materia'l and zeolites
(Krauskopf 1967; Berner 1971; Eugster and Jones 1979).
Most of these particles have negatively charged active surfaces
so that cation adsorption is most important in nature (Berner
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l97l). This is consistent with Ugolini and Anderson's (1972)
observations in l,lright Lower Va]1ey, mentioned earlier (4.3..|).
Two types of cation exchange can be recognized. They are
(l ) reversib'le cation exchange or adsorpt'ion and (2) irreversib'le
adsorption. or fjxation (Berner I 97.| ).
Reversible and imeversjble cation exchange reactions
are common in soils elsewhere in the world, including desert
regions (Krauskopf 1967; Berner l97l; Cooke and Warren .l973).
Such reactions proceed to different extents depending on soi'l
water salinity, concentrations and types of ions involved, and
the nature of the surface-active particles (Krauskopf 1967;
Berner 197]). As saljnity or concentration jncrease so too do
exchange and the concentration of a given adsorbed ion. Therefore,
saline flows could be expected to reveal ion exchange processes
that normally m'ight be obscured in dilute stream waters.
Clays such as vermiculite and montmorillonite have high capacity
for cation exchange; chlorite and kaolinite usuaily have little
(Berner '197'|). It should be noted however that identification
of specific clays is not a'lways unambiguous (Berner l97l) and
thus problems in interpretation may arise
Reversible cation 
"x.hunge often favours specific 
'ions. The tendency
is for polyvalent ions to be adsorbed more strongly than monovalent
ions, ions forming predominantly covalent bonds to be more readi'ly
adsorbed than jons forming predominantly ionic bonds, and smaller
ions to more readi'ly exchange than larger ions. However there are
many d'iscrepancies, especially from this last tendency, due to differences
in'ion hydration (Krauskopf 1967; Savich'1970). Generally cation
exchange could be expected to resu'lt in preferential uptake of Mg2+ compared
to Ca2+ and thus a decrease'in the l,lglCa ratio in the migrating solution.
Preferential uptake of Mg2+ has been conclusively demonstrated i.n
the Iaboratory and elsewhere (Nhite 'l957; RusselI I970; Berner I97.| ).
Preferential uptake of Na+ compared wjth K+ has been demonstrated
also (Berner l97l) but so has the reverse (Krauskopf 1967). Thus
behaviour of Na/K ratios in migrating solutions may not be a good
criterion by which to identify cation exchange in antarctic soils,
An increase in Ca/f is often indicative (F'ield 1975; Eugster and
Jones .|979) but this ratio-may be affected by precipitation of sparingly
soluble calcium sa'lts (faUte 4.1). Cation to chloride ratios may
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be most useful since this anion is generally conserved in migrat.ing
solutions (Eugster and Jones .|979).
Irreversjble adsorption or fixation of K+ and CaZ+ has been
well documented ( l.lhite 1957; Berner l97l).. This fixation
results from extended reactjon between water and some types of soil
particles and rock and is a specific type of weathering process affecting
clays and clay-sized material. Irreversible uptake of K+ in particular
may occur from saline water onto clays such as illite, montmorjllonite
and vermiculite (Mason .l958; Weaver .|958; Johns and Grim '1958;
Berner l97l). This loss of K+ should reflect an increase jn Na/K
and a decrease in K/Cl in the brine jnvolved.
Surface-active particles are present 'in the antarctic regolith.
Clay-sized particles are not lacking in many soils although the clay
content may be far less than in temperate soils (e.g.Glazovskaya
.|958; Claridge 1965; Ugo'lini and Bull .|965; Everett l97l; Ljnkletter
l97l). Montmorillonite and vermjculite type clays may constitute
up to 70 percent of the clay-sized fraction which in turn may make up
more than 10 percent of some soils (claridge 1965). These clays were
formed mainly from primary micas, by physical corminut'ion and chemical
weathering (C'laridge .l965; Boyer .|975; Ugolini 1976) and could be
expected to have h'igh exchange capac jties, initial ly at 'least.
Wind- or water-sorted volcanic ash is known to occur in thin beds in
limjted areas of Wright Valley (McSaveney 1973; Jones et al. 1973)
and traces of pumice have been detected in old soils'in Wright and
Tayior Valleys (Claridge and Campbell 1974). Small basaltic cones
are quite numerous in Taylor and tlright Va'lleys (McCraw 1962; Haskell
et al. .|965; Denton et al. 197.|), and recent ash of basa'ltic comoosition
has been found in glacier ice in the region (Keys et al. 1977).
Therefore, there have been a number of minor inputs of vo1canic alass
into soils of the i^eglon with probably an attendant rise in the number
of surface-active particles present. Zeolites formed as late stage
alteration products in igneous rocks are not uncommon in the region
(Morikawa et aL 1975; Nishiyama 1977; persona'l observations) and
limited amounts have formed from vo]canic ash also [Link]etter 1974).
Organ'ic material such as algae is lacking in most soils but may be
important locally. In summary, it might be expected that sojls in
the region could have some cation exchange capac'ity.
- 9l
(ii) operation in antarctic soils
The extent to which cation exchange and fixation processes
operate in antarctjc soils is subject to debate but they are probably
limited. Everett ('1971 , 1976) concluded that ion exchange is
not importint in wrjght va1ley soils. This was also the view
of simonov and Bonch-0smolovskaya (.|968) who studied saline water
in sch'irmacher oasis, Dronning Maud Land. The lack of exchange
was believed to be due mainly to a lack of surface-actjve particles
or cation exchange capacity. Indeed, this capacity is low jn
some soils in the McMurdo region and Ross Dependency. Cation
exchange capacities as low as 3 and 6 milliequ'ivalents per 100 grams
were measured in the Victoria Valley system and Asgard Range
(cameron and conrow ]969), and up to 27 n.equiv. per 100 g elsewhere
(Cameron et al. lgil). This low capacity is probably due to the
slow rate of formation of active surfaces in antarctic conditions.
Field (.|975) and Nakaya et al. (.|979) believed catjon exchange
does take p1ace. Nakaya et al. based their argument on an injtjal
salt and water content that was assumed to be equivalent to sea
water. Knowing the ionic concentrations in the bottom waters
of Lakes Bonney and Vanda, they used a'book-keeping'method to
balance the assumed'initial compos'ition with the known final composition.
The book-keep'ing method involved: (t) a concentrating stage;
(2) hypothetical cation exchange of some magnesium and calcium
(jn minerals in the regolith and Iake sediments) with sodium and
potassium (in the water) and (3) precipitation of sparingly soluble
phases. Thjs argument stands or falls on the assumption of original
composition and the specific types of ions undergoing exchange
reactions. Such a book-keeping method does not conclus'ively
demonstrate that ion exchange takes place in the oasis.
The determination of certain ionic ratios in streams in the
region may give an indication of the extent to which jon exchange
takes place. Recent works have examined the differences in ratios
between snow, ice and the streams formed from the melting of this
snow and ice. Any such differences can be attributed to processes
that modify the composition of the stream water during its passage
along its path of drainage. Ion exchange is one modify'ing pnocess
that is possible.
Field (lgZS) compared CalK ratios in nine samples of fresh snow,
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neve snow and glacjer ice from McMurdo oasis with'those in two supra-
permafrost flows (Table 4.6) and seven streams. He found that the ratio
tended to be consjderably higher in the flows and streams and attributed
this to io4 exchange. Field's data also shbw that SO,,/C1 and K/Cl
ratios are'less in the flows (faUte 4.6); there'is a tendency for Na/Cl
to decrease as well, and for Na/K to increase. The patterns for
llg/Ca, Mg/Cl and Ca/Cl are quite variable and so no Mgz+ depletion
is evident. The behavjour of the anion ratio S0q/Cl cannot be explained
by ion exchange sjnce anion exchange is qu'ite limited in nature (Berner
l97l). The behaviour of other ratjos could be attributed to cation
exchange but except for K/Cl the ratios do not show consistent patterns
(Table 4.6).
Differences in salt dissolution may also affect these ratios. The
different behaviour of the ratios can be explained, in part at least,
by differential (fractional ) dissolution and migration of present-day
salts as discussed in the present work. l,le have seen that relative
mobil'ity appears to be dictated to a large extent by eutectjc temperatures
(in the binary system mode'l) and also by solubility in multicomponent
systems (4.2..| -3). Saline flows are likely to be enriched in chlorides
because these are more.ea,sily dissolved than sulphates (Tables 4..l and
4.3); the decrease of S0q/C] , K/C] , Na/Cl are consistent wjth this.
Similarly the increase'in CalK and Na/K is consistent with greater mobility
of CaCl2 and NaCl compared to KCl, due to lower eutectic temperatures
and higher solubilities of the former two sa1ts (taUte 4.1). These
ratios are all sensitive to environmenta'l temperature and salt composition,
whjch wilI vary within constraintsfixed by phase re]ations and chemical
equi 1 ibria (Tabl e 4.4 and Fig.4.3).
Torii et al. (1979) performed a treatment similar to that of
Field (1975). A'large number (35) of analyses of snow and ice samples
from Antarctica were compared with those for seven different stream
systems in McMurdo oasis. The analyses plotted onto two separate fields
on a ternary diagram. The field for the streams had higher CaZ+ and
reduced Na+ and K+ percentages. Torii et al. attributed the apparent
CaZ+ enrichment to selective dissolutisn of the more so]uble components
of ancient "deposits" in the catchment area.
The differing interpyetations of Field (1975), Torii et al. (1979)
and that outlined above based on section 4.2 illustrate some of the
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ambigu'ities inherent in using ionic ratjos. A f.urther problem is
that additional ions may be injected into the brines by chemical weathering
of soil and rock. Such weathering is known to be a source of Mg2+ , ca2+ and
K+ at least (Ciaridge and Campbell 1977; also Chapters 5 and 6). As
yet the operation of jon exchange is not demonstrated unambiguously.
However, the apparently consistent decrease in K/c'l from snow and ice
to flows and streams could be due to ion exchange, in part at least.
cation fixation does appear to operate beneath raylor Gracier.
The saline discharge brines of .l976 and .|978 were both simjlar to concen-
trated sea water in terms of bulk chemistry (Appendix l, Tables .l5, 16)
as exemplified by (l) ratios between the main ions Cl- and Na'; and(2) the lack of enrichments jn Na+ and Mgz+ compared with these jons
in concentrated sea water (Chapter 8). With this interpretation of
initial composition, considerable depietjon of K+ 'is apparent jn the
di scharge brines (Appendix I , Tabl e '15; Chapter 8).
Significant amounts of clay-sized material are present beneath
the glacier. Robinson (.|979) found up to 28 percent (by weight) of
material finer than eight phi (4 um) in basal debris layers in Taylor Glacier.
Palmer (1976) found up to 18.5 percent finer than nine phi (2um).
Englacia'l debris conta:ins less clay-sized rnaterial , the mean content
finer than eight phi being I + 2% (Rob'inson 1979). The basa'l debri s
was derived from subglacial sediments within a few kilometres of the
terminus and the englacial debris was incorporated probably from such
sediment also (Robinson 1979).
The clay-sized material consists mainly of unweathered and
chemically weathered mjcas. The englacial clay fraction from Taylor Glacier
is composed largely of illite (Scanning Electron Microscope and XRD
identiftcation by Palmer 1976). The c'lay fraction elsewhere in
Taylor Valley sediments is comprised mainly of interlayered mixtures
of hydrated and non-hydrated micas; montmorillonite and vermiculite
are prominent (Claridge '1965; Ugolini et al . 1979).
The depletion of K+ in the discharge brines is most likely
caused by preferential uptake of the ion from subglacial brines, and
fixation into inter'layer positions in the clays. As noted earlier
(4.3.4i), such uptake has been well documented elsewhere for the types
of clay minerals that are jnferred to be present beneath Taylor Glacier.
Significant amounts of fixation from sea water have been noted within
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3 to'14 days in laboratory experiments with clays. (Berner i971).
Brines have been discharged from beneath Tay'lor Glacier intermittent'ly
s'ince at 'least l95B, and probably si nce l9l I and earl ier (Keys .|979;
Chapter 8). Therefore,sufficjent time has.elapsed to al'low K+ fixatjon
beneath the glacjer by reaction between subg'lacial brines and the
relatively limited amounts of c1ay minera'ls that are present in antarctjc
sedi ment s .
similar fixatioh cou'ld explain the behaviour of K/cl and Na/K
ratjos around Scott Glacier, central Transantarctic Mountains.
Claridge and Campbel 1 (1977 ) noted that the proportjon of K+ decreased
with tjme in salts from sojls derived from granite. Fjxation of
-!K' during soil formation is cons'istent with this. However, Claridge
and Campbel'l exp'lained the behaviour as due to differential rates
of ion release from the weathering surfaces of K-feldspars, micas
and biotites.
Thus,there is mixed evidence for the operation of ion exchange
processes in McMurdo oas'is. A possjble loss of K+ from sojl solutions
may be due to such processes. In most areas however, and for most
ions, the process js probably not important due mainly to a lack
of exchange capacity 'in the soils. Future work should-be done
particularly on and around saline f1ows and their drainage courses.
These flows move slowly, and are very saline; thus,there is much
contact possibly over several days between cations and soil particles.
Any chemical differences should be most developed here.
It is difficult to conclusively show that separation or
preconcentration of ions and salts takes place throughout the reg'ion
during the hypothetical period when they are all in solution and
travelling within (or on top of) the regolith. There is some evjdence
that chloride ion migrates faster than other ions jn soil brines
(Table 3.2; 3.3.3; 4.3.'l). Some separation of anions may occur,
with chloride migrating faster or further than nitrate, which moves
faster than sulphate, as observed by Mueller (1968) in hot deserts.
However, this separation sequence js the same as that produced by
eutectic temperature-controlled dissolution and therefore the two
processes cannot be distinguished here. Claridge and Campbell
(1968b) found no anion separation within dry antarctic soils.
Similarly any possible cation separation due to different diffusion
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rates or ion exchange is probabiy obscured by this dissolution.
In fact, dhJ separation of ions which is apparent in migrating solutjons
is probably largely inherited from the initial dissolution stage,
or due to deaquation subsequent to this dissolution (4,4). K+ in
the saline Aischarge brines is an exception.
4.4 Deaquation
4.4.1 The process:
The tern !ggg!f!_e1 refers to loss of water from a brine
leading to prec'ip'itation or crystal I jzation of a salt. Deaquation
occurs when brine temperatures drop and ice forms, or when evaporation
of water takes place or a combination of both. It will occur where
streams, migrating soil moisture and brines move to an area where
evaporation or freezing can take p'lace. Th'is may be in depressions
(P1ate 4.3), at the surface of bedrock or rego'lith (P'lates 3.2,
3.3, 3.4, 4.2, 4.5), at the ice-cemented tab'le, or elsewhere jn
the soil (Plate 3.5). Obstac]es such as boulders and bedrock
may force suprapermafrost flows to reach the surface or close to
it (see Plate 4.5). The depth of the jce-cemented table is a'lso
critica] ; where thjs 'is shallow, salt accumulation may.occur at
the surface. Thus,sa'lt'deposits of the 2A type are often found
at the base of slopes (Gibson 1962; McCraw '1967a).
The evolution of brines and formation of salt deposits
during deaquation can only be referred to in a genera'l sense here
because of the great number of different brines involved. Detailed
general studies of evolution of dilute brines during deaquat'ion by
evaporation-concentration have been made for temperate regions
(Eugster and Jones 1979). Here we are concerned wjth more concentrated
brines in a frigid environment.
Deaquation is governed by similar physico-chemical properties
to dissolution. Deaquation usually causes crystallization of salt
from solution when the product of the activities, IAP' of the salt's
component ions, exceeds the equilibrjum constant (so'lubility product)
K describing the dissolutjon (a'lso Chapter 8). For a particular
sa'lt, K and IAP are dependent on the solubil'ity, type and concentration
of all the ions in the brine and on temperature (4.1.3). For di]ute
solutions the activity of an ion is very similar to its concentration;
this relation does not hold for concentrated brines, (Ion activities
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and deaquation are examined for the saline discharge brines in
Chapter 8.) It has been seen (Fig.4.3) that binary eutectic
points and solubiljty give an indication of the tendency of phases
to crystal.l 'i ze i n sequen ce f rom deaquati ng iol utions . Thi s tendency
is in the order of the decreasing eutectic temperatures for purely
freeze-concentration processes, and increasing solubility for
purely evaporat'ion processes. Ion concentration is a controi'ling
factor (F jS.4.3, 4.2.3).
The relative ordering of eutect'ic temperatures and solubilities
of binary systems is djfferent (Tables 4..|,4.3) primarily because
solubi'lity is temperature dependent (Fig.4.1). Therefore, deaquation
by a freeze-concentration process produces a different crystallization
sequence than does evaporat'ion. For freeze-concentrating sea
water the sequence (Thompson and Nelson .|956) js: (CaC0a) (<0"C),
NazS0,,.lOHe0 (-8.2"c), Nacl .2Hr0 (-22.9'C), MgCl z.l2Hz0 + KCI
(-36'C), CaClz.6Hz0 (-54"C), sjmjlar to the order of sa'lt mobjlitjes
(3.3.3, Table 4.3). The sequence formed during evaporation of
sea water (Kirkland and Evans 1973) is: (CaCOr), CaSO,*.?H20,
NaCl , MgS0+ phase , Kl'lgC'l i . 6H20, KCI or MgC] z .6H20, un1 i ke the
order of salt mobilities. Many other double salt phasi:s may
be formed during this latter process. Minor amounts of CaC0a tend
to precipitate'initially in both sequences.
A generaljzed deaquation sequence involving precipitation from a
general brine can be presented, based on salt properties (Table 4.1)
and observed salt distribution (Appendix l, Tables'1,3-7).
This general brine contains Na+, Mg2*, cu2*n K*, cl-, s0,r2-,
N0:-, C0r2- and HC0a- (4.1.3). The first salt to precipitate
will often be insoluble CaC0i. Other carbonates are rare in
most parts of the region (Appendix l). Thereforen ca2* is usually
present in excess of C0r2- and HC0g=, which are normally removed?+ 2-by Ca-' from deaquating brines. Where C0r2- and HCOa are present
in excess of Ca2+, other phases such as nesquehonite, or sodjum
carbonate or bicarbonate phases may crystallize. If CaZ+ is
still present in sufficient quantjties in a deaquating solution,
gypsum may be precipitated nexto especially during evaporationof
su'lphate-rich brine. When the concentration of Ca2+ is low
compared to Na+, mirabilitb (or thenardite) may precipitate out
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before gypsum, especially from a freeze-concentrafing brine.
The deaquation sequence becomes increasingly more difficult
to generalize from now on using binary system properties on1y.
In a brine. conta'ining unit mole ratios, a ph'ase containing magnesium
sulphate would precipitate next. However, normally sulphate would
have been depleted by precipitation of other sulphates. In this
case halite or dihydrohalite wou'ld normally be precipitated before
the magnesjum sulphate phase, as in the sequences for sea water
noted above. If N03- is present in excess of Cl , d ritrate
phase may preclp'itate from a freeze-concentrating brine before
any of the former phases. The last phases to crystallize from
a freeze-concentrating brine wjll be chlorides of calcium and
magnesium; nitrates will usually be last for the evaporation
sequence. The apparent absence of calcium and magnesium nitrates
in antarctic salt deposits (Appendix l, Table l) is sjgnificant.
Th'is absence suggests that deaquation by evaporat'ion alone 'is
uncommon in those areas where NOe- is a prominent ion (Chapter 5),
since ca2+ and MgZ* are prominent in those areas also.
The crystallizatjon sequences can be examined more satisfactorily
us'ing multicomponent diagrams, especially when the deaquation of
a specific brine js being followed. Three of these diagrams are
presented in 4.4.3 to illustrate their use and to discuss the
formation of double sa1ts. Many such diagrams may be found in
the l'iterature; Stewart (1963) has useful illustrations for the
Na/Mg/K/CllS0,./H20 system saturated with NaCl.
4.4.2 Fractional crystallization and fractionation :
The re'lative orderings of eutectic temperatures and solubilities in
Table 4.'l may be loosely applied to sampie loca'lities and salt deposits
where fractjonal crystalljzation has occurred. Fractional crystallization
is the crystallization of a spec'ific salt phase, or phases in sequence, from
a deaquating brine containing a mixture of dissolved salts. Fractionation
refers to the existence of two or more phases that are present
separately in a locality or deposit. Fractionated salt deposits
indicate that fractional crystallization (or fractional dissolution,
4.2.1) probably occurred during the development of the deposit.
These processes may concentrate specific ions, and produce deposits
that contain only one or two salt phases. Such macroscopically
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'pure' deposits are quite cormon in the region (Ap.pendix l, Tables 3-11).
The deposit types and localities where fractjonation was noted are
as follows: (l ) a 1A deposit at Alf igator Peak (Plate 4.5); (2)
sal t covered depressi ons contai n ing 2A and 28 deposi ts (e. g. P'late
4.3); and'(3) a deposit beneath a cobble at Big Foot Nunatak,
Ferrar Glacier (P'late 4.6).
1A type deposits are discussed first. Plate 4.5 shows a
deposit in which an inner crust is composed of less soluble phases
gypsum and calcite (arrow), whereas the outer contains Na+ and Mgz+
as well as Ca2+ and S0"2-. Apparently, fractional crystallization
occurred from a deaquating brine which had fjrst been forced to
the surface by a dolerite block seated within the ice-cemented
regolith. The parent brjnes moved downwards and outwards from
the obvious dra'inage crack in the rock. Less mobile phases were
deposited near the crack fo'llowed by the more mobi'le phases away
from it. The amount of calcite present shows that the deposit must
have built up over a considerable period. The powdery and less
coherent phases at the edge of the deposit probab'ly bu'ild up, then
fall off or ar€ removed by wind during this period.
A layered surface crust (lA deposit) on basaltic lava from
near l.lalcott Glacier was jllustrated by Lindho'lm et al. (1969).
A fractionation sequence is evident from the rock surface outwards
in the order: calcite, gypsum, syngenite. Thjs js the order of
jncreasing solubility and eutectic temperatures of these phases
(Table 4..| and Hill 1934), and hence their mobility. Calcite,
the first phase to form, developed in thin laminations, and there
seemed to be no apparent genetic relationship between it and the
sulphate phases. Gypsum was followed by syngenite in the crystallization
of these sulphates which are composed of distinct grains and crystals
(Lindholm et al. .|969). The deposit as a whole suggests that it
was formed by brines moving outwards from the rock or along its surface.
Possibly two generations of growth occurred, one dominated by carbonate-
bicarbonate anions and the other by sulphate.
In salt-covered depressions annular rings of salt are formed ,
as specific phases crystallize from deaquating brines in the depressions
(Plate 4.3). At depression localities 94 and 223 (Appendix l,
pp.32 and 33) sparingly sollble gypsum crystallized
Pl ate 1.5
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Fractionated salt deposit (type lA) at Al 1 igator Peak
(samp1 es 73/178, 73/)80, 1oca1 ity l86). Fractional
crystallization has occurred separating sparinoly
soluble phases (gypsum and calcite, arrow) and more
soluble phases (thenardjte, epsomite as well as
gypsurn) at the edges of the deposit ( l5/12/73)
Fractionated salt deposit (types 3 and 4) on the underside
of a sandstone cobble at Big Foot Nunatak (sample 73/236,locality .|67). The cobble has been overturned fordisplay. Fractionation is evident between gypsum(solid arrow) and thenardite (open arrow). (21/12/73)
Pl ate 4.6
- t0l
early from the brines; more soluble phases with Jower eutectic
temperatures are found in the central areas of these depressions,
having crystal I i zed I ater. In local ity I 38 (Appendix I , p.33)
mirabilite underlies more soluble salts and.those with lower
eutectics; mirabi'lite evidently crystail ized first and co1lected
at the bottom of the deaquating pond. Phase relations are complex
at locality 230 in Labyrinth, and their elucidation would require
detai I ed exam j nati on of the system Na/l{g/Ca/Cl /N03/S0 
',/Hzl
and a knowledge of subsurface topography in the salt-covered
depress'ion.. Capiilarity also causes annular rings of salt
to accumulate around deaquating saf ine ponds and Iakes (4.3.2).
The salty depression locality 94 in Pearse Val1ey (Plate 4.3)
has had an interesting recent history. Aerjal photographs
taken by the United States Navy on 6/12/56 show that the depression
was filled with water and ice at the time. Slightly less ice
r^/as present when a further set of photos were taken on I /1?/70.
At the time of samp'ling for this study (26/11/72) the depression
was free of ice and on'ly subsurface brine was present. Fossjl
water levels show that the filled pond'is 3-4 m deep. By
December 1979 the depression was full of ice and water once more
(1. hlright, VUI^I, pers.conrn. ). Thus the salt deposits studied
in this depression, and probabiy most of the others,were and are young.
Extreme melting events (e.g. Jan. 1974, Jan. 1977: Chinn .|979) may
f'll1 such depressions with water over a period of a few days;
several years of evaporation and sublimatjon are then required
to deaquate them, given ablation rates which are typical for neigh-
bouring Tay'lor Glacier (0.2 to 0.4 m a-r, Robjnson .|979),
Fractionation beneath surface cobbles is probab)y common.
Plate 4.6 shows a sandstone cobble with a type 3 + 4 deposit
adhering to its underside, overturned for display. Small
accumulat'ions of thenardite and gypsum exist separately in
this deposit, within mi'llimetres of each other. During and
after the condensation of moisture at the cobble underside (Claridge
and Campbel'l 1968b) fractional crystallization of gypsum and
thenardite apparently took place regularly producing such a frac-
tionated deposit. These two salts are common and widespread
(3.2.'l and Chapter 5) and have quite different solubil ities and
eutectic temperatures (Table 4..l); fractionation between them
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is probably common. Fractionation between salts with d'ifferent ions
was noted beneath cobbles also at'localities ll6, Aztec Mounta'in area,
and 238, Tyro'l Va'l1ey (Appendix l, pp.17, 26). Similar fractionation
was also noted in surface efflorescences of the 2A tyoe, for example
at locality 2ll, Mt. Odin (Appendix l, p.25). Probably,many instances
of such fractionatjon were jnadvertently destroyed on sampf ing.
0bv.ious1y, fractionated salt deposits are widespread.
Fnactjonatjon was caused by fractional crystalljzation jn sequence
from deaquating brjnes, in at least two of the cases stud'ied (Plates 4.3,
4.5). Probably, such fractional crystallizatjon is common also. It
'is not unreasonable to suppose that the other fractionated deposits,
such as that containing sJne€nite, were formed simi'larly.
The forn'ntion of syngenite at equi I j brium requ'ires a hi gh
concentration of K+ jn so1ution, about 9400 porn at OoC jn the K /Ca/
S0,- / HzO system (Hit t .|934). Th'is is an order of magnitude more
concentrated than the sal'ine flows of Field (Table 4.5) and the ground
water of Campbell and Claridge (.l967) and three times more concentrated
than the deep waten of Lake Bonney (Torii et al. .1975). In multi-
component brines the K+ reouirement for syngen'ite formation is not
1ike1y to be as high as 9400 ppm, but must still be'large. This may
indicate preconcentratjon of K+ in brjnes by some process, such as
fractional dissolution or crystallization (e.g. 4.2.3, Fig.4.3).
4.4.3 Formation of double salts:
The formation of double salt phases is another type of fractional
crystallization. Thejr crysta'llization is dependent on temperature
and on concentration conditions affectinq eouilibria in various brine
systems during deaquation.
Bloedite, the double
considered in detail as an
formation of bloedite can
sal t of sodi um and magnesi um sul phate 'is
example. The equilibrja describing the
be represented as follows:
2-
+ 2S0E' (uq) * 4Hz0 =: NazMg(S0r )r.4Hz01s) 4.52Na+1aq) + Ng2*(uq)
The position of the equilibrium is determined by the activities of all
species involved, including that of Hz0. The activjties and therefore
the equiljbrium are dependent on the concentrations of these and other
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jons jn the brine, and on tgmperature.
be represented by
The reacSion can also
NazSOq(uq) * l1gS0,,(uq) * 4Hz0+NazMg(S0r)r.4H2015) 4.6
This reduces the number of independent constituents of the left
hand side of the equatjon to three; these constituents can
then be simpiy represented on a ternary diagram.
The phase relatjons at equ'iljbrium in the ternary aqueous
system Na/Mg/S0+ are shown in Figure 4.4. The three apexes
H, N and M represent points with'100 percent water, anhydrous
sodjum sulphate (NarS0q) and anhydrous magnesium sulphate
(MgSO,.) respectiveiy. Bloedite may crystallize from this system
at temperatures between +20.6oC and +7.|"C (B'lasdale and Robson
.1928). Figure 4.4A shows the system at +25oC and Figure 4.48
at 0'C.
Isotherma'l steady state evaporation at +25"C is cons'idered
first. In Figure 4.4A, A and C represent the solubiljties
of NazS0,. and MgS0,- in binary aqueous systems at +25oC. B'l
is the univariant point representing the composition of'a
solution saturated with both mirabilite (MIR) and bloedite (BL)
in equi'ljbrium with both tl'rese two sol'id phases i B? is the
corresponding point for epsomite (fnS1 and bloedite. B1
is the point representing 17.8% NazS0q and 16.6% MgSO,.;
82, I 3.0% NazS0q and 21 .2% MgS0q (Archi bal d and Gal e I 924) .
Bloedite can form only when the relative concentrat'ions of
NazSOq, MgS0+ and HzO in the brine lie on the line Bl-82.
0n1y at these concentrations are conditions at +25"C favourable
for the formation of bloedite, by the reactjon shown in Equat'ions 4,5
and 4.6 above. For examp'le, an unsaturated brine, of initial
composition P, isothermally evaporatjng, fo1'lows the line PD
away from H. l,lhen it reaches line BZC' the brine is saturated
with epsomite. Further evaporation causes epsomite to crystallize
out and the brine to'travel'a1ong the line CB2 towards 82.
At 82 the brine is saturated with bloedite as well; further
evaporation causes bloedite to crystallize. Mirabilite does
not crystallize from brine.P evaporating at +25"C, but will
do so from brine Q.
A +25oc
NooSO. N
B Ot eosohrrolld totut:ion
rslulion tolutdlsd
with mirobilite X.
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M Mgso.
a sntorclic eoll phose
r hypsrhelicol rolt dePorit
O h;,oo.therieol brine
..l2tl20
roheiion rolgrsted
wilh epsomile
Isothermal phase relations in the ternatly system Na/
llglSOr/HaO at (n) +85"C and (B) 0"C, constructed in
weight percent, from data of Blasdale and Robson (1928)
and-Archibald and GaIe (lg24l. Lines ABi and BiC
are shofln, straight for simplicity. MgSO".l2Hz0
has not been ldentifie,d in Antarctica but its
existence there.is probable (Gh,.6). Dashed
Ilnes show evolution Faths of salt systems (seetext).
]l n'o
rolulion roturoled
No,zSO..l0HzO
*';n*':5"dwith 6E
Figure 4.4
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A different crystallization seouence is follpwed when brine P
evaporates and cools sjmultaneously. In Figure 4.48, representing the
system at 0"C, the bloedite field is absent and 83 is the sole
univariant.point representing the compositioh of a saturated solution
in equilibrium with both mirab'ilite and epsomite. For brine p
at +25oc evaporating and cooling to 0"c, the precise crystallization
sequence is dependent on the rate of temperature decrease compared
to the rate of evaporation. Mirabilite, epsomite and bloedite
may al1 crystallize but the latter w'ill not crystallize below
+20.6oC. Mirabi'lite r^rill crystall'ize first from the brine evaporat'ing
isothermally at 0'C just as epsomite did at +25"C. Eventually
a saturated solution is attained whose composition is given by
83. Further evaporation at 0"c wjll cause both mirabilite and
epsomite to crystall ize.
Figures such as Flgure 4.4 can be used for a variety of ourposes
'includjng examination of the composition of salt deposits during leaching,
migration and subsequent deaquat'ion of the leachate. For examp'le
on Figure 4.4B, point D represents a sa]t deposit (say a surface
efflorescence) consisting of epsomite, b'loedite and thenardjte;
the Mg/Na ratio is 2.16 in D. consider moisture from n'earby melting
ice slow'ly washing the deposit at Ooc; a small amount of saturated
leachate is formed whose equiljbrium composition is given by 83,
that is Mg/Na = 3..|3. If this brine were to migrate away from the
depleted deposit and deaquate without coming into contact with other
salt, then the Mg/Na ratio in the new deposit D'would be 3..|3.
Thus the new deposjt urould be enriched jn Mg, while the old would be
depleted in Mg, with respect to the original deposit D. Similarly,
'if the initial ratio in the deposit uras greater than 3.13 such a
leaching process would cause enrichment of Na in the new deposit
and depletion in the old. Other temperatures and ions change these
ratios but the inequalities remain. Genera'l1y a salt deposit containing
bloedite and mirabilite (or thenardite) inaicates that the catjons
are dominated by Na+; a deposit containing bloedite and epsomite
(or hexahydrite) indicates a predominance of Mgz+ in the cations,
Another multicomponent aqueous system of interest is the
quaternary system Na/Cl/NOg/S0q/H20. Figure 4.5 is the Jtnecke
diagram showing ratios of dalt phases in aqueous so1ution at +25oC
(Ericksen and Mrose 1970). Each phase has a stability or crystallization
- 
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Figure 4.5 Jdnecke diagram of the system Na lCl /N03 /S0,- /Hz0
at +25"C, constructed in weight percent (after Ericksen
and l''lrose I 970 ) .
field as before; darapskite shows incongruent solubjlity,
crystalf izing from a brine in wh'ich the relatjve amounts of
its component ions differ from those in the mjneral itself.
Any point on the d'iagram represents a saturated solution in
equilibrjum with one, two or three phases. The internal lines
represent the locii of saturated solutions in eouilibrium with
two phases; the arrows on these lines indicate the direction
in which the saturated solution evo'lves on evaporation-concentration
at +25"C. In this system darapskite may crystal'lize from solutions
in the temperature interval +7.2" to +71.5"C (Ericksen and Mrose
'1970); in the aqueous system Na/N0g/S0,, the interval is +,|3"
to 74"C. In the aqueous system Na/K/C'llN03/S0,. darapskite
crystallizes down to +3.4"C (Cornec et al. 1930); thenardite
crystallizes down to +11.6'C in the latter system.
Similar data are available in the literature for
other double salts found in Antarctica. The temperature
intervals for crystallization of most double salts known in
No NOr
Nog(l{OgXSOl} H2O
lDoroprrit.l
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Antarctica are listed in Table 4.7. The lower end of a'll these temperature
intervals is less than present-day maximum surface temperatures in
McMurdo oasis (up to +30"C, Table 2.5). Therefore, a'll of these phases
can form a! the surface of the regolith in present-day conditions.
Table 4.7 Temperature intervals for crystal'lization at equilibrium of
double salts detected in Antarct'ica pius phases containing
magnesi um ch'lori de .
Double salt
b'loedi te
darapskite
trona
burke i te
gayl ussi te
no rth upi te
syngen i te
carnal'lite
Na/S0q/C0g +24
Na/Cl /S0r/C0g +l 4
favoured by
low COz
activity &
moderate
sal inity &
temperature
al ters to
ca'l ci te
favoured by
low to
moderate
,l;ffiI?'in
crystallization
Aqueous system ("C)
Na/Mg/S0,. +20.6 to 7l
Na/Mg/ K/ Cl /S0,, + 4. 5 to 59. 5
Na/N0s/S0,* +l3 to 74
Na/Cl/N0:/S0,- + 7.2 to 7.|.5
Na/K/CllN0s/S0r + 3.4 to ?
Na/CllHC03/C0g 0 tol95
Remarks Re fe rence
see Fig.4.4 Blasda'le &
Robson (t 928)
- Pal ache
et al. (.|95.I)
- Eri cksen &
Mrose (l 970)
see Fig.4.5 Ericksen &
Mrose (.|970)
- Cornec
et al. (1930)
Pal ache
et al. (.|951)
Jones (t gOS ) ,
Eugster &
Smith (1965)
to?
to 775
Na/Ca/C0 g
Na/Mg/Cl lC0 e
K/CalS0,,
Klt{g/c\
<0
-21
COz activity
>.|00 lgrge excess
K'required
7++168 excess Mg-
requi red
Pal ache
et al. (lgsl )
Eugster &
smith (re65)
Hi r r (r e34)
Pal ache
et al. (1951 ),
Thompson & Nel son(t es6)
Igel srud &
Thompson (1936)
+.|5 to 40
?
to
to
tachyhydri te CalMg/Cl +22 to?
Conditions within the regoljth are less certain. Darapskite
and bloedite can crystallize in present-day condiiions probably down
to depths of about 0.2 m (at least) below the soil surface. The
maxjrnum temperatures at this depth are about, +5'C (Tab1e 2.5) similar
to the lowest crystallization temperatures of bloedite (+4.5'C) and
darapskite (+3.4"C) shown in Table 4.7. Bloedite was found in sub-
surface deposits down to a depth of about 0.05 m (ptate 3.5) and darapskite
to about 0.07 m in the present study. These depths are wel'l within
the 0.2 m constraint. Theoretically at least, bloedjte and darapskite
can crystallize under most cobbles (diameter 0.06 to 0.3 m). However,
maximum temperatures under boulders much larger than cobbles would
probably be too cold for the formation of these phases. Different
thermal conductivities and diffusivit'ies of rock and soil material
probably affect the maximum soil depth and rock size for such formation
in types 4 and 5 deposits.
The darapskjte occurrence noted above was in a salt horizon
'in pebb'ly regolith containing very few fines at Knobhead, locality 165
(samp'le 24872, Appendix l, p.22). This horizon cannot have formed
by upwards capillary action since the regolith contains insufficient
fines for such a process. The ice-cemented table was d.eeper than
0.5 m at thjs site. The salt horizon probably "represents the limit
of water vapour penetration" and thin film movement of soil brines
downwards into the soil, mainly "during rare periods of snow cover
and melting" (Claridge and Campbell .|968b, p.546; 2.3.3ji). There
is no chemical evidence to suggest that the salt in this deposit, or
any of the double salts listed in Table 4.7, were formed in conditions
warmer than present day.
4.4.4 Effect of soil climate on hydrate phase distribution:
The distribution of hydrate phases in the McMurdo region appears
to be largely dependent on their tendency to effloresce. This tendency
is strongly influenced by the relationship between the vapour pressure
of water in the atmosphere surrounding the hydrate and the dissociation
pressure for the system involving that hydrate and its dehydration
product. The temperature dependent dissociation reaction, e.g.
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NazS0l. t0Hz01s, '+ NazS0u(r) * tOHz01y) 4.7
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will not occur when the ambient vapour pressure ip higher
than the dissociation pressure. Table 4.8 gives relationships
between temperature, dissociation pressure and corresponding
relative humidity for the dissociation of four single phase
hydrates dbtected in this study. The ambient vapour pressure
or re'lative humjdity required to prevent efflorescence becomes
less as the ambient temperature is lowered.
Table 4.8 Dissociation pressure (mm Hg) and temperature relationshipsfor sodium, ferrous and magnesium sulphates, and
calcium chloride (interpoiated or extrapolated
values shown in parentheses).
Temperature (oC) 20 Data sourcel0
water vapour pressure 4.58
dissociation pressure
NazS0,*. lOHz0-NazS0,,pai r 2.78
corresponding* rel ati ve
humi di ty (%) 60.7
equ'i I i bri um rel ati ve
humidity of
9.21
6.28
68.2 76. 0
(65 ) 75
17.54 I
13.32 ?
FeSOq . 7Hz0-FeS0,.. 4H20
pai r
dissociation pressure
MgSOq. 7Hz0-MgS0q . 6Hz0
pai r
correspondi ng* rel atj ve
humidjtv ft)
dissociation pressure
CaCl z. 6Hz0-CaCl z . 4Hr0
pai r
corresponding* rel ati ve
humidi ty (%)
(oo )
(r.7)r
33
(3.6)
39
(8.s )
48
0.60
t3
1.4
ls
3.3
l9
*from Equation 4.1 tvalue at +l.8oC
I l.Jeast ( I 971 )2 from best fit curve of ln (dissociation pressure) versus l/T(cf. Equation 4.3) fitting data from 'literature survey (4.2.1),
Young (1SOZ1, and Maron and Prutton in Dort and Dort (.|970):
Dort and Dorterroneouslylisted pFessure at 25oC as that for 20"C
Eh'lers and Sti I es (1965 )
from best fit curve a9 in 2 above, fitting data of Carpenter andJette (1923)
Tinmermans (1960)
3
4
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The summer climate at the soil surface in McMurdo oasis usually
favours the dehydration of mjrabilite. Thenardite is the stable phase
of sodium sulphate in mean condjtions of surface relative humidity and
temperaturg for soils whose gravimetric moisture content is less than
about 1-3% (Fig.4.6), such soi'ls are widespread in McMurdo oasis
(2.3.1ii) which is consistent with the lack of mirab'ilite in 2A deposits
there (Fig. 3.3A).
Dehydration of mirabilite is retarded within the regolith in the
oasjs, around McMurdo Sound, and throughout the wjnter period in the
whole region, Higher hum'iditjes and lower temperatures in these places
and at this time (fig.q.0) inh'ibit Reactjon 4.7. This is consistent
with the occurrence of mirabilite in both 2A and subsurface deposits
in McMurdo Sound, and in subsurface deposits in the oasis (Fi9.3.3).
Mirabilite and thenardite were found coexisting (or in close
proximity to each other) in depos'its under stones at more than 25 localities
in the region (Appendix l, Tables 3,5-7, e.g. localities 60,6.|).
Equilibrium between the two phases and their subsurface environment
had probably been reached in many of these deposits, especial'ly those
in xerous or ultraxerous soils of the oasis. The 'phase rule' (Wetmore
and LeRoy l95l) dictatis'that the mean relat'ive humidity and temperature
of these deposits lie along the'line AB (Fig.4.6) in the b'inary system.
(The presence of other ions, e.g. Cl-, in the deposits appears to depress
line AB by no more than about 10 percent, see line EF on Fi9.4.6.)
Such conditions are quite probable under cobbles up to 0.2 m or more
in diameter.
Mirabilite and thenardite may also coexist in sa1t-covered depres-
sions (28 deposits, Table 3.3A). Efflorescence of mirabilite is probably
slow compared to its rate of crystallization from saline solutions.
Similarly, where large masses of mirabilite are present, the layer of
thenardite forrpd on the surface of the mass may physically inhibit
further dehydration.
The distribution of other hydrates in Tab1e 4.8 can be rationalized
in a similar way. The average atmospheric re'lative humidity is high
(70-100%) on the fringe of the polar plateau in the west of the McMurdo
region (Appendix 3, section 6.2). Therefore melanterite at Alligator Peak
will seldom have any tendency to dehydrate. Similarly, antarcticite
is stable because of its very low dissociation pressure, as well as
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the aridity of the environment. 0n1y in the driest and warmest soil
climates (Fig.4.6) would there be any tendency for antarcticite to effloresce.
Furthermore epsomite is the prevalent form of magnesium sulphate (fig.g.g)
because of the low dissociation pressure of that phase compared to mean
humjdity and temperature conditions in so'ils of the region (Fig.4.6).
The increased frequency of occurrence of hexahydrite in areas
around McMurdo Sound (Fig.3.38) is possib'ly a kinetjc and thernndynamic
effect due to the presence of other ions. coastal 2A deposits with
2+Mg- as a major component more commonly contain bloedite and thenardite
than simjlar deposits in the oasis (Append'ix l, Tables 3.4, 5..|, 6.6,
7.?). This indicates that high concentrations of other ions such as
+ in iha cn'l rr*innc l^^^*tinin^ 
-- 
2+ 2-\Na' are present in the solutions (containing mainly Mg'' and SOq t
that lead to such coastal deposits. The presence of these other ions
lowers the transjtion temperature between the two hydrates from +48.4"C
in the binary aqueous system (i.e.Mg/S0,,/Hz0) to as low as +.l3'C jn
the sea water system (Carpenter and Jette 1923; Phjllips .l947). This
lowers the temperature range over which hexahydrite is stable. Hexahydrite
is relat'ive1y more abundant in coastal areas than in the oasis probably
for this reason.
4.5 Effect of Past Changes in the Extent of Lakes and Glaciers
4.5. I Lakes :
Lakes, both proglacial and in rock-basins, have been more extensjve
in McMurdo oasis 'in the past (Nichols .|965; Denton et al . .|97] ), modify'ing
salt deposits in soils by dissolution and deaquation processes. Above
Lake Vanda a pronounced inversion in salt concentrationis present between
the 56 m and 6l m levels on the e'levated strand lines (Nichols .|964 ,
.|966); the elevation of this inversion'is about .|50 m above sea level.
Fjeld (.|975) noted a similar abrupt change on the north side of
Taylor Va11ey above Lake Bonney. The change coinc'ides with a linear
feature about 2.|0 m above the present surface of Lake Bonney or about
270 m asl. The linear features and others above and below it have
been described as former lake ]evels (Plate 4..|). These levels
belonged to "Glacial Lake Washburn", which was dammed by an expanded
Ross Ice Shelf (Pewe 1960; Denton et al. l97l) and to an expanded
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Lake Eonney (Hendy qt-_a_]-. 1977, .l979). At both Vanda and Bonney
sites, the vlaters of the expanded lakes have 'leached salts fronr
the regoi jth below the i:igh v;ater level .
Salts have accumulated'in 2A and 4 deposits near Lakes Vanda
and Bonney, below the hjoh uater levels of the forirer'lakes (see
Appendix 1, pp.l4, .l5, 25). Therefore these accumulations have
developed since the lakes were drained or evdt'orated. Cor'rected
1'C dates from algae indicate that "Glacial Lake l'lashburn" reached
its full bodied state (300 m asl) about 2 x l0u years ago (Denton
.et a_1_. 1971; Stu'iver ?J al ._ .l980). The hichest lake levels
in l-ake Vanda are 2000-3000 year^s old (fiilson .1967; llakao e-t_.a1.
l97B). Therefore the salt deposjts rnentioned above are younger
than these ages.
The effect of lake expansion on the composition of lake deposits
has been descrjbed by l'lorjkawa e! 
_a]. (-l975) who studjed salts
near the present shoreline of Lake Vanda and'in elevated areas
above .|50 m asl (F'ig.4.7). These latter areas included the eastern
foot of Diaso arourrd Canopus Pond and the southern foot of Bull Pass.
Number of occurrences of salt phases in deposits
around Lake Vanda. A, near present lake
shoreline and E. above ancient shoreline
of expanded lake (after Morjkavra et al.
r975)
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The distribution reveals a tendency for sparingly'soluble gypsum
to dominate deposits in the shoreline areas but for solub'le ha]ite
to dominate in the elevated areas. The number of depos'its that
contain ha.'lite is low near the shorel ine; here soda nitre does
not appear to be present. The salt occurrences noted around Lake Vanda
in the present study (Appendix l, p.25) are consistent with thjs
distribution. The ancient lake waters have probably select'ively
leached most of the more solub1e salts from the regofith in areas
below about .|50 m asl.
Former ice-danned lakes have caused salt accumulation as
well as leaching. Hendy et al. (1977,1979) have studied lacustrine
carbonates precipitated from expanded 'lakes in Taylor Vailey.
Many of these are exposed on the val'ley sjdes as carbonate "biscuit"
(e.g. localitjes 65,66, Appendix l, p.l5). U-Th dates for these
carbonates range in ages from the present to greater than 4 x lOs years.
Bedded mfrabif ite deposjts have been studied jn Hobbs Va1ley and
other valleys in the Koettlitz Glacjer area by Dort and Dort (1970)
and Bowser et al. (.|970). Nakai and Mizutani (1977 ) have sampled
mirabilite in 'layers in bedded 'marine' sediments on Black Island
and the Cape Barne locality of David and Priestley (.l9.|4). Nakai
and Mizutani (1977 ) and Lyon (.l978) samp'led gypsum in sjmilarly
bedded sediments 'in Miers Valley. Exposures of crystalline mirabjlite
are present from near sea level up to an elevation of a'lmost 200 m
in Hobbs Valley (Dort and Dort 1970). All these deposits were
formed by crystallization of these salts from former water bodies,
probably danmed by an expanded Koettlitz Glacier or Ross Ice Shelf
(David and Priestley '19.|4; Bowser et al. .|970; Lyon 1978).
Such crystallization of mirabi'lite has been observed from present-day
ponds in the Hobbs Glacier area (Bowser et al. .1970).
4.5.2 Glacier positions :
The former positions of glaciers may not be as well chemical'ly
marked by changes in salt concentration as are the former pos'itions
of lakes. Table 26.2 in Appendix I (pp.45, 46) shows specific
conductance in l:5 water extracts of two sets of soil samples collected
on each side of the youngest moraine of the Beacon Valley lobe of
Taylor Glacier (Appendix lr Fig.2). This is one of Black's (1973)
sand wedge growth sites in which he attempted to use such wedges
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to date surfaces. The average specific conductance of three samples
from the north (i.e. younger) side of the moraine was 'l.50 mmho cffi r,
with standard deviation of 0.69. The average of three from the south
side was 2.24 nnho cm-t, standard deviation.0.83. The t statistic
for the difference between the two average values 'is
t = 0.78 (from Appendix 2, Equation 5).
At the 80% confidence level (c equals 0.20),
tc/Z= to.to = l'5
foF nnorth + nsouth - 2 = 4 degrees of freedom (Freund et al. .|960), and
-tc/? 
-< t ( t.72 (Appendix 2, A?.2.2iv)
Therefore, there is no significant difference in sa1t concentrations
in the regof ith across the moraine. Evidently the glac'ier lobe
caused little differential leaching of the rego'lith it covered.
4.6 Effect of Wind.
4.6.1 Effects noted:
Wind is an jmportant geomorph'ic agent in the McMurdo region.
This is shown by the existence of ventifacts, polished surfaces,
windblown sand and pebb)e ridges, sand dunes, fretted dolerite
and englacial and supraglacial windblown sand (David and Priestley
l914; l,lright and Priestley 1922; Taylor 1922; McCraw .l967b;
Dort 'l 967 ; Cl ari dge and Campbel I 1968a; Sel by et a] . I 973, 1974) .
Deflation has lowered bedrock surfaces by as much as a metre in
p'laces as can be seen from the size of some fretted dolerite 'spinesl
(Claridge and Campbell l96Ba).
The localized effect of wind on salt deposits in the McMurdo
region has not been extensively studied. Differential supply
of windborne sea-andsea ice sa'lt can explain differences between
the salinities of lakelets in the Cape Royds area (Mawson l915).
0n the north side of Inaccessible Island, McMurdo Sound, small
troughs or tracks have developed in a rjdge of windb'lown sand (Taylor
1922). Salt efflorescences are present in these wind-controlled
troughs. Black and'Berg ('1963) thought wind is an important cause
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of salt moverent in McMurdo oasis.
In hot deserts of the world, wjnd is known to play a significant
role in salt transport. Salts are easily blown from sa'lt-covered
depressions; fine dust composed partially of salts blown from
playas forms a ubiquitous dry fallout in desert areas (Posokhov
.l960; Davis and De Wjest .|966; Tsyganenko .l968).
The sarne is probably true in McMurdo oas'is although on
a reduced scale because of the relat'ive lack of large playas there.
Piate 4.7 shows the localized fallout in the form of salt blown
off the saiine icing from the Tay'lor Glacier discharge site (Chapter
8) onto the ice of Lake Bonney. The salts have accumulated pre-
ferentially on the windward side of ablation 'd'imples' jn the lake
ice. Plate 4.8 i'llustrates an efflorescence of the 2A type at
local'ity 285 on 'Depot Cone'. The area of salt jmmediate'ly to
the left of the tape has been deflated by the southerly wind;
salt 'ta'ils' extend downwind from basalt fragments, and grooves
are present in the deposit. The salt is quite soft and incoherent,
and therefore deflates much faster than harder rock.
Similar erosion features have been noted in young effiorescences
around the term'inus of .Taylor Glacier (local'ities 37-39,'Appendix I,
p.21). At locality 37 'windscoops' about 4 mm wide were seen around
the upwind end of small pebbles seated in a 2A type crust composed
of thenardite and halite. Salt 'tajls' and grooves were also
seen. Crusts of gypsum are particularly favourable for detecting
such s'igns of wind action.
Two gypsum 'bulbous' deposits from 'Depot Cone' are shown
in Plates 4.9A and B. These encrustations have also been shaped
and modified by southerly winds. The accumulations are somewhat
'streamlined' and the greater mass of salt is towards the downwind
end. Similar deposits exist elsewhere, such as in Taylor Val]ey
west of Lake Bonney at locality 70 (Appendix l, p.15). The surface
of the 'bulbous' deposits is often smooth on the side facing the
strongest winds (south or west) but rougher on the leeside. Wind
action has apparently shaped these deposits during their slow
growth from evaporating soil moisture, and has also smoothed the
more exposed surfaces.
Sa1t, mainly hal ite, blown off the
from Taylor Glacier onto the moat
shaft of the ice axe points in the
salt was blown. (22/10/76)
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direction from which the
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Pl ate 4. 7
Deflated surface eff'lonescence (deposit type 2A) of
epsomite (plus minor gypsum, hexahydrite and bloed'ite) at
Depot Cone, Mt. Discovery area (sample 248.|3, local'ity 285).
The tape points towards the south, the direction of the
strongest wjnd. Grooves and ridges elongated north-south
can be seen in the salt immediately to the left of the tape.
(4 /1?/ 16)
Plate 4.8
Plate 4.9A I; B 'Bulbous'gypsum deposits{types lA and 2A) encrust'ing
the surface of basalt cobbles and fragments of
I ava at Depot Cone. Soutl-rer'l_v wi nds bl ew f romleft to righ'u across the deposiis (5/12/76).
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4.6.2 Some theoretical aspects:
Cooke and Warren (1973) have reviewed the factors that may
increase wind erosion from soi'l surfaces and those that may reduce it.
The nature. of the eroding surface is criticiil; a smooth dry surface,
rich in silt and sand-sjzed partic'les, salt and other light materjal,
erodes relative'ly fast. Salts crystallizing at the surface tend to
rework and loosen surface material and render it more liable to removal.
Increased cohesion, cementation and surface roughness, wetting, larger
material, stone pavements and high clay content, al'l tend to reduce erosion.
Thus, dry incoherent surface efflorescences of soluble sodjum and magnesium
salts will erode faster than coherent, massive encrustations of gypsum
and ca1cite in Antarctica. Relative cohesion'in depos'its is probably
more important than salt particle density and shape. Thenardite, the
most common salt in 2A deposits (Figs.3.2,3.3) may be the most affected
pha se.
l,lind action is strongest when an abundant supply of wind transport-
able partjcles 'is available. Erosion increases with jncreased kjnetic
energy of these particles (Dietrich 1977). Therefore, erosion and sub-
sequent transport of any surface salt wil'l be greatest in localities
that are subject to windblown snow and sand and are expdsed to strong
winds. These localities include areas along the western margin of the
jce sheet and those at high'e'levatjons (Appendix 3, 5.4).
It is difficult to further quartify the effect of wind on
local distribution of sa'lts. More study would need to be made of cohesion
in surface salt deposits, and the areal extent of salt-covered depressions.
Co]'lectjon app4ratus could be set up to monitor dry fallout of salt.
Evjdence has been presented which shows that wind has a significant effect
on salt deposits. Presumab'ly, wind limits the growth of surface deposits
by removal of salt from them. This dislodged salt then migrates downwind
for some distance depending on wind strength, surface roughness and topo-
graphy. Turbulence and other wjnds with vertica1 deve'lopment (Appendix 3,
section 4.4) may cause fine salt particles to be carried aloft and travel
many kilometres. Larger salt particles will travel a few metres only,
before being reincorporated onto the surface of the salt-soil system.
Chapters 5-7 further point to the importance of wind to salt d'istribution
in the McMurdo region.
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4.7 Swmary of Chapters 3 and 4
The purpose of these chapters has been to discuss the varjous
aspects of ]ocal distrjbution of salt. This has inc]uded a review of
the specific salt phases that have been detected in the region. The
'geochemici'l sojl sequence'down slopes in McMurdo oasis has been charac-
terized and extended. Thjs sequence is:
calcite, gypsum, thenardite, epsomiten soda njtre, halite, antarcticite.
The behaviour of ionic ratios in saline flows appears to reflect this
sequence.
The processes responsible for this separation have been examined.
These involve separation of salts at varjous stages of salt mjgration,
the most important stages being djssolution and deaquation. There are
several control s on migration and separation: moisture avai'lab'il ity
is dominant; eutect'ic temperatures, deposit composition, and solubitity
are chemical factors; temperature, ambient relative humidity, soil texture,
topography and wind are environmenta'l factors. Deaquation of brjnes
has been discussed with examples il'lustrating the formation of double
salts. These salts and deposits can form in present-day conditions.
M'igration and separation of salts by the action of water
and wind are continuing processes in the McMurdo region. These processes
must have been active for a long time now because of the great age of
the region ('1.2.4) and broadly similar climatic conditions over the past
few million years 12.4.2). Salts may accumulate at some distance from
where they were first deposited or formed. Purified salt deposits containing
oniy one or two phases are quite common in the region. It is not difficult
to envisage that repeated fractional disso'lution, migrat'ion and crystal -
lization of salt phases, over a period of up to a few million years in
an environment with'limited moisture, cou'ld lead to the development of
these purified salt deposits.
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CHAPTER 5 REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF SALTS
5. I Preamble
5..l.1 Introduction and previous work:
The regional pattern of salt distribution is useful in helping
to determine the salt sources. Trends or gradients jn thjs djstribution,
for example with increasing distance from the coast, rndy reveal marine
or continental sources. Claridge and Campbell (1977) have already had
some success w'ith this approach in sojls in the Transantarctic Mountains.
In the most comprehensive study to date, they found strong gradients with
N03/Cl and S0,,/Cl increasing from east to west and from north to south
away from the present limits of open sea water. Other conclus'ions were
that soi1 pH decreases inland, that Ca2+ and Mgz+ are enriched jn soils
formed on dolerite, and K+ in those formed on gran'ites. Also, calcite
tends to occur mainly in areas with carbonate-containing rocks, but
notable exceptions exist inland and on Hut Point Peninsula.
Nishiyama (1979) also studied reg'ional salt distrjbution but
from a smaller areao name'ly Tay'lor Val1ey east of Taylor Glac'ier and
Wright Va11ey from east of Labyrinth to below Bu]l Pass. He' like
Keys (197?) and Field (.l975) found that sulphate salts tend to exist in
higher proport'ions in elevated areas. A varied suite of soluble carbonate
phases exists jn eastern Taylor but not jn }.lright Va11ey, whereas halite
and thenard'ite are wi despread. Other, more l'imited, reg'ional studies
jnclude Bockhe'im (.|979b) who examined sojl salts'in l^lright Lower Valley,
and Linkletter (1970) who exam'ined soil salts in the Koettlitz and Taylor
Va11eys.
5.1 .2 0utl ine:
This chapter describes reg'ional distribution of salts in the
McMurdo region with emphasis on McMurdo oasis. East-west and low
elevation-high elevationgradients are examjned, and the influence of
rock type is considered. The three variables, distance from coastn
elevation and substrate rock type define the patterns of regiona'l salt
distribution. North-south gradients are presented for McMurdo Sound
area, and similar grad'ients on the Ice Sheet are discussed. The saline
lakes of McMurdo oasis are. brjef1y examined. The chapter ends with
a general discussion covering the distrjbution of the major and minor
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phases that are present in the region. The causes of the salt gradients
are discussed in the follow'ing chapter.
In McMurdo oasis, each of the three variab'les, distance from coast,
elevation and rock type, are interrelated wi'th the other two. For
instance, as the average djstance from coast increases, so too does
average elevatjon, and the amount of dolerite exposed (Figs.1.2, 2.7).
Such'interrelationships make it difficult to examjne each variable
entirely on'its own. Here, the problem is overcome to a large extent
by placing the salt and rock type data jnto zones of djstance and elevation
and examin'ing the influence of one variab1e at a time. Multiple linear
regression analysis was not attempted.
Diagrams, mainly graphs, are used to portray salt distribution.
These diagrams show the number of times that specific phases or groups
of phases are present in deposits as a percentage of all such numbers
of phases or deposits (Appendix 2). Thus the diagrams portray the
relative frequency with which specific phases are encountered in an
area. The technique assumes that no systematic errors have occurred
due to different sampling efficiencies of any phases. However, it
is possible that such errors have affected the numbers of gypsum and
calcite phases reported, especially in western areas (Appendix 2, A2.l.l).
For this reason conclusions comparing these phases with others cannot
carry the same weight as those concerning the soluble phases only.
Therefore the latter are compared separately on several Tables and
Figures (e.g. Tables 5..|, 5.2). Statistical techniques and s"ignificance
testing are prerequisites for th'is study to check the validity of the
distrjbut'ions; the applications here (Tables 5.3-.l2) are based on the
treatments noted in Appendix 2, A?.2.2. The comp'lete colour code used
in hjstograms and phase groupings is given in Appendix' 2, Table A2..|.
5.2 Regional Distribution
5.2.'| East-west gradients in McMurdo oasis:
(i ) common phases
Strong east-west gradients are evident in the distribution of
several of the eight common salt phases and their ions (figs.5.1-5.6).
Chloride and sodium phases become less frequent (decrease) towards the
west, whereas nitrate and magnesium phases become more frequent (increase)
towards the west. Sulphates and calciums tend to increase and carbonate
to decrease towards the west, but none of these latter tendencies is
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strong, over most of the oas'is.
These grad'ients have been determjned by count'ing the phases which
comprise those deposits present in two zones of elevation, at map dis-
tances between zero and .|50 km inland from the present limit of open
sea. Surface elevation increases towards the west on average in McMurdo
oasis; therefore the'influence of this increasing e'levation on horizontal
east-west salt gradients can be limited by examining the composit'ions
of only those deposits that are present in fixed ranges of elevation.
The elevat'ion zones chosen were (l ) zero to 1000 metres above sea 'level
(Tables 5..lA, 5.2A) and (2) between .l000 and 2000 m asl (Tables 5..|8,
5.2B). These ranges are large enough to ensure adequate amounts of
data but narrow enough to limit the effect of elevation gradients.
Specific phases show distribution trends (Figs.5.,|, 5.2). Figure 5.1
examines the djstrjbution of hal ite, thenardite, gypsum and calcite,
as proportions of all numbers of al1 e'ight phases. The percentages
from Table 5.lA and B are represented on composite Fjgure 5.1 as sfngle
distance points (for clarity). Most data in sectjon a of the figure
are scattered mainly due to large but highly variable proport'ions of
calcite, as sampled by Nishiyama (1977). This scatter may be caused
by real but relat'ively local differences in salt distribution or by
differing sampling efficiencies (Append'ix 2, A2.l). Gypsum is the
only phase that can justifiably be fitted to the data in this section.
The data in sections b and c are more coherent. Linear regression
lines show that halite and thenardite are present less commonly away
from the coasto whereas gypsum becomes more common. (R simtlar gypsum
tendency in Dronnjng Maud Land has been noted by Markov et al. 1970.)
The tendency for calcite is to decrease fron 30 km inland, but data
are variable for this phase and fluctuate about a mean level. Therefore,
calc'ite abundance can be described as a low, approximately constant
'plateau' leve'l of abundance from about 30 km or so inland.
Strong patterns are evident in the distributions of the nitrate
and magnesium salt phases (Fig.5.?). The construction of this diagram
from data in Table 5.2A, B is similar to the forner diagram. None
of these phases was found closer than 25 km from the coast. In the
d'istance section 25 - 75 km, salt deposits increasingly contain soda
nitre, darapskite, bloedite and epsomite. The trend is continued for
epsomite and to a lesser ex.tent soda nitre further west than 75 km
(Tabl e 5. 28 ) .
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(ii) ions of cqnnon Phases
Distribution gradients are more clearly defined when the distribution
of specific anlons and catjons in deposjts is examined. A particular
'ion' in a deposit is counted once for each 'tjme a phase contain'ing it
is present in the deposjt; this is a presence or absence test, no account
being taken of stoichjometric relationships. An'ion distribution js
considered fjrst; it is summarized'in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3 for all
eight common phases, and in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.4 for the six maior
soluble phases. In these and subsequent F'igures a solid line indicates
that a close-fjt trend (c > 80%,lrl > 0.7, Appendlx ?, A2.2.21i) is apparent,
that is a sign'ificant correlation is evident from linear regression analysis.
The distrjbution data (%) sum to .l00; as one ion'increases, another
decreases. This trivjal 'cause' of gradients is present throughout
this and the following subsectionso as a consequence of the necessity
to maximize the number N of data (Appendix 2).
Strong and sjgnificant trends are evident for chloride and nitrate
ions (FiSs.5.3, 5.4). The increase in njtrate inland js most marked
in the lower zone of elevation (Fig.5.3, Table 5.3A). In the higher
zone (Tab'le 5.38) the data can be fitted to two intersecting straight
lines whose gradients have opposite s'igns. The correlations are close and
and sjgnificant at a high level of confidence, although on'ly three data
po'ints are fitted to each Ijne. Nitrate first increases inland, then
decreases west of about 75 km. A simjlar tendency is suggested in the
proportions of nitrate in Table 5.48, though data are limited. Nitrate
phases were not found in salt deposits west of Mt. Fleming (Append'ix I 
'p.27). Deposits sampled in the western areas were a'lmost exclusive'ly
of the 2A and 4 types. Furthermore, this decrease in nitrate from soils
'in 'inland regions was not noted by Claridge and Campbel l (1977). Therefore,
it is concluded that (l) the njtrate salts have been unable to accumu'late
1n 2A and 4 deposits and probably (2) have accumulated within the soil
such as in salt horizons (type 5) depos'its. Such differentia'l accumulation
is ljkely to be due to surficial leachjng of nitrate phases. Tendencies
are weak for the other anions and statistical'ly unchanging.
Cation distribution shows sjmilar patterns (Tables 5.5,5.6, F'igures 5-5'
5.6). Sodium ion decreases towards the west, simi'lar to chlorjde.
Magnesium ion becomes more conrnonly distributed at the expense of sodium
towards the west. The regression line for ca]cium jon jndicates a sfight
Tab'le 5 . 3
Pha ses*
Distribution (percent) of cormon salt phases as anions, from east
to yrest in McMurdo oasis.
From 25 to 75 km in'land in Taylor and Wnight Valleys (elevations up
to 1000 m asl); data from Table 5.1A.
Statistics
- tZB -
con fi dence
'level (%)
97 .5
97 .5
<80
<80
correl ati on
coefficient
-0.95
noE
0.65
0.52
chl orl de
n i trate s
sul phates
ca rbona te
Map distance inland (km)
25-35 25-s5 45-5s 55-65
41 34 31 30
z 5 7 10
38 48 54 46
19 1? I 14
slope of t
6s-7s u:r!_!l!_ll_!g statistic
'| 8 -0. 50 -5 .2
19 0.39 5.0
s2 0.26 |.5
l1 -0.l4 -l.l
277 159
From 25 to .|50 km inland in l4cMurdo oasis, including Skelton Ndv€ (elevations
]000-2000 m asl); data from Table 5.18.B.
Pha sesa
ch l ori de
n i trate s
su1 phates
carbonate
Man distance inlanrl (km)
25-45 45-55 55-75 75-85 130'150
14 6 s | 0
3 14 20 '18 13
66 63 68 72 6s
17177922
Statisticst
slope of t confidence
best fit line statistic level (?)
-0.11 -2.4 90
0.57/-0.09 l0/-68 90/99
0.0033 0.070 < 50
0.057 0.69 < 70
corre l ati on
coefficjent
-0.82
0.99/-1.0+
0.041
u.Jt
IJ8l4t
*Darapskite included in nitrates, not sulphates
tData for nitrates fitted to two intersecting straight lines
Table 5.4
A.
Pha ses*
Distribution (percent) of six major soluble salt phases as anions from east to west
in l4cHurdo oasis.
From 25 to 75 km inland in Taylor and lrlright Valleys (elevation up to 1000 m asl);
data f rom Ta b]e 5 . 2A .
Map distance inland (km)
25-55 45-55 55-65
Stat i sti cs
slope of t confidence correlation65-75 best fit line statistic level (z) coefficient
30 -0.55 :2-.\' 88 -0.77
30 0.64 6.5 99' 0.97
40 -0.088 -0.47 < 60 -0.26
chl ori des
ni trates
su1 phates
5l 55
1l t8
38 ?7
?5-35
58
3
39
54
I
38
67 177
From 25 to]50 kn'inland in HcMurdo oasis'
data from Tab'le 5.28.
Map distance inland (km)
25-ss 55-75 7s-85 130-150
178?0
18 34 36 c. 30
65 59 62' c. 70
lncluding Skelton Ndv6 (e'levation 1000-2000 m asl)i
Stat i sti cs
slope of t confidence correlat'lon
best fit 'l'ine statistic level (X) coefficient
-0.15 > -2.A > 86 -0.86
-0.078 > 0.64 ) 50 0.41
0.073 { 1.24 < 80 0.66
24
8.
Phasesr
chloride
n I trate s
su l phates
4224
r0arapsklte lncluded in nltrates not sulphates
aN
{,g
e
c
.-l --
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Figure 5.4 Distnibution lfr) of six tnajor soluble phases,
with increasing map distance inland (from east
in lileMurrdo oasls,.
Table 5.5
A,
Distribution (percent) of common salt phases as cations from east
to west in l4cMurdo oasis.
From 25 to 75 km inland in Taylor and llright Valleys (elevations
up to |000 m asl); data frorn Table 5.1A.
slope bf
best fit line
-0.36
0.?2
0. l5
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Stati sti cs
t confidence
statistic level (X)
correlation
coeffi c i ent
-0.92
0.70
0. 87
Phases* t'1ap distance inland (km)
25-35 25-55 45-55 5s-65 65-75
sod'iums 69 61 58 53 55
ca1 ci ums 30 36 38 44 37
magneslums12438
1.7
95
8?
3.4 95
159?7796
B.
Pha ses*
From 25 to .l50 km inland in l''lcMurdo oasis'
data frorn Table 5..l8.
Map distance in'land (km)
inc'luding Ske'lton Ndv€ (elevation |000-2000 m asl);,
Statistics
25-45 45-55 s5-75 i5-85 1 30- 1 50
sodiums 48 47 47 38 17
calclums 52 44 41 48 51
magneslums 0 9 1? 14 22
slope of
best fit line
-0.32
-0.13
0. '18
t
statistic
-7. I
-0. 76
4.6
confidence
Ievel (%)
99
<75
97 .5
correlation
coeffi ci ent
-0.97
-0. 68
0.94
8t4t
*Bloedite inctuded in Mgz+ phases, not in Na+ phases
oistribution (percent) of six major soluble salt phases as cations from east to west
in HcMurdo oasis.
From 25 to 75 km inland in Taylor and liright Valleys( elevations up to 1000 m as'l);
data from Tab'le 5.2A. Sta ti st i cs
t confJdence
Table 5.6
A.
Phases*
sod i ums
magneS 1 ums
25-3s
99
I
HalCj$elge-i-n-19 nlllmlffi65-7s
;;; ;
46612
slope of
best fit line statistic level (x)
-0.24 -5.0 97 . 5
a.24 5.0 97.s
corre I ati on
coeffi c i ent
-0. 94
0,94
241776'1
B. Frorn 25 to 150 km inland in McHurdo oasls, inc'luding Skelton NEv€( elevations 1000-2000 m
asl); data from Table 5.28,
phases* Map distance inland (km)
25-55 55-75 75-85 130- 1 50
rodiums 91 79 74 c. 40
magnesiums 9 21 26 c. 60
slope of
best fit Iine
-0.51
0.51
Stat i sti cs
t confidence correlation
statjstic level (S) coeffJcient
-19 99 -1.0
't9 99 I .0
*Bloedite included 'ln Mgz+ phases, not Na+ phases
- t3t -
aF.9
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Elg
50
distsns€ inlgnd" kitr
Figure 5.5 Distribution (Sl of conmon salt
increasing map distance inland
oasl s.
phases, as cations, with(from east to west) in McMurdo
disfsnce inlond, lrn
FiEure 5,6 Distrribution (#) of six major
increasing map dis:tance inland
oas i s.
soluble phase-s,(from east to
as eatr'ons, wJth
lvest) i-n McMut''do
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increase towards the west in Figure 5.5; statistjcal treatment indicates
that this trend is significant only at the 82 percent level (Table 5.5A).
In the higher elevation zone, calcjum ion djstribution is statistically
unchanging (Tab1e 5.58)
The d'istrjbutjon patterns of the double salts darapskite and bloedite
reflect the relative distributjons and relative proport'ions of their com-
ponent ions. Towards the east, sodium and sulphate ions dominate magnesium
and nitrate ions. Therefore, here t.henardite js the major soluble sulphate
phase. As the proportions of nitraie and magnes'ium 'ions increase towards
the west darapskite and bloedite become apparent through reactjons among
+ 2- 
- 
?+Na', S0,,- , NOs and Mg-'. Wjth a continued rjse in the abundance of
n'itrate and magnesium ions, together wjth a gradual decrease in Na*, epsomite
and soda nitre become significant, fina'l1y becoming the dominant magnesium
and nitrate phases towards the west.
These findings can be related to previous quantitative studies.
In the present study, nitrate and sulphate tend to become more prominent
in depos'its towards the west (Fi9.5.3) whereas chloride becomes less prominent.
Thus the ratios NOs/Cl and S0,*/C'l for relatjve distribut'ion of phases 'increase
ai^lay from the coast (Fi gs . 5 .3 , 5. 4 ) . The same pattern was observed by
Claridge and Campbell (1977 ) for relatjve concentrations of ions. This
means that the present qua'litative-numerical study is consistent with the
former quant'itative one. Therefore, for a particular phase or ion, the
expressions 'encounter frequency' and 'number (percent) of occurrences'
are synonymous with'relative concentration' .
Th'is synonymity is perfectly reasonable. A salt or ion absent
(or present in low concentration) in a soil will not be prominent in macro-
scopic salt deposits. The lack of halite in inland areas and of nitrates
near the coast jllustrates this, being consistent with the low concentrations
of chloride and nitrate respectively, jn soils in these areas (Claridge
and Campbell 1968a, b, c,1977). Njtrate'is the only ion that shows any
noticeable tendency to be concentrated with'in the soil and not in deposits
(especially of the 2A and 4 types). Furthermore this tendency towards
differential accumulation is evident only in inland areas. The term
'abundance' is used hereafter to refer to djstribution of ions or phases
but applies to relative concentration also.
Carbonate is an important anion in eastern Taylor Valley but js much
less common inland. Numerous workers have reported the common presence of
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calcite and aragonite veneers and carbonate-cemented soil material east of
Lake Bonney (e.g.Angino et a]. 196?; Claridge ,|965; McCraw .|967a). The
abundance of veneers sharply decreases west from the coast (Nishiyama .I977).
Apparently,the average thjckness of precipitdted calcium carbonate "bjscuits"
(Hendy et al. 1977) decreases towards the west (Hendy, Waikato University,
pers.comm.). Thermonatrite and trona decrease rapidly west from the coast
in Taylor Valley and do not occur further than 8.5 km from the coast
(Nishiyama .|979; Appendix I , Table 35, p.53). In inland regions calcite
deposits are more scattered but are not uncommon. Tasch and Angino ('|968)
and Claridge and Campbel'l (1977 ) reported calcite occurrences in inland
areas. Generally the proportion of carbonate phases in salt deposits appears
to decrease from the coast to reach an approx'imately constant or 'plateau'
level which extends west of about 30-40 km from the coast. S'imilar behaviour
was noted by Voronov and Sp'iro (1965) in Enderby Land, and in McMurdo oasjs
by Linkletter (.|970).
The most cormon salts near the coast jn McMurdo oasis are haljte,
and thenardite plus calcite in places. In inland reg'ions, gypsum and epsomite
predominate, followed by thenardjte or soda nitre in places.
5.2.2 Gradien'us with increasing elevatjon in McMurdo oasis:
Strong gradients are evident in salt distributjon with increasing
elevation in McMurdo oasis. These gradients are similar to the east-west
gradients. Chloride and sodium ions decrease in abundance upwards whereas
sulphate and magnesium phases increase upwards (Figs.5.7-5.9). N'itrate
phases appear to 'increase then decrease with jncreasing elevation. Calcite,
calcium and carbonate show no sign'ificant trends.
These gradients have been determined by count'ing.the phases which
comprise those deposits in two zones at different disfances from the coast;
within these zones elevatjons range from about 50 m to .|200 m asl and 800
to 2800 m asl respect'ive1y. Such division is necessary to overcome the inherent
interference of east-west salt gradients (5.2.1). The distribution of the
eight conmon phases and their ions js i'llustrated as a series of histograms,
one for each elevation increment in Figure 5.7. Similar data for the six
major soluble phases and ions are given jn Table 5.8 and shown in Figure 5.8.
The distribution trerrds were also examjned statistically by regression analysis,
the results of which are sunmarized in Table 5.9 for the Aztec to Shapeless
region. Figure 5.9 illust.iates the trends and the best-fit'ljnes on a
Tlble 5.7 Dlstribution (pe.r.ceht) af eilght crilmiltn saTt ph.$e3 lhd thelf l'ons
nlth lncneqsing elevation In thl{ordp .ors,lsi sumnry of datr ln
Appendix l. Trbles 3. 6.
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B. A2,tee ilountaln afea, Kennar'Volleyn Labyrinth,l{t, Fleming' Shapeless l.{oun'tain filn 65 to 85 km
i Rl'dhd r
Elevitisn (m asl)
A, Taylsr' Pearsa and Wright Valleys
from 25 to 65 km in'land.
Fhtse
so.da nitloe
da,iaFs,k,ite
epsgmite
bloedite
hal lta
thentrdite
gypEUm
calcit€
chJ orl de
ni trrates
su'l phates
cArbonat€
sodt!m3
sal ci ufls
maEnesi ums
Tabl'e 5.8
a00-il99 1200-1599 1600-leee
Distrlbution (sercent) of six najof goluble salt phases and their ions with
increOsing elii,ation in lrlclturdo oasisi si1mary of data'in Appendix l, Tables 3' 6.
B. Aztec ilountain ,arreqn Ken:natr ValleJ' LabJrinth'ift. Fleming, Shapeless iilouiltaiir from
65 to 85 km lnland.
Elevati,on (m ag1)
I
8
4I
0
l6
4Il{
{I
3il
't9
0
38
0
l2
8E
50
50
lEl
r8
9
18,
0
3,6
0
l6
69
1,4
l6
15
5.6
13
21
t0
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32
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4l
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88
l2
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0
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0'
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l1
4
4
4
l5
'41
4
56
44
0
3?
55
t2
4
29
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4
48
45I
77
0
6
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9
zr
4
28
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F'igure 5.7 Djstribution (%) of common salt phases, and of the cationsjnvolved, 'in different elevation ranges in McMurdo oasis.
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bivarjate plot in which the independent parameter; elevation, is the hori-
zontal axis,
Several salt grad'ients are evident.. Hal ite is the on)y phase
that shows a continuous decrease in abundance with'increasing elevatjon.
Epsomite, bloedite, thenardite and gypsum a1'l tend to increase though the
tendency is not strong for thenardite and gypsum. The njtrate phases increase
then decrease similar to their behaviour going from east to west at h'igher
elevat'ions (5.2.1). Calcite distribution is variable - no pattern is evident.
The decrease of sodium ions upwards is statistically significant (faUte 5.9),
as are the increases of sulphate and magnesium jons. The decrease of ch'lorr'de
'is probably significant also, sjnce the correlation coeffic'ient is close to
-.|. Lack of data plagues statistical examinat'ion here. The statistical
significance of nitrai,e behaviour is difficult to show but the pattern con-
structed from only three points in Figure 5.9 is s'ign'ificant. Calcium
and carbonate distributions are statistically constant with increas'ing e1e-
vat i on.
These findings are consistent with previous studies. N03/Cl and
SOq/Cl ratios increase with elevation as noted by Claridge and Campbe]1
(1977). Mg/Na and Ca/Na ratios also increase with elevation. The proportion
of sulphate salts increases with increasing elevation, supporting previous,
more limited observatjons (Keys 1972; Field .l975; Nishiyama 1971). Gypsum
is more abundant towards h'igher elevations in Dronning Maud Land (Markov
et al. .|970).
5.2.3 Influence of rock type:
The influence of rock type on local composr'tion of salts has been
examined by counting the seven conmon ions on substrates.in which a specific
rock type was present on its own, or could be semj-qudrnt'itatively assessed
as being dominant. Rock types considered were: vo'lcanics (mt. Erebus
surmjt area excluded), metasediments, acid plutonics (granites, granodiorites,
gneisses), dolerite and Beacon Supergroup sed'iments (Table l.l). Analyses
of'salt deposits in many localities cannot be used here, since the regol'ith
is usually composed of more than one l'itho'logy. Eastern Taylor Va11ey
is one crucial area where this applies. The number of deposits for meta-
sediments and plutonics is not large (Table 5..l0) because pure examples
of these types of substrates were less commonly encountered than those of vol-
canics, dolerite and Beacon sediments. Eight out of the nine deposits
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on metasediments are from l,lright Lower Val1ey.
Ion proportions are obtained in a different manner from the previous
two subsect j ons (Appendi x 2 , A2.2.2.1) . He.re, each of the seven cormon
ions 'is counted in a deposit, one count for each time the ion is present.
The relative occurrence or proportion of that ion is obtained as a percentage
of the total number of deposits NO (faUte 5.10). Therefore,in the Tab'le
percentages do not sum to .|00 as before.
Table 5..|0 Salt distribution on substrates of various rock
types, arranged in order of increasing distance
inland from coast and increasing elevation;
distribution in percent occurrences of
specific ions in particular deposits.
Ion
Na+ 88
Mg2* t9
ca?+ r 9
Rock type Beacon
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(l) Cape Bird, Whjte and Black Islands and Taylor Valley be'low 760 m asl
(2) Wright and Taylor Valleys
The association of jons with rock types is illustrated in two
histograms for each rock type (Fig.5.l0A, B). Figure 5.10A clearly shows
that magnesium phases are fresent on dolerite and volcanic substrates only.
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Figure 5.10 Distribution (percent occurrences'in deposits) of cat'ions
and anions 'in deposjts on substrates of various rock
types, arranged in order of increasing d'istance inland
and increasing elevation.
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The presence of tutg2* in deposits on volcanics, a.substrate that is
present near the coast, is counter to regional gradients discussed
earlier where magnes'ium phases did not occur close to the coast. Therefore,
it can be concluded that, the primary source.of magnesium ions is the
dolerite and volcanic rocks in the region, similar to the conclusion
of Claridge and Campbell (1977). The magnesium gradients inland (5.2.1)
and with increasing elevation (5.2.2) can be attributed'in part to
the more frequent outcropping of dolerite in these areas (Fig.1.2).
All other jons, except chloride are present on all rock
types. The cofimon presence of nitrate ion in deposits on dolerite
(and other rock types) as well as on sedimentary substrates, indicates
that the latter are not the source of nitrates or of salts in general
(Claridge and Campbell 1977) as suggested by Gibson (196?) and Linkletter
('r e7o ) .
The distributions have been arranged in order of increasing
distance inland and elevation (Table and Figure 5..|0). ' The arrange-
ment shows that sodium and chloride tend to decrease inland and nitrate
to'increase, sjmjlar to observations noted earlier based on a s'lightly
different approach. Calcium, sulphate and carbonate show no trends
on oasis substrates. Earlier it appeared that calcium increased in
relative abundance inland and sulphate increased with increasing elevation
(Figs.5.5, 5.9); therefore these earlier gradients of CaZ+ and S0u2- are
partly a result of the data summing to 100.
The data presented in Figure 5..|0 do not reveal any strong
influence of rock type on carbonate ion djstribution. The slightly
higher proport'ion of carbonate on plutonics is probably due to carbonate
variability (5.2.1) and not to a sign'ificant positive influence of the
substrate. Similarly the proportion of calcium on metasediments is
not significantly higher than on dolerite or Beacon sediments.
However. a significant relationship between carbonate-bearing
rocks and carbonate salts does exist in Tay'lor Valley. In that valley
large amounts of carbonate-bearing rock outcrop up to 25 km from the
coast, with a further thin belt at 37 km (Haskell et al. 1965). This is
consistent with the pattern of calcite distribution noted earl'ier(5.2.1 ),where
calcite dominates salt deposits'in eastern Taylor Va'lley to a distance of about
- 
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20 km inland, but from about 30-40 km forms a low.plateau level of abundance
(Fig.5.l ). Furthermore so'luble carbonate and bicarbonate salts are common
up to 8.5 km from the coast in eastern Taylor Valley (Nishiyama 1977).
Claridge and Campbe'|1 (1977 ) considered that.the same type of relationship
exists in the Koettlitz Glacier area where there are extensive outcrops
of marble (Blank et al. 1963).
Further ev'idence for this carbonate associatjon was obtained by
examining the thickness of calcite veneers on regolitir composed of dolerite
material along the ridge between Kennar and Turnabout Valleys (.|3/.|1/76).
These veneers appeared to be thjckest in the vicinity of veins of hydro-
thermal calc'ite in the dolerite (Appendix 1, locality .l36, p.18). Therefore,
the veins appeared to be a source of the carbonate in the veneers.
There are other controls on carbonate distribution besides the
presence of carbonate rocks in the vicinity as indicated by two distribut'ion
characteristics. ('l) No such rocks exist in the vicinity of volcanic
Stadium Cone on Mt. Discovery where soluble carbonate salts are present
(Append'ix I, p.29). The existence of carbonatites (carbonate-rich volcanic
rocks) was not indicated by an acid test on the basaltic substrate from
this cone. The comrnon presence of calcite veneers on the volcanic substrate
of Hut Po'int Peninsula vvas explained by Claridge and Campbell (1977), as
be'ing due to dissolution of carbonate from loess-like dust blown across McMurdo
Sound, cons'istent with Wellman's (.|963) evidence of windblown gran'ite and
sandstone pebbles. (2) No soluble carbonate salts, nor anincreased abundance
of calcite were found in Wright Lower Val'ley (Appendix l, pp.?4,25) on
the area of marble-rich metasediments that appear to be a continuation of the
Nussbaum Riegel metasediment belt in eastern Taylor Val'ley (McKelvey and
Webb 1962; Haskell et al. .|965). This marked difference in salt chemistry
between Wright Lower and eastern Taylor Valleys may be partly due (Chapter 6)
to climatic differences.
It has been shown that the rock substrate is the prime determinant
of the distribution of magnesium phases. Carbonate and calcium phases
may be more cornmon 'in places near rocks containing calcium carbonate but
they are a'lso widespread on other rock types. Rock type has no noticeable
effect on the distribution of sodium, chloride, sulphate or nitrate phases.
5.2.4 North-south grad'ients:
North-south gradiints in salt distribution are evident in
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McMurdo Sound. Halite decreases in abundance towards the south whereas
sulphate 'ion, calcium phases and gypsum increase towards the south. Mag-
nesium phases have a weak tendency to'increase towards the south also
(Fig.s.ll)
These gradients have been determined by separate'ly count'ing the
numbers of soluble and'insoluble phases present in deposits from Cape Bird
ice-free area in the north, to Mt. Discovery in the south. 0ther areas
considered were: Capes Royds, Barne and Evans; Hut Point Peninsula; and
White and Black Islands. Deposits were considered for elevations up to
.|000 
m asl. A substrate of volcanic rocks was present throughout.
The distance from Cape Bird ice-free area, south to a particular
sample area was used as the'independent variable on a bivariate plot (Fig.5.ll).
The data are expressed as numbers of specific phases as percentages of the
total number of phases counted (as in 5.2..|, 5.2.2). These data jnclude
those for samples from Capes Royds, Barne and Evans and l-iut Point Peninsula
as determined by Keys (1972). Bloedite was not identified in that work;
therefore errors may arise due to om'ission of phases that actually are
present (Append'ix 2, A?...|.3). This would not seriously affect data for
hal'ite, thenardite and gypsum which are frequently present, but would
affect the apparent distribution of magnesium phases and of calcite. Further-
more, the number of data are low (N = 9-.l2) for Whjte and Black Islands
especially. The absence of magnesium phases in this area is probably
due to samp'ling omissions and not to the lack of such phases. In fact,
the magnesium salt magnesite (MgCOr) is known to be present in the area
(Watanuki and Morikawa 1974).
Soluble sulphate phases, calcium phases and gypsum all show a
close fit increasing trend, whereas halite shows a similar decreasing trend
to the south (Fig.5.ll). These trends probably reflect increasing S0+/Cl
and CalNa ratios in salt depos'its towards the south, as noted by C'laridge
and Campbell (1977). Probably Mg/Na also increases towards the south.
The data are variable for thenardite and calcite. The latter appears
to be abundant only on Hut Point Peninsula as noted by Claridge and Campbel'l
(1977), a'lthough data from other areas are insufficjent to be sure of the
relative lack of calcite elsewhere. Ca'lcite distribution can best be
described as a low'plateau'type similar to its distribution inland in
McMurdo oasis (5.2..l, Fig.5..l).
A high percentage abundance of calcium is evident in the
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F'igure 5.11 Distribution [U ) of phases along a north-south
transect in l4cMurdo Sound and areas to the
south; distances south of Cape Bird ice-free
area are computed by projecting the boundaries
of the sampling areas east or west onto
the 166" line of longitude which passes
through McMurdo Sound; data from Appendix l,
Table 36).
Mt. Discovery area, close to a source of metasediments in the Koettlitz
dry val'leys (Blank et al. 1963). This could indicate that the calcium
in calcite veneers on such volcanic substrates is derived mainly from
windblot^ln calcium carbonate-rich dust (see 5.2.3 above, Claridge and Campbell
1977). Apparently however, calcite veneers are less abundant at Mt. Discovery
than at Hut Point. This is. not consistent with a windblown source for
carbonate.
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Insufficient data were obtained to determine'whether north-south
gradients in salt djstributjon exist in McMurdo oasis. A very large
number of samples would need to be collected in V'ictoria, Wright, Taylor
and Koett'litz dry valley areas to enable the'jnfluence of the strong
east-west and low-high gradients to be taken into account.
Such extensjve sampling would also even out the effect of different
areal extents of dolerite in -uhese areas. l.lith the data available
(Append'ix I , Tables 3,5,6) no marked reg'iona1 differences are evident
in the types or abundances of major phases present'in Taylor, Ferrar
or l,lr j ght Va 1 'leys .
The Koettlitz and Victoria valley systems have not been sampled
in this present study. However, the types and abundances of phases
in these areas (Gibson 1962; Torij et al. .l966; Ljnkletter .|970;
Claridge and Campbell 1977; Morikawa et al. 1977) are probabiy
similar to those'in Tay'lor and Wright Va11eys. Su1phate phases may
be the most common jn the Koettiitz system and certainly have received
most attention in the literature (e.g.Torii et al. 1966; Bowser et al.
.|970 ; Dort and Dort I 970 ; Lyon 'l 978) .
The low elevation portions of Taylor and Wright Val'leys do exhibit
some differences. No nitrate phases were found in salt deposits below
600 m in Taylor Val'ley above Lake Bonney (Append'ix l, sample 24831 ,
p.15) whereas such phases were found in the lowest deposits sampled
in Pearse Valley (450 m, Appendix l, p.16) and down to 200 m or so
in Wright Valley (Morikawa et al. .l975). Solub1e carbonates are present
in eastern Tay'lor Val1ey but are absent from Wright Va11ey (Nishiyama
reTe).
5.?.5 Ion concentration and composition gradients on the ice sheet:
Gradients of ion concentration exist on the continental ice sheet
of Antarctica. A general decrease inland from the coast in the con-
centration of soluble salts in surface snow has been demonstrated by
numerous studies (e.g. Wilson and House .|965; Hanappe et al. .l968;
Lorius et al. 1969; Markov et al. .|970). The decrease can be subdivided
into two. A rapid decrease is evident in the first few hundred kilo-
metres from the coast of East Antarctica (Lorius et al. 1969; Boutron
1978) and an approximately even concentration plateau is reached towards
the interior (Boutron et al. 1972; Delmas and Boutron .|978). Analogous
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behaviour has been npasured in ice cores from the Ross Ice Shelf. Deeper
portions of the cores consist of ice formed from precipitation in the
interior of West Antarctica. This ice contains much lower concentrations
of salt than does near-surface firn and ice'wirich formed from precip'itation
nearer the sea (Gow 1968; Langway et al . 1974; Herron and Langway
1e78).
The orjginal source of nearly a'11 the atmospheric water vapour
precipitated over Antarctica is the open water of the southern hemisphere
oceans (Weyant .|966 ). Maritime air is transported meridionally towards
the centre of the cont'inent by the prevailing circulation in the upper
troposphere and stratosphere. In the interior most precipitat'ion
is originaliy deposited from deep cyclonic storms that carry relatively
moist marjtime a'ir through the troposphere (Rusin .|964; Appendix 3,
sections 4.9, 5..|). The greatest snowfalls in coastal regions are
produced by similar storms.
A significant amount of sea salt appears to be present in these
masses of maritime air. The salt exjsts as marine aerosols ('includ'ing
condensation nuclei) which are solid or liquid partjcles of matter
about l0-2 to 10 um in diameter (Duce 1967; Kumai 1976; 0htake 1976).
They are small enough to remain dispersed in the atmosphere for several
days or weeks. Condensation of water vapour onto them results in
the transfer of minute amounts of salt in snowfall and other forms
of precipitation (Appendix 3, section 5.5) to the surface. Physical
trapping of aerosols by snow particles may be important near the coast
where snow particles are larger and grow partly by accret'ion (Appendix 3,
section 5.3).
It has been demonstrated that marine aerosols are in fact the
main source of saline impurities in snow'in the interior as they are
near the coast (Murozumi et al. 1969; Boutron et al. 1972; Ohtake
1976, 1978; Boutron 1979; Boutron and Lorius .|979). Natural and
anthropogenic sources of terrestrial aerosols are of relatively little
import in antarctic snow.
The general decrease inland in the concentratjon of impurities
in the snow and the existence of the concentration plateau have been
linked (Langway et al. 1974) to the decrease inland that normally occurs
in the concentration of sea salt const'ituents in precipitation (Eriksson
1 952; Gorham 1961 ; Junge 'l 963 ) . Ch'lori de and sodi um i ons are the
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'ions present in highest concentrations in snow in the first few hundred
kjlometresfrom the coast, and are usually found to decrease in concentration
in surface snows as distance from the coast increases (Hanappe et al.
1968; Lorius et al. 1969; Boutron et al. )972). Similar trends
may a'lso occur wjth sulphate, magnesium, calcium and potassium (Vilenskij
and Koroleva .|973; Boutron .|978), but are often obscured by other.
influences. These include comp'lex meteorological and topographical
influences , different precipitation efficjencies of aeroso'l particles
by different forms of precipitat"ion, terrestrial or extraterrestrial
sources of ions, contamination and analytical d'ifficulties (Murozumi
et al. 1969; Lorius et al. 1969; Boutron et al. 1972; Boutron 1978,
1979; l,larburton and Ljnkletter .|978; Zoller et al. 1978; Boutron
and Lorius 1979). Analytical problems and contamination may be most
'important; recently Boutron and Mart'in (.l978) described a satisfactory
procedure for preconcentration and analysis of very dilute solutions
(tO-t'g/g) derived from samp'les of snow taken from the interior.
Sulphate is the predominant ion in the interior (Delmas and Boutron
.|978; Zoller et al. 1978). It forms a concentration plateau in snow
of the central part of East Antarctica where S0,./C1 and S0,-/Na ratios
may be much higher than in coastal snows and in sea water (Lorius et al.
1969; Delmas and Boutron .|978). It appears that most of thjs sulphate
orig'ina1'ly came from the sea either as sulphate or marine derived sulphur
dioxide (Nguyen et al. 1974); however, it is believed that the layer
of sulphate that is present in the stratosphere (Junge et al. 1961)
(the stratospheric sulphate layer) and volcanic activity are sources
of some of the sulphate (Zotter et al. .|974; Lorius and Donnou .|978;
Delmas and Boutron 1978; Boutron and Lorius 1979).
Small but significant amounts of other ions are also present
in snow of the interior. Nitrate (up to 500 ppb) and ammonium ions
are present (Wilson and House 1965; Linkletter '|968; Parker et al.
1978) as they are in the atmosphere (friksson 1952). Significant
amounts of NH,*+ and H+ have been found with S0,,2- in tropospheric aerosols
collected in the McMurdo region (Cadle et al. 1968).
It appears that the ratios of nitrogen oxides to ammonia and
H+ to NHu+ in aerosols generally increase inland over land masses and
with increasing elevation (Lodge and Pate 1966). This is believed
to be partly due to oxidation of the ammon'ia wh'ich is primarily of
marine origin. It has recently been shown that the concentration
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of atmospheric aerosols and snow samples at South. Pole are closely cor-
related (Zoller et al. .|978); therefore, little fractionation occurs during
the transfer of the aerosolic const'ituents of the atmosphere at South Pole
to the snow surface jn such inland regions (Zoller et al. .|978; Boutron
.|979). It js likely that the ratios NOe/Cl and H/Cl in snow in the
interior ref'lect the values of these ratios in aerosols there. The
ratios are likely to increase in'land, and certainly are higher in the
'interior than on the coast.
5.2.6 Saline lakes in McMurdo oasis:
The chemjstry of sal'ine lakes'in Taylor Valley is significantly
different from those in Wrjght Valley. These chemjstries and the'ir
d'ifferences can be considered part of salt distributjon in a broad sense,
and for that reason are briefly discussed here. The cation concentrations
(as equivalents percent) of saline lakes are illustrated in Figure 5.12
(after Torii et al. 1979).
The salt composition of lakes in Taylor Valley is similar to that
in sea water (Fig.5.12). Cation ratios in the discharge brines from
beneath Taylor Glacier (Appendix l, Table 15) and in Lake Fryxell
closely resemble those in sea water. The deeper waters in both lobes
of Lake Bonney'appear to have evolved from sea water by deaquation pro-
cesses involving precipitation of gypsum (West Lobe), and halite, dihydro-
halite, gypSUil, calcite and aragonite (East Lobe) (Torii et aL 1975,
1979; Hendy et al. 1977).
Other lakes depicted in Figure 5..|2 show little resemblance to
sea water, hav'i ng I arge proport'ions of cal c j um i ons - Such I akes have
been termed "calcium chloride" lakes (Wilson ]967, ]979) due to a pre-
dominance of those two ions. Chloride is the predomjnant an'ion and
sulphate is depleted with respect to sea water in all saline lakes depicted
in Figure 5.12 (Yamagata et a'I. .|967). The lakes also contain nitrogen-
contain'ing ions, NOg-, N0z- and NHq+ whose existence and distribution
appear to be largely dependent on biogeochemical conditions (Torii et al.
reTs).
In genera'l the different lake chemistries do not appear to be closely
related to the distribution of salt depos'its in the various valleys of
McMurdo oasis. Therefore, the lake salts are not derived simply by
unfractionated dissolution' of salt deposits in their
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Figure 5.12 Major cation ratios (equ'ivalents percent) for saline
lakes in McMurdo oasis (after Torii et al. 1979);
Ratios for Taylor G'lacier d'ischarge Eiffies calculated
from Table 15 in Appendix l.
catchment areas, nor are those salt deposits derived by redistribution
of lake salts.
Lake Fryxell is an exception. The lake contains a large proportion
of bicarbonate ion, amounting to about 30-40 percent of total anion
content (Angino et al. 1962; Torii et al. 1975). Soluble carbonate
and bicarbonate salts (trona and thermonatrite) are widespreadjn the eastern part of the present lake catchment (Nishjyama .|979)
and indicate an excess of C0s2- ptus HCO: over Ca2+ jn the area.
The mole ratjo of alkalinity (as HC0s-) to Ca2+ is 4.9 to 14.l
'in the aerobic waters shallower than six metres jn the lake (calculated
from Torii et al. .|975); this suggests a large excess of HCOg over
CaZ+. ffre ratios are only a few percent less when other contributors
to alkalinity are considered, such as HS-, borate, silicate and
phosphate ions. C0r2- and 0H- are negligible at the ambient pH
- t5t
of 7 to 8. Furthermore,the ratio increases w'ith depth. 0ther
lakes in the oasis have a'lkalin'ity-to-Ca2+ mole ratjos of less than
2.7 (from Torii et al. 1975) and no bjcarbonate phases in the salt
depos'its of thei r catchments .
There'is no evidence for a calc'ium ion'sink'that does not'include
carbonate or bicarbonate ions in the Lake Fryxell area. Gypsum, the
most obvj.ous sjnk of this nature, is absent from surface salt deposits
in the area (Nish'iyama .|979) and is not present in large amounts in nearby
DVDP holes 7-ll (Harris and Mudrey 1974; McKelvey .I975; Ugolinj et al.
1979). Sulphate concentration js not high, being 250-460 mg I I near
the bottom of the 1ake, whose temperature is 0 to +2"C (Angino et al.
1962; Torij et al. .|975). The product of the molal concentrations of
calcium and sulphate ions is about 2 to 4 x 10-6, two orders of magnitude
less than the solubility product of gypsum at +10"C (Weast l97l). The
activity coefficients of Ca2+ and S0,.2- a"e less than unity at this con-
centration (Berner l97l; also Chapter 8); evidently the lake is under-
saturated with gypsum. Therefore, little gypsum can have been precipitated
and hence CaZ* cannot have been depleted w'ith respect to HCO:- in such
a manner in this lake. (Calcium carbonate is currently being prec'ipitated
from the lake, as it has been from an expanded Lake Fryxell in the past;
Hendy in Selby 1979; Hendy et aI.1979.)
The evidence suggests that there is some specific source or sources
that have contributed large amounts of bjearbonate, but not calcium to
the lake. Biological activ'ity under anaerobic condit'ions'is such a source
(Cole .|975) that is poss'ible for the lake and hence for the soluble carbonate-
bicarbonate salts as well (Chapter 6). The carbonate-bearing rocks in
eastern Taylor Va11ey are an additional source of bicarbonate and a source
of calcium to the area (5.2.3; Chapter 6).
5.3 Distribution of the Phases that are Present in or near the McMurdo Reg'ion
5.3. I Rare phases:
( i ) Oi stri buti on
Strong tendencies are evident in the distributions of groups of
those phases that are known in only one or two localitjes jn the region
or in Ross Dependency as a whole. There'is a tendency towards occurrence
within 40 km of the coast and at elevations less than 750 m or so.
Dry Va'l1ey Drilling Project (0V0p) holes on Ross Island have contained some
of these phases. There is a marked tendency particularly among phases
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containing carbonate-b'icarbonate and magnesium, towards occurrence in
volcanic areas. Phosphate phases exist only near bird colonies.
These tendencies have been determined by exam'ining literature
reports and known occurrences of rare phaseS. These are the phases
listed as Group C phases in Table l, Appendix l, pag€ 13 (which
also lists literature reports of these phases). 0ccurrences of
thirteen phases of the e'ighteen listed sa'lts are presented in a
correlation matrix (Table 5..|1). This lists occurrences against
various genera'lized environmental details of a regional nature including;
area in which the phase occurs, distance from pnesent limits of open
sea, elevation, and domjnant rock type. Association with a source
of guano, near pengu'in and skua colonies, is considered as a special
case. Occurrences are totalled for each group of phases (e.g.
carbonates), anions and cations. Insufficient environmental details
of a local nature are known for most occurrences of the phases ljsted
in Tab'le 5..|1. Statistical treatment is untenable for the low
numbers of occurrences in the table.
Several tendencies are clear. The strongest is for phosphate
salts to exist near pengu'in or skua colonies, as has been noticed
prev'ious'ly for isolated cases (Campbel I and Claridge 1966; Keys
1972). Furthermore, most rare phases occur close to the coast
(within 40 km or so) and at low elevations (less than 750 m). 0nly
one rare phase, hydrothermal dolomite from Dias, has been reported
(Morikawa et al. 1975) from Wright and Victoria Valleys, despite
extensive field work especial'ly in the former. Therefore the observed
distribution of rare phases is probably rea1, not a mere artifact
of more extensive field work in any particular area. Rare phases
have not been reported from DVDP holes in McMurdo oasis (except
anhydrite, see ii below) or on Beacon sediments.
Two rare carbonates occur in eastern Tay'lor Valley but other
areas also contain such phases. Claridge and Campbell's (1977)
hypothesis of a windblown carbonate-rich dust source for carbonates
at Hut Point and other volcanic areas is not ruled out by this carbonate
phase distribution. However, DVDP holes on Ross Island which consists
of vo1canic rocks contain some rare phases, especia'lly carbonates.
In general, the carbonates in Table 5.1'l appear to show a strong
associ ati on wi th vol cani c 'substrates . The i nference 'is that wi ndb'l own
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carbonate-rich dust or carbonate-bearing rocks are not the major source
of these carbonates.
0ther phases have different distribut'ions. Magnesium phases
show a strong associatjon with volcanic rocks, cons'istent with the
assoc'iation noted earlier (Fig.5.l0). Four sulphate phase occurrences,
one potassium phase occurrence and five occurrences of calcium phases,
do not show any strong affinity for specifjc rock types. The occurrence
of one of the two iron (II) phases on a magnetite (Fes0q) bed is not
surpri s'ing. Sim'i I arly the exi stence of rare chl orj de and sodi um
phases close to the coast'is not surprising in view of the regional
trends jn the distribut'ion of these ions (Figs.5.3-6).
(ii) anhydrite and other specia'l cases
Five out of the eighteen listed Group C minerals (Appendix l,
p.l 3) were not considered in Table 5. I I . (l ) Gaylussite and (2)
vaterjte were both found in core recovered from DVDP holes I and/or
2. However, both these phases are metastable and may have been formed
during drilling by reaction of the drilling fluid (calcium chloride
solutjon) w'ith sodium carbonate from dissolution of thermonatrite
that is present (Browne .|973). Therefore, these possible artifacts
of drilling were not included'in Table 5..|'l but it shou'ld be noted
that their inclusion would strengthen the conclusions formulated
above. (3) Magnesium chloride phase (Kumai et al. .|976) was not
considered because'it has been incompletely identjfied (by energy
dispersion X-ray analysis) and is probably quite widespread (5.3.2). ,
(4) Alunite and other salts on Erebus Volcano were not consjdered
because they are a spec'ia'l case, being volcanogenic (-Chapter 7).
Anhydrite (CaS0r) is the fifth phase not considered in Table 5.11.
The phase was misreported as a cement in sandstone beds near the top
of the Buckley Coal Measures (Beacon Supergroup) in the Beardmore Glacjer
area (McGregor 1965); subsequent work showed that the cement was
prehnite (CazAlzSjr0ro(0H)z.nHz0) wh'ich has opt'ical properties sim'ilar
to anhydrite (Barrett 1969). Subsequently,anhydrite has been reported
from one depth in DVDP 4 beneath Lake Vanda (Cartwri'ght et al. .|974b)
but nowhere else in these or other subsurface sediments. The phase
has not been reported in any surficial salt deposits despite the
w'idespread existence of gypsum. This absence of anhydrite is probably
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due to thermodynamic and kinetic constraints.
Phase equilibria jn the gypsum-anhydrite binary and higher aqueous
systems have been extensively studied. Considerable debate has centred
around the fields of stability of the two phases which are governed by the
transition temperature T for the reaction:
...5.1
The reactjon has considerable importance in the diagenesis of marine
evaporites (e.9. Murray .|964). Errors have arisen in the determination
of T due to: (l) failure to attain equilibrium (which may take severa'l
days or weeks) or saturation during solubility or precip'itation experiments;
(2) use of imprecise thermodynamic data; (3) incorrect chojce of react'ion
mechanism (0stroff 1964; Zen .l965). The commonly accepted transition
temperature of +40"C in the binary system at one atmosphere (e.g. Palache
et al. l95l) is too low; Hardie(.|967) determined the value of T as 5B.C
whereas 0stroff (.|964) determined it as 97oC. 0ther ions reduce the
value of T to an extent that is also uncertain. Hardie(.|967) determined
the stab'ility fields of gypsum and anhydrite as a function of activity
of water a* at one atmosphere total pressure. The activity of water in
sea water at the concentration where gypsum becomes saturated is about
0.93 (Berner l97l) at which point T equals 50oC (Hardiel967); at the point
of halite saturation a* equals 0.74 and T equals l8oC. However anhydrite
has never been observed to precipitate in the laboratory by evaporation
under any temperature and salinity conditions at which it'is thermo-
dynamica'l1y stable (Berner l97l). Therefore gypsum exhibits
metastability above the trans'ition temperature, forming in conditions
in which it is not the thermodynamically favoured phase. Anhydrite
has been precipitated in the laboratory by mixing calcium chloride
and sodium sulphate solutions; 0stroff (1964) considered that T
was between 70"C and 90.5"C for solutions containing up to 2.8 moles kg-]
of both chloride and sodium ions.
In antarctic soils the saturation point of calcium sulphate is
usually reached probably by deaquation of brines. Gypsum will be
formed by such a process,.and wj11 be further stabilized by removal
of the brine phase. Even if saturation were to be reached by admixture
CaSOq .2H20
9ypsum
= 
CaS0.' + 2Hz0
anhydri te
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of two or more brines, gypsum would be most like'ly to form; the
warmest surface temperatures (+32.9"C) known to have been reached
in antarctic soils, outside of geothermal regions (Table 2.2), is
well below the transition temperature range determined by 0stroff
(re64).
Anhydrite has been reported from DVDP 4 in sediments beneath
Lake Vanda, along with gypsum and calcite (Cartwright et al. .|974b).
The identifjcation of anhydrite was by optical and/or X-ray diffract'ion
analysis. The salts were contained in organic sand and si1t, permeated
wjth HzS, within 0.1 m of the lake bed in the deepest part of the lake.
Gypsum but not anhydrite has been reported from other sed'iments of
this and other lakes (Angino et al. .|964; Nelson and Wilson 1972;
l{ilson et al. 1974; Hendy et al. 1977) and similarly in other DVDP
holes (Browne 1974; Mori'kawa et al. 1977; Nishiyama 1979).
It is diffjcult to explain the apparent presence of anhydrite.
The maximum temperature in Lake Vanda (+25'C) and its sediments occurs
in the bottom waters a few metres above the lake floor (Wilson and
Wellman 1962; Yusa .|975). The chloride concentration in the lake
is a maximum (2.1 moles kg-t) at the bottom; 3.8 m below the lake
floor in DVDP 4 the concentration was about 2.7 noles kg-r (Torii
et al. 1975). At the salinities of these brjnes (ll0 and 140 per mille
respectively, calculated from Torii et al. 1975) the water activity
of a concentrated sea water (at +25'C) is about 0.94 and 0.92 res-
pectively (extrapo'lated from Millero and Leung 1976). Probably,
these are reasonable values for Vanda brine because chloride is the r
major ion present, as in sea water. A 70 m column of brine produces
a pressure of about 7 x 105 pascals (7 atmospheres) which has no
significant effect on the gypsum-anhydrite transition temperature
T (Hardie1967). There;eys +50oC seems a reasonable estimate of the
value of T at the bottom of Lake Vanda. This temperature is consider-
ably higher than the bottom temperature; therefore anhydrite is not
likely to be stable there or in the sediments, and cannot have formed
by diagenesis of gypsum.
The apparent presence of anhydrite can be explained in several
ways. Possibly, the phase was misidentified but this is unlikely.
Possibly, strong reducing.conditions or biological activity cou'ld
catalyse the dehydration of gypsum at lower temperatures than the
-1s7-
predicted transition temperature. However, jt is more 'likely that
the phase was formed during drilling through contact of the saline
bottom waters with a saturated calcium sulphate brine or gypsum in
the sediment. Ffne gra'ined metastable anhydrite has been prepared
in the laboratory in this way (Palache et al. l95l; Ostroff .|964).
Furthermore, calculations suggest that the bottom waters of Lake Vanda
are supersaturated with calcium sulphate whereas those in the upper
sediments of DVDP 4 may be almost in equilibrium with calcium sulphate
(watanuki and Morikawa 1975). Mixing of these waters could cause
precipitation of metastable anhydrite.
5.3.2 Uncormon phases :
Tendencies are evident in the distributions of groups of some
relatively uncommon or not frequentiy reported phases. such phases
have been l'isted in Appendix I (p.12) as Group B phases (along with
cormon magnesium and nitrate phases). These phases are more widespread
than the rare phases just discussed although there is a tendency towards
occurrence with'in 50 km or so of the coast and at elevations less than
750 m or so. DVDP cores have contained some of these uncomnon phases.
In particular carbonate-bicarbonate phases show strong affinjties for
sites in eastern Taylor Valley and possibly on volcanic substrates.
Carbonates and chlorides are the prominent, less corrnon phases
of Group B, but potassjum and iodate phases are also s'ignificant.
Phases of this group that have not been considered in detail so far
are: aragonite, thermonatrite, trona, (all carbonates); sylvite, '
antarcticite (chlorides);and the iodate phase (probably lauterite, see
3.2..|). Aragonite is most conrnon in Taylor Va'lley, east of Taylor Glacier.
It occurs as veneers (Nishiyama 1977), old and recent lake deposits
(Angino et al. 1964; Hendy et al. 1977, 1979; Appendix 1, p.15)
and as a precipitate from the Taylor Glacier saline discharge brines
(Appendix 1, p.20; Black et al. .|965). It has also been found in
DVDP holes l-3 on Ross Island (Brownel974; Morikawa et al. 1977)
and in the v'icinity of a fault in DVDP 6 at Lake vida (watanukj and
Morikawa 1974, '|975). Thermonatrite and trona are also most common
in eastern Taylor Valley where they occur as surface efflorescences
(Nishiyama 1977). They do not occur more than 8.5 km from the present
coastline'in the valley. 'Both phases have also been found at one
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locality (299) at Stadium Cone on Mt. Discovery fAppendix l, p.29).
Thermonatrite was detected in core from DVDP I and 2 (Browne .|973).
Thus, these carbonate phases appear to show a tendency to occur in
eastern Taylor Valley and a weaker tendency'to form jn drill holes.
Volcanic substrates are present for several of the deposits. Calcium
ion is not ubiquitous in these carbonates.
Potassium phases tend to occur within 50 km of the coast and/
or in areas affected by acid p'lutonic rocks. Sylvite is probably
quite widespread. The phase has been found in surface efflorescences
at seven localities in eastern Tay'lor valley and one in wright va11ey
near Vanda Station (Nishiyama 1977; Appendix l, p.l4). All these
localities are within about 50 km of the coast and except two (localities
55, 57, Appendix l, p.14) are less than 100 m asl. The salt has
also been detected (by X-ray rnethods) in sa'line soils in t.lright Lower
and Beacon Valleys (Kumai et al. .|976). Claridge and Campbell (1977)
found potassium to be enriched in soils derived from acid plutonic
rocks. In McMurdo oasis such rocks are exposed in situ from the coast
to 60-70 km inland, and up to almost 2000 m elevation (.|.2.3, Fig.
'|,.2).This area encompasses the observed sylvite distribution. The
presence of KCI in Beacon Valley sojls (r- 70 km from coast) could
be exp'lajned by the presence of plutonic clasts in the Metschel tillite
which is exposed in situ as far west as 150 km, or by up-val1ey g'lac'iation(s)
(Campbel I and Claridge 1978). Similarly, the syngenite occurrence
on a basalt substrate in Roaring Va1)ey, Koettlitz Glacier area (Lindholm
et al. .l969; Table 5..| I ) could have crystallized from potassium-enriched
brines migrating from nearby gran'ites, wh'ich are extensive in the area
(Blank et al. .|963; Fig.l.2).
0ther uncommon phases are probably qu'ite widespread also. Antarcticite
is best known for its existence at Don Juan Pond (Torii and Ossaka
1965; Plate 3.1) where it is a'lso present in core from beneath the
surface (DVDP .|3, Nishiyama 1979). The salt has also been detected
in saline, xerous (or subxerous) soils in Beaconn l,Jright and Victoria
Valleys (Claridge 1965i Kumai et al. .|976). Such an occurrence is
probably widespread in as much as such saline soils containing large
amounts of calcium and chloride are cormon in the region (Clarjdge
1965; Morjkawa et al. 1977; Bockheim'1979b; and others). Furthermore,
simjlar occurrences of magnesium chloride (Group C salt, reported to
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be present in Beacon Valley by Kumai et al. 1976) are probably also
common, since magnes'ium ion is abundant in soils. Iodate'ion is
present as a trace component in many sa'line soils in the Transantarctic
Mountains but appears to be most concentrated in soils in the west
(Claridge and Campbell .|968c).
5.3.3 Co4mon phases and major ions - a sunxnary:
It has been shown that the common salt phases have different
distributions from each other. Gypsum and thenardite are the most
widespread and regionally abundant of the eight common salt phases
whose distributions have been examjned in detail in this chapter.
These two phases are present at both low and high elevations, and
in coastal and jnland areas. 0f the two phases, thenardite is more
common in the east near the coast, whereas gypsum predominates in
the west. Calcjte'is also widespread but in most areas is not an
abundant phase. Notable exceptions are eastern Taylor Va11ey,
Koettl'itz Glacier morajnes and Hut Point Penjnsula (Claridge and Campbel1
1977; Nishiyama 1979). In McMurdo oasisn calcite abundance decreases
inland, to what can be described as a 'plateau' level.
The five other cormon phases have asymmetrical djstributions. Halite
is the most abundant salt phase near the coast and at low elevations, butjs absent in the westernmost parts of the region and at high elevat'ions in
McMurdo oasis. Nitrate phases are absent near the coast and at low ele-
vations. These phases increase in abundance towards the west and high
elevations, to become prominent soluble phases at distances between about
70 and 80 km from the coast and at elevat'ions of around ]000 m asl. There-
after they tend to decrease, especially above about .l500 m. Magnesium phases
are absent at low elevations and near the coast except on volcanic substrates.
They increase in abundance with jncreasing elevation and distance from the
coast.
Two hydrate phases mirabilite and hexahydrite follow the patterns of
the more common phases of these two salts. Mjrabif ite, like thenardite,
is widespread (Appendix l, Tables 3-ll). Hexahydrite is not as common but
'is present in places where epsomite is abundant.
. 
Ion trends are most useful for defining and summarjzing salt djstribu-
tion on a reg'iona1 scale. Sulphate is the most widespread anion and tends
to'increase in abundance in salt deposits wjth increasing e'levation. Hence
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sulphate phases are the most widespread and also.increase in abundance
with increasing elevation. Chloride ion decreases towards the west
in McMurdo oasis and halite distribution closely follows this. Sodium
ion trends are similar to chloride but are not so pronounced; sodium
is the predominant cation in generalized salt deposits over much of the
McMurdo region, whereas chloride predominates only near the coast. Nitrate
ion, absent near the coast, increases to a peak towards the west. Calcium
ion is widespread in the region and is the predominant cation at high
elevations and in inland regions. Magnesium is lacking on most substrates
near the coast but increases with increasing distance inland and ele-
vation. The distribution of this jon and hence phases containing it
are primarily dependent on the presence of dolerite and volcanic rocks.
The distribution of carbonate 'ion is not regular. Phases containing
carbonate are widespread but in most areas are not locally abundant.
The anion shows no strong distributjon tendency on the broadest regional
scale in the McMurdo region. Previous studjes have suggested that
the presence of carbonate ion is related to the presence of carbonate-
bearjng rocks. Certainly,this association is seen jn eastern Taylor Va1ley
and in the dry valleys west of Koettlitz Glacjer where carbonate phases
are abundant. However, some areas in which carbonate rocks are common
do not have an unusually large abundhnce of carbonate salts. Furthermore,
rare and uncormon carbonate phases have a significant tendency to occur
on areas comprised of volcanic rocks around McMurdo Sound, and a'lesser
tendency to occur in drill holes. These tendencies are not parallelled
by a sim'ilar calcium tendency, suggesting that an important source of
the carbonate-bicarbonate ion does not involve calcium.
Some of the uncerta'inty associated with
may be due to systematic sampling errors for
calcite and gypsum have strong tendencies to
on north-facing slopes (3.3.2). This local
cause of some of the irregularity evident in
of, these two phases.
the distribution of carbonate
calcite. Furthermore,
preferential 1y accumul ate
effect 'is probably the
the regional distribution
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CHAPTER 6 SOURCES OF SALT
REGIONAL
AND OTHER INFLUENCES ON
SALT DISTRIBUTION
6.1
6.1.1
Preambl e
Sources of sal t:
Several different salt sources have been proposed to account for
the salt contained in solid deposjts and saline lakes of the McMurdo
region. The literature on salt source is quite extensive. A review
of that literature shows that by the late nineteen sjxties, two schools
of thought had developed favouring two different sources. An oceanic
or marine source was considered most important by Wilson and co-workers
(e.9. Wilson and House .|965; House et al. .l966; Wilson .|967),
Nicho'ls and co-workers (e.g. Nichols 1963 ; Ba'll and N'ichols .l960) and
many others (e.9. Craig .|966; Yamagata et al. 1967; Neall and Smith
.|967). The second school considered chemical weathering of minerals,
(including leaching of ancient salt deposits) in the local rocks and
soils to be the main source of salts (e.9. Gibson 1962; Claridge 1965;
Tedrow and Ugolin'i .|966; Jones and Faure .l969; Behling and Calkin .|969).
An argument used by this group against the former was that the salts are
very diverse and often differ in compos'ition from those in sea water.
The main arguments used by the group favouring the marine source were
(l ) the widespread abundance of chloride 'ion and (Z) tfre slowness of
chemical weathering in antarctic condjtjons compared to phys'ica'l
weathering, as demonstrated by Blakemore and Swindale (.|958) and
Ke1ly and Zumberge (.|96.|). At the same time another group of workers
considered the salts to be a relic of ear'ly, warmer, tiroister, possibly
'interglacial or preglacial times (Stephenson l96l; Black and Berg 'l963;
Faure in Jones and Faure .l969). still others considered thermal
springs or connate (fossil) water as a possible source (e.g. Angino
et al. 1962, .|964).
Different pathways of sa'lt transport have been postulated for
specific sources. Direct marine incursjon (relic sea water), fract'ional
crystal'lization from trapped sea water, sea spray, salts blown off sea
ice, deposition of marjne (and other salts) in loca'l snowfall and as dry
fa'l1out, sea spray and upper atrnosphere circulation are pathways that
have been proposed for salts frqn the marine source. Volcanic activity
emitting magmatic Aases or producing thermal springs are feasible for
the region, which contains both active and inact'ive volcanic centres.
A varjety of biological processes rnay be irnportant'in local areas.
6.2
6.2.1
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6.1.2 0utl i ne
This chapter examines the causes of regional gradients in salt
distribution discussed in Chapter 5. Different sources of salts are
of maior importance. The chapter discusses the marine source using
evidence from the previous chapter and the literature including stable
isotope studies. Chemical weathering is then examined on a similar
basis. 0ther sources discussed are volcanic and hydrothermal activity,
the atmosphere and biological processes. 0ther influences on regional
distribution discussed here involve the relative age of the locality
and leaching. The chapter ends with a synthesis that considers the
formation of antarctic salt phases.
The Marine Source
Evidence from salt distribution:
(i ) chloride and sodium ions.
The sea is an important source of salts in the McMurdo region, the
main lines of evidence being the negative salt gradients inland and with
increasing elevation in McMurdo oasis. The clearest evidence is in the
gradients involving chloride (chapter 5, Figures 5.3,5.4, 5.8 and 5.9A)
because this is the major ion in sea water and a very minor ion in acid
plutonic, volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Goidschmidt .|954; Taylor .|964).
A similar tendency has been shown for sodium ion (Figures 5.5,5.6, 5.1,
5.98), and halite and thenardjte (Figure 5..| ). The existence of these
characteristic gradients is due to a marine influence which is strong
near the coast but lessens away from it. Similar lessening influences
with increasing elevation, and distance south of the Capes Royds-Barne-
Evans area are shown by halite distribution in Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5..|.|.
chloride and sodium trends are similar (Figure 5.9) and Na+ rike
cl-, is derived mainly from the sea. weathering does not appear to be
a significant source for sodium in Antarctica. However, the sodium
trends do not decrease inland quite as fast as those for chloride
(Figures 5.4, 5.6),suggesting that some Na+ may be brought into the
oasis with another ion besides Cl - perhaps as NazS0q. The p.redominance
of Na+ in cation distribution throughout most of the region (Figures 5.5,
5.7) suggests that the marine source is also predominant.
(ii) pll and sulphate ion
Regional gradients of soil pH a'lso point to a marine source. The
pH of l:5 soil-water extracts was studied on a regional basis by Claridge
and C.rmpbe11 (1977). pH'is a maximum (9.0) jn coastal sojls. In McMurdo
oasis pH 'is around il but decl ines tourards the lvest. xerous and
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ultraxerous soils at high elevations along the edge of the plateau are
acid, having pH as low as 6.0. Low pH in jnland soils at Mt. Howe
(4.8 - 5.9) and the Pensacolas (0.S - 7.0) have been reported by
Cameron et al. (lgil) and Cameron and Ford (1974) also. pH values
ranging from 5.0 to 9.0 have been reported'in soils frorn McMurdo oasis
and Sound (Boyd and Boyd 1963; Tedrow and Ugolini 1966; Cameron and
Conrow i969;Campbell and Claridge .|978). Claridge and Campbel'l (1977)
found a close corelation (r = -0.87) between pH and S0q/Cl ratio; the
'lower the pH, the higher the S0q/Cl ratio.
In antarctic soi1s, the va'lue of pH is itself a sensi t'ive indicator
of salt source (Claridge and Campbell 1977), These soils have very little
buffering capacity due to their low clay and neg'ligibleorganic content.
Norma'l1y the pH of sea water is 8 to 9 (Sverdrup et al. 1942). Therefore,
the high pH of coastal soi'ls and soils from the eastern part of McMurdo
oasis reflect the presence of slightly alkaline marine salts (Claridge
and Campbell 1977). High pH is not associated with the presence of
carbonate rocks (Boyd et al. .|966; Claridge and Campbell 1977) and
furthermore is not merely an indication of an absence of leaching, since
unleached soils towards the west have low pH.
The low pH and anion composition of inland soils js also indjcative
of salt source. The predominant'ion, sulphate, in snow of the interior
(Delmas and Boutron .|978; Zo1'ler et a_l . .|978) is oerived main]y from the
sea (Nguyen g!1r1. .|974) via atrnospheric aerosols (5.2.5). The pH of
precipitation is closely linked with atmospheric sulphuric acid (Likens
and Bormann 1974) which accounts for part of this sulphate. Both H/Cl
and SO+/CI ratios are higher in atmospheric aerosols of inland regions,
than those near the coast (5.2.5). Therefore, the pH decreasing
inland indjcates an increasing contribution of acidic salts derjved
from atmospheric aerosols, and precipitated in snow such as on the polar
plateau (Claridge and Campbell 1977). The predominance of sulphate in
anjon distribution and the abundance of sulphate phases compared to
ch'f oride, increasing away from the coast (5.2.1, 5.2.4, Figures 5.3,
5.4, 5.ll), is suggestive of an original marine source for these salts.
The close correlation between pH and SOr/Cl noted by Claridge and
Campbell \1977 ) is consistent with these observations. The presence of
traces of iodate jn the salts is further evidence of an original marine
source, Most iodine jn the iodine cyc'le is derived from the sea (Eriksson
1952); jodate js the stable form (,lohannesson and Gjbson .I962).
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(iii1 nitrate ion
Most of the nitrate in sa1t deposits of the region are probably
derived from the sea via abnospheric aerosols. The abundance of nitrate
relative to chloride increases from east to west similar to that for
sulphate relatjve to chloride (Figures 5.3, 5.4). This pattern parallels
that of the N0:/Cl ratio in atnospheric aerosols whjch are mainly of
ul timate marine origin (5.2.5). Therefore,most nitrate is probabiy
derived from the sea as concluded by Claridge and Campbell (1968c,
1977). Some nitrate is probably produced by aurora and other ionisation
processes in the upper atmosphere (Wilson and House .l965). F'luctuations
in the concentrations of nitrate and ammonium ions in a snow pit at
South Pole have a period of about 1i years similar to that of sunspot
activity (Parker et al. 1977, l97B),
Nitrate is absent, or present in low concentratjons in inorganic
salt deposits around McMurdo Sound (Appendix 1, Table 36). This absence
can be attributed to a lack of nitrate in coastal snowfa'lls and aerosols(i.e. low N0:/Cl ratio,5.2.5) and to leachjng in this relatfvely moist
environment (Append'ix 3o sections 5..|,6..|;2.3..|.i). Nitrates can
accumulate only in the absence of leaching.and biological act'ivity
(Clanidge and Campbell l96Bc) since they are the most soluble and easi'ly
leached salts in the antarctic salt systan (faUte 4..| ).
6.2.2 Isotopic evidence(i) similarity to isotopic composition of sea water
Stable isotope analysis provides good evidence for the sources
and pathways followed by some salts especially those derived from the
sea. Literature reports of t*S/3tS, te97t60 and D/H ('HltH) ratios
have been examined. These ratios are usually expressed as deviations (6)
in parts per thousand (2" ) from the standards SM0W (Standard Mean
Ocean Water) for deuterium and oxygen, and CDT (troilite sulphur in
the Canyon Diablo meteorite ) for sulphur. For example:
tbs/gzs(s.ampl e)- t's/3'zs (cDT)
rr57r2S (CDT)
63"5 (2" ) lo3 x
Numerous analyses of d3uS in sulphate salts and dissolved sulphate
have been published and show that salts of marine origin are widespread.
Less numerous are reports of 6rt0 in these same sulphates. Stable
i :,.i'i-; !r-: r r :. -, ,ti I'tlphal-es are sholn i'r ,-i jlr-e 5. i ;,--,1et.her vli tir li.t
values for sea
.|967). Other
water and for su1 phate
reports of 63qS values
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contai ned i n ra'in (Rafter and Mi zutani
are listed in Table 6.1.
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A close relationship exists between the d3bS and 6180(S0u) values
for sea water sulphate andthosefor the deepest sulphate'in DVDP 3,
M'iers Valley gypsum, and some mirabilite from Hobbs and Koettlitz G'laciers
(Fig.6.l ). This implies that these salts have a marine orig'in (Bowser
et al. 1970; Lyon 1978; Nakai et al. .|978). Furthermore, Table 6-l
shows that a sjmilarity exists between marine sulphate and: salt on the
sea ice; other mirabilite deposits from Hobbs Glacier and Miers Val1ey
and around McMurdo Sound; salineice at Taylor Glacier; gypsum in Lake Vanda
sediments; some sulphate salts from around the shoreline of Lake Vanda;
and some from Taylor Va11ey. This evidence indjcates that marine salts
are quite widespread.
Strontjum isotopes in salts, soil, lakes and glacjers of the reg'ion
have been studied by Jones and Faure (.|969). Sojl and water from the
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ratios s'imilar to this ratio in sea water
does snow and ice from Meserve Glacier.
at these locations is derived mainly
Lake Fryxel'l
from McMurdo
This suggests
from the sea.
Table 6.'|
Sampl e
sea water
mirabi I i te
salts
nr:'u'
water
sal ts
sal ts
salts
sal ts
sal ts
gypsum
area have ttsr/ttSr
Sound (0.7094), as
that the strontium
6 3 4S va1ues for sul phates i n
water in the Mcl4urdo region.
Locati on
14iers Valley, Hobbs Gl area,
Black Iso Cape Barne(average of 7 sampl es )
shoreline of Lake Vanda
floor of Lake Vanda
DVDP 4 sediment (Lake Vanda)
Lake Vanda 4m
20n
50m
55m
65m
6Bm
DVDP 4 72m
core
water 7*n
sea ice (McMurdo Sound)
Taylor Val1ey > 200 m asl
on basement rocks
Taylor Va11ey < 200 m on
moraine and glacial drjft
Tayl or Val I ey, shore'l i nes of
present lakes east of Suess Gl
Dias
Ca nopu s Pond a rea , sa'l t
hori zon
sa'l t depos i ts and di ssol ved i n
63kS ( 7"" ) Reference
+20x2
+20.6
+18.9 to 20.9
+22.4
+20.8
+.|5.0
+16.0
+18.7
+22.0
+42.1
+46.0
+48.8
+39. I
+.|8
+.|0.5 to 2l.l
+5.2 to 15.0
-27 .9 to 'l 9.7
+.|5.0 to 17.6
+.|4..| to .|4.4
Rafter and Muzitani(1e67)
Nakai et al. (.|975)
Nakai 1974
Nakai et al. (.|975)
ll
l,lellman and l,Jilson(re63)
Nishiyama and Nakai(1e75)
Nishiyama and Nakai
('r e75 )
Nishiyama and lJakai(1e75)
Nakai 1974
Nakai 1974
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(i i ) lnjcrobiol ogical activity
Deviatjons from sea water values of 634s and 6t80(s0.) are evident
for some samples (Fi9.6.1 and rable 6.1). The depletion of t80(SOu) from
sulphates in Figure 6.1 has been discussed by Bowser et al. (.|970) and
Lyon (.|978), and attributed to microbiological activity. In anaerob'ic
conditions bacterial reductjon of sulphate to hydrogen sulphide, followed
by the reoxidatjon of this in an aerobic part of the system in the presence
of light antarctic water, can cause depletion of r80(SOq) and produce a
shift of 61 80(S0,-) towards negat'ive values. Sulphate reduction by the
widespread bacterium Desulfovibrio desulfuricans'is recognized as an impor-
tant part of the global sulphur cycle (Rees .|973); the presence and activity
of this bacterium jn the McMurdo reg'ion has been documented by Barghoorn
and Nichols (1961).
The 6tt0(S0u) can be lowered without change of 63uS if complete mixing
and conservation of sulphur-containing species occurs (Bowser et al. .l970;
Lyon 1978). The reduction-reoxidatjon mechanism is comprised of three
main steps (Mjzutani and Rafter .|969; Berner l97l):
D. desulfuricans
S0u2- + ZCHz}
su rphate ;i?i:l'
ZHzS + 302
2S0r+2H20+02
-+ HzS + 2HC0: -
l|ilf,?:: bicarbonate
6.1
2Hz0
+
4H'
2S0z
2S0u 2-
6.?
6.3
+
+
Reaction 6..l leads to enrichment of 3qS'in the remaining sulphate, and
depiet'ion in the sulphur gases; Reaction 6.3 produces SOqZ- whose 6r80(SOu)
is very similar to that of reactant water (Mizutani and Rafter .|969). Con-
servation of su'lphur gases produces a sulphate product whose 63qS valuejs identical to that of the original sulphate. Such closed conditjons
are inferred for the sulphate in the saljne ice at Taylor Glacier and some
mirabilite in Hobbs and Mjers Valleys which has 6180(S0q) more negative
than the sea water value but 63qS similar to sea water (Fig.6.l).
63qS will change in a poorly mixed or open system such as Lake Vanda.
Deeper than about 40 m in Lake Vanda, mixing is diffusjon controlled and
therefore slow (Wilson and Wellman 1962; Wj'lson .|964). Anaerobic
conditjons are present and HzS'is be'ing produced under these reducing
conditjons in the bottom l0 m of the lake (Torii et al. 1975). This is
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accompanied by an enrichment of 3qS jn the remain'ing dissolved su'lphate
leading to the very pos'it'ive values of 634S (Tab1e 6..l; Mizutani and Rafter
.|969; Nakai et al. ]975). Some of the H2S ascends towards the surface
and is oxidized, producing isotopically f ight dissolved sulphate jn the
presence of light Vanda water (Ott0 about -30 per mille, M'izutani and Rafter
.l969). This secondary sulphate lowers the 6'uS of sulphate dissolved
in the upper part of the lake (Table 6..|; Nakai et al. 1975). These
processes lead to the range of points for Lake Vanda on Fjgure 6.1.
Simjlar microbiological activity was'invoked by Nishiyama and Nakai
(.l975) to explain the variatjon of 634S in salts from Taylor Va1'ley (Table
6.1). Salts with 63uS as low as -27.9 per mille occur at low elevatjons
around present lake shoreljnes. Repetjtion of the reduct'ion-reox'idation
cycle a number of t'imes was supposed to produce these low values. Similarly,
there js evjdence to suggest that bacterial activity associated with former
high lake levels affected sulphates up to about 200 m elevation. d3"S
values as low as +5.2 per mille are found up to this level (llisniyama and
Nakai .|975). Salt dispersal by wind (4.6) could have obscured these relation-
shi ps wi th e'levat'ion .
(jii) other causes of 3qS depletion
Dep'letion of tuS from the sea water concentrat'ion can be caused by
other processes. Figure 6.1 shows a field for sulphate in rain given
by Rafter and Mizutani (.|967). The field for antarctic precipitat'ion
is probably displaced sfightly away from the orig'in due to isotopic
fractionat'ion between water and ice. Nakai et al. (.|975) gave the 634S
values for atmospheric sulphate as 0 to +.|6 per mille. Displacement of
6t80(SOE) is probably less than +7 per mille assuming equil'ibrium
fractionation factors s'imilar to those for 6r80(H20) given in Stewart (.l975).
F'igure 6.1 shows what is estimated to be the upper limits of the f ield
for sulphate in the antarctic atmosphere, and the precipitation from it.
63"S is lowered during aerial transport of marine sulphate and sulphur
dioxide, and subsequent mixing w'ith isotopical'ly light atmospheric sulphate.
Salts formed from prec'ipitation have lower 63qS values than does sea water.
S'light depletion of tus is evjdent also in salt that has crystallized
on the surface of sea ice jn McMurdo Sound (Table 6..|). Such salt ('rassol')
is a common occurrence in the Sound (ptate 0,t; Evans l92l; Wright and
Priestley 1922). Wellman and Wilson (.|963) estimated that at least a
mjllion tonnes is formed annually there. The amount depends on the rate
of sea'ice formation (i.e.air temperature) and conditions during freezing.
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Plate 6.1 Salt, mainly sodium sulphate, that has crystallized on the
surface of young sea 'ice near Cape Evans, McMurdo Sound. The
S'iberian term rassol 'is a synonym for this type of salt occurrence.
Rapid freezing during wind-induced disturbance entraps most brine and
causes highest sea ice salinities (Wright and Priest'ley 1922; Sverdrup
et al. 1942; Assur and Weeks 1963; Cherepanov and Kozlovskii 1973). Small
amounts of calcium carbonate tend to precipitate from the entrapped brine
below -?.2"C (|{eeks 1962). Mirabil'ite crystallizes out onto the surface
if the surface temperature is less than -8.zoCi dihydrohalite follows
at -22.9"C (Thompson and Nelson 1956). Four analyses of rassol from
McMurdo Sound showed that sulphate (as mirabilite and thenardite) is the
predominant anion (c.60% of- total sa'lt):, chloride (c,1%) and calcium
carbonate (less than 1%) are very minor constituents (}lellman and l,lilson
I
- 
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1963; Keys 1972). Thjs salt and associated sal'ine snow is probably
moved by winds greater than about'10 m s-r, whjch are not jnfrequent in
the area (Appendix 3, sect'ion 5.4, Table ll ). Thereforeo fallout of
sulphate from the sea icen having a 63qS value of around'18 per mille,
must be expected in the McMurdo region.
Above about 200 m 'in Taylor Valleyn the sulphates present
have a comparatively narrow range of 63qS values (+10.5 to 2l.l per mille,
Nishiyama and Naka'i .|975; Table 6..|). The range suggests that these
salts have been aerjally transported from open sea water or salt-
covered sea ice and some may have been jnvolved jn a coastal prec'ip'itation
stage (Fig.6.l). Analyses of 6r80(50l) for these salts may add
further weight to this interpretat'ion of their" transport paths.
Three sulphates from near tJalcott and Dromedary Glaciers
were sampled from salt pans (type 28 deposits) and a'lA deposit at
elevations greater than 700 m (tyon .|978). Thejr 63\S and 6180(50,.)
values are shown on Figure 6.1. These values indicate that the
salts are not derived directly from the sea but are possib'ly related
to weathering of the substrate rocks (Lyon 1978). However it is
not possible at present to distinguish between such products of
weathering and those deposited from the a'ir and subsequently modified
by microbiologica'l activ'ity.
6.2.3 Djrect aerial pathways for salts of marine origin:
(i ) snowfall
Most marine-derived salts in the McMurdo region appear
to have travelied by relatively direct pathways from the sea.
Thjs is shown by the sjmilarity between soil and sea water pH
(Clarjdge and Campbell 1977) and the similarity between 63qS values
of sulphates and sea water sulphate. These salts have not under-
gone long contact with the acidifying and oxidizing environment of
the atmosphere experienced by the sulphates further inland. D'irect
aerial pathways involve coasta'l and near-coastal snowfall, sea
spray and dry fallout, (including salts blown off the sea ice),
or combinations of these.
Snowfall is probably the most widespread pathway in McMurdo
oasis. The chemical constjtuents of antarctic snowfall are mainly
marine aerosols (5.2.5) and it has been seen that the 63qS values
of these are less than in sea water (6.2.2iii). Relatively moist
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maritime air and stratus clouds brought up the valleys by easterly
winds depos'it snow in a pattern that decreases towards the west
(Appendix 3, sections 4.2, 4.3, 5.2, 6.2), consistent wjth the
observed decrease of halite towards the west. Vigorous cyclonic
storms from the Ross Sea produce the greatest amounts of snowfal I ;
they also contain the largest amounts of marine aerosols and the
snow composition'is very simjlar to sea water (l,Jarburton and L'inkletter
.l978). Snowflakes formed 'in such conditions are probably large
stellar crystals (Appendix 3, section 5.3). Such crystals and
the associated prec'ipitation are 1ikely to be more effective at
trapping and removing aerosols from the atmosphere than smaller,
compact forms produced in drjer condjtions (5.2.5; Herman and
Gorham 1957; Gorham I 961 ).
Drier snow falling in smaller amounts further from the coast
may contain marine aerosols that have been fractionated. K/Na,
Mg/Na and CalNa ratios may be increased from the'ir bulk sea water
values by fractionat'ion processes at the sea-air jnterface, during
aerial transport to the land, or durjng formation of snow particles
and precipitation (Wilson and House i965; Lorius et al. .l969;
Boutron et al. 197?; Warburton and Linkletter .|978). However,
Murozumi et al. (.|969) and Boutron (.|979) have suggested that much
of the supposed fractjonation that has been reported was due to
contaminat'ion and analytical error during analysis of samples;
certainly such problems are 1ikely g'iven the low concentrations
(tO-' to<.|0-I0 kg kg-t) of soluble constituents in antarct'ic snow.
The only significant proven enrichment is that of potassium wjthjn
about .|00 km of the coast in East Antarctica (Boutron .|979) or
perhaps as much as 450 km on Ross Ice Shelf (Warburton and Linkletter
'|978). Such fractionated marine aerosols probably contribute
to the accumulation of potassium salt phases in McMurdo oas'is(5.3.2). Fractionation may also occur between sulphate and chloride
since SOu/Cl ratios in snow tend to 'increase significantly inland
(5.2.5).
(ii ) sea spray and dry fallout
Sea spray and salt (rassol) blown off the sea ice seem to
be impontant pathways near the coast of Ross Island. Deposjt'ion
of sea spray has been observed on Ross Island during periods with
open water nearby and strong southerly winds (Appendix 3, sectjon 5.5).
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It is reasonable to suppose that most halite in sa'lt depos.its
at capes Bird, Royds, Barne and Evans is derived from such depositjon
(Mawson l915) rather than from weakly saline snowfalls. However
sulphate anion appears to be more widespread than chloride around
the western coast of Ross Island (F'ig.5.ll) in contrast to the
situation in eastern Taylor Vailey (F'igs.5.l, 5.3, 5.4). This
suggests that deposition of sea 'ice sulphate js more impor-uant
than sea spray chlorjde on Ross Island.
Chloride abundance sharply decreases between Capes Royds-
Barne-Evans and Hut Point Peninsula (F'ig.5.ll ). This imp'lies
that the sea spray component decreases between these areas. This
may be due to the presence of McMurdo ice shelf to the south of the
Peninsula and to surround'ing sea jce. under present-day conditjons
fast sea ice persists for ten or more months per year south of about
the latitude of Castle Rock (Evans l92l; Heine 1963). Therefore,
south of this there is seldom or never any open water and accord'ing1y
deposition of sea spray chloride is 1ike1y to be restricted.
A decrease in thenardite corresponding to that of chloride
is not evident in F'igure 5.11. Local sources of thenardite are
probably important south of Ross Island. Extensive bod'ies of marine-
derived m'irabilite are known on McMurdo Ice Shelf rrear Black Island
and Hhjte Island, Black IsIand jtself, Koettlitz Glacjer and Hobbs
and Miers Va]1eys (Debenham 1920; Bowser et al. lg70; Nakai and
Mizutani 1977; Brady I 979b).
Sea spray chloride and sea ice sulphate are probably 'less
important in McMurdo oasis than on Ross Island. 0ld (mu1ti-year)
fast sea ice is usually present along the western side of McMurdo Sound
(Stonehouse .|967), and breakout to the shore is infrequent. Seajce loses much of its salt by leaching and brine drainage during
its first summer of existence; three-year-o'ld ice is almost salt
free (Wright and Prjestley 1922; Armstrong et al. .|973). Less
rassol can be blown off this western sea'ice into the oasis than
is blown off generally younger, sa'ltier ice around Ross Island.
Since open water is infrequent, sea spray chloride as well will
be less important in the oasis than on Ross Island.
Dry fa1Iout of atmospheric salt of marjne origin probably
occurs from the dry atmosphere over McMurdo oasis, but has not
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been monitored. such dry fallout of salt is a significant process
elsewhere in the world, especial'ly in dry areas (Gorham l96l).
Marine aerosols travell'ing from the east over McMurdo oasis probably
lose moisture to the atmosphere as the relative humidity of this
decreases from the east (Appendix 3, section 6.2). This may
be accompanied by an increase in dry fallout from the coast towards
the central part of the oasis.
6.2.4 Inf lux of sea water:
(i ) evidence
Influx of sea wateris also a djrect pathway by which salts
of marine origin may be incorporated into the salt system in the
McMurdo region. This process appears to have been especially important
in Taylor Va11ey. There is both geochemical and geological evidence
of sea watelinflux (variously termed relic or trapped sea water,
f lood'ing by sea water, marine incursion).
Best evjdence for a sea water influx comes from the Lake Bonney
area. At least 15 million tonnes of sodium chloride are present
on the floor and'in the water of the East Lobe of Lake Bonney;
this amount of salt cannot have been produced by weathering without
correspondingly iarge amounts of clay minerals which are relatively
sparse in Taylor Valley sediments (Hendy et al. 1977; Ugolin'i et al.
.l979). Several complete specimens and broken fragments of the
calcareous foramin'ifera Globigerina sp. have been found jn the bottom
of East Lobe (Angino et al. .|964), suggesting transport from marine
sources. Furthermore, major and minor ion ratjos in the bottom
waters of West Lobe are s'irn'ilar to those of sea water (Angino et al .
1964; Tori i et al . .| 975; Tabl e 6 .2) , and trace e'lement rati os
in the lake are c'loser to those of sea water than are those of
other antarctic lakes (Boswell et al. .|967). In the saline discharge
brines from Taylor Glacier, ratios of the major ions that appear
not to have been involved in precipitation (Chapter 8) are very
similar to r"atios in sea water (Tabl e 6.2, Fig.5.lZ); the high
ratio of Na/K that js apparent is probably due to fixation of K+ by
clays (4.3.4). The 63uS value of saline d'ischarge ice in Taylor Glacier
is similar to that of sea water (Bowser et al. .|970; Fig.6.l).
The ratios involving Na+ in Lake Bonney have been lowered with
respect to sea water ratios, and that of Mg/Ct raised, nrainly by
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precipitation of sod'ium sulphate and chloride (Angino et al. .|964;
Yamagata et al. 1967; Hendy et al. 1977).
The composjtions of present-day streams and saline flows in
the Lake Bonney drainage basin are dissimilar to the djscharge
brjnes and Lake Bonney water (Fig.6.2, Table 6.2), jndicat'ing that
the salt in the lake was not derived from these inflows. This
assumes that the compositions of the inflows have been the same
as now throughout the history of the lake salts, and that the only
other processes affecting lake water chemjstry have been deaquat'ion
anb precipitation of specific salt phases. (These are reasonable
assumptions based on present knowledge.) tne follow'ing discussion
proves this important point.
The waters of West and East Lobes are chemjcally distinct
from each other (Fi9s.5.12, 6.2) and are discussed separately.
In west Lobe sed'iments a thin layer of gypsiferous silts overlies
subaerially weathered till, and the inference has been made that
no other sa'lts apart from calcium carbonate have been precipitated
from West Lobe waters (Hendy et al. 1977, 1979). Fjgure 6.2
shows two analyses of contemporary melt water feeding West Lobe
(F'ield .l975; Torji et al. .l975); a third, from yamagata et al.
(.1967, Table 4.5) is not shown but lies between the other two.
The dotted arrows show the direct"ion in which these waters would
hypothetically evolve during their concentration, and subsequent
precipitation of gypsum and calcjum carbonate. Such paths 'lead
towards the field of west Lobe waters. However the ratios of the
major ions that are unaffected by prec'ipitation of Ca salts(i.e.
++2+Na', K', Mg'', Cl-) are markedly different in the stream waters
compared to West Lobe waters (Table 6.2). Therefore, the latter
cannot have formed by such evolution. Figure 6.2 also shows contemporary
analyses of a stream and a saljne flow feed'ing East Lobe (Torij
et a'|. .|975; Field .|975). The dashed arrows show the approximate
direction in which these waters would hypothetically evolve during
concentration and subsequent precipitat'ion of the min'imum of four
million tonnes of sodium chloride and m'inor calcium salts that
Hendy et al. (1977) and Hendy (.|975) have found in a layer at
least 2.2 n thick on the floor of East Lobe. These evolution
paths would tend towards the horizontal if large amounts of calcium
salts underlie the sod'ium chloride deposit. East Lobe waters are
glociol melt wofer ond
slreoms in McMurdo oosit
RatioIeAs-Ie4I
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slreoms flowing into Wesl Lobe ond
F......> direclion of evolution during
precipitotion of colcium solts
v-----> ,rr.o-\{lo-i.19 into Eosl Lobe ond'"-""')direction of evolution
t_--__> so.line)during precipiiotion offlow /sodium qnd colcium solts
rr- /.r Ca I cu I a tedIry/ r, | 
-From0.28 --T-0.33 2
0.24 2
0. 186 I
Toylor Glocier
'.:::_:7\
seo *otel----..-| Bonney Eosl Lobe
Bonney Wert
Comparison between inflow waters and saline water bodiesin Lake Bonney drainage basin. Arrows show hypothetical
direction of evolution of inflow waters during deaquation
and precipitation of salts. Arrow lengths are schematic
and relative only. Fields for Lake Bonney and glacial
melt waters after Torii et al. (1979).
Ratios of sodium, potassium, magnesium and chloride jn
streams and saline flows in Lake Bonney drafnage basin,
West Lobe of Lake Bonney, sa'line discharge brines and sea water.
Mg"
Figure 6.2
Table 6.2
Water or brine
streams into
West Lobe
stream into
East Lobe
sal ine flow
into East Lobe
Na/ K
2.0
10. 9
6.67
16.8
3.3
3.2
4.3
0.92t.t
1.02
1.80 0.336
West
La ke
Lobe of
Bonney
- whole water column
- bottorn (2a m l
- bottom (29.5 m)
sal i ne di scharge
bri nes
sea water
1 Field (tgZS) and Table 4.52 Torii et al. (]975)3 Angino et a] . ('l964)4 Appendix l, Table l55 Sverdrup et a'l . ( I 942 )
19-28 2.8-5.5 0.29-0.51 0.093-0.il 228 5.0 0.s3 0.I0B 3
21 .8 3.85 0.41 0.107 2
35-46 7.2-8.6 0.54-0.57 0.067-0.076 4
27.8 8.30 0.556 0.067 5
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very different from the hypothetical evolved inflows. Saline
discharge brines are different from all inflows and thei' hypothetical
evolved forms (Figure and Table 6.2). Therefore, little
of the salt in the Lake Bonney drainage basin can have been derived
by leaching of salt deposits higher in the basin and input of salt
contained 'in gl acial melt waters.
In conclusion, direct incorporat'ion of sea water is the most
like1y source of the salts in Lake Bonney (Yamagata et al. 1967;
Hendy et al. 1977) and beneath Taylor Glacier. The present lake
water composition differs from sea water because of prec'ipitation
of calc'ium and sodium sa1ts, together with mjnor additions of salts
from leaching, weathering and marjne aerosols (Hendy et al. 1977).
Other lakes and sediment also contain chemical evidence for
sea water jnflux. Major cation ratios in Lake Fryxell, in particular
Na/Mg, are very similar to those in sea water (Tori'i et al. .|975;
Fig.5.12), and trace elements also suggest some direct marine influence
(Boswell et al. .1967). Pore water from DVDP holes 8,9 and l0
have ion ratios that are simjlar to those in sea water (Ugolini
et al. 1979). The chemjstry of some lakes on the coast of Ross Island
and elsewhere in East Antarctica is a'lso suggestive of direct
incorporation of sea water (Glazovskaya 1958; Yamagata et al.
1967; Dort and Dort .|970; Ugolini et al. '|979). 63!5 values
of mirabil'ite and gypsum deposits that occur up to 200 m elevation
in Hobbs and Miers Valleys (Fi9.6.1) and elsewhere (taUte 6..l)
ind'icate that the sulphate came from sea water not atmospheric
sul phate (6.2.2).
(ii) the process
Sufficient ev'idence exists to suggest that an jnflux (or
influxes) of sea water has occurred into areas that are now land-
locked such as the Lake Bonney drainage basin. A mechanism to
account for this influx(es) must explain how:
(l) sea water overflowed the eastern threshold of Bonney basin
at the Suess Glacjer threshold (elevat'ion .|30 + 20 m asl
from USGS l:50,000 map and Stuiver et al. l9B0) but deposited
very little recognizably marine sediment in DVDP l2 (Brady
.l979b) jmmediately to the east of Suess Glacier. The sediment
threshold beneath Taylor Glacier to the west between Ferrar Fiord
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and Bonney basin is about 300 + 50 m asl (from Stern .|978),
which js higher than the Suess threshold and may preclude
influx from the west;(2) salts from sea water (as opposed to aerially transported
salts) were deposited at elevations of up to at
least 200 m asl 'in Taylor, Hobbs and Miers Va1'leys(6.2.2). Relative sea levels have not been this high
for two mjllion years or so (Webb 1972) and the Hobbs
Valley salts are much younger than this (Bowser et al.
.|970). (Ke11ogg et al. (.|980) have refuted M'iagkov et al.'s
(1976) hypothesis for relative sea levels .|50 m above present
sea level 50,000 years ago, on both ecological and
geomorphological grounds). The water of crystallization
of mirabilite and gypsum in Hobbs and M'iers valleys indicates
that these marine salts were precipitated from fresh (or
brackish) water (Bowser et al . 1970; Lyon 1978). This
seems to preclude Debenham's (1920) mechanism of freezing
beneath a floating glacier tongue or ice shelf combined
with surface ablation to raise sea water salts (mirabilite)
to the surface. Furthermore, Debenham's process cannot
expl ai n the 1 arge quanti ti es of sod'ium chl ori de 'in Lake Bonney.
The problem is examined by considering the salts in Hobbs and
Miers Valleys and other areas in which similar salts and their environment
have been studied in detail. Bedded, massive mirabilite is found in
place at elevations up to 200 m asl near Hobbs Glac'ier and in Miers Va1ley
(Bowser et al. .|970; Dort and Dort 1970; Nakai and Mizutani 1977). The
beds over'lie giacial jce and are associated wjth interstrat'ified sedjments
and a1gae, indicating precipitat'ion from standing water bod'ies. Field
relationships including ice foliation and morainal composition indicate
that these bodies were danrned by an expanded and grounded Koettlitz Glacier
(Bowser et al. .l970).
Stable isotope ana'lyses suggest a non-marjne source for these water
bodies. Figure 6.3 shows stable isotope ratios of water, ice and snow
plus derived salt solutions; 6D and 6180 values for the last named were
obtained from the waters of crystallization (paleowater) after the method
of Lyon (.|978) to account for isotopic fractionation between salt and
solutjon. The close proximity of several different samples of Hobbs Glacier
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Figure 6.3 Stable isotope ratios of water, ice, snow and derived salt
sol utions, 6DS'0H versus 6 t 8OSM'W. Data from Table I 5,
Appendix I and Bowser et al. (.1970), Gow and Epstein (1972),
Stewart 
. 
(.|975) , Torj i ET;T. (1975 ) , Lyon (197b) and Drewry
et al . (1980). The mETeffic water trend I jne of Cra'ig (.|96.|)
ls-sl-own.
mirabilite and some Miers Valley gypsum to the meteorjc water line indicates
a non-marine (glacjal melt water) source for the water from which these
salts were precipitated (Bowser et al. .|970; Lyon 1978). Figure 6.3
also shows that the water in Lakes Bonney and Vanda is glacial melt water
not sea water (e.g. Ragotzkie and Friedman 1965; cra'ig .|966; Ambe .|974;
Torji et al. .|975). Similarly the water in the glacier discharge brines
is derived from melted Taylor Glacier ice, not sea water.
Fossil records appear to provide conflicting evidence for
the water source until they are examined closely. Bedded fossjliferous
'marine' sed'iments overl ie bedded mirabil jte at Miers Va'lley, Black Island
and Cape Barne (ttatcai and Mjzutani 1977) and are present in Salmon Va'lley
(Miagkov et al. .|976). However, Brady (1979b) found non-marine diatoms
rd;!:il,:;;{1.Loke vondo ldu"pl 
-A'-Jaobbs GlocierKoetllrtr Glocier t" tO
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associated with the 'marine' sediments at Cape Barne, consistent wjth
recent eco'logical studies by Kellogg et al. (,|980). Brady concluded
that the sediments had been reworked and raised by an expanding ice shelf.
The diatoms formed in non-marine water bodies assocjated with the expanded
ice shelf. Ward (.|979) considered that the Cape Barne sediments were
raised, lodged and stranded and the associated mirabilite crystallized,
between 75,000 and 3,000 years BP.
A process causing influx of sea water to inland areas of the McMurdo
region has been proposed by Brady (1979b). He suggested that sea water
may be trapped beneath an expanding glacier or ice shelf and forced above
the surface by the weight of the glacier as it grounds. Subsequent dilu-
tion of this water by glacial melt waters produces a non-marine moat.
By this mechanism, bedded mjrabilite wjth marine values of 63qS and
6r80(S0q) but non-marine values of 6D and 6180(H20), could be formed
by fractiona'l crystallization from a freeze-concentrating, isotopically
light brine body. Such gypsum could be formed by evaporation of similar
water, especially if this had been enriched with CaZ+ from weathering
of marble as suggested by Lyon (.|978).
Partia'l1y or completely dry lakes may be intermedjate stages 'in
the process of sa'lt deposition. The range of water of crystallization
plots on Figure 6.3 suggests that various melt waters have been involved,
with deaquation stages interposed between them. Similar behaviour
in an expanding and shrinking Lake Vanda was inferred by Nakai et al.
(.1975) from layers of gypsum and calcite in DVDP 4 core. Furthermore,
djfferent elevations and amounts of folding of mirabilite beds (Bowser
et al, .|970) imply that movement or oscillation of the grounded ice has
taken place over a signi_ficant time period.
From the preceding discussion it is evident that the highest mira-
bilite bed (about 200 m asl)would represent the max'imum he'ight reached
by the expanded glacier, not the maximum former sea level. Carbon-'I4
dates of algae associated with the mirabilite deposits in Hobbs Va'lley
range from 3,000 to 40,000 carbon-]4 years BP (Black and Bowser 1968;
Bowser et al. 1970). These dates may be too old due to rbc defic'iency
in antarctic sea water and jsotopic exchange w'ith old bicarbonate in
the water bodies containing the algae (Broeker .|963; Black and Berg
.|964). However, the erroris probab'ly not more than 1,000-2,000 years
(Burrows .|979) and does not significantly affect the older date. During
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the last 40,000 years or so world sea level has been no more than l0 m
higher than now (Holmes '|965). Tectonic and glacio-isostatic uplift
has occurred in McMurdo oas'is during the last three million years at
least, at a maximum rate of about I x l0-{ m a-r (WenU E7Z; Drewry
.1975). During the last 4 x lOq years such upfift would have amounted
to about four metres. The combined maximum relative rise of sea level
(]a m) is similar to the highest ra'ised beaches (not lake shorelines)jn the McMurdo region (20 m, Nichols .|970) but is much less than a 200 m
rise required by Dort and Dort (.I970) to explain the mirabilite deposits.
Brady's (.l979b) hypothesis and the discussion above overcome the major
obstacle towards ratl'onalization of the large sa'lt masses in Hobbs and
Miers Vaileys.
Inject'ion of sub-ice sea water brine into Taylor Valley would
account for the composition of salts jn Lakes Bonney and Fryxeil. The
expanded Ross Ice Shelf reached about 300 m asl in eastern Taylor Va11ey
during its most recent advance (i.e. Ross Glaciation I) and apparently
about 400 m asl during Ross II (Denton et al. l97l; Stuiver et al.
.|980). These levels are higher than both the present 80 m asl threshold
east of Lake Fryxell (USGS l:50,000 map) and the Suess Glacier threshold
(lgO + 20 m asl), and similar to the extreme western threshold of Bonney
(gOO + 50 m as1). Thus, sea water could have been injected into the
basin during the advance of Ross I or II and depos'ition of unworked sed'iments
need not have occurred. Ross ice reached lower levels to the north
(Stuiver et al. 1980); apparently sea water did not penetrate lrJright Valley
whose eastern sub-ice threshold was about 130-270 m as1 (Calkin 1974).
(iii) the timing
Injection of sea water brine into Bonney bas'in has'important impli-
cations and it would be useful to place a date on the event(s). Hendy
et al. (1977) gave 0.1 to 0.3 Ma BP as the age of the hypothetical event.
This is a rough maximum estimate based on assumed rates of both precipitation
of snow and inflow of dissolved salts into East Lobe. The estimate
does not take into account the precipitation of sodjum chloride that
has occumed which would have caused enrichment of both magnesium and
potassium ions in the lake brine (4.4.1; see also Fig.6.2 for the observed
enrjchment of Mg2+ relative to an 'initjal sea water composition). The
minimum age for the inject'ion is probably about 15,500 + 2,000 years BP,
because this is the age of a diffusion cell in West Lobe as well as the
apparent rbc age of the bottom waters of the Lobe (Hendy et al. 1977).
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The lack of sediment overlying the haljte layer at the bottom of
East Lobe (Hendy .|975) suggests that the injection took place after the
last Taylor Valley glacjation that occupied the basin (Hendy et al.
1977). Thjs is Taylor II of Denton et al. (.l97.l) which apparently just
reached as far as East Lobe. Taylor II is poorly dated but must be younger
than .|.5 Ma, the maximum age of Taylor III from K-Ar dates on basalt
(Armstrong l97B). Hendy et al. (.|979) believe that Taylor II is about
0.2 Ma but their argument is indjrect, relies on oversimplifjed drift
stratigraphy and has been challenged by Robinson and Keys (U_p1g$).
The lack of sediment also suggests that the injection postdates 0.1 Ma.
At that tjme alpine glacjers such as Lacroix were more advanced than
now, actively depositing sediment and danrnjng melt water isotopically
similar to that of the present day from Taylor Glac'ier (Hendy et al.
1e7e).
Ross Ice Shelf has advanced probabiy twjce between .|5,000 and
0..| Ma years BP. Ross I reached its maxjmum extensjon in Taylor Val1ey
about 20,000 years ago and Ross II possibly about 75,000 years ago (Denton
et al. 197.|). Therefore, Brady's process of brine injection probably
accounts for the sea salt in Bonney basin.
The 'injection probably predates the period .|7,000 to 2l,000 r"C
years BP. This is the time during which Ross I reached its maximum
he'ight and extension'in eastern Taylor Valley, damming non-marine Glacial
Lake Washburn to a height of 308 m asl (Denton et al. l97l; Stuiver
et al. l9B0; Keliogg et al. .|980). Probably no brjne inject'ion would
have occurred after thjs time because the Ross ice was retreating.
The jnject'ion could have occurred between 80,000 and 20,000 years BP
during advances of Ross ice into Taylor Valley. Following the onset
of 91obal cooling about 80,000 years ago! Ross Ice Shelf probably thickened
and grounded further north than now; part of the ice advanced into
Taylor Valley reaching a maximum extension (Ross II?) possibly about
75,000 years ago (Denton et al. l97l; Shackleton and Opdyke .|973). A
retreat due to slightly warmer conditions may then have occurred, followed
by readvance as global temperatures again cooled from about 50,000 to
30,000 years BP. This advance culminated about 20,000 years BP.
It seems more likely that the brine injection occurred during the
readvance rather than the initjal advance (Ross II?). Between 70-130,000 years BP
a'lake(s) larger than the present Lake Bonney occupied Bonney basin;
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it contained isotopica'lly fight water and was danrned by expanded, apparently
alpine glaciers (Hendy et al. .|979). These may have prevented s'ign'if icant
amounts of sea water brine entering the basin. Therefore the brine
may have been injected into Bonney basin between about 50,000 and 20,000
years ago.
6.3 Chemjcal Weathering
6.3..| 0peration in Antarctjca:
Several studies have shown that chemica'l weathering of rock and
soil minerals can take place in antarctic conditions (Blakemore and
Swjndale .|958; Kel'ly and Zumberge l96l; Glazovskaya 1958; Claridge
1965; Ugolini and Bull 1965; Behl'ing l97l; Everett 1971; Boyer 1975;
Ugolini 1976; Jackson et al. 1977). Intense phys'ica'l weathering involving
freeze-thaw and expansion-contraction processes causes mechanjca'l com-
minution and micro-fracturing of rock, and soil grains and minerals.
Thin liquid fjlms of mojsture wjth high ionic strength surround the
grains (Ugolin'i and Anderson .|972; 2.3.3) enabling a favourable environ-
ment for chemjcal weathering to exist'in arid and frigid conditions
(Ugolini et al. .|979). Chemical weathering of indiv'idual grains has
been verjfied by microscopic examinatjon which showed the presence of
iron-stained soil grains and the accumulation of secondary clay res'idues
in fractures in rock and sojl minerals (Glazovskaya l95B; Claridge and
Campbell 1977); mafic minerals tend to weather most, but plagioclase
and alkali feldspars also decay chem'ically (a'lso Linkletter l97l; Ugolini
r e76 ).
There is no doubt that chpmical weathering is taking place at
the present time albeit s1owly, and has done so for the lifetime of the
McMurdo region. The amount of extractable iron and the degree of hydration
of micas (to form auth'igenic clay minerals such as vermiculite), generally
increase with time from young soils to those older than four mil'lion
years (C'laridge 1965; Behling I97.|; Boyer .|975; CampbelI and Claridge
1975, .|978; Ugolini .l976) 'Sr/u6Sr ratios in river and lake water
are very similar to those in soil and sediment in Wright Valley and in
and around Lake Bonney (Jones and Faure .l969). Thjs implies that much
of the strontium salts in these areas have been derived by chemical weathering
during the total lifetimes of the lakes. Thus there is ample evidence
to show that chemical weathering is presently act'ive and has been so for
the last few million years in the region.
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There are two main sets of evjdence from the present study for
a rock and soil source of salts. These are (l) the close association
of magnesium phases with dolerite and volcanic substrates (5.2.3) and
(2) the preferential accumulation of calcite and gypsum on north-facing
slopes (3.3.2). 0ther significant ev'idence discussed here includes
calcite and carbonate p'lus bicarbonate'ion distribution.
6.3.2 Magnesium jon:
There is a clear associ'ation between magnesium ion and substrates
of basic igneous rocks (5.2.3). The association is 'illustrated in
Figure 5..|0A and indicates that magnesium ion is derived from minerals
in these rocks. Dolerite, the most widespread rock jn the western
part of McMurdo oasis (Fi9.1.2) contains mainly calcic p'lagioclase feldspars
(labradorite) and pyroxenes 'including hypersthene, augite and pigeonite
(McKel vey and l,lebb .l 959 ) . Mi croscopi c exami nati on of thi n secti ons
and grain mounts of weathered dolerit'ic material from the Transantarctic
Mountains has shown that the pyroxenes (mafic ferromagnesian mjnerals)
are almost completely decayed while feldspars and other minerals are
qu'ite fresh (Claridge and Campbell 1977). In moister areas of East Antarctica,
Glazovskaya (1958) has found that ferromagnesian minerals show signs of
weathering even in relatively fresh rock material. Magnes'ium ion is
released during weathering of such minerals.
Decay of simjlar minerals in volcanic rocks is likely. Basaltjc
volcanics are widespread in the region, and are composed primarily of
calcic plag'ioclase (mainly labradorite) and pyroxenes (mainly augite)
with phenocrysts of olivine (often abundant), pyroxenes, hornblende,
plagioclase and alkali feldspars and other minerals (Haskell et al. .|965;
Cole and Ewart .1968; Cole et al. l97l; Kyle 1976). Trachyte occurs
in places in McMurdo Sound, and is composed of alkali feldspars, pyroxenes
(aegirine-augite), hornblende, plagioclase feldspar, magnetite and accessory
minerals (Cole and Ewart .|968; Cole et al. l97l). In these volcanic
rocks, the mafic minerals ol'ivine and pyroxenes are probably the main
source of magnesium, w'ith hornblende contributing lesser amounts; olivine
normally weathers more rapidly than pyrpxenes which in turn weather
faster than hornblende (Krauskopt 1967; Berner l97l).
Magnesium is produced by chemical weathering in Antarctica probably
by two main sets of reactions. One involves oxjdation, indicated by
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the strong orange-brown colour, due to iron ox'ides, in old do'lerite
soils. Atmospheric gases including oxygen and carbon dioxide are usually
disso'lved in natural waters. In antarctic so'i'ls these gases are likely
to be dissolved in the thin liquid fjlm surrounding soil particles and
thus brought into close aqueous contact with the ferromagnesian minerals.
In mi'ld1y acid conditions at high elevatjon (6.2.iii ) the reactions des-
cribjng oxidation of hypersthene and pigeonite can be represented as:
02, COz, H*
n(Mgr.,,, F€0..)SizOa -+ MgZ* * FezOg + HCO: + silicates
and
hypersthene *tnl:;tum haematite bjcarbonate
02, COr , H+
m(Cao.2, Mgo.s, Feo.g)Sjz0o .' MgZ* * Fez0g + CaCO: + silicates
6.4a
6.4b
pi geoni te tuni:;tumhaematite cat cj te
where the ideal compositions are given for examples of the two pyroxenes
in dolerites (McKelvey and Webb 1959; Deer et al. .|962). It is difficult
to wrjte formal, balanced equations for React'ions 6.4 because of (l)
uncertain reaction mechanisms(2) uncertainties in the structures of
silicate products and (3) the presence of mjnor amounts of other elements
(e.g. aluminium) replacing S'i and the metals in the pyroxenes.
In general, however, the weathering of silicate minerals is mainly by
hydrolysis (Krauskopf .l967). If olivine is expressed as the end member
forsterite, a simplified hydrolysis reaction can be written (Krauskopf 1967)
AS:
MszSiou(r) + 4C0z(uq) * 4H20 * Zl,|gilq)
olivine
( forsteri te )
a 4Hc0slsq) + H,,Si0u(uq) ... 6.5
The equil'ibrjum constant for this reaction at +25"C is positive and equal
to .l02'7 (calculated from standard free energy values in Berner l97l), indica-
ting a strong tendency to proceed to the right. Reactions such as 6.5 are
likely to be important in volcanic areas near the coast because more moisture
is available there than at the sma'll volcanic centres inland in Taylor and
Wright Valleys (Fi9.2.7).
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The magnesium salts have been produced by chemical weathering over the
time during which rocks and soil have been exposed. The magnesium gradients
inland (Fi9s.5.5, 5.6) and with increasing elevation (Fig.5.98) can be mainly
attributed to the more common outcropp'ings of dolerite towards the west and
at higher elevations (Fig.1.2). It is expected that magnesium phases w'i1l
also be found on soils derived from Kirkpatrick Basalt, the extrusive equ'i-
valent of Ferrar Dolerjte (Tab1e l.l). The basalt outcrops in the northwest
of the region but more extensive outcrops occur to the north and south. The
present study did not sample salts on such substrates.
6.3.3 Local accumulation of calcite and gypsum:
Calc'ite and gypsum show a strong tendency to preferent'ial1y accumulate
on north-facing slopes and outcrops (Fi9.3.4). It has been shown that these
are the least mobile of the salt phases studjed (Table 4.3), and it is'likely
that they wil'l accumulate closer to source than the more mobile phases. In
some exposed areas strong southeriy winds must remove surface salt from south-
facing outcrops and slopes but a simjlar process will operate on other slopes
as well. Removal by w'ind cannot account for preferential subsurface accumu-
lation and therefore wind cannot have produced the tendencies shown in
Figure 3.4. It is l'ike1y that calcjte and gypsum depos'its tend to form
preferentially on north-facing slopes.
The preferential accumulation of calcium salts is cons'istent with
a greater supp'ly of moisture on such slopes than on slopes of other aspects(2.3.2). Moisture js an 'important agent of chemical weathering (Krauskopf
1967). Furthennore physical weathering, whjch creates fresh mineral surfaces,
is l'ike1y to be more intense on north-facing s'lopes because of a higher number
of freeze-thaw cycles. Temperature itself probably has less direct effect
than previous'ly supposed (Tedrow and Ugolini .|966; Tasch and Angino l968;
MacNamara and Usselman .|972) because in general north-facing slopes do not
experience significantly warmer maximum temperatures than any others (2.2..|ii).
The accumulation tendency for calcite and gypsum is good evidence for calcium
ions being released by chemical weathering of rock and soil mineralsnfor
example by reactions such as 6.4b.
Local sources of moisture may assist formation of calcite and gypsum.
Plate 3.2 shows a calcite deposit below a ledge in a small bluff at
All'igator Peak. The ledge allows snow to accumulate only at this place
on the bluff. The thicker accumulation of calcite towards the'ledge and
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the absence of the phase above it indicate that the snow assists salt
formation. Moisture released on partial melting of the snow promotes
chemical weathering of the bedrock and hence formation and deposition
of i nsol ubl e cal c'ite.
Calcium phases are widespread, being present on all substrates
stud jed (Fig.5,l0A); probably weathering of minera'ls containing calc'ium
is also widespread. This 'is consistent with the regional salt gradients
for calcjum being more poorly defined than those of magnesjum (Fi9s.5.5,
5.98). Calcium and magnesium ions are sjgnificant components of marine
and other atmospheric aerosols in Antarctica (Cadle et al. l968; Boutron
1979), and have similar concentrations in them (Zoller et al. .|978).
However, the absence of magnesium on some substrates jndicates that aerosols
are not a significant source of magnesium in the oasis. Therefore, the
w'idespread djstribut'ion of calc'ium phases is not like'ly to have been derjved
from aerosols either.
A small amount of gypsum is derived from lacustrine gypsum of Devonian
age in the Beacon Supergroup. Lacustrine gypsum beds,'l to 3 mm th'ick,
have been noted in the Aztec Siltstone (Table l.l) at Lashly Mounta'ins
(Barrett l97l; McPherson .|978). Gypsum is localiy abundant in types
lB and 4 deposits around these beds ('loca'lities 142-4, Appendix l, p.19).
The salt appears to be siowiy leached from the beds to accumulate in
the immediate vicinity. This same process appears to contribute to gypsum
in depos'its at Table Mountain also (locality 162, Appendix I, p.22), and
presumably in small amounts elsewhere. There is no evidence for other,
more soluble salt phases to have formed deposits in th'is way (Fig.5.l0).
6.3.4 Carbonate and bicarbonate phases:
('i ) assoc i ati on wi th carbonate rocks
Carbonate plus bicarbonate phases show two different assocjations
with rock type. Claridge and Campbell (1977), and the data of Nishiyama
(1977, .|979) coup'led with the present work,show that in places there
is an association with carbonate-bearing rocks (5.2.3). Furthermore
there appears to be an associatjon between carbonate phases and volcan'ic
substrates (Table 5.ll; section 5.3). Generally, however, the most
common carbonate, calcite, is w'idespread but not abundant.
Calcium carbonate (mainly ca'lcite) forms deposits on or beneath
the soil, regolith or rocks in many parts of the world. Such deposits
have been g'iven many names including calcrete, calcareous duricrusts,
calcite veneers, caliche, kunkar and K horizons. The association of
such deposits and carbonate-bearing rocks is widely accepted for both
hot deserts and arctic regions (Gi1e .|970; cooke and warren .|973; chapman
1974; Swett 1974). A carbonate source such as limestone or marble is
necessary but in some areas a carbonate-rich windblown dust js believed
to be the carbonate source. The latter has been proposed by Claridge
and Campbell (1977) to account for the abundant calcjte veneers at Hut Point
Peninsula. Alternating periods of moist and dry conditions are necessary
for (l) dissolution or leaching of the carbonate at'its source followed
by (2) evaporation and prec'ipitation of carbonate. (l) and (2) can be
represented by equilibria involving hydrolysis (Krauskopf 1967):
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6.6
6.7
6.8
CaC0s + HzO 
=
carbonate
rock
orin mi 1d1y ac jd condit jons as:
+
CaCOe + H' + caz+ * 1169,
ca2++HCos +oH-
CaC0s + HzO + C02+Ca2+ + 2HC0s-
or:
Reaction 6.8'is probably the most important reaction in nature and is
usually much more rapid than those involving silicates (Krauskopf 1967;
Berner l97l), for example React'ions 6.4 and 6.5.
Carbonate rocks are present in McMurdo oasis. Eastern Taylor Val1ey,
dry val leys near Koettl'itz Glacier, V'ictoria Valley and Wright Lower Va'lley
contain outcrops of Skelton Group metasediments that are rich in marble
and extensive in places (Fjs.'l .2). In Tay'lor and wright valleys these
rocks outcrop up to a distance of 30 to 40 km from the coast.
Farther west only mjnor amounts of carbonate rock material are
present regional'ly, but such material is important 1oca1ly. Carbonate
cement, matrix constituents , nodules (containing more than 85% of fine-
grained calcium carbonate), concretions and lenses occur in the
Aztec Siltstone (McPherson 1978). Horizons and concretions occur
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also in the l^lel'ler Coal Measures (Pyne '1978; Bradshaw rn press). Calcite
cement comprising up to ?0% of thin section area has been noted in the
l^leller and Lashly Formations but is absent from most of the Beacon Supergroup
(Matz .|968; P'inet .|969). Calcite is present in joints, minor fault
zones and vejns up to at least 60 mm thick close to or within dolerite
sills and dykes (WeUU .|963; personal observations).
Th'is distribution of carbonate rocks is consistent with carbonate
salt distribution in Taylor Valley and elsewhere, but not in l,lright Va11ey.
Carbonate deposits are abundant within about 20 km of the coast in
Taylor Valley but are sparse from about 30-40 km inland (Figs.5.l,
5.2, 5.2.1 , 5.2.3). In the Koettlitz area and Victoria Valley calcite
is a'lso associated w'ith marble (Claridge and Campbell 1977) and bicarbonate
and calcium are the dominant ions in fresh Lake Miers (gett 1967).
However, carbonate phases are rare and carbonate in soil salts is neg-
ligible in Wright Lower Va'lley (Appendix l, pp.24, ?5; Bockheim 1979b).
It is suggested that this lack is due partly to climatic factors, which
exert additional controls on carbonate salt formation. Wright Valleyjs significant'ly more arid than Taylor Valley as indicated by the more
common presence of suprapermafrost ground water in Taylor Va'lley (Cartwright
et al . .|975; Appendix 3, section 5.2). Tay'lor Va1'ley and the Koettlitz
area are more exposed to moist easterly condjtjons and snowfall; here
alternating moist and dry periods are common 'in surnmer. Dry conditions
in Wright Valley are likely to inhibit weathering of marbles there
(React'ions 6.6 to 6.8).
(ij ) calcite in inland areas
The widespread, sparse distribution of calcite 'in inland areas
'is probably due to normal weathering processes. Calcite distribution
can be described as a'low, plateau level in such areas (Figs.5.l,
5.3, 5.9A) which are far from any extensjve or significant exposures
of carbonate rocks. Atmospheric carbon dioxide dissolved in l'iquid
films promotes reactions s'imilar to 6.4 and 6.5. These can on'ly
be very slow, occurring only whenever and wherever moisture conditions
are favourable (e.g.Plate 3.2); north-facing slopes are 1ike1y to
be favoured (2.3.2, 6.3.3). This process is consistent with the
macro- and mjcroscopic study of Glazovskaya (.|958). She observed
calcium carbonate'inside and on the surface of silicate minerals and
rocks and concluded that it was forming in present-day conditions by
'normal' weathering reactions (Markov et al. 1970, €.9. Reaction 5.4b).
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In western areas the minor amortnts of carbonate minerals that are present
(6.3.4i) probably provide additional local sources of carbonate.
Other considerations do not appear to be necessary to explain
thjs distribution. Swett (1974) and Corbel (in French 1976) suggested
that the 'increased solubility of carbon dioxide at 1ow temperatures
(Appendix 5, Table A5.3) may be a partial cause of ca'lcrete crusts
in Greenland. However, the pH of djlute solutions in equilibrium
wjth atmospheric COe is 5.6 at both 25o and 0"C (Appendjx 5, Table A5.4),
and therefore such solutjons cannot be more effective agents of chemical
weathering in Antarctica than in more temperate areas. Similarly,
Smith (1972) showed that dissolution rates of carbonate rocks and minerals
are actually slower in high latitudes than 'in low latitudes. hlindblown
carbonate dust is not 1ike1y to be important inland since the easterly
winds are not strong in the west along the fringe of the'ice sheet
(Appendix 3, sect'ions 4 .2, 4.3) .
(iii) carbonates on Ross Island and around McMurdo Sound
Normal weathering processes involving dissolved carbon dioxide
are probably the source of much of the carbonate 'in surface or near-
srrrface deposits around McMurdo Sound. The djstribution of ca1cite
veneers in McMurdo Sound (Fig.5.ll) is not significantly different from
that in the jnland regions of McMurdo oasis (F'ig.5.1 etc., see ii above).
Reactions similar to 6.4 and 6.5 are usually important during weathering
of igneous rocks (Gorham l96l; Berner '1971 ; Kozhevn'ikov .l974) that
are the main substrate in thjs area. Such react'ions are 1ike1y to
be accentuated'in mojster areas such as eastern Taylor Valley (Appendix 3,
sect'ion 5. 2 ) and north-facf ng sl opes (2 .3.2) .
The involvement of aqueous carbon dioxide is consistent with the
tendency for carbonates and bicarbonates not always to be assocjated
with calcjum ion (Tab1e 5.'11 , summary in subsection 5.3.3). Northupite,
thermonatnite, nesquehonjte, and possibly gaylussite are present in
p'laces from the surface to 32-70 m in DVDP ho'les l-3 (Browne 1973;
Morikawa et al. 1977). Browne (.|973, 1974) suggested that such near-
surface carbonates were formed from evaporated snow via a low temperature
brine phase containing atmospheric carbon dioxjde dissolved in it.
Alternatively, they could have formed after freezing of circulating
late-stage hydrothermal flujds having low activity of carbon dioxide.
Other carbonate sources are present around McMurdo Sound that
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may contribute carbonate to salt deposits in places. Calcium carbonate
'is a conunon secondary (e.9. late stage alterat'ion) mineral in volcanic
rocks (Palache et al. l95l). carbonates comprise up to 40% of such
surface material (cole and Ewart .|968; Browne .|973; Luckman 1974;
Morikawa et al. 1977)
Fossiliferous marine sediments are a further potential source
of carbonates. Two divisjons have been formalized, of Plioc.ene and
late Quaternary ages respectively. The older, scallop Hill Formatjon
contains calcareous marine invertebrates (speden 1962) and up to 40%
aragonite as cement (Eggers .|976). The younger Taylor Formation contains
abundant calcareous marine invertebrates (up to l2%, Ward '1979). These
sediments have been found up to about 600 m asl and as far as one
kilometre inland (speden 1962). I,lindblown carbonate dust (claridge
and Campbe'|1 1977) and CaC0r from the sea ice (6.Z.2iii ) may be additional
sources of carbonate on Ross Island. However, there js little evidence
to suggest that any of these three potential sources are in fact significant
sources.
Other Sources of Salt
Biolog'ica1 act'i vity:
B'io'logical act'ivity has an effect on salts in places in the
region apart from that concerning sulphate discussed earlier. Phosphate
salts, some aragonite and probably monohydrocalcite are formed by
biological activity. Bicarbonate and carbonate may be enriched in
eastern Taylor Va11ey as a consequence of biological processes. Generally,
however, biological activity is not of regional significance.
Two phosphate salts, calcium phosphate and magnesium hydrogen
phosphate, have been mentioned in this thesis (Appendix l, Table l).
The four documented occurrences are all from penguin or skua rookeries
situated on or near outcrops of igneous rock (main)y basaltic volcanics,
Table 5..l'l). Phosphates and uric acid in the guano and other organic
material probably cause weathering of mafic minerals in the substrate
rock, leading to the formation of phosphate salts of calcium and magnesium.
Away from rookeries minor amounts of phosphates may be introduced jnto
the sa'lt systems by skuas and by other organic processes ('including human
activities, Boyd and Boyd .|963). l,Jeathering of accessory apatites
in local igneous rock (Hoehn et al. 1974) is not likely to be a significant
source because apatite is probably quite stable (Folk .|968) in antarctic
6.4
6.4.1
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u,eatherj ng conditions.
Some aragonite is precipitated from lakes after depletion of
carbon dioxide by photosynthesis (Hendy et al. 1g7g). Thinty bedded,
fine-grained aragonite 'biscuits' from Taylor val'ley have 613c values
of 0 to +8 per mille, that are consistent with this form of COz dep'letion.
Such by-products of photosynthesis by blue-green algae and bacteria
are common elsewhere in the world (Folk 1974) and are forming in Lakes Bonney
and Fryxell at present (Hendy et al. 1979; Hendy in Selby .|979).
Other aragonite present on the surfaceor beneath surface cobbles
in the region ma'in1y in Taylor Valley (5.3.2) is nonb'iogenic, probably
forming in the presence of magnesium, sodjum, strontium and other
ions. Such ions inhib'it the formation of calcite which is the thermo-
dynam'ica11y favoured polymorph (Wray and Daniels 1957; Kitano et al.
1962; Rao and Yoganarasimhan 1965; Folk 1974). Large amounts of these
inhib'iting jons are present in Taylor Valley and associated w'ith the
saline discharge (Fjg.5.l; Appendix l, Tables l5 and 22). Loss of
carbon dioxide from solutions and rapid evaporation and precipitation
probably assjst the formation of aragonite rather than calcite (Palache
et al. l95l; Kitano et al. 1962; Taft 1969). Dry conditions and
1ow temperatures retard the transformation of metastable aragonite to
calcite in the region whereas moist condjtions and flushing by fresh
water promote i t (l.Jray and Dani el s .|957; Taft '1969; Keys 1 972; Fol k
.|974). The morphology of calcium carbonate 'in DVDP holes (5.3.2)
is dictated by s'imilar kinetic factors and also by conditions of pressure
and temperature
Monohydrocalcite is formed probably by bio'logical processes.
The phase has been found in one known locality (type 3 deposit) in
Antarctica, one kilometre west from the coast and 60 m asl in eastern
Taylor Va11ey (Nishiyama and Kurasawa .|975). 0ther environmental details
are not available. Five other documented natural occurrences of
monohydrocalcite from elsewhere in the world have been reviewed by
Skinner et al. (1977). All are probably the result of bio'logical activity
possibly by specific organisms and/or precise biochem'ical reactions,
involving blue-green algae for example, which is common in eastern
Taylor Valley. Low temperatures are likely to stabilize this hydrate
once it is formed.
Monohydrocalcite may be an intermediate in the dehydration of
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hexahydrocalcite to calcite (Palache et al. l95l). Hexahydrocalcite
crystallizes out of sea water in small amounts below -?.?oC (l,leeks
1962). However, monohydroca'lcite would have a more extensive distribut'ion
if it was formed in this way in Antarctica because freezing of sea water
is conrnon. Hexahydrocalcite has not been reported probably because
it readily dehydrates irreversibly above 0oC (Palache et al. l95l;
Lippmann I 973).
Biolog'ical activity may be the cause of part of the high alkaljnity-
to-Ca2+ ratio in Lake Fryxell (5.2.6) and some of the sodium carbonate-
bicarbonate phases jn eastern Taylor Valley (5.?.lii). Mjcrobiological
anaerobic reduction of sulphate appears to have been quite widespread
in the recent past in eastern Taylor Va11ey (6.2.2ii). Bicarbonate
is usually formed as a by-product of this process as shown in Reaction 6.1
(Berner 1971; Kozhevnjkov .|974; Cole 1975). Loss of some carbon
dioxide from a reduced sodjum sulphate brine either by evaporation or
photosynthesis or both would produce sodium carbonate and bicarbonate
salts by:
2HC0e- * C0g7- + C}z + HzO 6.9
Burkeite could then be formed under specific conditions of concentration,
temperature (above about +14"C at equilibrium) and low partial pressures
of carbon dioxide (Table 4.7), all of which are reasonable in eastern
Taylor Va'lley. Furthermore there is growing evidence from elsewhere
in the world that microorganisms produce soils rich jn alkali carbonates
(Kutuzova 1973). Such biological activity is more important (Kozhevnikov
1974) elsewhere in the world than the weak tendency for the equilibrium:
2-CaCOar-r * SOq'- +\>/
calcite, sul phate
marbl e bri ne
2Hz0+ CaSOq.2H20(s) + COs2-
sypsum "[:?l:t'
6. l0
to be displaced towards the right. The equilibrjum constant for
Reaction 6.10 is small but not particularly so (1.8 x lO-q at +25"C,
calculated from Berner l97l). Reaction 6.10 was proposed by Nishiyama
(1979) to account for the abundant sodium carbonate-b'icarbonate salts
and one occurrence of burkeite in eastern Taylor Valley. If such
a reaction was responsible then a considerable amount of gypsum would
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be present in the area. In fact gypsum is absent at this end of
Taylor Valley (Fig.5.l ; Nishiyama 1979). Therefore, microbiological
activity, not Reaction 6.l0,is probably a cause of the abundant soluble
carbonates 'in eastern Taylor Valley. The depletion of sulphate and
oxygen in Lake Fryxell, compared to that in sea water, and the large
amount of HzS and NHu+ present (Yamagata et al. '1967; Torii et al.
.|975) are consistent with a microbio'logical reduction process causing
high alkal inities there.
However, microbiological activity is not of any significance
on the broadest scale in the region. The organic component of soils
is negligib'le in most places (Claridge and Campbell 1977). The sparsely
distrjbuted lichens do not have large chemical effects on their substrates
(Ugolini and Perdue .|968). Biologica'l act'ivity is significant only
near the coasts (Glazovskaya 1958) where there js a s'ignificant organic
component, sufficient moisture or suitable habitats, or combinations
of these factors. In Wright Lower Va11ey biological activity does
not appear to have been significant due to a lack of one or more of
these factors.
6.4.? Volcanic and hydrothermal activ'ity:
Alkaline volcanism has been widespread on Ross Island around
McMurdo Sound and to a smaller extent in McMurdo oasis during the
last l5 m'il l ion years at least (Kyle 1976; Armstrong .l978). Such
activity'is normally a source of sulphates and chlorides, and associated
hydrothermal activjty is a source of carbonates, bicarbonates and silica
as well (Krauskopf 1967). However, there is little ev'idence that
volcanogenic anions or cations are widespread. Regional salt dis-
tribution has shown that most salt is derived from the sea and by
chemical weathering (6.2, 6.3). Early studies of ion ratios and
temperature in LakesVandao Bonney and Fryxell suggested that a significant
proportion of the salts and the warm lake temperatures (1.2.4) were
due to thermal activity (Nichols 196.l; Angino et al. 1962, .|964).
Subsequent work has shown that the ion ratios have been modified by
processes of evolufion and that the salts have been derived from the
marine source, weathering and leaching (Yamagata et al. .|967; Hendy
et al. 1977l- Torii et al. 1979; also 6.2.2i, 6.2.4, 6.3.4, 6.4.1).
Furthermore, thermal stud'ies have shown that the lakes are heated
from above by solar radiation, not from below by high geothermal gradients
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(Wilson and t,Jellman 1962; Shirtcliffe '1964; Hoare et al. 1964, '1965;
Wilson et al. 1974:' Yusa .|975; Bydder and Holdsworth 1977). Therefore,
volcanogenic salts are not quantitatively important in the McMurdo
region (a1so Chapter 7).
Hydrothermal act'ivity has produced some salt in the region.
The presence of zeolites and the unusual mineral thaumasite (CaSi03.CaC03.
CaS0r,.l5H20) in DVDP holes on Ross Island indjcates that hydrothermal
fluids have circulated through the vo1canics after they were erupted
(Knill .|960; Browne 1973,1974; Morikawa et al. 1977). A sequence
of fluids, progressively cooling and having an increased partia'l pressure
of carbon dioxide, is indicated by the secondary mineral assemblage
(Browne 1973, 1974). Browne(1974) also reported siderite, a salt
that is formed in reducing conditions and either high partial pressure
of COz or low concentrations of S- (Berner l97l). It is not likely
to be formed under aerobjc surface conditions. This suggests that
th'is and at least some of the other carbonates in these cores were
formed from hydrothermal fluids probably towards the end of the sequence
of fluid circulation.
0ther phases have been formed by hydrothermal processes besides
these carbonates. Values of 63\S and 6r80(504) for su'lphates between
.|00 
m and 200 m depth in DVDP 3 (Fig.6.l) indicate that hydrothermal
oxidation of primary sulphide mjnerals has occurred, consistent with
petrological evidence from the volcanics (ttakai 1975; Nakai et al.
'1978). Magnesite, found with an unspec'ified pyroxene mineral at an
undocumented site on tJhite Island (Watanuki and Morikawa .l974) was
formed possibly by hydrothermal processes. Magnesite is not formed
from brjnes at atmospheric part'ia1 pressures of carbon d'ioxide and
earth-surface temperatures (Palache et al. l95l; Lippmann .l973).
However, the presence of magnesite is problematical. The phase
has been reported as a type 4 deposit beneath metasedimentary boulders
in northern Victoria Land (Dow and Neall 1974). Such a deposit precludes
a hydrothermal source here. Generally, the formatjon of magnesite
in earth-surface conditions js not easy to explain (Lippmann 1973).
Studies have shown that the thermodynamically favoured reaction
tn 
tt"1o I
2-
+ cor [uo1 * 1t9C0 e 15 ) . 6.ll
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(equilibrium constant at 25oC equals .|08'1) is completely inhjbited
by kinetic obstacles 'in earth-surface conditions. The phase may be
formed in antarct'ic conditions by slow conversion of nesquehonite,
landsfordite (MgC0r.5Hz0) or hydromagnesite (Mg(C0g)r (OH)2.3H20),
all of which crystallize as metastable phases from low temperature
brines (Langmuir 1965; Lippmann 1973). There is evidence that the
conversion is accelerated by carbonate ions in a brine in contact with
these phases (Lippmann 1973). Nesquehonite has been found in one
occurrence in the McMurdo region (in DVDP 3, Morikawa et al. 1977),
but the other two phases have not been reported.
Hydrothermal activity has been active beneath the surface in
McMurdo oasis. In DVDP hole 6 at Lake Vida, calcite, aragon'ite, gypsum
and zeolites have been produced by hydrothermal activity, some of
which was associated with a faulting episode (Watanuki and Morikawa
1974; Morikawa et al. 1977). Zeolites are also present in the bedrock
core of DVDP l3 at Don Juan Pond (Nishiyama'1979). Dolomite reported
from one locality on Dias'is of hydrothermal orig'in as indicated by stable
isotopes (6'uS, 6ttC) and associat'ion with zeolites (Nakai 1974; Morikawa
et al. 1975).
6.5
6.5.1
Salt Mass Balance
Accumulation:
Salts in the McMurdo region have been accumulating for more than
four million years. Such long periods of accumulation assist the
establishment of salt gradients, although different formation or deposition
rates for specific salts or ions may also produce gradients. The
present study was not designed to examine the temporal dependence of
salt gradients or of salt mass balance in general. These aspects
of saline geochemistry in the region are discussed only in general
terms here.
Surface rocks and soil in McMurdo oasis have been dated as old
as 4.6 1 0.1 million years (Armstrong 1978; .|.2.4) although the main
excavation of the dry valleys occurred long before this time. Comparative
soil and glacial studies along the Transantarctic Mountains and in
McMurdo oasis have established that the relative ages of surfaces exh'ibit
regional trends as a consequence of this excavation and subsequent
glaciat'ions. 0n a reg'ional basis, the age of surfaces tends to increase
from the coast towards the west and towards higher elevations (Denton
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et al. l97l; Campbell and Claridge 1975). Evident'ly the salts have
been accumulating and migrating for different periods, some for more than
four million years.
Numerous studies in Mcl'lurdo oasis have shown that the salt content
of soils tends to increase wjth age where leaching is restricted (Ugolin'i
and Bull .l965; Campbell and Claridge 1968, '1969, .|975, 1978; Everett
l97l; Behljng 1972; Field .|975; Bockheim 1979b). The amount of salt
in dry soils ranges from less than 0.1 kg m-t to at least 20 kg m-3 wjth
the largest amounts present in the oldest (>> 4 Ma), most arid soijs,
at high elevations towards the west (Campbell and Claridge 1975, .|978).
This relationshjp indicates that the salts have been accumulating over
the last 4 Ma and are not rel'ics of preglacial tjmes.
Sa1ts and ions of direct marine origin are deposited at rates
that lessen as djstance from the coast'increases (5.2.5) counter to the
trend in surface age. The depos'ition rate of chloride decreases from
M'irny Station on the coast of East Antarctica towards the interior; the
rate is 7 x'10-s kg m-t a-r .|00 km from the coast, decreasing to 3 x lO-s
at 200 km and to 0.2 x 10-s at 1000 km (Boutron et al. 1972). Th'is decline
of chloride inland is cons'istent with the regional gradient of this ion
decreasing inland in McMurdo oasis (fi9s.5.3, 5.4). However, in the
oasis the depos'ition rate of chlorjde probably decreases much faster than
inland from Mirny, as very little chloride is found on old, little leached
western surfaces ( Fi g.5. I I B; al so Cl ari dge and Campbel 1 I 958c , 1977) .
6.5.2 Loss :
Salts are lost from soils main'ly by leaching. Different salts
and ions may be lost at different rates depending on salt mobility, solubi-
lity and geographic location. Nitrate appears to be the main ion
affected.
Leachjng is the maior mechanisn of salt loss from soils in the
region (Chapter 4). The degree of leachjng increases with the amount
and availability of mo'isture, particularly water (4.1.1 ). Chlorides
are the most mobile antarctic salts under average moisture conditions
(tante 4.3). However nitrates being the most soluble are susceptible
to water action and leaching (9.S,2, 4.?.1 , 4,?.4); they accumulate
only when leaching is restricted (C'laridge and Campbe'll 1968c).
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The amount and avai'lability of moisture vary on a regional
basis, generally decreasing from east to west in McMurdo oasis (fig.2.7).
The variation with e'levation is more complex (2.3.5); normally moisture
availab'ility decreases, but moisture content increases with increasing
elevation (Fjg.2.7). This complex'ity has been rationaljzed into
two overlapping and oppos'ite trends w'ith elevation (2.3.5). In years
of'normal'melting the amount of liquid moisture decreases with increasing
elevation; in years of extreme melting, perhaps once or twice a decade
the amount of water jncreases w'ith elevation, especially near the
coast (Fi9.2.7). Leaching, then, may follow certain regional trends
for the more mobi'le ions at least.
The regional d'istrjbution of nitrate is influenced by leaching.
Nitrate abundance jncreases inland (Figs.5.3, 5.4; Clarjdge and Campbel'l
1977) consistent wjth decreasing amounts of moisture (Fjg.2.7) as
well as increasing N0r/C1 ratios (5.?.5,6.2..|iii). l,l'ith increasing
elevat'ion nitrate first increases up to .|200-1400 m (faUt e 5.7 ), then
decreases (Fig.5.9A). This d'istributjon may be explajned as a response
to changing soil moisture conditions wjth elevation. At low elevations
leaching is relatively conmon'in the warm, moist ambient sunrner condit'ions.
t,Jith an increase in elevation leaching decreases with the accompanying
reduction in the number of freeze-thaw cyc'les (2.3.2). However at
the higher elevations extreme me'lting events periodically flush
the solub]e nitrates to lower levels, or into the soil.
The elevation below which virtually a1l nitrate appears to have
been leached away varies from place to place in McMurdo oasis. Nitrate
is found at lowest elevations (200 m) in Wright Valley, at least as
low as 450 m in Pearse Valley but on'ly above 600 m near Lake Bonney(5.2.4). Wright Valley is the most arid of these areas (Appendix 3,
sectjon 5.2) whereas Lake Bonney is probably the least arid. Nitrate
distributjon appears to be an equilibrjum between rate of deposit'ion
of the ion, and environmental factors governing leaching, ma'inly soi:l
moisture content. Torii et al. (1975) consider that most nitrate
in saline lakes in the oasis is a product of leaching of so'il salts.
Less convincing evidence for leaching 'is displayed by chloride and
sodium. The abundances of these jons decrease from low to high elevation
(Fj9.5.9), but not from east to west (Figs.5.3, 5.5). A similar decline
with increasing elevation has been noted for chloride elsewhere in the
world and attributed to topographic obstacles that, for example, cause
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increased precipitation and hence leaching at higher elevations (Gorham
196]). It is not easy here to separate the effects of (t) increased leaching
(particularly of the mobile chloride ion) with increasing elevation,from
(2) a declin'ing marine influence with increasing distance above the sea.
Probably both are 'important and contribute to the observed distributjon.
The distributions of the less mobile anions carbonate and sulphate
do not reveal any significant leaching effects. Carbonate exhibits jts
typical 'plateau' abundance in all three directions (E-|,l, N-s, 1ow-h'igh)"
The marked'increase of sulphate wjth elevation (Fig.5.9A) is due to a com-
bination of factors inc'luding (1) old surface age, (2) absence of leaching
of this an'ion but s'ignificant leach'ing of nitrate, and (3) relat'ive'ly slow
deposition of chloride. These last 'negative' accumulation tendencies put
sulphate accumulation above that of other anjons, since the distrjbution
data sum to .|00 in Figure 5.9.
Local differences in leaching may jndirectly affect regional
distribution of salt. These differences are caused by mechanisms that
affect the amount of liquid moisture and its movement. Prox'imity to
mojsture sources (2.3.1i), aspect (2.3.2), s1ope, so'il texture and peri-
glacial actjon (2.3.3ii), topography (4.3.2), and former lakes (4.5..|)
may all be significant. These combined with reg'iona1 differences in
soil moisture and possjble increases in this at low elevations prior to
0.2 Ma BP (2.4.2) create a complex pattern of leaching. This is probably
the cause of some of the'irregularities'in the regional distribution of
soluble salts that are evident in p'laces throughout the region (e.9.
Fig.5. I etc. ).
Wind has a measurable deflating effect on salt deposits (+.01 and
may be a sign'ificant mechanism of salt'loss. The abundance of surface
deposits, particularly dry incoherent efflorescences (2A deposits), wind
speed and d'irection, and the supply of wind transportable material may
all jnfluence salt deflation (4.0.2) on a regional lcale. The abundance
of 2A deposits jncreases towards the east (Table 3.3). Thenardite is the
most conunon phase in these deposits (Fi9s.3.2,3.3) and therefore should
be the most affected by wind. Strong west to southwest winds are cormon
in western McMurdo oasis, whereas easterlies predominate and are strongest
in the east (Appendix 3, section 4.3). Winds that are strong enough to
blow snow and rock particles have speeds of 8-.I0 m s-r or more; these
are mainly westerlies (Appendix 3, Tab'le ll, and sections 4.3,5.4).
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Therefore the distribution of 2A deposits and dominant wind action have
potentially opposing effects on salt deflation on a regional scale. Overall
the tendency may be for sa1ts, especially thenardite, to be blown towards
the centre of the oasis. Such deflation could obscure regional salt
gradients to some extent.
Local leachjng and deflat'ion effects and local irregularjties in
salt accumulation indicate that the use of soil salt concentrations for
dating purposes (Field .l975; Hendy et al. 1977; Bockheim .|979b)'is question-
able. There is justification for using these salts for dating on'ly
if : (l ) the abundance of spec'ifjc ions can be shown to increase regu'lar1y
with tjme (Behling 1972; Behling found that the concentration of K+'in
silt-sized soil particles jncreased with time); (2) it can be established
that no leach'ing has occurred over the ljfetime of the exposed surface
(e.g. there should be no evidence of ground water or water movement);
(3) extensive sampling and statistical technjques are applied. In general
these have not been done in the region.
One example of an irregular relationship between salt accumulation
and tine has been demonstrated 'in the present study (Appendix 1,
Table 26, p.45). Hal'ite concentrations were measured beneath cobbles
on three basaltic c'inder cones in Taylor Valley that have been K-Ar dated
by Armstrong (.|978; and pers. conrn.). Flat sites were chosen that had
sim'ilar soil textures, topography, elevation (1000 m asl ) and d'istance
from the coast. No linear relationship with time is evident'in the Table.
Evidently the concentrations of salt measured here represent net not
total accumulation since the times these surfaces were exposed. Probably,
sulphate would be a better ion to use for salt dating since it is less
mobile than chloride.
6.6 Format'ion of Salt Phases Present in the Region - a Synthesis
6.6. I Compositjon:
There are two main primary physico-chemical influences on the formation
of salt phases that occur at or near the surface in the region. These
are (l) compositjon and activity (concentration) of species (inc'luding
water and carbon dioxide) in parent brines during their deaquation and
(2) ambient temperature during deaquation. Dry fallout of salt is of
minor importance since most salt deposits are formed from brjnes. Post-
formation conditions that may be important secondary 'influences 'include:
moisture availability and leaching (4.1.1, 4.?-1-4, 4.5.1, 6.5.2); ambient
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relative humjdity and temperature (a.a.a); and biological activity (6.?.2ii,
6.4..|). These have been discussed in the thesis in the subsections indicated.
The composjtion and activity of species are regionally dependent
on their sources. Salt source has been discussed in sections 6.2 to
6.4. Specific phases form where their component ions are present in
sufficient activity to exceed the solubility product of the phases (4.3.1,
4.3.3). Sodium and chloride phases are widespread because the marine source
is predominant. These phases become less abundant towards the west
because of a decreasing, direct marine influence; halite was found no
more than 80 km inland in this study. A less djrect marine source is
primarily responsible for a w'idespread distributjon of sulphate, iodate
and to a lesser extent nitrate phases. Calc'ium, magnesium and iron
phases form as a response to chemical weathering of such ions from rock
and sojl minerals. Phosphate and hydrogen-phosphate phases form where
phosphate ion is locally abundant in or near pengu'in and skua rookeries.
Potassium phases form from combinations of sources of this ion, mainly
chemical weathering and to a lesser extent the sea.
The genesis of carbonate phases is more complex (6.3.4). Carbonate
in surface deposits is formed during chemical weathering of canbonate and
other minerals in local rocks and so'ils. Atmospheric carbon dioxide
appears to be an important source of bicarbonate and carbonate. Some
carbonate phases in DVDP holes were formed from hydrothermal solutions.
Localized processes cause additional concentration of species.
Evaporation and freeze-concentration are most important (4.4.1). Fractional
crystallization, ev'idence for which is widespread, is probably an important
mechanism for concentration of specific ions (4.4.2). Local sources
of ions that may be important'include hydrothermal or late state alteration,
ancient lacustrine gypsum, and biological activity (6.3.3, 6.3.4, 6.4.'l ,
6.4.2). A greater proportion of rare phases are found relatively cliose
to the coast (Table 5.ll) which is probably due to two factors, ion source
and fractional crystall'ization. Significant sources of the ions involved,
mainly carbonates, sodium and magnesium, are prominent near the coast.
A greater number of fractjonal crystallization cycles is l'ike'ly nearer
the coast because a Iarger number of freeze-thaw and wet-dry cycles occurs
at low elevation, coasta'l localities than in high, inland areas.
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6.6.2 Ambient temperature:
Temperature influences salt phases forming from deaquating
brines. All of the non-hydrothermal phases that have been reported
from the surface or near-surface in the McMurdo region can form in
present antarctic temperatures. In particular there is no evidence
that any salts have formed at temperatures higher than those of the
present day. Some phases whose existence in Antarct'ica is probable
have not been reported.
The temperature-dependent stability of double salts and sing'le salt
hydrates has been d'iscussed (faUte 4.1, 4.4.3, 4.4.4, 5.3.1ii ). Salt
phases can only crystal l'ize at equil ibrium 'in specific temperature ranges
which are genera'l1y lowered by the presence of other jons.
The temperature ranges of formation at equilibrium of antarctic salt
phases are shown as horizontal lines in Figure 6.4 (A, B). Two ranges
between the extremes -20" and +100"C are shown where known for each phase;
the dashed line represents the range in the simplest aqueous system whereas
the solid line shows'it'in the presence of addjtional jons. Such l'ines
give indications of the temperature limits in nature.
Metastability and other kinetic jnfluences on crystallization are
not considered here because these are problems which are difficult to quantify.
However most phases in Figure 6.4 are quite soluble and therefore metastability
is not fikely to influence the temperature ranges in natural (non-laboratory)
brines to a great extent. Salts whose phases are known to exhjbit considerable
rnetastability, that is form outside their equilibrium temperature ranges
(5.3..|, 6.4.1, 6.4.2), are excluded( tnat'is,calcium and magnesium carbonates
(apart from monohydrocalite) and calcium sulphate).
Ssne other antarctic phases are omitted from the treatment and certain
unreported phases are considered. Phases omitted are: the iodate salt(s)
(uncertain composition(s) ); northupite (lack of data); siderite, dolomite
(hydrothermal phases) and volcanogenic salts from Erebus. Calcium phosphate
is not shown in Figure 6.4 but forms over a wide range of temperatures
(l.least l97l). Figure 6.48, C shows certain phases that have not been
reported, such as additional hydrates of known phases, some of which are
possible in Antarctica on the basis of their temperature ranges and composi-
tion. A wide variety of phases that contain potassium fall into this
latter category (Palache et al. l95l) but have not been considered here
because potassium phases are not comnon jn the McMurdo region.
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A WIDESPREAD PHASES AND THEIR HYDRATE
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F'igure 6.4
Temperature ranges of formation of salt phases under equilibrium conditions
between -20 and +]00"C. Dashed lines represent range in simplest aqueous
systems; solid lines in presence of additional ions usually involving NaCl;
dotted lines show uncertainties in the literature main'ly due to gaps of
knowledge. Dark vertjcal band between +22 and +39"C represents maximum
surface temperature (+30 + l0"C) in t'lcMurdo oasis; lighter band between
+2 and +22 represents maximum temperature at 0..| m dep[h in soil (+tZ + ]OoC,
from Table 2.5). Phases in parentheses have not been reported from the
McMurdo region. Data from Hill and l^lills (1938), Glasstone (.|940), Phillips
(1947 ), Pel'sh (.|949), Palache et al. (195.|), Deer et al. (1962), Weeks(1962), Stewart (.|963), Eugster-Encf-Smith (1965), Youngafl96T), Block et al.(.|968), Lippmann (.|973), Sk'inner et al . (.|977) and Table 4.7.
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All the antarctic phases considered can form in present antarctic
temperatures. Dark and lighter vertical bands on Figure 6.4 show the maxi-
mum surface and 0..| m soil temperatures'in McMurdo oasis (Tab1e 2.5). The
warmer range represents the maximum temperature of formation of phases in
surface depos'its whereas the cooler range represents an approximate maximum
for phases formjng beneath surface cobbles (see also 4.4.4). All antarct'ic
phases cart form in surface deposjts within the temperature constra'ints defined
on Figure 6.4. Thermonatrite forms probab'ly near its lower ljmit beneath
surface cobbles; both it and hexahydrite crystallize probably often in
the presence of forejgn'ions or by dehydrat'ion of higher hydrates in sub-
surface deposits. This is cons'istent w'ith epsomite bejng associated with
all hexahydrite occumences noted in Appendix l.
The complex bicarbonate-carbonate-sulphate assemblage, present at
locality ?99, on Stadium Cone Mt. Discovery area (samples 248.|4-5, Appendix I,
p.?9) can be rationaljzed from known phase relations. The activity.of
species (including carbon diox'ide and water)as well as temperature d'ictate
phase relat'ions in aqueous carbonate-bicarbonate systems. Several pos-
sibiljties exist for the formation of the former deposit (24S.|4). Trona,
burkeite, mirabilite and natron could have formed in near-equilibrium con-
dit'ions in the presence of NaCl, at a temperature of between +]4 and 24"C
(Eugster and Smith '|965, Fig.6.4). Thermonatrite and thenardite would
have formed by subsequent dehydration; at the time of sampling a small
amount of a translucent phase probably mjrab'ilite and/or natron was present.
Other deposition sequences that are possible involve progressive cooling
and/or evaporation, precipitating thermonatrite, burkejte, trona, mirab'ilite
and halite jn series (Eugster and Smith .|965). The adjacent depos'it (24315)
containing trona and thenard'ite'is consistent with a simjlar brine having
a higher salinjty and activity of carbon dioxide and/or temperature than
the former (Eugster and Smith .l965). The deposits are consistent wjth
a low sal injty brine hav'ing a 'low activity of carbon dioxide, in equilibrium
with atmospheric C0z, moving s'lowly downslope and deaquat"ing.
There'is no ev'idence that any salt phases in the region were formed
at temperatures warmer than present day. Relic salts from former warmer,
poss'ib1y interglac'ial times, would have the highest chance of being preserved
'intact' in western areas at high e'levation, which have been subject to
very little water actjon. There are large amounts of soluble salts presentjn 2A and 4 type deposjts there (6.5.2), the predominant ions being sulphates,
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calcjum, sod'ium, and magnes'ium (Fi9s.5.2, 5.4, 5.9). Therefore' relic'
salts should contain these ions. Three such phases that are possible
on compositjonal grounds alone are glauberite (NarCa(SOq)z), kieserite
(MgS0,,.Hr0) and Ioeweite (Na,-Mg2(S0r),*.5H20) (from the 'listing of sulphate
phases 'in Pal ache et al . I 95.l ) . A fourth , vanthoff ite, 'is on'ly found
in oceanic evaporite deposits and 'is not considered here. Kieserite
and to a lesser extent loeweite alter to epsomite in moist a'ir (Palache
et al. l95l); possibly these phases would not survive more than four million
years of antarctic conditjons with occasional moistenjng from summer
snowfalls. However if temperatures had been significantly warmer than
present day when the salts were formed, then a limited distribution of
glauberite at least and possibly loeweite might be expected (F'ig.6.4C).
In dry condjtions such salts can exist metastably for an indefin'ite period
(Palache et al. l95l). Absence of such phases is further evidence for
salt formation under present antarctic conditjons.
Phases not yet reported probably exist in the antarctic salt system
(figs.6.48, C). Hexahydrocalcite, natron and MgSOa.l2H20 are most 1 ikely.
The carbonates are possibly present in eastern Taylor Va11ey at least,
whereas the magnesiurn sulphate phase probably exists towards the west
such as in the Labyrinth area. Precautions against sample warming and
dehydration will need to be taken by workers sampling for these phases.
Nitrate and chloride phases of calcium and magnesium are possibly present
'in some dry soi1s. Certainly there are no temperature constraints affecting
thei r crystal I ization.
7.1
7..l.1
CHAPTER 7
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THE SALTS IN THE SUI'IMIT AREA OF EREBUS VOLCANO
Introducti on
Outl i ne:
This chapter examines the accumulation patterns, composition and
formation of salts on Erebus Volcano. Several patterns of accumulation
are evident in the summit area, and are explained in terms of age of the
locality and supp'ly of volcanic emanations to the locality. The explanatfon
requires a knowledge of the recent volcanic history of the volcano and the
wind regime in the sun:r,mit area. In particular the determination of recent
volcanic history allows the assessment of rates of salt accumulation in
the area.
7 .1 .? Description of the sunrnit area:
Mt Erebus (3794m) is an active, alkaline volcano. It is a composite
vo'lcanic edifice, composed mainly of anorthoclase phonolite (kenyte)
(a rock containing characterjst'ic, lozenge-shaped anorthoclase feldspar
phenocrysts). The sunrmit area, composed entirely of anorthoclase phonolite,
is defined by a four kilometre wide infilled caldera with a mostly even
rim at about 3200m(Fig.7.1). Above this rim the gently slopino summit
plateau rises towards the base of the active cone at about 3500m. The
active cone contains Main*, Inner* and side* craters (rio. 7.2) and is
built up of flows with nrinor interbedded pyroclastics (Kyle 1976). Present
day volcanic activity is focused inside Inner Crater.
Main Crater is sliohtly elliptical; jts maximum diameter is about
600m and its minimum about 500m. Its rim is relatively even, varying
between about 3730 and 3794 m. The floor of Main Crater lies about l50rn
below the summit and has been interpreted as the surface of a frozen lava
lake (Beck .|965). A semicircular fault scarp, up to Brn high, dissects
part of the floor (Fig. 7.3) and is possibly due both to withdrawal of
the magma column feedinq the lake (Beck 1965) and to volume chanqe on
crysta'll ization.
*Names approved by N.Z. Geographic Board
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Figure 7.1 Sketch map of summit area of Mt Erebus show'inq Datterns and
amounts of sal t accumul at j on, p,'l us di recti ons o i: stronnest
and prevailing winds. The positions of cross-sections inFiq.'7.2 are Slso shown.
Further collapse has led to the formation of cyf indrical Inner Crater
200mwide and l00m deep in the northeastern sector of Hain Crater. This
crater is presently divided into two distinct Darts by an east-west trending
ridge partially covered with spatter. The northern half contains a
convectina magma (1ava) lake (R1ate 7.'l ) currently rouohly elf iptical,
about 3500t500m2 in area. The southern half contajris several h'igh pressure
and temperature fumaroles some surrounded by volcanogenic sublirnates, and
a roughly circular vent 20-30m in d'iameter, knovln as 'actjve vent'. Explosive
strombolian eruptions from thjs vent occasionally eject molten lava to
HT!O
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Figure 7.2 Cross-sections of Ma'in Crater between Observatory and
actjve ventn and between S'ide Crater and magma lake(drawn from preliminary NZ Lands and Survey map).
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Figure 7.3 Stratigraphy of Inner Crater wal I
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heights of 300 m and more. The floor of Majn Crater is covered with a
veneer of pyroclastic materidl, mainly volcanic bombs with intermingled
ash and snow.
7.1.3 Sources of volcanic emanations:
The greatest volume of volcanic gas from the volcano is produced
at present by the degassing magma lake. Most of the time this degassing
is quiet, being a result of slow convection of the lava (plate 7.1).
Periodica'l1y the convection is more violent, when puffs of gas are released
from discrete bubbles that burst through the lake surface. More violent
activity is infrequent. Thus the bulk of the magmatic aas from the volcano
is mixed non-violently with air, to produce what can be defined as
vol canic aas.
Observations on clear days indicate that the volcanic gas becomes
visible as a thin blue fume cloud within about 2-5 m of the lake surface
(plate 7..|). This means that cooljng and gas particle growth have
proceeded sufficiently for particulates to be large enough (0..l u) to
scatter blue Iight (Naughton et al . 1974; Harvey 1976). Further cooling
usually leads to the formation of copious whjte plume clouds within
10-20 m above the lake.
The output of volcanic gas from Erebus can be estimated. The plume
cloud rises at a speed of around 2 m s-r; individual puffs of cloud take
100 seconds (potian and Lambert 1979) to travel from the lake to Main
crater rim, a distance of about 200 m (rtg. 7.2). The total output of
volcanic gas can be estimated assuming that (1) all qas comes from the
magma lake and (2) this is degassing evenly at Z m s-r over its entire
3500 m2 surface. Total output is 7000 m3 s-r or z x l0lt mt a-t. In fact,
the flow rate of visible white piume is much clreater than 2 x 10rr m3 a-r
as it leaves Main crater. Normally the plume is at least as wide as
Inner crater (200 m). In these conditions the flow rate is about
6 x 10b m's-L or 2 x 10rt mt a-t. The plume usually acqu'ires a horizontal
drift within 300 m or so above the summit. Howeven on windy days the plume
does not rise more than 50 m or so above the rim and may remain in contact
with the ground for at least a kilometre. In the latter conditions the
plume is jnitially the width of Main Crater (SOO-600 m) because that is
-tuY-
The magma lake (c. 50 m w'ide) in the northern half of
Inner Crater, viewed from 'Shack'leton's Ca'irn' (December .|979).
Volcanic fume can be seen rising above the slowly convectinglake. A young (< 'l year old) fumarole with an incandescentjnterior and ringed by white volcanogen'ic salt (sublimate)is present a few metres from the lake shore (arrow).
Plate 7. I
Steam fumarole (+80'C) with a
salt (centre, sample 24886) at
wall of Main Crater (locality
100 gran deposit
the base of the
331 , 2t l1?/74)
of volcanogenic
inside
Plate 7.2
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filled with steam. During southeasterly blizzards at the summit, the
wind speed is up to 33 m s-r at the Observatory (Appendix 3, Table 12).
Therefore,in such conditjons the output of diluted volcanic gas is about
9 x LOs mt s-r at Main Crater rim.
The plume is quite different in calm or light winds from the
southwesterly quarter wjth low atmospheric relative humidities. 0n such
days the plume is thin and wispy, and almost invisible or blue-grey in
colour. In these conditions the main particulates in the plume are NaCl
and KCI (polian and Lambert 1979); part'icle size is about 0.1 to 10 p
(Cadle and Frank 1968; McClain et al. 1968; Cadle et al. 1969). The
plume rises vertically from the magma lake (often without touching the
walls of the craters), and in calm conditions may ascend to an altitude
of 5000 m or more. In light winds the plume acquires a horizontal drift
and may stretch for more than 100 km. The average environmental lapse rate
at around 4000 m is 4 to 5"C per 1000 m (Appendix 3, Table 7, p.20) which
is significantly less than the saturated adiabatic lapse rate of about
9"C per 1000 m (ttarvey 1976) 'in antarctic conditions. Therefore, the air
at the elevation of Erebus is often absolutely stable and in these
conditions little mixing and relatively little dilution of the plume will
occ ur .
0ther sources of volcanic emanations are: the h'ioh pressure and
high temperature gas fumaroles inside the southern half of Inner Crater;
strong steam fumaroles around the walls (plate 7.2) jnside Main and Side
Craters; and weaker steam fumaroles and warm ground inside and outside
Main Crater (F'ig. 7.1). These latter two sources, often assocjated with
chimney-1ikeice towers or pinnacles or low roofs of ice, emit mainly
water vapour (temperature less than +65"C), probably derived from local
snow melt (Lyon and Gjggenbach 1974). The stronger steam fumaroles
contajn significant amounts of acjd gas; that shown in Plate 7.2 contains
about 3 percent carbon dioxide indicating a direct contribution from
outgassing magma (Lyon and Giggenbach 1974). The temperature (+80'C) of
this fumarole, the warmest outside Inner Crater, js a few degrees below
the boiling point at this elevation (Table 7.1). The gas fumaroles
inside Inner Crater have high but probably variable temperatures.
Strong incandescence was visible inside two fumaroles in December 1974,
indicating temperatures in excess of 700"C. No incandescence was present
the strongest fumarole
po'int of water at this
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in Main Crater
el evati on
Tabl e 7.1
Fumarol e
and date
Temperature of
and the boiling(3680 m).
temperature ( "C)
of measurementl
80.5r0 .2
79 .6t0.2
(2/ r/72)4
(2r/L2/74)
(pa)
6.06 x 10*
6.22 x l}a
Boil ing point of
water3 ( "C)
86.?
86.9
inside fumarol e
temperature
Extremes of atmospheric
pressure2 during the
period 22/12/78 to I/I/79
(mb)
606.4
622.0
I
z
3
rt
measured with mercury thermometer with bulb 0.2 m
measured using a standard barometer, corrected for
at the Erebus 0bservatory, elevation 3600 m
from Weast (1971)
measured by W.F. Giggenbach (Chemistry Division, DSIR)
in these same two fumaroles in December 1978. Temperatures of some of
the fumaroles inside Inner Crater are probably similar to that of the
lava lake, which is close to 1000"C (Keys L977); temperatures may be
considerably higher than 1000'C at depth. Away from source the temperature
of volcanic vapours cools rapidly to ambient temperature, general'ly
colder than -15"C. (The mean annual air temperature in the summit area
is about -35"C, Appendix 3, Table 9).
Intermittent observations of the plume and red qlows at the summit
suggest that the volcano has probably been continuous'ly active since at
least 1841. This observation record, ffiajn'ly from sea level, is detailed
in Kyle et al. (in press). Since 1841 at least, the main activity has
been confined to inside Main Crater. There is strong evidence (7.3.1 )
that Inner Crater was formed less than 80 years ago. Therefore, on a
longer-term basis than B0 years, the main source of volcanjc gas should
be considered as being Main Crater, not specifically Inner Crater.
In the present study, it is assumed that the chemistry of magmatic
gas from Erebus Volcano has remained unchanged for at least 0.7 Ma. The
whole rock compositions of very recent (1972, 1974) ejecta from Inner
Crater and recent flows from the active cone, are sjmilar to older (at
least 0.7 Ma) anorthoclase phono'lite f'lows exposed at the base of Erebus
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(Ky1e 1977). This suggests that the overall chemistry of Mt Erebus has
remained unchanged for this time.
7.2 The Volcanogenic Sal$
7 .2.1 Accumul ati on:
The salts form two distinctive asymmetrical accumulation patterns
about Main Crater (fig. 7.1). One pattern consists of an increase in
accumulation away from Main Crater towards the northeaster'ly quarter,
with a maximum on the plateau rim at Eastern Cone. The other pattern
consists of a maximum accumulation at Nausea Knob, in all the areas at
a radius of about 500 m from Inner Crater.
These patterns have been recognised by semiquantitatjvely estimating
the amount of salt in discrete deposits. Outside Main Crater, soluble
salts accumulate in discrete deposits main'ly under rocks and blocks of
frozen lava (ltate 7.3), as white to yellow encrustations, massive
deposits, efflorescences and needles. Salts also accumulate in joints
and on rock surfaces and soils that are subject to periodic moisture from
melting snow in summer (plate 7.4). The morpho'logy of these deposits is
very similar to those in other parts of the McMurdo region. Most of the
deposits are well removed, some by as much as 500 m, from any present day
fumarolic actjvity associated with ice towers or warm ground. No fumaroles
outside Main and Side Craters are known to have any salt encrustations
around them. However, some insoluble salt phases such as calcite,
accumulate at or near the surface in some warm ground areas (plate 7.5).
The mass of salt in a discrete deposit was estimated from the measured
and estimated vol ume of the depos jt,mul t'ipl ied by density. The latter
ranged from 0.4 to 0.95 g cm-'for five samp'les; a density of I g cm-t
was used to give an estimate of maximum amount. Estjmations of volume
and subsequently mass , made during numerous traverses over the summit
area (Appendix 1, Fig. 5) have established the general patterns of salt
accumulation. These patterns are summarised in Fig. 7.1.
0utside Main Crater the greater amounts of salt in djscrete deposits
are found in places along the outer rim of the sunmit plateau. The greatest
single accumulations found to date are about 20 g or so in the vicinity of
Eastern Cone (Fig. 7..|). Elsewhere on the outer rim deposits conta'ining
up to 10 g or so have been found at Helo Cliffs and Truncated Cones.
-. 
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Plate 7.3 Yellow vo'lcanogenic salt (sample 24880) under and around
cobbles at the base of large blocks of lava on the southeastern(crater-facing) side of Nausea Knob (locality 34?, 28/12/74)
Yellow salt (type 2A
and a volcan'ic bomb
of the act'ive cone.
28/12/74)
deposit) between a melting snowdrift(mostly buried) on the north side
Ice axe points down slope (locality 353,
Plate 7.4
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Plate 7.5 Calcite deposit (samp'le 24877, left and right of geolog'ical
hanmer) near the surface of warm ground (+50'C) ir,
Side Crater (locality 338, 31/12/74)
Pl ate 7.6
The wall of Inner Crater
showing bright yellow salt
on rock surfaces a few metres
below the crater rim.
Sample 24885 (locality 330)
was taken from this zone
of salt accumulation.
A yellow surface encrustation
can also be seen on flat,
boulder-like bombs artund
the three figures.
The thick band of grey
rock in the crater wallis mass'ive anorthoclase
phonol ite (23/'t2l7il.
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Outsjde this rim the deposits decrease in size, until at Fang Peak,4 km
from and 1000 m lower than Main Crater, accumulations are less than a gram.
Accumulations genera'lly decrease from the plateau rim towards the active
cone. Deposits up to 3 g or so may be found in snow-free terrain on the
plateau except to the south and southeast of the active cone. Here, deposits
containing less than a gram or so may be found with difficulty. However,
deposits up to about 10 g exist around Nausea Knob at a distance of about
500 m northwest of Inner Crater (Fig. 7.L, Plate 7.3). Accumulations are
much less in other areas at a 500 m radius from Inner Crater. Very litt'le
salt is found at this radius to the south and southeast: snow-free ground
is not uncommon there, and therefore this lack of salt is not due solely
to the presence of a partial snow cover, as it is in areas to the north
(Shallow Valley), west and southwest of the active cone (Fig. 7.L).
Inside Main Crater, a concentric pattern of salt accumulation
appears to exist about Inner Crater and the gas sources within it. Strong
yellow salt encrustations develop on the surface of bombs on Main Crater
floor. This encrustation is thickest (t-s mn containing up to about 3 g)
0n average near the rim of Inner Crater. Two to l0 m below that rim on
a pyroclastic unit (7.3.1) exposed at the top of Inner Crater wall (Fig. 7.3,
P'late 7.6) accumulations of crystalline and massive yellow salt (sample
no. 24885) are 20-30 nm thick in places. Deposits contain 100 g or so.
Melting snow appears to assist accumulation periodically, and cause local
migration of some of this material (7.2.4). 0n the floor of Inner Crater,
sublimates and other salts have accumulated around the orifices of the high
temperature fumaroles in both halves of the Crater (Plate 7.1). Some of
these deposits probably exceed 1000 g but none have been sampled to date.
Strong steam fumaroles near the walls'inside Main and Side Craters may also
have salt accumulations around them. That fumarole shown in Plate 7.2 has
the greatest accumulation known (about 100 g) on any of these steam
fumaroles; this unrepresentative deposit is not shown in Fig. 7.L.
7 .2.2 Compos i ti on :
The salts in Erebus sunmit area are mixed aluminium, sodium,
nngnesium, iron, potassium, calcium, chlorides, sulphates and fluorides:
silicon is also present and exists in probably both cationic and anionic
states (Appendix 1., Tab'les 7.6, 23-25, pp. 31, 32, 44, 45). This
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composition and the existence of these salts on an active volcano
indicate that the salts are derived from some manifestation of volcanic
activity; they can be classed as volcanogenic salts.
The composition of Erebus salts is different from other salts studied
in the McMurdo region. There is no evidence for significant amounts of
aluminium, silicon or fluorine in pure sa]t phases elsewhere in the
region; iron is known to be present in trace amounts in some macro-
scopically pure salts from the saline discharge at Taylor Glacier
(Chapter B). Table 7.2 compares Al, Si, Fe and F concentrations in three
Erebus salts (samples 24880,24885,24886) with those in one salt deposit
from Pearse Valley (deaquation deposit, sample 24848). The Erebus salts
were free of rock fragments, but sand comprised about 10 percent (by
volume) of the sample from the oasis. The trace amounts of A'1, Si and
Fe in the oasis salt can be attributed to this contamination. Elsewhere
in McMurdo oasis, minerals containino Al, Si, Fe and F may be present
as trace accessories in some salt deposits (Torii et al. 1966). However,
the Erebus salts contain significant proportions of aluminium phases plus
phases that may contain silicon, fluorine and minor iron.
Many different crysta'lline salt phases are present in the salt
deposits of the summit area. Table 7.3 lists phases that have been
positively or tentatively identified by X-ray diffraction (sunmarjsed
from Appendix 1, Tabl e 7.6, pp 31,32). Positive identification of most
phases by XRD is comp'licated by peak overlap, deliquescence and dehydration
and probably by mutual substitution of ions.
Most of the salt phases that are present or possibly present on
Erebus are known to exist in volcanic areas elsewhere in the world.
several of the positively identified phases in Table 7.3 are common
in the McMurdo region. However, sylvite is not widespread and alunite is
not present away from Erebus (5.3.2). None of the tentatively identified
phases in Table 7.3 is present outside Erebus. Two of these phases,
chlora'lumfnate and malladrite appear to exist only in volcanic areas
(Palache et al. 1951). In fact,all of the phases ljsted in Table 7.3,
with the exception of AlF3 and NaAla0,,Cl51 aF€ known to exist on active
volcanoes elsewhere in the world (Palache et al. 1951; Stoiber and
Rose 1974). The two exceptions have not previously been described as
mjneral s (Rose, pers. comm. ) .
Table 7.2
Element
AI
5i
Fe
F
Table 7.3
Positigely identified
hal ite
gypsum
al unf te
thenardi te
syl vi te
mirabi I i te
cal ci te
Salt sarnple
Erebus
24880 21885:- ?4885
10.4 8.9 L2.2
2.0 10.8, L.7
1.9
<1
?.5 0.2:7
4.8 1. 1
chl oral umi nate
al unogen
Jaros'i te
maI Iadrite
sul phohal i te
aluminiun trffluoride
sodium aluminium
oxychloride*
hydromolysite*
ral stoni te*
Pearse V'alley
24848
1.9
2.,7
0.56
<1
-?1V-
Concentrations {wefght percent) of aluminiumn inonrfluorine and silicon in Erebus salts and salt from-
Pearse llalley, McMurdo oasis (analyst W. Zoller,
University of Maryland, IJSA).
Positively- and tentatively identified crystarrine salt
phases from the sumrnit area of Mt Erebus-.
JentatiJgryjds$iflsg
Alcl 3.6He0
Al z (S0,- ) 3. tr8H z0
( K,Na) (Fe,Al ),(SO*1 u(0H),
Na.SiF,
Na.Cl F(S0" ) e
AlF3
ftlaAl n0*Cl5
FeCl 3.6-H20
NaMgA,il ,(F iOH) . H 0
*tentatively identifi ed
pers. comm,)" who also ry T..fosg 
(Michi.sqT Ie.clilolosical University,tentatively identified Al Fr.
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The three Erebus salt deposits analysed for major elements
(Appendix I, Table 23) contain mixtures of phases, some of which are
unusual. Sample 24880 contains halite and probably a basic chloride or
oxychloride; 24885 contains mainly aluminium and silicon halides or
oxyhalides; the major component of 24886 is probably a hydrated basic
alumjnium sulphate sjmilar to a'luminate, Al2(SOq) (0H)r7H20.
Several volcanogenic salts macroscopica'l1y similar to those on Erebus
were sampled on White Island and Ngauruhoe Volcanoes in New Zealand during
L978, in a 'large'ly unsuccessful attempt to further characterize the Erebus
salts. Minerals characterized included halotrichite, FeAl2(S0r)z.2ZHz0
(apparently absent on Erebus), alunite, gypsum, jarosjte, alunogen and
sulphur. The apparent lack of halide salts on these temperate volcanoes
is a significant djfference from the Erebus case. Very little elemental
sulphur is present in the Erebus deposits despite their often bright yellow
co'lour (Plates 7.3, 7.4, 7.6). This colouration is due to salts of iron,
aluminium and other meta'ls, and is a striking difference from other salts
in the McMurdo region.
Elemental and ionic ratios of Erebus salts were evaluated for two
reasons. Firstly they were used to determine whether similarities exist
between the ratios for the different salts. If similarities exist then the
different salts nay have formed by similar processes. Rare-earth elements
are best for this type of comparison; their chemical properties are so
similar that significant fractionation between them may be achieved only
during markedly different types of chemical reaction. Secondly, the ratios
for Erebus salts were compared with similar literature data for condensates,
sublimates, fume and plume from other vo]canoes, and for local anorthoclase
phonolite rock samples from Erebus itself; this type of comparison may
allow elucidation of specific processes of sa]t formation, of which a number
are possib'le (7.2.3). Both sets of comparisons cannot be taken too far for
several reasons; (1) volcanogenic salts normally exhibit highly variable
minera'logy (Stoiber and Rose 1974) probably due the different formation
processes and fractionation between many different elements and ions prior
to, during, and after formation; (2) a limjted number of Erebus salts have
been fu]ly analysed; (3) Erebus gas, probably a major contributor or source
of the Erebus salts is as yet unsampled; and (4) salts, fume and p'lume at
Erebus Volcano may exhibit chemical differences from those at other volcanoes.
Trace and rare-earth element ratios
into at least two groups (Tabl e 7.4). The
for the four Erebus sal ts fa'll
two bright yellow salts have
Table 7.4
Sampl e
24880 I
248852
248863
24884+
25725s
Rb/Sr Sr/Y
0.48 6.1
4.25 6.4
0.38 20
0.11 10
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Trace and Rare-Earth element ratios of volcanogenic
salts and rock from Erebus (data from Appendix 1,
Tables ?4 and 25).
Y /7r
0.040
0.041
0.011
0.08
Rb/Nb
0.44
0.54
2.1
0.24
Sm/Gd
1.31
1. 39
I.2I
1.40
Sm/Yb Sm/Lu
3.34 36.8
3 .47 8.0
0.061 0 .29
2.8
1 bright yellow salt from Nausea Knob, local ity 342 (prate 7.3)2 bright yellow salt from Inner Crater rim, local'ity 330 (plate 7.6)3 n-thite salt from around steam fumarole in Main Crater, locality 331(Plate 7.2)
light yellow salt from Eastern Cone, locality 346
anorthoclase phonolite sample from Erebus surmnit area(Kyle and Rankin 1976)
similar ratios to each other suggesting that these similar coloured salts
at localities zero and 500 m respectively from Inner Crater were formed by
s imi I ar processes . However , these ye]'low sal ts have very di f ferent rati os
from the white and light yellow salts, suggesting that the latter two salts
were formed by di fferent processes.
These differences are consistent with the varying 'localities of the
various salt deposits. The white salt (24886) has accumulated around a
steam fumarole (Plate 7.2) which most likely p'lays an important role in
that salt's formation. The light yellow salt (24884) from Eastern Cone
is about 2 km from any significant source of volcanic gas. Both of these
salts are dissimilar to the bright yellow salts which are adjacent to
(24885) or frequently immediately downwind of (24880) the main source of
volcanic gas, presently in Inner Crater.
Major element and ion ratios for three of the salts produce groupings
that are not always consistent with the ratios discussed above. The two
yellow sa]ts have similar CllS0l ratios but other ratios are dissimjlar
(Table 7.5). Conversely, two salts whjch are formed probably in different
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ways (24885 and 24886) have sjmjlar Cl/F and Na/K ratios; the CllS0q
and Ca/Mg ratios of these same two salts are different.
Most ratios for the salts are different from those for local rock.
0f the rare-earth elements, only the Sm/Gd ratio for the salt on Inner
Crater rim shows a close similarity to that for the rock (Table 7.4). The
salt involved (24385) also has the highest Si content (10.8%) of the three
analysed (Tabl e 7.2). This possjble correlation is not unexpected since
rare-earths are generally concentrated in or with phases containing s'ilicon
(Krauskopf 1967).
All trace element ratios in the salts are different from in Erebus
rock. Rb appears to be consistently enriched re'lative to Sr and Nb in the
three salts, whereas Y'is consistently depieted relative to Zr (Table 7.4).
0f the major element ratios the Na/K ratio is the on'ly one in which the
rock is similar to two of the salts (Table 7.5). Generally there are no
consistent s'imilarities between Erebus salt and Erebus rock such as might
be expected ff the rock played a major role in salt formation.
Anion ratios in the two bright yellow Erebus salts illustrate
consistent similarities to condensates and sublimates from volcanoes
elsewhere in the wor'ld (Tab'le 7.5). chlorides predomjnate in such
minerals; sulphate is present in minor concentratjons despite its
predominance in some oxidised p'lume and fume samples. The chloride pre-
dominance in Erebus plume in certain conditions (Polian and Lambert 1979)
has been noted earlier (7.1.3). The high concentration of sulphate in the
salt around the steam furnarole emphasises the difference between this salt
and the two bright yellow salts. The cllF ratio jn all three Enebus
salts js also consistent with the "average condensate" of stoiber and
Rose ( t974).
Metal ion ratios are variable in volcanogenic sa1ts, fume and plume
(Table 7.5). Na concentrations invariab'ly exceed those of K, and in this
the Erebus salts are no different. However, CalMg ratios exhibit a range
of values; no pattern is apparent in Table 7.5.
7 .2.3 Formati on :
The previous subsection verified that
The two bright yellow salts, appear to have
these salts may have formed fair'ly directly
Erebus salts are volcanogenic.
been formed by simi'lar processes :
from volcanic gas as they exhibit
Table 7.5
Sampl e
24880 I
248852
248863
whole rock+
gl ass s
average condensate6
Aloi subl imateT
l'launa Ulu fumes
Arenal pl umes
!UlQu
6.8
6.3
0 .039
4. 3-68
r.7
0.002-0.45
0.21 -0.35
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Elemental and ionic rat'ios of volcanogenic salts and rock
from Erebus, and fresh vo'lcanic salts, fume and plume from
Hawai'ian and Central American volcanoes (data for Erebus
salts from Appendix 1, Table 23).
Cl/F
>18
1.1
1.1
0.60
7l
0. 20
0. 1-6.8
Na/ K
27
1.6
1.6
1.63
1.5
1.9
18.0
2.0-4.9
2. 1-3. 1
Ca/Mg
0.088
8.0
0. 23
2.90
3.0
?.4
0. l3
0.33-6 .5
?.4-2.7
I
J
4
5
yellow salt from Nausea Knobn locality 342
ye'l1ow sal t on Inner Crater rim, local ity 330
white salt encrusting around strong steam fumarolein Main Crater, locality 331
fresh volcanic bomb from Erebus volcano (Goldich et al. l9z5)
volcanic glass from Erebus bombs (Kyle 1976)
mean value of ratios in condensates on central American
volcanoes (Stoiber and Rose 1970, Ig74); CllS0u ratjo of
condensates on Santiaguito Volcano, Guatemala
sublimate (unoxidized) col'lected from sealed hole newlydrilled through crust in Aloi lava lake, Kirauea vorca-no(Naughton et al . 1974)
range of 
"utio, of five samples of fume-condensates(oxidized) collected in blue haze region over lavafountain in crater of Mauna Ulu, Kiliuea Volcano(Naughton et al. 1974)
fangq of ratios of three samples of plume part.iculates(oxiaized)above Arenal volcano, costl niia-icuai. .i-ur. 1969)
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similarities to condensate and sublimate minerals on other volcanoes.
0ther salts on Erebus appear to have been formed by significantly different
processes. As yet, there are no strong chemical indications that the local
rock plays a major widespread ro]e in salt formation. However, the rock
may contribute to deposits around steam fumaroles where acid-rock reactions
are likely to be intense.
It is believed that most of the salt deposits in the sunrnit area were
formed by sublimation, condensation and precipitation from the volcanic gas
and plume that have been emitted from the main source of such gas inside
Main Crater. This subsection discusses the probable composition of this
Erebus 9as. The transformation from magmatic gas to salt deposits are then
discussed in a qualitative manner. Finally, examples of acid-rock
reactions are examined.
(i) composition of Erebus gas
Gases from most volcanoes are broad'ly similar in composition and
concentration (white and waring 1963; Giggenbach and Le Guern 1976).
volcanic gas of magmatic orjgin consists mainly (<70 to 99 percent) of
water vapour with lesser arnounts (.] to >.|0 percent) of carbon dioxide,
sulphur dioxide and hydrogen. Small but significant amounts of halogen
acids, carbon monoxide, inert gases, metal halides and other constituents
are also present (white and waring 1963; Krauskopf L967; Naughton et al.
1974; Cadle L975; Giggenbach and Le Guern Lgl6).
Erebus gas may be richer in halogens than that from many volcanoes.
Gas from some other alkali volcanoes is enriched jn halogens (Naboko 1959;
Stormer and Carmichael 1971). Halogen concentrations could be higher in
rocks from Erebus than from most volcanoes, due to high c1z ilrd Fz
fugacities in Erebus magma (Kyre, Ohio state university, pers. conrn.).
This belief is supported by the high halogen content (900 ppm cl, ]500 ppm F)
of a fresh bomb from Inner crater (Go'ldich et al. 1975).
Erebus plume may also have a high cllsO,, ratio. Thjs ratio is
dependent on both the CllS and S0z/S0r (or total S/s0+) ratios as well on
magmatic gas composition. when both crlS and s0z/SOr are high, cllsO,*
will also be high. These ratios are sensitive to the vigour of volcanic
,activity. During passive degassing phases the CllS ratio is generally
higher than during exp'losive activity (stoiber and Rose rg7o, L9l4;
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Rose 1977; Malinconico 1978). The 502/50,* ratio is sensitive to the
vigour of volcanic activity because this vigour affects the oxidation
of magmatic S02 gas (Caate et al. 1971). During passive degassing,normal
for the Erebus magma lake (Plate 7.1,7.1.3), the oxidation is slow(i.e. s0z/s0q is re]atively high). Therefore, clls, S0z/sO,. and hence
CllS0,- ratios should normally be high in Erebus plumen especially'if the
magmatf c gas is itself enriched in ha'logens.
Polian and Lambert (1979) produced evidence that suggests
sulphate particulates are in low concentration in Erebus plume during
conditions of low humidity. Under these conditions the main particulates
were NaC'l and KCI in a sing'le sample collected directly from the plume
on Majn Crater rim. Furthermore the S02/S0* ratio was about 20 in this
sample. This js entirely consistent with the conclusions of the preceeding
paragraphs.
The oxidation of magmatic S0, and formation of H2S0,. is of additional
significance because the oxidation products may further affect the
composition of the plume through subsequent reactions. The oxidation may
proceed by either of two sets of reactfons or reaction intermediates, S03
or HrS03. The thermodynamically favoured reaction:
S0r(g) + t0r(9) '+ S0r(g)
so'( 
s )
lHzS0:l
tro(u)
%0. ( g)
lH 2s0 3l
H.So* 
1v )
...7.1
...7.24
...7.28
is slow but may proceed significantly if suitable metal ion cata'lysts
are present, as in volcanic fume. However, the reaction is effectively
retarded when the cooling rate is high (Nordlie 1971) as would be expected
on Erebus. Thenefore,reactions involving S0z more like'ly follow the path:
Reaction 7.2A is the rate-controlling step sjnce solutions of S0, (H2S03)
are mild reducing agents, readity oxidised by air (7.2g). l.ZA is relatively
slow under conditions fn the fume during quiet degassing especially when
the condensation of water does not occur (caate et al. lglL;
Kellogg 
-e!31. L972; Naughton et al . Lg74). Hence, many reactions
involving sOz transformation products such as s03, sulphurous acid type
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intermediatesn and HrS0u, will probably be retarded in Erebus fume and
pl ume.
The compositions of Erebus salt are consistent with these discussions.
Halide phases appear to be most common in the sunr.mit area. The possible
presence of unusual phases (AlF3 and NaA'l 40,*Cl u, Table 7.3) may be primarily
due to high c1, and F, fugacit'ies in Erebus gas. 0nce formed their
continued existence would be made possible by cold, arid conditions that
are typica'l over most of the sunrnit area. The relative'ly high C1lS0u ratio
in two salts studied (Tab1e 7.5) is consistent with a high C1lSOo ratio in
Erebus plume.
(ii) transformation of gas to salt
The transformation of magmatic gas, to volcanic gas, fune, plune
and thence to salt involves probably a wide variety of physical and chemical
processes. These processes include oxidation, sublimation, condensation and
reactions between species in the gas, fume and plume. Equilibrium relations
between species have been used to nndel changes in composition on oxidation
and coo'ling within magmatic aas and volcanic fume (Naughton el_al_. L974;
stoiber and Rose L974; Giggenbach and Le Guern 1976). This approach
is useful for determining the nature and temperature dependence of many
particulate species present. However, the approach does not predict
satisfactorily the S0z/Hzs0,* ratio (Naughton et al. lg74) due to quenching
of the reactions (e.g. 7.L,7.2) between the sulphur gases (Nordlie l97l).
The Naughton nrodel (Naughton et al. L974) can be used as a basis for
discussing the tnansformation of magmatic gas. The model is not based on
Erebus but on Hawaiian volcanoes in which the initial gas temperature is
higher (1200'C) and initial composition is probably slighily different;
these differences should be kept in mind during the following discussion.
The model suggests that the first reactions within the gas mainly involve
oxidation of high temperature oxide species. Crystalline particulates
such as A1203, Si02 and CaS0u are likely products of such reactions. Volatile
species such as halides which are probably rnore abundant in Erebus gas than
in Hawaii may also undergo oxidation reactions at this time, such as:
2FeClr(g) * ,,0r(g) * 2Hr0(g) -+ Fer0r(.) * aHCl(g) ..7.3
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Halides may a'lso react with sulphur gases at an early stage before
the latter are cooled. The following may occur:
2NaCl (g) * S0r(g) * Hr0(s) * ,&r(g) + NarS0o(.) * 2HCl (g) ...7.4
Such reactions appear to cause a preponderance of sulphates in condensed
phases in Hawaiian fume via intermediates such as S0, (Naughton et al. Lgl4),
and may account for sone of the nntal and sulphate ions in the present study.
However, the sulphur content is less than one percent in two of the three
samples listed in Table 7.5 (Appendix l, Table 23) implying that most of
these two similar deposits cannot have formed in this way. In Erebus
gas the initial temperature'is less than at Hawaiian volcanoes as is the
rate of oxidation (probably), so that at Erebus these reactions are probably
retarded' Therefore, rnost of the volatjle halides probably sublime or
condense out, before reacting with sulphur species, as the gas begins to
cool and volcanic fume is forrned.
By now the cooling fume is visible (7.I.3) and therefore contains
many particulates. These provide abundant nucleation centres for water
vapour. Condensation of this vapour onto the particulates may promote
hydro'lysis reactions such as:
SiFq (n, + Zttz0{v) -} Si0z(s) * 4HF(uq) (Krauskopf 1967) .. .7.5
which produce further particulates. At this stage white plume cloud is
present that normally will fill at least Inner Craten. t,lithin the dense
turbulent cloud, water droplets must frequently collide and grow in size.
Several observations inside Main Crater have been made of precipitation,
as snov, or rime, occurring from the plume cloud. Droplet growth is evidently
so rapid that precipitation takes place mostly inside Main Crater. Re]atively
few precipitable droplets appear to reach Main Crater rim 200 m above the
magna lake. Accretion of droplets and ice particles is probab'ly restricted
when the temperature of the cooling plume falls below a certain critical
temperature. In normal clouds this temperature is about -15"c (Magono
and Lee 1966) (AppendiX 3, section 5.3) similar to the sumner temperature of
the plume when it has reached Main crater rim (-15 to -25"c, polian and
Lambert 1979). Hygroscopic and other species in the plume may affect the
crjtical temperature. During strong winds (especially those from the south
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to east, Appendix 3, Table 12) and sufficiently humid conditions,
precipitation does occur outside the Crater, often as ljqht riming on
obstructions such as boulders, guy-ropes and humans.
The amount of this precipitation from the plume is likely to be
greatest closest to Inner Crater and diminish away from it. However,
the area in which this precipitation falls may be e'longated in the
direction of Nausea Knob, northwest of Main Crater and shortened to the
south and southeast of the Crater. Sublimation of the water content of
the precipitation must lead to accumulation of volcanogenic minerals
including salt on the ground surface, and to eventual macroscopic
accumulations of salt.
It js probable that some 'dry fallout' of crystalline particulates
and salt phases occurs, especial'ly in conditions of low relative humidity.
Such fallout would also be greater closer to Inner Crater.
The hypothesis is then, that most Erebus salts are formed from the
gases being emitted from inside Main Crater. It should follow that the
rate of salt accumulation is highest inside the Crater and decreases with
increasing distance away from it. The followinq sections aim to show
that accumulation rates vary in this way.
(iii) acid-rock reactions
The presence of acid components such as HCl, HF and HzS0,. jn Erebus
plume must lead to thejr interaction with minerals in the local rock. The
glassy groundmass of anorthoclase phonolite is far rore susceptib'le to
such reactions than the anorthoclase feldspar phenocrysts, these being
resistant to acid-attack. This, together with intense phys'ical weathering
has led to formation of 1ag deposits of the phenocrysts in the sunmit area
(see Plate 7.4). However, as yet there is little chemical evidence
from elemental and ionic ratios to suggest that acid-rock reactions play
a widespread role in salt formation in the summit area.
Nevertheless, there are strong indications that acid-rock reactions
are significant around steam fumaroles and in warm ground areas. Some
salt deposits develop adjacent to, or in, such areas (Plates 7.2,7.5).
Around steam fumaroles some distance from the primary source of volcanic
gas, acid-rock reactions appear to be 'intensjfied and anorthoclase may
be subject to attack here. The main phase in sample 24886 at the +80"C
fumarole shown jn Plate 7.2 may have formed from a reaction of the type:
2Na Al5i:0e(s) * ZH*1aO)
al bi te
A1 z (S0,, ) (OH) o .ZHz01 s)
+ HzS0,*(uq) * 19H20 -+
+ 2Na+1aq) + OH,-Si0r16q)
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...7 .6
About 3 percent (by weight) of sample 24886 consists of Na and K
(Appendix 1, Table 23), and these ions are in the same ratio as they arejn rock (1.6, Table 7.5) consistent with the acid-rock formation mechanism.
However, the rare-earth element ratios are dissimi'lar (Table 7.4) which
is possibly due to some fractionation process between two or more of the
magmatic Aas, stean source, rock or salt.
A third type of acjd-rock reaction probably accounts for the calcitejn warm ground (+50'C) inside Side Crater (plate 7.5). Calcite is not
stable in the Ca - 0 - S - C system at this temperature at the prevailing
fugacities of 02, COz and Sz in fumarolic vapours (Holland 1959; Stoiber
and Rose 1974). Therefore, the presence of calcite in this soil indicates
that weathering processes involving aqueous C02 are intense at this site.
Again, the glassy rock material is most susceptible to weathering so that
many phenocrysts remain as loose crystals (see Plate 7.5). Sparingly
soluble calcite accumulates near the soil surface whereas other, less
mobile reaction products such as iron oxides are distributed throuqhout
the zone of alteration. Gibbsite, Al(0H), and clay minerals may also be
formed from feldspars in this environment (Ugolini L967) by reactions that
Berner (tgZt) represented by:
t*(uq) + NaAlSi g0a(r) * 7Hz01t) + Al(0H)r(s) * Na+1aQ, + 3H+Si0u(.q)
gi bbs i te
and
tt*(uo) +ZNaAlSii0e(r) *sHz01t) + lt'li'9:(0H)u(r) *zNa+1aq, +4H,,Si0n(aq)kaol i ni te
7,2.4 Effect of moisture on Erebus salts:
Once formed the salts are subject to different degrees of water action
depending on 1oca1ity. The calcite locality in steam saturated soil
(plate 7.5) has been strongly leached and no soluble salts have accumulated.
The fumarole encrustation is'less well leached since it is hotter and
exposed to the air (Plate 7.2). Hence, su'lphate materials are dominant jn
this deposit (24886), most of the haljde minerals remaininq jn solution.
The yellow salts at Nausea Knob (24880) and Inner Crater rim (24885) are
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subject to some water action. Snow lying in drifts and on Main Crater
floor is partially melted on a few occasions during the hejght of summer.
This causes limited migration of Salt into joints and the regolith around
Nausea Knob, and down small depressions or gullies in Inner Crater wall.
However, the total liquid water available in both of these localities is
not large. Therefore, the solutions soon evaporate leaving salts on the
surface of the regolith (Plate 7.4), as nodules within the regolith
(locality 341), beneath pebbles and cobbles (plate 7.3) and on Inner
Crater wall (Rlate 7.6). These salts still contain mainly halides because
there has not been enough moisture available to rsnove them.
A lesser degree of moisture-induced migration is evident at most
other salt localities on the sunmit plateau. At Eastern Cone salts have
been redistributed after their formation to accumulate beneath cobbles and
blocks of frozen lava or into subsurface soi'l horizons; the latter deposit
(locality 347 ) indicates the aridity of the area (3.2.3). Fractional
crystallization is evident under rocks at some localities. For example,
separation occurs between sparingly soluble gypsum, soluble halite and an
unidentified suite of volcanogenic salts at locality 345 (Appendix 1,
Table 7.6, p.31).
The sunrnit area appears to be suitable for studying the rates of
salt accumulation (6.5.2). At this high elevation (3200 m) the mean annual
air temperature is around -35'C (Appendjx 3, Table 9), and cold, arid
conditions prevail over most of the summit p'lateau. There is good evidence
that salt migration and leaching have been very restricted in most of the
summjt area, and therefore, little salt can have been leached from the salt
deposits during the periods over which they have been accumulating.
Net accumulation is probably close to total accumulation. The maximum
amounts of salt shown on Figure 7.1 probably represent good estimates
of total accumulation.
7.3 Locality Age and Supply of Vo]canic Particulates
7.3.L Recent volcanic history and the age of salt localities:
The recent volcanic history of Erebus has dictated the age of the
ground surface in the summit area. The amount of salt in various deposits
must be influenced by this age. Therefore, investigation of the recent
h'istory of the volcano will assist in the interpretation of salt distribution
and rates of salt accumulation.
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An attempt at reconstructing the geologic history of Erebus has
been made by Kyle (1976). 0n the basis of some K-Ar dates later published
by Armstrong (1978) Kyle suggested that the sunmit caldera was formed and
subsequently filled with lava more than 0.2 Ma ago. Some flows dated at
0.20 Ma were extruded over the caldera rim. Eastern Cone, Truncated Cones
and Helo Cliffs were truncated during the formation of the summit caldera,
and therefore, are older than 0.2 Ma. The present active cone including
Nausea Knob was developed probably within the last 0.1 Ma or so (fyle 1976).
Details of very recent events inside the active cone nny be inferred
from US Navy aerial photographs (1956, 1963) and records of early visits
(1908, 1972, 1959) to the rim of Main Crater. The visits, however, lasted
only an hour or so, and judgement may have been impaired by lack of
acclimatisation. A'lso, steam may have obscured part or all of Main Crater.
Some features are easily missed unless a complete traverse of Main Crater
is made. In particular estimates of crater widths and depths are unreliable
in these conditions.
The first visit to the rim of Main Crater was made on March 10, 1908.
The party gained the northwest rim near the high point now known as
Shackleton's Cairn. David in Shackleton (1909,p.187) described the scene
from this point after a light northerly wind had fanned away the obscuring
steam c'loud, "...at once the whole crater stood revealed to us in all its
vast extent and depth. Mawson's angular measurement made the depth 900 ft
(270 m) and the greatest width about half a mile (c. 800 m). There were
at least three well-defined openings at the bottom of the cauldron, and
it was from these that the steam explosions proceeded."
Apparently the topography of Main Crater has changed since 1908. The
apparent depth of 270 m from Shackleton's Cairn is significantly greater
than the present day depth of 130 m to the floor of Main Crater. The
difference between the greatest width measurement in 1908 and the present
distance is only 33 percent. This may be taken as the maximum error in
Mawson's measurement, plus that inherent in the preliminary map. (The
width of Main Crater is unlikely to have changed s'ignificantly in 70 years).
The present depth to the floor of Inner Crater is about 210 m and Mawson's
measurement of 270 n differs from th'is by 29 percent (Fig. 7.?). Since
this is with'in the error estimate, it may indicate that the 'base 'level'
of the crater system has not changed appreciably over the last 70 years.
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However, the 1908 description does not include a s'ingle Inner Crater as
exists now, but "at least three well-defined openings...". Furthermore,
the greatest part of the "cauldron's" floor is only 130 m be'low
Shackleton's Cairn at the present time. Mawson's measurement differs from
this by 115 percent.
This apparent difference can be exp'la'ined in two ways. Either there
has been a major infilling of Main Crater since 1908 or alternatively,
in 1908 there was some cloud obscuring a'll of the floor of Main Crater
despite David's statement that "the whole crater stood revealed". In the
modern day situation when the floor of Main Crater is obscured then so
too is Inner Crater and most of the r.ralls of Main Crater. Thus,the latter
alternative is probably not compatible with David's observations of the
crater floor and walls.
Excellent aerfal photographs of the active cone, virtually steam-free,
were taken by the US llavy in December 1956 and November 1963. These show
Main crater much as it is at present, namely with Inner crater in the
northeast sector, and the floor of Main Crater with its semicircular scarp
about 130 m be'low Shackleton's Cairn. It is probab'le that Inner Crater
was formed sometime between 1908 and 1956 after a major influx or jnf1uxes
and subsequent freezing of ]ava had occurred in this same period.
Thermal modelling of coo'ling lava suggests that influx and subsequent
freezing of lava is at least physica'l1y possible within a 40-50 year period.
Order-of-magnitude estimates of cooling times for various thicknesses of
lava sheets were obtained using the simp'listic formula of Jaegar (tgOg).
These times are given in Tabl e 7.6. The maximum temperature of the
Table 7.6
100
370
650
960
crystal 1 i ne
crysta'l I i ne
cnysta'l I i ne
near melting point
0rder-of-magnitude estimates of cooling times (years)for various depths of lava 'lake and thicknesses- oflava flows (initial lava temperature, 1000"C).
Maximum Temperature
of Cooling Lava ("C) Phase of Lava
Th i cknes s
15
7
1.8
0.7
0.2
cool i ng
35
40
10
4
1
lava sheet
40 100
50 300
13 80
530
18
of
25
(m)
20
4.9
2.0
0.5
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supposedly still cooling lava beneath Main Crater floor may be about
100"C; this is the approximate temperature of the warmest fumarole
(Table 7.1) inside Main Crater (but outside Inner Crater). The amount
of supposed infilling is 100 to 140 m. The estimates suggest 35-40 m
is the maximum thickness of an individual lava lake that could have cooled
to 100"C in 40 to 50 years. The inference is that severa'l influxes,
involving relatively thin sheets of lava, took place during the supposed
infilling. Cooling times could then be longer than shown in Table 7.6.
flowever, a previous'lava sheet need not have cooled completely to 100oC
before the next was formed above it. Moreover,cooling rates may be
reJatively fast on Erebus. In fact there are so many uncertainties in
these estimates that the only conclusion that can be made is that influxes
of lava could have substantially infilled Main Crater between 1908 and
about 1956.
The wall of Inner Crater records a sequence of very recent volcanic
events. This record assists in the assignment of definite periods of time
during which salts inside Main Crater have been accumulating. Figure 7.3
and Plate 7.6 illustrate the Inner crater wall and the record.
Massive, virtually unfractured anorthoclase phonolite is exposed in
most of the wall. This material is interpreted as a frozen lava lake or
lakes. Most or all of this rock is younger than probably 1908, but older
than 1956. The massive phonolite is overlain by 20 m or so of very vesicu'lar
phonolite that is composed of two distinct units of different surface colour
and degree of conso'lidation (Plate 7.6). The lower unit is exposed in a
face which is vertjcal except at the slightly reclining base (rtg. 7.3).
The exposed surface of this material is yellowish in colour due to
alteration and salt accumulation. The upper unit is c. 3 to 5 m thick
and its black face reposes at 50 to 60". The top surface of this unit
comprises the floor of Main Crater.
The upper vesicular unit is composed of pyroclastics erupted from
Inner Crater and of minon interbedded snow. l{ear the rirn of Inner Crater
current accumulation of these pyroclastics is estimated to occur at an
average rate of roughly 0.1 m per year. Few of the bombs presenily being
deposited onto the floor of Main crater are thicker than one metre.
Therefore, few of such bombs exposed on the floor of Main crater, near
the rim of Inner crater, are older than about 10 years. The upper unititself has a minimum age of about 30 years at a pyroclastic accumulation
rate of 0.1 m a-r for 3-5 m of thickness.
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The immediate-past hfstory of Inner Crater and its sublimate-bearing
fumaroles can now be documented more precisely. Apparently Inner Crater
itself was formed sometime between 1908 and possib'ly about 30 years ago
(1950). The crater may have been subdivided into two halves (as at
present) between the time of Beck's visit in January 1959 and November 1963
(us Navy aerial photograph). in 1959 Beck (1965, p.lgl) saw,,low ash
mounds surrounding the vents" in the floor of Inner crater; this is
different from the present topography. A low altitude aerial photograph
taken in November 1963 (Kyle 1977) clearly shows the Inner Crater with its
two distinct halves'like it has at the present time. Several fumaroles,
some present'ly surrounded by sublimates, have persisted for at least
17 years in the southern (non-lava) half of the crater. The evolution of
the magma lake in the northern half has been well documented by Kyle et al.(in press). The lake has persisted for eight years now, since its
initiation as small pools during 1972. Some fumaroles within a few metres
of the lake (Plate 7.1) have lifetimes of less than one year due to small
changes in the shoreline and level of the 1ake, with which these fumaroles
are intimately connected.
7.3.2 Supp'ly of volcanogenic particulates and wind regime in the
summi t area:
The supply of volcanogenic part'iculates to the ground is likely to be
greatest closest to their major source, which for Erebus summit area at
present''is the gas being emitted from the magma lake in Inner Crater(7.1.3). Precipitation of snow and rime from the plume cloud from Inner
crater has been observed to diminish away from Main crater (l.z.s).
Therefore, the flux of volcanogenic minerals transported by the p1ume,
probably also diminishes away from Inner and Main craters. Any ,dry
fallout' of crystalline materiar from the present day p'lume, during
conditions of low atmospheric relative humidity must also diminish away
from Inner Crater.
The supply of particulates is likely to be affected by wind. Aerial
transport of any light material is usually influenced by wind direction;
wind increases the distance travelled by such material and will preferentialty
transport 'it downwind. Therefore, the fallout zones of the particu1ates
emitted from Erebus Volcano are probably elongated in the directions towards
which the strongest and prevailing winds brow at the summit; these failout
zones will be correspondingly shortened in the upwind directions.
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The wind regime in the summit area appears to have tvio main nodes
(Appendix 3, secfion 4.7), shorvn jn Figure 7.1. The prevai'ling rvind
directjon at this elevation is wesl-southwest (Schwerdtfeger 1970).
However, the pattern of sastrugi height and orientation near the Observatory
indicates that the strongest winds are from the southerly quarter. This is
supported by observations of wind at the Observatory, which shorv that the
strongest winds are from the southeast to south (Appendix 3, Table 12).
This wind regime appears to have marked seasona'l characteristics.
0bservations show that the southeasterly and southerly winds are the most
frequent winds in summer (Appendix 3, Table 12). These wjnds are often
the result of cyclonic disturbances (Appendix 3, section 4.8); they are
usually accompanied by snowfa'l I and c1oud, indicating high average relatjve
humidities. In contrast, the prevailing west-southwesterly winds may be
more common during winter (Appendix 3, section 4.7). These winds are part
of the prevailing general circulation of air in the antarctic troposphere
(Appendix 3, section 4.8). This air, blowing eastwards and outwards from
over the East Antarctic Ice Sheet, is probably colder and drier on the
average than the moist, maritime air in cyc'lonic disturbances (Rusin 1964;
and Appendix 3, section 6.1). This js consistent with observations of
the plume during light wjnds from the southwesterly quarter. The plume
is often thin and wispy during such winds (7.1.3) indicating a lack of
condensation and therefore low atmospheric humidities.
The characteristic wjnd djrections, strengths and humidities must
inf1uence the distribution of salt jn the summit area. The strongest winds
probably transport some of the airborne particulates towards Nausea Knob
to the northwest; in light wind conditions these same particulates would
most likely be confined inside Main Crater, This is consistent with(1) the similarities which exist between the salts at Nausea Knob (24880)
and Inner crater rim (24485) (Tables 7.4,7.5), (z) the large amounts of
salt around Nausea Knob to the northwest and (3) the small amounts of sa'lt
to the southeast (upwind) of Majn crater (rig. 7.1). The more gentle
prevailing wjnds probably cause a broader fal'lout zone to be aligned
approximately tovtards Eastern Cone to the east. The particulates falling
in this zone may have been affected by their relatively long airborne
residence time which cou'ld have caused some chemical fractjonation. Dry
fallout may be rnore conmon in this zone elongated by probably drier, colder
','rinds, lvhich could also cause differences in sal t chemistry-
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7.3.3 Supp'ly of volcanogenic minerals outside the summit area:
Volcanic activity on Erebus has contributed little to salt deposits
in the rest of the McMurdo region. Thjs is shown, qualitatively, by the
decrease in abundance of vo'lcanogenic salts beyond the rim of the summit
plateau (7.2.1). Analyses of radioactive isotopes, sulphur dioxide and
hydrogen chloride in the plume sampled at Main Crater rim, allow precise
estimates of the influence of Erebus on salts elsewhere (Table 7.7]'.
Based on the estimated output of 2 x 101r m3 a-r of undiluted gas (7.1.3),
the isotope measurements suggest that the annual output of 2roPo in Erebus
emissions is s'ignificant and constitutes about 10 percent of the antarctic
budget of 2roPo (Polian and Lambert 1979). The percentage output of 2ropb
is not significant.
The annual antarctic surface budgets of sulphate and chloride can
be obtained from analyses of snow in the East Antarctic Ice sheet.
Delmas and Boutron (teZA1 found that the mean concentration of sulphate
is quite constant at about 7.1 x 10-8 kg kg-'in surface snow from Durmont
D'urville station to Dome c. The assumption is made that this is
representative of the whole of Antarctica. Using Bull's (1971) estimate
of 150 kg m-2 a-I for average snow accumulation in Antarctica, and a
continental area (including ice shelves) of 1.41 x 107 km2 (Lebedev 1959),
a sulphate budget of 1.5 x 108 kg a-r is obtained. Similar]y,Boutron et al.
(1972) estimated that the annual chloride budget is 2.0 x 108 k9 3-r. The
measured concentration of sulphur dioxide corresponds to about
2-3 x 10-5 kg m-3 of sulphate assuming complete oxidation or about
4.5 x 10s kg 6-t. This is small compared to the antarctic surface sulphate
budget. Similarly,the chloride output is small compared to the antarctic
surface chloride budget (Tabl e 7,1).
These calculations are based on the assumption that samples collected
at the edge of the plume are representative of the whole plume, and that
this is undiluted volcanic aas. Therefore, the calculations give minimum
estimates. A rate of 2 x 10r2 m3 a-r for diluted gas flow (7.1.3) gives
maximum estimates; at this rate for example, Erebus would contribute about
3 percent to the sulphate budget (Table 7.7). More samples need to be taken
to check the validity of the various assumptions. However, the calculations
do suggest that volcanic activity has made on'ly a minor contribution to the
salts of the rest of the McMurdo region.
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7.4 Synthesis and Concluding Remarks
7 .4.1 Synthes i s :
The patterns of salt accumulation (7.2.I, 7.2.2, 7.2.3) can be linked
with details of the recent volcanic history (7.3.1) and supply of volcano-
genic particulates (7.3.2) to explain salt distribution in the summit area.
This synthesis is summarised in tabular form (Table 7.8). Table 7.8 has
two parts concerning (A) areas outside Main Crater and (B) areas inside
Main Crater, mainly Inner Crater. The Table lists: datable volcanic
events (7.3.1) in order of decreasing age; salt locality (locality numbers
from Appendix 1, Figure 5); maximum amount of salt jn discrete deposits
in the locality (Fig. 7.1); and the maximum rate of salt accumu'lation in
the locality.
The area within Main Crater is discussed first (faUte 7.8B) because
this area is the younger and wind does not appear to affect salt accumulation,
asymmetrically at least. High temperature fumaroles inside Inner Crater
are point sources of particulates and as such aresurrounded by large
(tOt g) deposits of salts (condensates and sublimates). The rate of salt
accumulation is probably faster in those fumaroles nearer to the largest
source of magmatic Aas, that is, the magma column itself, beneath the magma
lake. The accumulation rate decreases with increasing distance from the
lake. Near the top of Inner Crater wa1l, about 100-150 m from the lake,
salt accumulations up to 20-30 mm thick have developed probably within
30-50 years or so. A slightly slower accumulation rate is evident on recent
bomb surfaces on Main Crater floor near Inner Crater rim. This rate further
lessens away from that rim; encrustations on bomb surfaces become thinner
away from Inner Crater rim.
The area outside Main Crater (Table 7.8A) is more complex because
wind appears to create asymnetry in the salt distribution. The fastest
rate of salt accumulation (>1 x 10-q g a-r?; is probably at llausea Knob.
This lies 500 m northwest of Main Crater in the direction towards which
volcanogenic salts would be transported by the strongest winds at this
elevation. The rate of salt accumulation is perhaps an order of magnitude
slower at the same distance upwind (south and southeast) of Main Crater,
which is consistent with this hypothesis.
The rate of salt accumulation appears to decrease in a regular fashion
away from Main Crater, as it does from Inner Crater. Accumulation seems to be
Table 7.8
(A) outside Main Crater
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Recent volcanic events, salt locality age, max'imum amounts and
rates of volcanogenic salt accumulation in the summ'it area of
Mt Erebus.
EVent
formation of
summi t calderd
formation of
summit plateau
formation of
active cone
Age(years B.P.)
>0.2 M
Local i ty
number
Maximum amount
of salt in
depos i t
( qrams )
100
1000
Rate of sal t
accumul ati on(qrams per yr)
< lx1.0- u
<0. 5x10- a
0. 5x10- "
0 . 2x10- q
<0. 05x10- q
> lx10- ! ?
(0. txto-" ) t
)0. 3
2-3
102
(B) inside Main Crater
recent eruptions <10
formation of 24-72
Inner Crater (30-ZZ)*
formation of base 24-72
of top vesjcular (30-SO)*
unit on Inner
Crater wal'l
subdivision of t7-22?
Inner Crater
onset of present B
phase of magma
'lake acti vi ty
minor fluctuations <1in level and
shoreline of lake
Salt localjty
Eastern Cone
He'lo Cliffs
Truncated Cones
plateau ENE of
acti ve cone
p'lateau NW of
active cone
plateau SE of
acti ve cone
Nausea Knob
slopes of actjve
cone, south of
s ummi t
surfaces of largest
bombs exposed onfloor of Main
Crater near Inner
Crater rim
top of wall
oldest high temp-
erature fumarol esin southern ha]f
of inner Crater
short I i ved
f umaro]es i n
northern ha'lf of
Inner Crater
age in parenthesis.
0.2 M
<0. 1 M?
346,347
362
357
364
360
350
34I,342
349
10
20
10
<1
10
<1
330
*more precfse estimates of
1000 >10 3
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slower at locality 360 on the plateau one kilometre northwest of Nausea
Knob, than it is at Nausea Knob.itself. This is consistent with the source
of the salt being volcanic gas from Main, and more recent'ly Inner Crater.
The generally increasing age of the surface outwards from the active
cone is counter to the decreasing trend in accumulation rate. The greater
salt deposits are fn the older (>0.2 Ma) sections of the rim. The
prevai'ling west-southwest winds appear to have led to the greatest
accumulation (20 g) along this rim at Eastern Cone, two kilometres east
of Main Crater.
7.4.2 Age of the active cone:
Kyles' (1976) estirnated age (<0.1 Ma) of the active cone can be refjned
to within lOt years using a refined estimate of salt accumulation rate at
Nausea Knob, of about 0.01 g per year.
The encrusting of newly erupted bombs can be used to indicate rates
of salt accumulation. Noticeable colouration of the fresh surface develops
within a few weeks inside Main Crater. However, it takes six nronths to
one year, perhaps ten times as long, for this same colouration to develop
on Main Crater rim. Therefore, an accumulation rate of around 0.03 g 3-r
does not seem unreasonable on Main crater nim. A rate of 0.01 g a-r is
probably applicable to Nausea Knob. The maximum of l0 g of salt accumulation
at Nausea Knob represents about 103 years of accumulation, which gives a
maximum age for the active cone.
7.4.3 Conclusion and future work:
This chapter has examined the accumulation, composition and formatjon
of salts in the summit area of Mt Erebus. The salts are volcanogenic in
nature, forming mainly from gas emitted from tlain and Inner Craters. The
rate of salt accumulation decreases outward from the main source of gas but
is partly dependent on wind strength and direction. Halide salts predominate,
probab'ly due mainly to high fugacities of halogen gases in the magma.
These conc'lusions need to be strengthened by future work. Elemental
analyses of a greater number of salts are required to examine more closely
the similarities and trends in the salt deposits, and thus to gain further
understand'ing of thei r complex formation processes. The Ct /S0* ratios
would be useful to know in this regard. A more quantitative assessment is
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required of the amount o'f salt prese,nt i'n deposlts. Measules sf total
soluble salts or specific conductances in soil-water extrac s would be
appropriate. This would allow precise mapping of salt accurnulation and
rates of formatisn of salt deposits. A b,etter idea of recent volcanic
history of the sr,rrunit region would pr.obably follsw.
SamplinE of volcanic gas and sublimates on the floor of Inner Crater
is a fundamental prerequisite for further study. Analysis of these will
fill critical gaps in ptesent knowledge of volcanic activity and salt
acc,umulation on Erebus. Also, sllstematic sarnpling of salts from the
plateau rim down tovtards Cape Royds or northeast of Eastern Cone mEy more
precisely delineate the volcanors contribution to salt deposits on the whole
mountain.
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CHAPTER 8 THE SALINE DISCHARGE AT THE TERMINUS OF TAYLOR GLACIER
8.1 Preambl e
8.1.1 Introduction and outline:
This chapter discusses the phenomenon involving discharge of salty
water at the terminus of Taylor Glacier. Up to several thousand cubic
metres of brine may be discharged from beneath the glacier, during a
single discharge event. The ionic composition of the brine is similar to
concentrated sea water but the isotopic composition is similar to melted
Taylor Glaciet ice. At least ten discharge events have occurred since 1956,
at intervals of one to five years. Although the onset of discharge has
never been observed it can be inferred that the events take place during
the winter and spring months. As well as the brine discharge, there are
various other features such as salt deposits and orange coloured layers of
ice in the terminus area, that are related to and therefore part of the
overal i phenomenon.
The phenomenon is a unique process of salt migration that has never
been comp'letely described. It is difficult to study (and still not
complete'ly understood) because of the aperiodic and seasonal t'iming of the
d'ischarges. The discharge events, the brine composition and the various
other features of the phenomenon are discussed here. A model for the
d'ischarge is proposed in the final section of this case study chapter. An
exhaustive investigation into the complex glacio-geochemical system is
outside the scope of this thesis.
8.L.? Taylor Glacier:
Taylor Glacier is alnrost 100 km long, from its ice divide in the
East Antarctic lce sheet, to the terminus in Taylor Dry valley (Figs 1.2,
1.3). The accumulation area is situated on part of a large ice dome and
has a maximum elevation of 2400 m asl (Calkin 1974; Drervry et al. 1980).
The ab]ation zone is over 60 km lonq and terminates in the western end of
Lake Bonney, 34 km from the sea (rigs 1.2,1.3). Along the northern margin
of the terminus, the glacier is presently partly ovemiding an ice-marq'inal
mound (Plates 8.1, 8.2). A stream delta up to 60 m wide has formed between
the mound and the older ice-free 'drift' of Taylor Va1'ley. Surmer melt
Pl ate 8. I
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Aerial view of Taylor Glacier terminus, from the north,
showing an orange coloured saline icing formed during
l97B being enlarged by brine discharging from a crevassein the glacier in late October 1978. Arrow shows the
other site from which saline discharges have occurred.
-'; \.. -,i.i
-- 
'i- t S+
Aeria'l vjew of the northeastern part of the terminus in mjd-
January .|979 showing the dark orange coloured remnants of
the 1978 icing. The lateral discharge site is marked by white
salt (arrow), and salt is also prominent on the ice-marginal
mound.
+-
Plate 8.2
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water, mainly from Taylor G'lacier, forms the braided North Taylor Stream*
that flows across this delta (plate 8.2).
The thermal regime of Taylor Glacier was investigated by Robinson
(1979). The glacier is composed largely of 'co'ld' ice, where englacia'l
temperatures are well below OoC. However, temperature modelling suggested
that large areas of the basal ice are at the pressure me]ting point(c. 0'C).
Temperatures at the glacier surface rise to 0"C and supraglacial
water movement occurs during the short summer melt season (December,
January, early February). During this period surface melt water drains
into depressions and longitudinal drainage val'leys on the glacier surface
and flows off the glacier. A very small proportion enters crevasses and
freezes. No englacial drainage from the surface to the bed is possible
because of the thick intermediate zone of cold 'impermeable' ice
(Embelton and King 1975). Subglacial water movement may occur where the
basal ice is at pressure melting, that is where it is not frozen to the
bed.
8.? Manifestations and the Record of the Saline Phenomenon
at Taylor Glacier
8.2.I Discharges and icings:
Discharges of salty water are the main manifestation of the phenomenon,
and consistent'ly issue from one or both of two loca'lities: (1) a recurring
longitudinal crevasse along the northeastern edge of the terminus (Frontispiece,
top); and (2) on a small (20 x 10 m) 'peninsula'towards the apex of the
stream delta (plates 8.1, 8.2; Appendix 1, Fig. 3). The crevasse and
peninsula localities are hereafter refered to as the glacier discharqe site
and the lateral discharqe site, respect'ively (localities I and 2 in
Appendix 1, Fig. 3). The peninsula appears to have been previously connected
to the ice-marginal mound but North Taylor Stream has now cut a channel
between the mound and the peninsula (ptate 8.2). The two discharge sites
were 20t2 m and 2.5-3.0 m respective'ly, above the surface of the moat ice
of Lake Bonney in December 1976.
Unofficial name.
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Brines discharging from the glacier and lateral sites freeze as they
flow onto the jce-marginal mound, stream delta and sometimes as far as the
moat ice of Lake Bonney. An extensive deposit of salty iie, or salinejtjng" (Ives 1974; Van Everdingen 1978) is developed during each event
(Front'ispieces, P'lates 8.1, 8.3). The icing has been called an 'ice
platform', 'frozen outwash fan', and 'red cone'by Hamilton et al. (1962),
B'lack et al. (1965) and Jones and Faure (tg0g) but these terms are
discarded here in favour of the rnore widely accepted term 'icing,, The
icings are useful because they ternporarily preserve the discharge brines
in a frozen state.
Individual icings contain up to 7000 m3 of ice and (3-6) x lOs kg
of sa'lt. Icings are composed of both hard, dense ice (density 900 kg m-')
and more porous 'snowy' ice (density 400-800 kg m-3, cf Michel and Ramseier
197L); 800 kg m-3 seems a reasonable estimate of mean density. Salt content
varied from 15 to 40 kg m-3 in six me'lted samples of the 1976 icing
(Appendix 1, Tables 14, I7). Parts of the icing are covered by sa]t crusts
containing mainly halite or calcium carbonate and little or no ice, and in
places, salts also underlie the icing (Appendix l, Tables 4, 14,
eg loca'lities 3,7, ?4; also Hamilton et al. 1962; Black et al. 1965).
The surficial sa'lt crusts develop during ablation whereas the sub-icing salt
is probably a remnant of previous icings. Some icings contain part'ially
hollow mounds (domes) of ice (plate 8.4; Appendix 1, Table 14.1,
Iocalities 2, 23, 24'). Similar mounds have been observed forming during
winter due to hydrostatic uplift of icing layers around perennial springs
at Bear Rock, Canadian North West Territories and have been termed icing
blisters (van Everdingen 1978, and written cormunications 1978).
Icings are coloured orange-brown due to sma'll amounts of hydrated
iron oxide (Plates 8.1-8.4). Some wet residues of icings are bright brown(7.5 YR 5/B) and contain about 98-99 percent ca'lcium carbonate plus one to
two percent hydrated iron oxide (Hamilton et al. Lg62; Stephens and Siege'l
1969). 0ther wet residues, that contain gypsum, are dark reddish brown(2.5 YR 3/6). when dry, these residues are orange (7.5 yR 6/g) and bright
brown respectively. The colour is due to finely divided (ie X-ray amorphous)
goethite HFeOr (B'lack et al. 1965; J.H. Johnston, chemistry Department,
* Icings are also termed aufeis (German) or naled (Russian).
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PlateB.3A&B
Two views from about 60 m up-glacier from the discharge s'ite,
looking northeast and down on
the (A) '|972 and (B) .|976 sal'ine
icings and ice-covered
Lake Bonney. Sa1ty, orange
coloured englacial layers jn
the foreground have locally
i ncreased the abl at'ion of
the glacier forming a sma11
'ablatjon va11ey'. This
va11ey has enlarged sig-
nificantly over the four
year period suggesting that
the interaction between salt,
giacier and cl'imate is notjn a steady state (A 28/11/72;
B 23/11 /76).
\*d:
_l\{r s..ir\ \
.-l-*.t- F'
F
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Plate 8.4 The largest icing blister (1.5 m high) on the 1976 icing,
near the lateral discharge site. Mounds similar to
these occur in cold climates where upwelling ground
water (or bri'ne) reaches the surface under prissure(Tricart 1970; Van Everdingen 1978). The nound shown
here has a composite structure and was built during
more than one cycle of hydrostatic uplift and subsequent
rupture (24/10/76').
A strongly flowing part (subspring) of the c6ld saline
spring that discharged brine at the lateral discharge
site during November and December 1976. The froth
and bubbles show that the subspring brine is actively
degassins (24111/76)
Plate 8.5
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vul,l, pers. comrn.). when the icings are fresh the colouration is not
apparent (Frontispiece, top) but develops over a period of more than four
hours presumably as oxjdation and ablation proceed. The two distinctive
colours shown in P'lates 8.1 and 8.2 are typical of icings ex'isting in late
0ctober-November, and late December-January respectively. The striking
colour is an effective tracer 'linking various manifestations of the
phenomenon and helps to distinguish icings of different ages.
Reports and photographs of different icings and the glac'ier terminus
have been used to compi'le a record of many recent discharge events
(Tab'le 8.1). The record may be incomplete prior to 1971 and is 'inadequate
prior to 1962 because icings of less than 1000 m3 may have completely
ablated before being noticed. Earliest photographic evidence of activity
at the site is that of raylor (19?2, Plates 69,70,73). Taylor mentioned
silt and salt, but not orange coloured ice, at the site.
Despite inadequacies, the record is useful for delineating possible
causes of the discharges. The record bears no re'lation to differences in
air temperatures from season to season or year to year at Scott Base or
from November to January at vanda Station (Appendix 3, Fig. 2 p.l3; no
discharges occurred during the thnee winters Vanda Station was manned).
Similarly, the discharge record bears no apparent relation to annual or
seasonal changes in the level of Lake Bonney documented by Chinn (tgZg,
unpublished). From January 1972 to January 1979 the mean annual volume
change of the lake was one million cubic metres which is three orders of
magnitude greater than the average annual volume of brine discharged
(Tab'le 8.1). Therefore, it seems unlikely that the two are related.
The discharge events are aperiodic (no regular time between events,
Table 8.1) similar to some aperiodic jljkulhlaups (Liestdl 1956; Whalley t97t;
Mathews 1973). Jijkulhlaups are sudden outbursts or floods of up to l0t0m3
of water from subglacial, englacial or ice-marginal ice-dammed lakes
draining beneath temperate glaciers* (Thorarinsson 1953; Embleton and
King 1975). However, saline or cold-g'lacier jiikulhlaups have not been
reported.
*
Temperate glaciers
basal temperatures
thin surface 'layer
composed of 'warm' ice, where englacial and
at the pressure melting point, eicept for a
wi nter.
are
are
in
Table 8,.X l(nown r'Eeord o'f dis:chalge evehts at the teminus of Taylon 6laci:er (disqhargg
from G, glacier dirchargg site gr L, lateaal discharge site; P, photographic
riecqrrdi ? unccrtalnty lli recond).
Occurred Years V,otlune ofbetlieen s i nqe sa'l ing 
.dates,q{ previou3 icingtl,
ll1oun|.I e:v.ent _ _(mr)
Y,ear'0f
dir'charge
event
Ei:char,ges essst xi,ng
irn succe3s-'iy€ yea,fs,
i e pari rl of
Cis:c.hBt"gFs.
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A complex relationship may exist between discharge volume and time
before the previous event. Discharges have a tendency to occur during
successive years, as 'pairs' of events, with the second of the pair
producing the greater volume of icing. The combined volume of each pair
may bear some direct re'lation to the length of time preceding it (Table 8.1)
similar to aperiodic jdkulhlaups from Mjdlkedalsvatn, Norway (Liesttil 1956),
Howevern the usefu'l Tay'lor record is only three pairs long and the large
errors in estimating volume obscure the possible volume-time relationship
at Taylor Glacier.
8.2,2 Discharge brines observed in situ:
The 1978 discharge was observed in the process of forming an icing.
In late 0ctober 1978 brine was flowing at about 0.5 litres per second
beneath a layer of white, s'lushy ice from the glacier discharge site
(Frontispieces, Plate 8.1). Table 8.2 lists discharge and temperature
relationships together with environmental details for this crevasse brine.
The air temperatures at the time were sufficiently cold to freeze the brine
within minutes of sampling but not cold enough to freeze the icing solid
on the marginal mound and stream delta; nevertheless, the icing was growing
not diminishing.
The brine contained about eight percent dissolved sa1t (by weight)
which allowed a 5.5oC depression* from the freezing point of pure water.
This freezing point depression was equal, within the precision of measurement,
to the in situ brine temperature (Table 8.2). Therefore, the brine was in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the ice, which is consistent with slow flow
of brine through a conduit in co'ld ice, rock or frozen sediment. The
composition of the brine was similar to concentrated sea water (Appendix 1,
Table 15, p.39; Figs 5. L2, 6.?; Table 6.2) and is further discussed in
section 8.3.
A saline spring was active at the lateral discharge site (Appendix 1.,
Fig. 3) in November and December 1976. Brine issued from several distinct
Subsprings (PIate 8.5) over an area of l6 m2, total discharge varying between
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0 and 1 litres per second. The brine-soaked sediment encompass.ing the
spring site was underlain by ice-cemented material below a depth of about
0.5 m and two 'gaps' up to 0.6 m wide were located in this material.
Earlier (late October) the site was covered by the 1976 icing and no
liquid discharge was observed, F'low had stopped completely by early
January (T. Stern, pers, conrm. ) .
Physically and chemjcally the spring brine was similar to the crevasse
brine (Tab'le 8.2; Appendix 1, Table 15). However, the in situ temperature
of the spring brine was slightly warmer than its freezing point depression
(Tab'le 8.2) indicating that the brine was slightly out of equilibrium with
ice. Slight transfer of heat from solar heated sediment in contact with the
brine probably accounted for this minor disequilibrium, as well as the very
sma'll warming that may have occurred in the brine over the monitored period
(Table 8.2). The air temperature at the time was too warm for significant
amounts of freezing to occur, and therefore flow from the spring caused the
surrounding icing to melt. The similarity between the crevasse and spring
brines indicates that the spring flow represented late-stage discharge from
the same source as the glacier discharge somewhere beneath Taylor Glacier.
One sample of the spring brine (761534) was taken from a subspring
that had just commenced discharge, The in situ temperature of this subspring
rose from -7.5oc during sampling (Appendix l, Table 16) to -5.3"c within
21 houns, typical of such newly active subsprings (see examp'le in Fig. g.1).
Such behaviour possibly represented the release of brine that had been
temporarily impounded in an area where the temperature was colder or equal
to -7.soC. In such a situation the brine would partially freeze with a
simultaneous drop in temperature and an increase in salinity from steady
state discharge va]ues, represented by samples 761538 (sampled at the same
time but from a different subspring) and 76/lZ (sampled one week later;
Appendix 1' Tables 14.2, 15, 16). 0pposite behaviour (ie temporary blocking
of flow) would account for a six hour cessation of discharge on November ?6i
subspring temperatures cooled slightly as discharge ceased but warmed back
up to -5.2oc shortly after flow resumed (Fig. B.l). There was no apparent
meteorological reason for this cessation.
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Figure 8.1 Relative discharge and temperature of the saline spring comparedto air temperature and pressure. Estimated values of ibsotirte
discharge are shown on vertical axis.
Diurnal flow variation of up to about 0.2t0.2 I s-r (up to 40 percent
of total flow) was recorded in the spring discharge (ftg.8.1). The times of
maximum and minimum discharge differed from times of daily maximum and minimum
air temperatures by about 0-5 hours. Possibly, some relationship existed
between discharge and the daily production of melt water on Taylor Glacier
although this relationship could not be a direct surface-to-subsurface one(8.1.2). An indirect relationship is not inconceivab'le because Iken (Lg7Z)
correlated melt water and ice velocity over short periods on l,lhite Glacier
(Axe'l Heiberg Island, Canadian Arctic), a glacier that is composed mostly of
cold ice (Muller 1976). The diurnal variation of the spring did not coincide
with (1) earth tides since discharge peaks did not occur consistently later
each day, nor with (2) barometric pressure at vanda station (rig. B.l).
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8.2.3 Timing of the discharge events:
The timing of the initiation of discharge events may enable delineation
of causes of the discharges, and can be inferred from discharge characteristics
and observations at the terminus. The concentration of the discharge brines
and air temperatures place constraints on the time of the year during which
saline icings developn and by'inference, when the discharge events occur.
Since the mean monthly air temperatures in the oasis are colder than -S.5oC
from February to November (Appendix 3n Table 2, p.g), the discharges that
produced icings must have occurred between mid-February to mid-November(ie autumn to spring, Appendix 3, Table 1). Thjs is significanily different
frorn icikulhlaups because these occur mainly during summer and only occasiona'lly
as'late as early winter (Liest6l 1956; l,larcus 1960; l.lhalley 1971;
Mathews 1973). The periodic jdkulhlaup from Grimsvbtn, Iceland, occurs
sometimes during spring (Nye 1976).
Discharge initiation and duration are estimated from estimations of
icing volumes and brine flow rate. Tota'l discharge volume is estimated from
icing volume times mean density of the icing (g00 kg m-r) all divided by
brine density (1080 kg m-3, Appendix 1, Table 16). The brine flow rate
measured in November 1976 and October 1978 is assumed to be the mean flow
rate for the entire duration of both discharge events. This may be a gross
simplification considering the variation in flow rate of jijkulh'laups which
tends to increase to a maximum then abruptly stop (whalley l97l; Nye 1916).
However, the simi'larity between brine flow rates in 1976 and lgzg
(Table 8.2) and the s'low decrease in flow of the spring over nine days(Fig. B.L) mean that the simplification is justified. Volumes and flow
rates (listed in Tables 8.1 and 9.2) sive estimates of 50-1g0 days and
20-130 days for the durations of the 1976 and 1978 events respectively.
Hence, these events may have commenced sometime between late May to early
0ctober (1976) and early July to early October (197g).
Corroborative evidence for this timing comes from a relationship between
the saline icings and a system of recurring annual cracks in the annually-
formed moat ice of Lake Bonney, adjacent to the discharge sites (Fig.g.2).
The 1972 icing terminated at the cracks indicating that the icing was
younger than the cracks. However, the Lg76 icing was fractured by cracks
indicating that these were younger than the icing. This suggests that theicing and cracks are formed about the same time.
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Figure 8.2 Lake depths in the moat of Lake Bonney adjacent to the salinedischarge site, Depths measured lB/r-/79 using a sounding line
from dinghy and annual ice.
The cracks are formed probably between June and 0ctober. Figure 8.2
shows that water depth beneath most of these cracks is about 2 to 4 m.
Freezing rates of the moat ice of Lake Vanda (Cutfield 1974) suggest that
the Lake Bonney moat ice may thicken to 2 to 4 m between June and 0ctober.
The recurring cracks are believed to develop between these months when tensile
and compressive forces accumulate in the ice in this bay (FiS.B.Z, plate g.1)
and exceed the strength of the ice after this has thickened and frozen to the
lake bed. The level of Lake Bonney rose 2.3 m between December ISZZ and
January 1979 (Chinn 1979, unpub'lished), but the position of the cracks did
-(Jq-
not change markedly during that t'ime. This is consistent with the position
of a prominent change in slope of the lake bottom at a depth of about two
metres (fig. 8.2). Because of the rapid deepening of the moat at this point
the horizontal positions of the 2-4 n depth contours would not have changed
by more than a few metres during the measured lake rise. In conclusion, then,
the saline discharges probably cornmence during the period from late May to
early 0ctober, that is mid-winter to early spring, in contrast to most
jiikul hl aups.
8.?.4 0range coloured ice layers,
0range coloured ice in basal
remains in the terminus area after
(Plates 8.6, 8.7, 8.8). The basal
present study.
and salt deposits:
, englacial and subglacial positions
the sa1 i ne i cings have abl ated
layers have most significance to the
The basal zone (>2 m thick) of the glacier contains abundant debris(Plate 8.6) that has been entrained, along with occasional orange coloured
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debris layers and orange co'loured ice in
of Taylor Glacier, on the south side
sample numbers Z4BZ7, 76/03I; 23/10/76).
Plate 8.6
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ice, in the glacier by freezing-on (regelation) processes at the bed
(Rouinson 1979). These processes took place where the temperature, pressure
and salt content were such that the ice was at melting point, probably less
than one kilometre in from the margin (RoUinson ibid); subsequent transport
outwards has exposed the debris and the orange coloured layers at the margin.
The coloured ice layers occur on both sides of the glacier up to 600 m
from Lake Bonney a'long the north side and 800 m along the south.
Englacial and subg'lacial orange co1oured layers are present at and
adjacent to the glacier discharge site. Many of the englacial layers
resemble crevasses that have been infilled with brine,direct evidence for
such a process being seen in 1976 (Appendix 1, p.38, locality 25). 0n the
glacier surface the layers are near vertical and run sub-parallel to both
ice flow and the recurring crevasses at the discharge site (Frontispiece,
top, Plates 8.3 A,B). A median septum of bubbles within some'layers
(ptate g.Z) is a characteristic of frozen crevasse-infjllings (Anderton Lg67).
In several of the layers euhedral crystals of gypsum are present
(Sampl e 76/098, Appendix 1, Table 4), indicating that the.salt crystallized
in place (Stephens and Siegel 1969). However, some of the englacial 'layers
may be shear planes or steeply inclined joints that have entrained salts
and hydrated iron oxide (Black et al. 1965).
The subg'lacial layers are exposed as laterally persistent horizontal
bands several metres long in the ice-marqinal mound (plate B.g) and form
part of a thick sequence of stagnant ice and basal debris (Frontispiece,
bottom) that dips up-glacier beneath the glacier discharge site ( Robinson,
pers. conrm.). From this it is inferred there has been a long record of
activity involving salt minerals under Taylor G'lacier.
Sa'lt deposits associated with Taylor Glacier are abundant in the
terminus area within a distance of 800 m from Lake Bonney (Appendix 1,
Fig. 3, Tables 4,1.4). Deposits occur nost noticeably around the discharge
sites. However, salt encrusts all types of orange coloured ice'layers early
in the season, although the layers themselves have variable salinity, much
lower than that of the discharge brines (Appendix L, Tables 18, 21).
Analyses of basal ice from 13.5 to 50 km up-glacier from the terminus
(Appendix 1, Tab'le 20) indicate that significant amounts of salt are found
in such ice only near the terminus.
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Plate 8.7
Crevasse i nfi I I i ngs about 50 m
up-glacjer from the glacier
discharge site. A medjan
septum of bubbles is prominent
'in each infilling (ice axefor scal e, 24/10/16).
Plate 8.8 Orange-coloured subglacial layers in the ice-marginal mound
between the lateral and glacier discharge sites (early December1976; samples 76/175 and I were taken from locality 19 near here).
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The salt composition is similar to that of salt dissolved in the
discharge brines. Crystalline phases that have been identified by XRD
include halite, gypsum, mirabilite, thenardite, calcite and aragonite.
Hamilton et al. (1962) and Black et al. (teOS1 listed major ion ana'lyses
of salts from the 1958 and 1962 icings. These analyses along with
reconnaissance analyses of orange coloured salty ice from the terminus
area (Appendix 1, Tables 14, L7,18) show that the salt composition is
similar spatially and temporally to that in the d'ischarge brines of 1976
and 1978.
Fractional crysta'llization and djssolution of phases occurs from
brines and salt deposits (chapter 4, sections 4.4, 4.2); therefore these
salts and their ana'lyses are of restricted value for interpreting the
original brine or salt deposit that produced them. The discharge brines
of 1976 and 1978 provide the most acceptable basis for the interpretation,
which is discussed in the following section.
8.3 Composition of Disclrarge Brines
8.3.1 Composition relative to sea water:
(i) major ions
The ionic composition of brines discharged ht Taylor Glacier is similar
to that of concentrated sea water. The concentrations of the major ions in
the spring and crevasse brines are listed in Appendix 1, Table 15.(Analytical techniques are discussed in Appendix 1, p.4). The ratios of the
major cations in the brines, plus Na/Cl and Mg/Cl were very similar to those
of sea water (Figs 5.12,6.2, Tabl e 6.2). Thus, lnost of the dissolved salt
content of the discharge brines is derived from sea water, in some manner.
The precise degree of similarity can be gauged by determining ion
enrichment relative to sea water. Enrichment of a particular ion is calculated
on a chloride basis here, because Cl- is the major ion and is usual'ly con-
served in migrating brines (4.3.4; Eugster and Jones 1979). Table 9.3
shows that Na+ and Mgz+ are neither enriched nor depleted in the general
discharge brine. However, concentrations of other ions are quite different
from what they would have been if sea water had been merely concentrated to
the observed chlorinity. ca2+ and HCO3- have been enriched and K+ and S0a2-
depleted by some process(es). Fe2+ or Fe3+ ions appear enriched as well
Table 8.3
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Enrichments of ions in discharge brines, relative to
concentrated sea water calculated on the basis of
chloride concentrations. Enrichment of ion X in sample s
ls.galculated by txql [C]"o"1 from data in Appendix 1.,Table15. J " rEqrXr[r ^ re\1
Sea water
concentrati on
factor
Sampie
76/s3B 76/72
(cl 
s/ct sea )
Na+
K+
tIg?*
ca2+
cl-
Sou2-
HCO e-
76/ 53A
3.04
0.97
0.62
1.1
1.9
1.0
8.0
78/0L
2.32
1 .03
0.82
0 .99
2.3
1.0
0.71
2.65
0 .98
0.59
1.0
1.9
1.0
7.6
2.56
0.99
0.60
1.1
2.0
1.0
0.72
8.8
(8.2.1). The enrichments calculated for each ion tend to vary slightly
from sample to sample, but this variation is probably within analytical
error (Appendix 1, Table 15) for all ions except potassium.
The dep'letion of K+ has been discussed and attrjbuted to fixation of
this ion by clay minerals (4.3.4 ii). The different amounts of depletion,
40 percent in the spring samples but only 20 percent in the crevasse brine
are consistent with this. Brine emerging at the spring site was in
contact with sediments and clays for a longer period than was the crevasse
brine, and therefore, significantly more potassium was removed from the
spring brine.
It is like'ly tllt processes of dissolution and precipitation affect the
concentrations of caz+, Hcos-, S0u2- and Fe2+ + Fe3+ in thebrinesbefore they
are discharged at the glacier terminus. Ca2+ and HCOs- are likely to have
been enriched after dissolution of subglacial carbonate-bearing rocks. This
is an important process under temperate glaciers that overpide carbonate
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bedrock (Hallet 1976). Taylor Glacier is presently overriding a marble-rich
metasediment belt 150 m wide about three kilometres up-glacier from the
terminus (Fig. L.2\. "Limonite-stained calcite" is abundant in the belt
comprising up to 30 percent of thin section area in calc-si'licate hornfel
layers that surround marble cores (Haskell et aI. 1965, p.L7Z). An increase
in caZ+ (and Fez+ + Fe3+) concentrations by or-ssolution of such material ,
may lead to precipitation of gypsum with an associated depletjon of S0u2-.
Reduction of S0u2- is a mechanism that could possibly account for
depletion of this ion. Sulphide spec'ies are usually products of such
reduction (eg Berner 1971). The major form of dissolved sulphide is hydrogen
sulphide at a pH of 6 (Krauskopf 1967) which is the pH of the discharge
brines (Appendix 1., Table 16). The characteristic gas was not sme'lt at the
spring, nor were other sulphide species detected in the brines. Therefore,
reduction of sulphate has probably not caused the observed depletion of
this ion. Note however, a reduction-reoxidation cycle may have occurred
in this salt system at some earlier time, as shown by stable isotope
analyses of 34s and r80 (s0r) G.z.zii).
(ii) stable isotopes of the water substance
Stable isotope analyses have shown that the water substance in the
discharge brines is derived from melted Taylor Glacier ice not sea water
(6.2.4 ii). 6D and 6180 values for spring brines plot between values for(1) Taylor Glacier ice at the terminus (Drewry et al. 1980) and (2) melt
water sampleT6/54 (00 
-zgt per mille, 6rs0 -37.0 per mille, G.L. Lyon,
Institute of Nuclear Sciences, DSIR, written communjcation 1977; in situ
temperature of this water was -0.2'c) from Taylor Glacier below the
glacier discharge site (Fig. 6.3). The brine values plot very near the
meteoric water trend line; the slight offset from this line js possibly
related to fractionation between brine and ice (Lyon, pers. comm.).
Therefore, the water is from Taylor Glacier ice.
The isotope analyses indicate that most if not al'l of the water
substance in the original sea water brine was lost before the salt came into
contact with Taylor Glacier. The inf1ux of sea water into Taylor Valley
has been discussed earlier (0.2.4). such inf'lux led to trapping of sea
water in the drainage basin of Lake Bonney, and in a depression that is now
beneath Taylor Glacier. Evaporation from the standing body of trapped
sea water would account for the'loss of the oriqinal water substance.
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8.3.? Gas and iron contents:
Bubbles of gas were evident in the spring brine as it discharged
(Plate 8.5). It was not possible to ana'lyse this gas, but the pH (0) of
the discharging brine, and the rise in pH after sampfing (Appendix 1,
Table 16; sample 76/72 had a pH of 7.4 after equ'ilibration with the
atmosphere), indicate that considerable carbon djoxide (COr) was present.
The source of the gas or specifical'ly of this c02 is not inmediately
a pparent .
The gas may have come from bubbles in the g'lacier ice that melted
to form the brine. Air trapped in snow fa'lling in the accumulation zone
of a glacjer ends up as abundant bubbles (<5 mm long) in glacier ice.
C0, is enriched with respect to atnnspheric nitrogen in these bubbles,
probab'ly due to chemisorption or physical adsorption of atmospheric COz
on the snow (Weiss et al. 1972). These sorption processes act independently
of melting, and therefore bubbles in both po'lar and temperate glaciers
conta'in relative'ly high concentrations of COr. The average COrlNz ratios
in melted ice from 3500 m elevation on Aletsch Glacier, European Alps,
were about 50 times as great as in the atmosphere (l,Jeiss et al. r97z).
similar enrichment at Taylor Glacier could account for the c0, in the
discharge brines.
The degassing of the spring resulted from the change in pressure
exerted on the brine as it flowed from beneath the glacier to the surface.
Pressure at the base of a giacier is largely dependent on ice thickness
(Appendix 5, section A5.1). Interpretation of a gravity survey of raylor
Glacier suggests that the maximum ice thickness within a kilometre of the
terminus is about 140-300 m (Stern 1978), which leads to an est'imate of
(1.2-2.8) x 106 pascals (12-28 bars) as the maximum basal pressure in the
terminus area (Appendix 5). COr, enriched by 50 times in air released from
bubbles, would exert a maximum partial pressure of about (2 to 5) x lOa
pascals compared with only 33 pascals in the atmosphere. Such a difference
would have accounted for degassing of C0, from the spring brine even after
most of the brine had been discharged. Active degassing from the crevasse
brine was not noticed (Table 8.2) probably because most of the gas pressure
had been released inside the crevasse before the brine reached an accessible
poi nt.
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The presence of goethite in the terminus area (8.2.L,8.2.4) indicates
that the environment under Taylor Glacier favours the mobilization of iron
from iron minerals. The mobilization could be due to dissolution of the
minera]s in the aqueous environment or to reduction of FeIII minerals or to
both. The orange colouration due to FeIII in the saline ic'ing takes at
least four hours to deve'lop (8.2.i; Frontispieces) which suggests that
oxidation of Fez+ by atmospheric oxygen is occurring during this time.
Therefore,reduction of FeIII is probably an important subglacial reaction.
A variety of reaction mechanisms involving different iron species
may operate but the following is likeiy to be significant:
Fe,I Ilo,.nH,o(r) * ;:ll;;t ":' T[?:r,
oxidizing environment
...8.1A
+ 4Hcoriaq) + (n-2)Hr0 + ,&r(g)
Trr nHrO2HFe"'02 +
goethi te
r.]IIos.nHzo
ferrj c hydroxide
and for n23
,..8.18
(Krauskopt L967; Brown et al. 1970). The metasediment belt three kilometres
up from the terminus (Fig. 1.2) contains 'linronite'-stained calcite (8.3.1 i,
that is, fine-grained goethite (Krauskopf 1967). Goethite is 1ike1y to be
released from the calcite (cf Reaction 8.1A) as that dissolves under the high
partial pressures of C0z beneath the glacier (Reaction 6.8). Furthermore,
conditions there favour the production of Fe2+ (Reaction 8.18) because
(1) pH is low (<6) due to high PC., (Berner L97t; Reaction A5.13), and
(2) Pn^ cannot be high under a glacier, no enrichment of 0z being foundv2
in bubbles in glacier ice (Weiss et al. 7972). The scheme 8.1 proceeding
left to right would,represent the mobilization of FeIII beneath Taylor
Glacier, whereas the reverse reaction would indicate how colour is developed
in the discharge icings. The existence of iron-stained carbonate rocks
up-glacier from the terminus, associated with (1) the marked enrichment of
CaZ+ and HcO3- in the discharge brines, the presence of (2) considerable COz
in the brines and (3) goethite in the terminus area, together with (a) the
slow developnent of colour due to FeIII, strongly suggests that all are
linked through a comnon subglacial dissolution-redox process such as 8.1.
The only other reports of
Miers Va'lley. X-ray amorphous
the flank of the valley, on the
near the 'lake outlet (Torii et
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iron-rich residues in the region are
"iron hydroxides" inc'luding limonite
bottom sediment of Lake Miers and on
a].1966, pp.9o 10). These residues
from
occur on
morai ne
are
s'ignificant because they occur in an area that has outcrops of marble very
' s'imilar in appearance to that at Taylor Glacier (B'lank et al . 1963;
Haskell et al. 1965), further suggesting a link between the residues and
the marble.
8.3.3 Solubility relations in the spring brine:
(i ) activity coefficients
Precipitation of gypsum and dissolution of marble may have changed
the ionic composition of the discharge brines from that of concentrated sea
water. This can only be proven quantitatively by determining activity
coefficients and hence solubility relations between species in the brines.
Activity coefficients can be obtained by ca1culation, or by analysis using
specific ion electrodes. Calculation is used here as it avoids the analyticaldifficulties associated with concentrated brines (Berner 1971).
There are several methods of calculating activity coefficients in
multicomponent aqueous systems. l'lesbitt (1980) has reviewed these for sea
water brines; the Garrers and rhompson (1962) approach is the best for
brines whose ionic strength I is greater than one. This is the method thatis used here as it adequately describes ion-ion interaction (complexing) in
concentrated brines (e.g. I as large as 6, polzer and Roberson Lg67). The
approach calcu'lates a distribution of major dissolved species as the free
uncomplexed ions, and those bound up in ion-ion interactions (Appendix 5,
section A5.2" Table A5.2). Activity coefficients of the ions can then be
obtained, and are shown in Table g.4.
(ii) Sypsum solubility
For a reaction of the type:
ApBq.nHz015) + oo?lot*qB?.q)+nH2o
...8.2
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Table 8.4
Spercies
Total molalities and calculated total activity coefficients
Ipf !!e maJor species in the spring brine (sample TGll?).Molalities are from Appendix 1, Table 15; activity
coefffcients from, procedure in Appendix 5, section AS.Z;
and Equation A5,6.
Total molality
hr)
1. 1l
0.0141
0. t4
0.050
1.30
0.04E
0.050
not determined
- see belor#
Total activity coefficient (y-)
+25"C 
-50C r
Na+
K+
Hg2*
ca?+
cl-
soo2-
HCO e-
6rC0 r"l
'o'tnlJ
Hr0#
0.75
0. 57
0.2E
0.24
0.58
0,033
0. 31
1.5
0.68
0.54
0.24
0.55
0.03( 3)
0.31
1.(5)
-
* undifferentiated between HzC0rlaq) und COu(aq) (Appendix 5, seetion A5.3).
( ) indicate uncertainty in coefficient (Appendix 5, section A5,Z).
# The activltl gf Water in a concentrated sea water brine of ionic
strength 1.7 is 0,95, and is independent of temperature at this
degree of p;recision (Millero and Leung 1976),
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the equilibrium constant K is given by:
* = 
tAP'uBQ'uHron
8.3
AOBO. nHz0
'where a.t is the activity of species i. If ApBq.nHzO is a pure solid salt
phase its activity is approximately unity and is independent of ionic strength.
Equation 8.3 reduces to:
K, = uAP.uBQ.uHron
. . .8.4
where K, is the jon-activity so]ubility product for the phase.
The actual product of ion activities in a brine may not equal Ks.
This lgn:@ IAP for the salt phase is given by:
IAP = rln.vln.rls.rfls.uH,on
...8.5
yri is the total (calculated or analytical) activity
coefficient of species i.
The fo]lowing relationships show the state of saturation of a brine with
the particular salt phase:
IAP > Ks, the brine is supersaturated with the phase
IAP = Kr, the brine is saturated with the phase
IAP < Kr, the brjne is undersaturated with the phase
Ion activity products for salt phases in the spring brine are
obtained by Equation 8.5 from values in Table 8.4. These IAps are compared
with solubility products of the phases at the standard therrncdynamictemperature
in Table 8.5, which shows that the spring brine was undersaturated with the
sodium and potassium phases by one to five orders of nngnitude. Depletion of
potassium by precipitation of one of its phases did not occur.
The in situ spring brine was saturated or close to saturation with
gypsum. Just how close can be gauged by considering data at -soc. At this
temperature the value of the ion-morar solubility product mrca2+ * *rs0u2_
in 1.7 mo]al Nacl solution is z.t x l0-3 (Marshall and slusher 1966).--ini,
where mri is the total (ana'lytical) molality of species i
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solution is a good representation of the spring brine since that brine
was mostly composed of Na+ and Cl-. The ion molal product (analogous to
IAP) of gypsum in the spring brine was 2.4 x 10-t (from Table 8.4). The
closeness of these two values suggests that the irlsitu spring brine was
saturated with gypsum. Therefore, it is concluded that gypsum was precipitated
from the salt-brjne system under Taylor Glacier and that this precipitation
was the cause of the depletion of S0,,2- from that expected for concentrated
sea water (Table 8.3).
(i i i ; calci um carbonate sol ubi 1 ity
The solubility of calcium carbonate at Taylor Glacier may be governed
by the equi'l i bri um:
cac0g(r) * t0r(n) + H20 
-,.rJo) * 2Hcoiaq)
(Reaction 6.8). The equilibrium constant given by:
K=
c
aca2+'(uHcor-)'
K. is
...8.6
. . .8.7ucor'uHro
assuming as before that CaC03 has unit activity. Reaction 8.6 and K. are
temperature, pressure and solute dependent, although only the temperature
dependence is considered here as a first approximation. Kc 'is evaluated
for in situ conditions in Append'ix 5, section A5.3 and found to have a value
of 5.4 x 10-5 at -5"C (cf 1.5 x 10-6 at +25'C, from Berner 1971).
Rearranging and expanding Equation 8.7 gives:
..8.8K.'Ycor'Pco"'uHroImrHCO3- =
I ]'
YIHCO g- Yrca2+'mrca2+
,l
where mrHCg"- is the expected analytical molality of HCOr- dt equilibrium
under the conditions experienced by the spring brine; and pro^ is the
partial pressure of C0, in equilibrium with the brjne and has Seen estimated
(8.3.2) to be in the range (2 to 5) x 10a pascals (0.2-0.b bars) beneath
Taylor Glacier. Evaluation of Equation 8.8 from known quantities (Table 8.4)
and at different pressures gives various equilibrium concentrations of
bicarbonate ion (Table 8.6).
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Table 8.5
Table 8.6
Maxirnum ice
thickness
(ml
300
140
Fhase
NaCl
Na2504.10H20
Nal{COs
KCI
KeS0+
CaSO* .?HzA
6. Z'8 x
6.57 x
1.3 x
6.06 x
1.0? x
l.'V x
Sslubility relations at +25'C for sone salt phases in the
spring bnine.
I'on activity productin the brinc
calculated frorm standard free energie,s
l'least (1SZt).
3.64 x tOr
?.99 x 10-2
3,07 x 10-t
8.98
2.A x J,0-z
2.4 x t0-5
in Berner ('1971) and
Solnbility product*
K,
Equi I ibri um concentration
of HCOr-(mqtes kglr)
0.05(8)
0.03 ( 7)
o.0ol(5)
10- r
10- +
10- 2
10- 3
10- 7
10- s
Equilibrium csncentrations of bicarbonate m_1,,^^ - calculatedfor various partial pressures of carbon dioHThEsat -5oC,
using Expression 8,8 (cf, analytical rnolality 0,0S0).
Total pressure
('pasca1s) (Ears)
2.8 x 106 ZB
1.2 x 106 L2
1x10s I
(atmospheric pressure)
of
bars
0.5
0.2
0.00033
Partial pressure
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Dissolution of carbonate-bearing rock material and gaseous COz beneath
Taylor Glacier were the cause of the marked enrichment of bicarbonate and
ca]cium ions in the spring brine (Table 8.3) over that expected in concen-
trated sea water. The ana'lytical molafity of HCOs- in the brine (0.050)
is similar to that expected at high partia'l pressures of COz in equiljbrium
with a brine in contact with solid CaCOs (Tab'le 8.6). Therefore, Reaction g.6
is probab'ly a good description of the way in which HC0r drd ca2+ are
enriched in the discharge brines. Since CaCO3 is only sparingly soluble
(faUte 4.1) tfre reaction would take some weeks to approach equilibrium;
thus, the brine and carbonate rock are probably in close contact for at
least some weeks before the brine is discharged at the surface.
Calcium carbonate is precipitated from the d'ischarge brines and
collects in and on the saline icing (Appendix 1, Table 4). Table 8.6 shows
why this is so. High concentrations of HC0:- cannot exist at equilibrium with
atmospherjc COz and therefore, the brines are supersaturated with CaC03 when
they reach the surface; accordingly, CaCOs then precipitates. The polymorph
favoured, calcite or aragonite, depends on ambient condjtions including
the concentrations of Mgz+, Nu* and sr2+ as well as the rates of cOz loss
and salt precipitation (6.4.1). Post-deposition conditions such as flushing
with melt water may transform the metastable aragon'ite to calcite.
8.4 A Model for the Pischarge
8.4.1 The model and previous hypotheses:
A four-step model is proposed here that accounts for the phenomenon
involving salts, in particular the discharge of salty water, at the term'inus
of Taylor Glacier.(1) Sea water entered the Lake Bonney drainage basin including a depression
that is now beneath Taylor Glacier.(2) The sea water subsequently evaporated to dryness or near dryness
during a period(s) of aridity at a time when Taylor G'lacier terminated
several kilometres further west than it does now. A salt deposit
dominated by sodium chloride was formed in the depression.(3) Taylor Glacier then advanced across the salt deposit which is now
causing the basal ice in contact with it to melt.(4) The resulting brine is impounded in the depression until some
instability in the brine-ice system causes release of the brine through
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subglacial or sub-bed conduits, and through crevasse conduits in
the case of discharges from the glacier discharge site.
Other ways of creating a subglacial salt deposit can be conceived
but do not explain the composition of the discharge brines. Sea water could
have partially floated Taylor Glacier a'llowing the water access to a sub-
glacial depression. This water could then have been concentrated by freezing
at the base of the g'lacier. However, the 6180 isotope content of the brine
would then be similar to sea water or at Ieast much less negative than its
measured value of -39 per mille (Fi9.6.3). Alternatively, the salt could
have been deposited by freeze-concentration not evaporation. However, this
would have produced large amounts of sodium sulphate for which there is no
evidence in the discharge brines.
Models involving melt waters, cryostatic recycling of lake water, and
flushing of salts from a subglacial sedimentary basin by melt water have been
proposed for the discharges and icings. Horvever, neither individually nor
collectively have these models been able to fully explain the character of
the saline discharges.
Hamilton et aI. (1962) supposed that melt water mainly from Rhone Glacier
produced the 1958 icing seen in December of that year. In order to explain
the restricted location of the icing, the flow would necessarily have been
mainly subterranean, similar to melt water that supplied a fresh water spring
150 m west of the lateral d'ischarge site in January 1978 (Robinson, pers.
corm.; Appendix l, locality 30, Fig. 3 and p.41, bottom). However, the
6180 content of melt water from Rhone Glacier (-t4 per mille, Hendy et al. 1977)
is different from that of the discharge brines (-39 per mi'lle). Furthermore,
there i s i nsuffi ci ent sal t 'in engl aci al , basal and subg'laci al I ayers of
Taylor Glacier and in melt water from Rhone and Taylor Glaciers to account
for the high sal'inity of the saline icing (Appendix 1, Tab'les 18, 19).
A model of cryostatic recycling of water from Lake Bonney was proposed
by Black gt al. (1965). They suggested that cryostatic pressure, analogous
to that involved in pingo formation, is developed during the refreezing of
the annual moat around the perennial ice of the lake. However, it is
difficult to envisage how water pressure in Lake Bonney could be sufficient
to raise an average of 1500 m3 a-t (1.5 x 106 litres u-t1 of brine to a
height of 20 m and not produce leaking through cracks in the npat ice or
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crevasses adjacent to the moat. Moreover, the composition of the lake
water is different from that of the discharge brines (Fig. G.2, Table 6.2).
Flushing of soluble salts from an ancient sedimentary basin by basal
melt water was proposed by McGinnis (tsOa;. The salts were believed to be
derived from sedimentary rocks beneath the glacier. Although Beacon sediments
probably occur beneath raylor Glacier to the west of Kennar valley(Calkin 1974; Robinson 1979), they do not contain sodium chloride (Fig. 5.10)
or significant amounts of other salts (6.3.3). Therefore, the salts in the
discharge brines cannot have come from such a source. Glacial sediment
exists beneath the glacier.and is probably entrained at the bed from bedrock
(RoU'inson 1979), and so it too is unlikely to contain chloride salts.
Similar glacial sedjment cored by Dry Va'lley Drilling project in eastern
Taylor Valley does not contain'large anpunts of salt (Harris and Mudrey L974;
Chapman-Smith 1975; McKelvey 1975): the maximum salt content in 1:5 extracts
of core samples from DVDP 8-10 is about one percent by weight (Ugolini et al.
L979), an order of magnitude less than that of the discharge brines. probably
insufficient quantities of sal t exist ryjlhin sedime.&q beneath Taylor Glacier
to veri fy McGi nni s ' hypothesi s.
Stable isotopes indicate that water in the discharge brines has come
directly from Taylor Glacier ice. There is no evidence for an oxygen shift
by isotopic exchange with subsurface minerals such as might be expected for
connate or other ground waters (White 1957). The isotope content of the
brine distinguishes its source from that of ground water discharging into
Don Juan Pond; that ground water has a 6tt0 value of -16 per mille
(t<ato et al . 1979).
8.4.2 Location and extent of the salt deposit:
The location of the salt deposit inferred beneath Tay'lor Glacier can
be defined reasonab'ly well. The northern and southern extensions
of the deposit can be roughly delineated by tracing the ice flow lines up-
glacier from the western-rnost known exposures of orange coloured ice and
salt in the basal layers along the ice margi n (8.2.4; Fig. g.3A) . The
direction of ice flow has been determined by pole movement surveys on the
surface of the glacier, by pebble orientations in the basal ice (Robinson LgTg)
and from vertical aerial photographs (US Navy). The northern extension of
the subglacial salt is probably closer to the ice marg'in than indicated by
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Three sections of the lower 4 km of Tay'lor Glacier;
A plan view, drawn from USGS 1:50000 map and USN vertical
aerial photographs;
B schematic cross-section of glacier below C line; ice
thicknesses are intermediate between those on Stern,s(1978) transverse profile (thickness 280 m below pole C4)
and those inferred from his longitudina] profile (ilrickness
120 m below C4 (see text);
C longitudinal section, drawn from USGS l:50000 map,Stern's longitudinal profile, and Hendy et al . (1917).
Figure 8.3
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the western-most exposure of coloured jce because of the asymmetry of
the valley (Fig. 8.38); relatively litile debris-laden basa'l ice .is
exposed along the northern margin (Robinson 1979) suggesting that basal
orange coloured layers there are nrostly obscured.
The maximum up- and down-glacier limits of the deposit are defined by
Stern's (1978) longitudinal interpretation of a gravity survey of Taylor
Glacier which shows a distinct subglilcial depression w'ithin three kilometres
of the snout (Fig. 8.3C). The discharge brines have been in contact with
iron-stained carbonate rocks for probably some weeks before being discharged(8.3.2,8.3.3 iii). These rocks occur in situ jn the metasediment belt
(f igs 8.3A, C), and in g'lacial drift to the east of that belt; no exposures
of these rocks are known to the west of the belt. Therefore, the subglacial
brine source i s down-gl ac'ier of the bel t.
An estimate of the areal extent of the deposit can be made fr"om the
maximum and minimum limits defined above. A small area (5 x lOs m2) may be
defined by the known exposures of coloured ice and the deepest part of the
longitudinal profile (riq.8.3A). A rarge area (1 x 106 m2) is defined by
a longer section of the longitudinal profile and the transverse profile(line C), with a small but arbitrary area to the east of line C (Fig. 8.38)
to al I ow for va'I1 ey asynrmetry.
Accurate delineatjon of subglacial topography is not possible owing
to the lack of data. Stern's (tgZg) interpretation of the sub-ice profiles
beneath lines L and C (fig.8.3A) assumed (t) a one (ice-) layer model that
extended infinitely in a direction perpendicular to the profiles, and(2) no regional gradient of gravity. The finite distance (less than 1,3 km)
to the glacier nnrgin and a large east-west regional gradient of gravity
(Stern 1978) affect the longitud'ina'l interpretation most significantly.
Therefore, the thickness of the ice below pole (and gravity stat.ion) c4
is probably closer to 280 m than 120 m, these being the thicknesses
determined for profiles C-C' and L-L' respectively.
However, even 280 m is unreliable because a iayer of sediment probably
underlies the ice in the depression (rig.8.3B,c). Stern (1979) required a
thickness of up to 600 m of sediment beneath Taylor Glacier to the south
and west of Kukri Hi'lls to account for the difference between his gravity
anomaly and calkin's (tsz+1 ice depth obtained by radio echo sounding.
Furthermore, there is rpre than 320 m of sediment in eastern Taylor Valley
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(McKelvey 1975). Stern's interpretation of gravity near the snout of the
glacier could not incorporate a layer of sediment because there is no ice
depth control near the snout. The probable density of this assumed layer
is between that of ice and bedrock and means that ice thickness is'less
than 280 m below C4. A compromise thickness of 200 m is shown on Fjg. 8.3C;
Fig. 8.38 is Stern's transverse profile recalculated to 200 m below C4.
The existence, position and height of the subglacial ridge (or hjgh)
beneath the glacier at poles A4 and 84 are significant because the r.idge
represents the down-g'lacier end of the subglacial depression. This ridge
is probably composed of bedrock more resistant to glac'ial erosion similar
to Bonney Riegel nearby (rig.8.4). The ridge probably trapped sea water
in the depression during a sea water influx(es) and presumably now permits
brine to be impounded beneath the glacier. The actual height of the ridge
is uncertain due to the lack of good 'ice bathymetry but the elevation of
a low point (or col) in it may be the control on the elevation (80 m asl)
of the glacier discharge site. This elevatjon, Stern's interpretation of
the elevation below pole A4, and the elevation of the Suess subgiacjal
threshold (6.2.4 ii) are all shown on Fig.8.3c. There.is no indication
that the lowest point of the subglacial ridge is higher than the Suess
threshol d .
8.4.3 Formation of the deposit:
The salt deposit inferred beneath Taylor Glacier was formed after a
sequence of events and climatic conditions. Sea water entered the Lake Bonney
drainage basin less than 0.1 l'la Bp (rig. 8.4A). Thjs influx probably
occurred as Ross Ice Shelf thickened and advanced into eastern Taylor Val1ey,
possibly between 21000 rac years and 50000 years ago (6.2.4 iii). The
water subsequently evaporated to a concentration where sodium chloride was
precipitated during a time(s) of arjdity when Taylor Glacier was at least
2'7 kn shorter than now. Sa'lt deposits were formed in both the present
subglacia1 depression up to two kilometres west of the present terminus, and
East Lobe of Lake Bonney (fig. 8.48). Little or no melt water from Taylor
Glacier can have been entering the Bonney basjn at this time, since arid
conditions prevailed in the basin, suggesting that the glacier was then west
of the western threshold to the basin, that is, at least about seven
kilometres west of the present terminus (from Stern 1978). There is no
salt deposit in West Lobe (Hendy et al. L977) which implies that a connection
Figure 8.4 Longitudinal section through
Lake Bonney:A Sea water influx(es);B Evaporation to dryness orC Advance of Taylor Glacier
of a lake in West Lobe;D Present day situation with
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near dryness;
and development
saline discharges.
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existed between West Lobe and what is now a subglacial depression, and
allowed the salt water to drain out of West Lobe (G. Claridge, pers. conm.).
The subglacial depression, therefore, is an ancient lobe of Lake Bonney and
may contain a similar amount of salt as does the East Lobe of the lake, that
is about (1-2) x 10ro kg (from Hendy et aI.1977).
The arid conditjons associated with the precipitation of sodium
chloride may have occurred both before and after the culmination of Ross
Glaciation I (and the ful'l-bodied stage of Glacial Lake washburn,
17000-21000 t'*C years 8P,6.2.4 iii). Hendy et al. (tglg) found no
evidence for large lakes in Bonney basin existing between about 20000 and
70000 years BP, and little evidence for lakes during the periods 0.13 to
0.18 Ma BP and 0.22 to 0.3 Ma BP. These lake-free periods match global cool
periods (Shackleton and 0pdyke 1973) quite closely (Hendy et al. 1979). The
most recent global cool period extended from about 30000 to 13000 years BP
(Shackleton and 0pdyke 1973), and thus, the period 30000 to 20000 years BP
was probably effectively lake-free in Bonney basin. Presumab'ly, such arid
conditions would have led to precip'itat'ion of sodium chloride from jnjected
sea water brine.
After the culmination of Ross I, the level of ice-dammed Lake Washburn
tended to drop from a high of 308 m asl. The level had dropped to 205 m asl
by about 18000 rqc years BP, and to 116 m asl in Bonney basin by about
16500 ruc years ago (Kel1ogg et al. 1980); by now suess threshold was
exposed, isolating the lake in Bonney basjn. West Lobe was apparently dry
or nearly dry before a further 1000 rtC years had elapsed (Hendy et al. 1977).
Therefore, sodium chloride was probably precipitating in the ancient lobe
and East Lobe, sometime between about 16000 and 15000 years ago.
Aspects of the more recent history of both the subglacial salt deposit
and Taylor Glacier can also be inferred. Melt water from Taylor Glacier
flowed into a dry or near-dry West Lobe about 15000 years ago (Hendy et al.
1977) (6.?.4 iii). By this time the glacier had probably advanced sufficiently
to dam this water (Fig.8.aC). If it had not then the present subglacia'l
lobe would also have been filled with water which would have been pushed
out of the lobe as the glacier advanced across it. This expelled water
would have probably destroyed the 15000 year old diffusion cell in West Lobe,
which did not happen. Therefore, Taylor Glacier must have advanced across
the subglacial salt deposit by about 15000 years BP, and has advanced up to
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a further kilometre or so since then. During this time East Lobe has
experienced inflow of melt water, overflow from West Lobe and probably
intermediate dry or near-dry stages (Hendy et al . lglT).
8.4.4 Salt and heat balance - feasibility of the rnodel:
Saline discharge events may have been occurring for 15000 years or
so. This represents a total output of z x lOe kg of salt at the average
rate of I x 105 kg a-r (ca'lculated for discharges over the last 10 years,
Table 8.1). C1ear1y, such an extrapolation can be no more than a guide to
show that there is sufficient salt beneath the g'lacier for the discharge
process to be feasible even after 15000 years. Certainly, the amount is
small compared to (2-3) x 1010 kg of salt, which is the amount calculated
by Hendy et al. (tgll) to ue in a volume of sea water equal to that
hypothetically impounded behind the Suess threshord (3.6 x 10ro tg)
lsss the 1-2 x L0r0 kg known to be in East Lobe. In fact, the subqlacial
salt may account for the difference between Hendy eLqL's two estimates.
It'is more difficult to determine whether the discharge process is
thermally feasible. The average discharge of brine over the last ten years
is about 1500 m3 a-r (rante 8.1) representing 1.5 x 106 kg of melted ice.
This requires 3.33 x 10s Joules kg-t (Smithsonian Inst. 1954) or
5.0 x 10rr Ja-r to melt. The heat of solution of the salt can be neglected
here because it is small (less than 7 x 10{ J kg-r of sodium chloride,
weast 1971, or less than 1 x 1010 Ja-r). For the discharge process to be
thermally feasible there must be a positive heat balance equivalent to this
requirement at the base of the glacier in the subglacial depression.
The heat balance at the base of a glac'ier depends on geothermal heat
flow, ice thickness, surface temperature, ice velocity, presence and amount
of melting or freezing of the ice, subg'lacial water movement, and the amount
of heat produced by sliding friction and internal deformation. The balance
at a point on the bed below'line C is given by:
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Qg*QO = Qb*Q,
(Appendix 5, Fig. A5.1) where
...8.9
Qn is the geothermal heat flow in McMurdo oasis*,
8.8 x 10-2 Jm-' a-r (Decker and Bucher 1977)
aO is the heat produced by internal deformation
+ 7.3 x 10-3 Jm-2 s-t below line C (Roninson 1979)
Q5 is the heat flow into the glacier base
Q, is the heat available for melting ice
assuming that; (1) trictional heating at the base and sides of the glacier,
and (2) the horizontal component of ice velocity (5 m a-t at the surface)
have negligible effects (RoUinson 1979).
The basal temperature and basal temperature gradient must be known
before Q6 can be obtained. Robinson derived a modification of Robin's (1955)
equation (see Appendix 5, section A5.5) to calculate the basal and eng'lacial
temperature regime; basal temperatures were assumed to be at the pressure
melting point of salt-free ice (c. 0"C), or colder jn whjch case no basal
me1ting was possible. However, the presence of salt in the subglacial
depression means that basal ice can be melting at colder than 0'C. The
coldest tenperature at which brine can exist in the subglacial salt system
is simi'lar to the eutectic temperature of sea water, -54"C (Thompson and
Nelson 1956). This is much colder than the mean annual air and surface
temperatures in the area, which are around -20'C (Appendix 3, Tables 8,9).
The in situ temperature of the discharge brines (-5.5'C) provides an
estinnte of basal temperatures in the subglacia'l depression. The temperature
of the spring brine did not change significant'ly over 10 days and the
freezing point of this brine was the sanp as the in situ temperature of the
crevasse brine (Table 8.2). The crevasse brine was in equilibrium with ice(8.2.2), suggesting that the brines had reached equilibrium with their sub-
ice conduits and reflected basal temperatures. If they had not reached
equilibrium then they would have cooled with time, because the glacier ice
and frozen sediments were co1der than 
-5"C at the surface (faUte 8.2). Such
cooling was not noted, suggesting that the discharge brines reflected basal
temperature at their point of origin, namely the subglacial depression below
line C.
*Decker and Bucher measured the geothernnl gradient in DVDP 6, Lake Vida,tlrougf granitic rock. Such rock a'lso underlies Taylor Glacier suggestingthat the heat flow beneath it is similar to that at-Vida, especia'liy since
Decker and Bucher explained the high heat flow by a regional-convective
model (noUinson 1979).
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Heat f'low below'line C can now be estimated. The temperature difference,
between the mean annual surface temperature (-17oc, Appendix 3, Table g, p.zz)
and the basal temperature, is assumed to be 11.5oC. The basa'l temperature
gradient representing the basa'l heat flo* Qb required to produce this
temperature difference at line C is calcu'lated from Robinson's equation
(Appendix 5, Equation A5.17) and is given in Table 8.7 for two ice thicknesses.
subtracting Qu from(Qn plus Qo)(Equation g.9) gives the amount of heat Q,
available for melt'ing ice per square metre of contact between the glacier
base and the salt at its bed. The heat available is positive, and the total
area of salt-ice contact required to balance the heat flow by Equation g.9
quite reasonab'le (Table 8.7); furthermore, these areas are similar to those
shown on Figure 8.3A. Therefore, the saline discharge process appears to be
therma'lly feasible, assuming that no other subterranean water or brine flows
out of the subglacial depression. Melting and refreezjng of other water
or brine may occur but must be confined to the subglacial depression.
8.4.5 subsurface brine movement , drainage and release mechanism
of the discharqe:
Water movement at the bed of a glacier has been discussed by Weertman(L972), Robin and weertman (1973) and Nye (1976) (and others), who showed
how water at the bed of glaciers could move up hill towards areas of lower
hydrostatic pressure. The s'lope of a glacier surface is roughly l0 times
more effective than the bed slope in directing the f'low of water (Nye 1976).
The surface slope between poles A4 and C4 on Taylor Glacier is about 5o(usGS 1:50,000 map) whereas the bed slope is about go in the opposite
direction (Fig. 8.3C). Because of glacier thinning, the hydrostatic pressure
gradient at the bed below C4 is greater than that below A4. This pressuregradient could force the brine, formed by melting in the bottom of the
subglacial depression, to flow up the western side of the subglacial ridge(Fig'8'4D). Such movement could occur so long as basal ice remained at
the melting point and sufficient pressure existed to force the brine upwards.
The depth of brine impounded and the average cross-section area of thedrainage path cannot be great. The average annual volume of brine discharged(1500 m'a-t) divided by the estimated area of subglacia'l salt (0.5 - 1x106 m2)
suggest that the impounded brine may form a layer as thin as l-3 nun in a
subglacial 'reservoir' between ice and salt. Local deepening cou'ld occur
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but such a generally th'in layer of brine cannot be discharged rapidly,
consistent with the estimates of event duration made earlier (1-6 months,
8.2.3). Estimated discharge at the discharge sites was about 0.5'l s-l(5 x 10-a mt s-r) and flow velocity less than 0.1-0.2 m s-r consistent with
slow release of brine at least during the'latter stages, and probably dur.ing
' most of an event.
Discharge always occurs from one or both of two places (crevasse or
lateral site) on the north side of the terminus. This implies that the
brine flows in a permanent channel or narrow bedrock defile, such as might
exist along the northern side of the subglac.ial ridge due to valley
asymmetry (Fig. 8.38). The same channel may once have allowed water from
the llest Lobe of Lake Bonney to drain westwards (Fig.g.4B) but is now
cut off' presumably with glacier ice frozen to the channel sides and bottom.
The lower part of the brine drainage course is divergent. part extends
through some kind of permeable sub-ice material to emerge beside the glacier.
High e'lectrical resistivity measured around the snout of the glacier by
McGinnis and Jensen (1971) has been interpreted as indicating the presence
of permeable permafrost. Crevasses in the snout provide conduits for brine
flow through the co'ld 'impermeable' ice at the g]acier margin.
Glacier ice and the sides of the subglacial depression impound the brine
beneath the glacier preventing a continual slow discharge. Recurrent
discharge sites and aperiodic discharge suggest that the point of damming is
beneath the glacier and is not due to the annual freeze-up of the active
Iayer at the surface during autumn and early winter. Impounding can occurfor more than one reason. Freezing of the glacier to its bed towards the
margins establishes an impermeable seal preventing further subglacial drainage,
and overburden pressure may exceed hydrostatic pressure thus blocking sub-glacial and englacial channels.
It is difficult to determine the under'lying mechanism leading to
release of the impounded brine in the form of aperiodic saline discharges.
similarly, the cause of drainage of ice-dammed lakes in general is not always
readily defined. Aperiodic re1ease may be caused by: changing ice velocity,
stress patterns, mass balance, thickness and shape; limnological changes
including water temperature, salinity, volume and hydrostatic headr and to
changes re'lated to climate such as precipitation (Liestiil 1956; whalley 1971;
Mathews L973)' Records of most of these are lacking at raylor Glacier.
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Climate has little djrect effect at Taylor Glacier because the ice is
too thjck even for extreme seasonal events to penetrate to the bed. There
is no evidence for explosive release, such as might leave ice blocks
incorporated in the sal ine icing. Mechan'isms relying on flotation, or
merely bu'ild-uptoa critical hydrostatic pressure, are not likely as they
'would produce a marked periodicity, as they do elsewhere (Thorarinsson 1953;
Marcus 1960).
The most fikely release mechanjsm may be a melting process that is
influenced by glaciologica'l variations including chang'ing stress patterns.
Similar processes have been discussed by Liestb'l (1956), Whalley (1971)
and Mathews (1973) for aperiodic jiikulhlaups. Saline brines, much warmer
than impounding ice may melt thr"ough an ice barrjer. An injtial leak need
only be a thjn space or narrow fracture; melting could soon enlarge such
a passage giving access to a permanent subglacial channeJ such as a narrow
boulder-ff l'led defile or crack. A narrow dra'inage channel cleared of ice
during one event, should start to be filled by glacier flow in the foliowingyear. However, the occurrence of paired events (Table 8.1) suggests that
this infilling'is not completed before the second of the pair is released.
After that event, the subglacial reservoir may be substantially depleted
allowing time for more complete establishment of an jce barrier. Such
behaviour could account for the discharge record of the last nine years.
The broadly seasona'l regularity that js apparent in discharges may be
related to glacier movement and associated release of stress. Discharges
occur in winter and spring (9.2.3), during which time a system of ice-push(pressure) ridges or arcuate folds are formed most years (or every year) in
the moat ice of Lake Bonney (Plate 8.9). The ridges occur in front of the
steepest, most crevassed part of the snout as the glacier advances or slumps
forward a few metres (Black and Bowser 196g, Figs 9, 11). Fractures(crevasses) in the ridges are deeper than two metres in piaces (plate 8.9)
indicating that the ridges are formed probably in the second half of the
year iike the recurring cracks in the moat ice (8.2.3). This timing is
consistent wjth sjmilar ridges formed during late winter elsewhere(worsley 1974; Birnie 1927). such minor annual advances have been
attributed to a reduced ablation rate during winter (Horsley 1974;
Birnie 7977), but could also be influenced by small amounts of lake water
drawn beneath the giacier due to the steep gradient of the g'lacier surface
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in this area (Robin and l,leertman L973). Glacier movement at this time
may produce incipient or larger fractures in the ice that dams the impounded
subglacial brine. Leaking and melting cou'ld then be initiated at these
fractures if the level of, or pressure in the brine is sufficient.
Plate 8.9 I"o ice-_push_ridges in the nroat ice of Lake Bonney infront of.Taylor Glacier (direction of flow rrom lbftto right). Person on left for scale (24/l)/7g,).
8.5 Concl usion
The sa]ine discharges at Taylor Glac'ier are a result of complex inter-
actions between subglacial salt and glacier ice. Discharges are believed to
occur as a result of the glacier riding over a salt deposit that covers at
least 5 x 105 m2 situated l-2 km up-glacier from the glacier terminus. The
salt causes a thin layer of ice to melt, and the brine so-forned is
aperiodically discharged from and beside the ice margin at the terminus.
The brine release mechanism is not known but may be associated with the
melting of an ice dam after this has been cracked by glacier movement.
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The discharges bear some resemblance to aperiodic jbkulhlaups but are not
identical to them. In particular, the discharges are of relatively srnll
volume and low flow rate, involving saline not fresh water released from a
cold not temperate glacier during mid-winter to earry summer, not during
surmer to early winter.
The salt deposit was formed apparently from evaporated sea water.
Deviations from the sea water composition in the discharge brines are due
to precipitation of gypsum, dissolution of local marble bedrock and gaseous
carbon dioxide, and fixation of potassium by clays. A significant gas,
content may be derived from bubbles contained in the melting glacier ice.
The phenomenon gives an indication of the recent history of Taylor
Valley and Glacier. Sea water brine was injected into the drainage basin
of Lake Bonney perhaps between about 50000 and 20000 years ago. The glacier
was probably at least two to seven kilometres shorter than now during a
period or periods of aridity during which the trapped sea water evaporated,
perhaps about 30000-20000 and/or 16000-15000 years BP. After this Iast
period of aridity, Taylor Glacier advanced to within a kilometre or so ofits present position which it reached about 15000 years Bp allowing a new
lake (l,lest Lobe, Lake Bonney) to form.
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CONCLUS IONS
This study of salts and their distribution in the McMurdo region
has been of necessity an extensive one. Salt distribution, a small part
of salt geochemistry, is a broad topic and quite complex since salt accumula-
tion is not regular. It is a result of different sources of salts, a variety
of agents and modes of migration of these salts, their various physico-
chemjcal properties and also environmental conditions. Extensive data
are required to examine the topic.
At least 30 salt phases have been recogn'ized. Ten of these, comprising
eight different salts, are sufficiently widespread for their distribution
to be studied in detail. Classification of salt deposits into five dif-
ferent types has proved to be a useful way of surrnarizing salt accumulation.
The amount of moisture available in a locality and physico-chemical
properties of salts are the two fundamental influences on local distribution
of the salts. These salts have accumulated in the region because of its
aridity. Despite this aridity a sma1l amount of moisture 'is present,
and results in the movement of salts both w'ithin the regolith and towards
the lower parts of drainage basins. The more mobile salts tend to occur
towards the bottom of the basins. A general relationship appears to exist
between salt mobility and eutectic temperature in the binary aqueous salt
system; mobility increases with decreasing eutect'ic temperature.
Slope aspect modifies local distribution in three ways: (l) calcite
and gypsum prefer north-facing slopes, (?) surface efflorescences of more
soluble phases also prefer north-facing slopes whereas (3) subsurface depos'its
of the most soluble phases, nitrates, prefer south-facing slopes. Such
tendencies are the result of (l ) increased production of Ca2+ by chemical
weathering on north-facing slopes,(2) increased movement of soil brines
to the soil surface on north-facing slopes and (3) decreased leaching of
nitrates on south-facing slopes. These in turn are caused by a higher
availability of moisture on north-facing slopes compared to south-facing
sl opes.
Salt migration is currently active in the region. Water and wind
are the main agents causing this migration. Water transports salts in
solution via thin liquid films, capillary water, channelled supraperma-
frost flows and streams. Such brine movement is affected by moisture
source and structure of the regolith. In McMurdo oasis such transport
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is probably faster towards the east than the west, and on north-facing slopes,
because more mo'isture is available in these places.
bJind-induced migration is more difficult to study. However, evidence
of deflation and shaping of deposits by wind can be seen on individual
deposits. 0n a larger scale,wind has produced asynrmetric salt accumulation
jn the summit area of Erebus Volcano. Although the latter is a special
case, it illustrates the important role of wind in transporting salts.
Such transport evidently takes place near the ground, as well as in the
boundary layer and higher parts of the atmosphere.
Separation of salts occurs during the initia'l and final stages of
the mjgration of salt solutions. That is, fractional dissolution and
crystallizat'ion are probably the most important processes producing salt
separation. Soil water or brines coming into contact with a salt deposit
selectively dissolve those salts having the lower eutectic temperatures and
greater solubilities. Such salts may then migrate in solution away from
the deposit. During deaquation of the brine the opposite occurs, with
salts crystallizing from the brine as their solubility products are exceeded,
the first salts crysta'llizing being those with the smaller solubility products.
The separation of specific salt phases depends on chemical equilibria in
solution which in turn are dependent on ambient temperature and sa1t com-
position. However, there is good evidence from (l ) observed relative
mobilities of salts, (2) salt properties in binary and multicomponent aqueous
systems and (3) migrating saline flows and brines, that calcium chloride
is the most evolved product of the separation sequence in McMurdo oasis.
There is a little evidence for effective separation whi'le salts
are in solution; ion exchange is a separation process that appears to
operate to a limited extent then. The process removes potassium ion
from some brines at Taylor Glacier and probably elsewhere, but can have
I ittle regional significance.
Ambient humidity and dissociation pressures influence hydrate phase
distribution and separation. The relative humidity and temperature of
the surrounds determine whether or not the dissociation pressure of a
hydrate is exceeded. If it is not, then part or all of the water of
crystallization of the hydrate is lost, as is usually the case for mirabilite
in surface efflorescences in McMurdo oasis. The hygroscopicity of a
salt does not appear to be a significant influence on salt distribution
in the region.
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Considerable amounts of salt must have migrated from place to place
within the oasis during its lifetime of at least four million years. Separa-
tion of different salts must have been quite effective during this time
and therefore should be noticeable today in places other than where it
was studied in this thesis. A significant proportion of the salt in
long-exposed drainage bas'ins, such as that of Lake Vanda, is likely to
have migrated in dissolved form to the lowest part of the basin- This
is consistent with the high concentrations of calcium and chloride ions
in the present Lake Vanda and Don Juan Pond, and is one reason why sodium
is not the predominant cation in these lakes. However, younger basins
such as those presently occupied by Lake Bonney and Fryxell have not had
time for a significant enrichment of calcium ions to develop.
This thesis has considered the sources of salts in the McMurdo region.
Salt distribution on a regional scale was examined'for this purpose. The
distribution has been characterized by a set of gradients describing the
relative frequency at which salt phases are encountered. Chloride and
sodium phases decrease in frequency away from the coastn whereas magnesium
phases increase as do the ratios of su'lphates-to-ch'loride and nitrates-to-
chloride. Calcium and carbonate show little change except in Taylor Valley
where a marked decrease is apparent. Because of these different gradients,
this study recognizes that a variety of salt sources exists, and has con-
tributed to the salt system as a whole in the region. Different sources
are important in different areas and no single source can account for
all the salts. Similarly, different pathways exist for different sources.
Salts of marine origin are regiona'lly and quantitatively most
important. This is indicated by (l) tne abundance in salt deposits of
chloride, sulphate and sodium salts,al'l of which are derived mainly from
the sea, (2) the domjnance of gradients involving these ions over those
of other ions, (3) the alkaline pH of most soils in the region, (4) the
widespread distribution of sulphates whose sulphur isotope composition
is related to that of sea water sulphate, and (5) the predominance of
chloride in saline lakes. Pathways that are followed by salts of marine
origin into the region involve atmospheric aerosols, snowfall, sea water
influx, sea spray and dry fallout including salts blown off the sea ice.
Subsequent fractionation processes during dissolution, migration and deaqua-
tion of brines are mainly responsible for obscuring the narine origin
of the salts.
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Sea water has been iniected, comparatively recently, into Taylor Valley
to as far west as at least 37 km from the present coast. The injection
took place probably during an expansion of Ross Ice Shelf, possibly as
recently as about 20000-50000 years ago. Drrring a subsequent period(s)
of aridity, Taylor Glacier terminated at least two to seven kilometres
further west than now. Subsequent advance of the glacier to its present
position has caused an unusual interaction between salt and ice. This
interaction produces aperiodic discharges of salty water, similar in salt
composition to concentrated sea water, from beneath the glacier.
Chemical weathering is the main process contributing magnesium, calcium
and carbonate ions into the salt system. lrleatherjng reactionscan be
described in terms of normal chemical decay of the most easily weathered
rock and soil minerals. The availability of moisture affects the rate
of these reactions. Therefore, these are faster in moister areas, for
example north-facing slopes. Although chemical weathering is very slow
in Antarctica, it operates over a period in excess of four million years
in places and thus the products of such weathering are widespread.
Other sources of salts are locally important. Biological activity
seems to have a significance that, generally, has been underestimated
in the past. Such activity was responsible for isotopic modification
of sulphates, and probably for the production of considerable amounts
of carbonate plus bicarbonate phases in eastern Taylor Valley. Hydrothermal
fluids contribute to carbonates and sulphates mainly in subsurface volcan'ic
rocks. Volcanic activity has produced extensive and distinctive salt
deposits in the summit area of Erebus Volcano but this activity is not
of regional or continental sign'ificance to salt accumulation.
The salts of the McMurdo region have accumulated during
the last four mi'llion years at least. They have formed in conditions
similar to those of the present day and are st'ill accumulat'ing. There
is no evidence that they formed in the earlier, wanner or moister times
pre-dating the present ice sheet, that is before 20-25 Ma BP. Three
independent lines of evidence exist that illustrate this: (l) the
amount of salt on and in comparable soils increases with time, for
surfaces up to more than four million years old; (2) over this time
surface temperature and moisture conditions do not appear to have changed
by a large amount, especially at high elevations where large amounts
of salt occuri (3) all salt phases that have been studied from the
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are no phases or
apart from very
in present surface and near surface
salts present that can be regarded
small amounts of gypsum and calcium
conditions. There
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INTRODUCTTON
Victoria University of Wellington Antarctic Expeditions harie had a long
association with the salt accumulations and saline lakes of the McMurCo
region (Fig. 1). This publication records the crysLalline salt phases that
have been char-cterised i.n the region to date. X-ray diffraction analyses
of over 300 salt accumulations are listed with emphasis on locations irr
Taylor Valley. AIso included are analyses of saLine spring and glacier
discharge brines and melted samples from the area of the saline discharge
(Keys 1979) at the termi.nus of Taylor Glacier, and from other localities on
and around the glacier. Major, trace and rare earth element analyses are
given for some volcanogenic salts from Erebus Volcano.
These data are from a Ph.D. study of sal-t distribution and origin in the
McMurdo regior5 and the Taylor Glacier saline discharge phenomena. The
informatior is important because of the extensive interest in salt accumu-
lation in this part of Antarctica and because of the relationship of the
salts, Taylor Ghacier and the sal-ine lakes to the glacial history of the
region.
ANATYTICAL TECHNTQUES
The salt accumulations were analysed using a Philips PW 1010 x-ray generator
and PW 42L0 x-ray powder diffractometer (xRD) to determine the crystalline
phases. Sample preparation consisted of purification by manually
removing rock impurities, grind,ing in a mortar and pestle and placing in
on aluninium sample holder or on a glass sLide. Diffraction patterns were
interpreted using the indicea of the American Society for Testing and
Materials.
The major cations in the brines (except sample 78/0L). meltwaters and
melted ice samples were anal-ysed using atornic a6,sorption (AA) spectro-
photometry. With this technigue the most accurate results are obtained
when the standards consist of all the elements being analysed with these
eLements in the ratios that they are in the sample. Thus reconnaissance
analyses were performed first, based on single element standards, rdith
La3+ added to suppress interference. Excess Na* was added to the K* stan-
dard to rnask Na* interference. The results of these anatyses enabted
preparation of suitable standards for more precise analyses
The major cations in an acidified, diluted sample of the 1978 discharge
brine (sample 78/01) were analysed independently by N.H. Holden (Chemical
Service Laboratories Ltd., Wellington). Na+ and K* were analysed using
flame photometry with the working samples doped with excess Li+ to mask
inteference. Mg2+ and ca2* r"re determined by standard EDIA titrations.
Major anions were determined using standard wet technigues (Vogel 1951,;
Metson I956t Brown et al., 1970). CI- was determined as total halides
using silver nitrate, with the titrations viewed through yellow lens
goggles to improve the end point deterrnination. tOnt- was determined
gravimetrically with barium chloride. Analysis of HCO'-was not performed
at the sampling site because of logistic difficulties. After sampling
however, a precipitate of calcium carbonate formed in the spring brine
samples. A reasonable estimate of HCOI concentration could be obtained
therefore, by analysing the HCO] in the solution above the precipitate
(using hydrochloric acid) and by determining the Caz+ (by e.A, spectro-
photometry) in the precipitate. It $ras assumed that the HCo; fost, ,and
the Ca2+ determined, are stoichiometrically related as in the eguation
for the reaction
"'?jsl + 2Hco;(.q) € cuco3 ( =) + coz (g) + It2o
This reaction also involves,and compensates for, the degassing of carbon
dioxide.
The specific conductance of the liguid samples was determined using a
standard conductivity bridge and water bath thermostated to +25oC.
Freezing point depressions were measured by mercury thermometer, using
salt-ice freezing mixtures in an apparatus similar to that illustrated by
cl-asstone (f940) .
Major elements in volcanogenic salts from Erebus Volcano lrere determined
by neutron activation at the University of Maryland, U.S.A., by W. Zoller
(see ZoLler and Gordon f970). Selected trace and rare earth elements were
analysed in pressed powder discs by x-ray fluorescence, using ceLlulose-
based standarde, by P. Kennedy, Victoria University of Wellington.
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NOTES ON SETECTED TABTES
TABLE 1 Crystalline salt phases
More than 30 phases have been reported to date by workers in the region.
Here these phases are grouped into three sub-tables on the basis of
distribution and freguency of reports in antarctic literature.
The iodate-containing phase present in trace amounts is probably lautarite,
rather than sodium iodate as reported by ,Johannesson and Gibson (1962) and
Gibson (f952).
IABIES 3, 5, 6, 7 Distribution of SaIt phases in Taylor Valley, upper Ferrar
Val-ley, Wright Valley and McMurdo Sound Area
The tables l-ist: locality number (shown on Figures 2, 4, 5); sample number
(eit.her a Victoria University of Wellington, Geology Department five figure
catal.ogue number or a two-part field number); the salt phases (in order of
importance in the sample); the deposit type (from Table 2) j site aspect
(northwest Nw etc, flat F, smal.l hoLLow where aspect is of lesser importanee,
H); rock types associated with the deposit (determined in the field and
using Haskell et al., 1955; Barrett l97l; Barrett and Webb L9?3i McKelvey
and Webb L962; and Cole and Ewart 1968); and site elevation (based on baro-
meter readingst and U.S. Geological Survey maps, 1:50r000 topographic series
and 1:250r000 reconnaissance series) .
TAB].E 4 Distribution of crystalline salt phases around the terminus of
Taylor Glacier
ltheresalts are related to the saline discharge phenomena. Localities are
given in Fig. 3.
TABLES 8-11 Crystalline salt phases in salt-covered depressions
Thelie sho!'t the succession of salts after capiJ.Iary transfer, evaporation
and freezing out from solution in saline depressions. Fig. 5 shows the
sample locations at the two largest depressions studied.
TABLE 12 Identification of melanterite
The salt deposit consisted of about 0.3 grams of small green crystals,
1 to 2 nm long of melanterite (FeSOn .7H2O), encrusting part of the magnetite
(Feron) bed. A small anount of yellow-orange and white encrustation and
associated rock detritus was taken with the 0.19 sample. The non-assigned
peaks in the diffraction pattern represent the associated rnaterial; the
yeJ.low-orange and white encrustation consists mostly of iron III and iron fI
surphqtes. l,bre definate identification by xRri is not poesi.ble orirrg to
peak interference and to the small eample slze. 
..
TABI,E 13 Identification of burkeite
The interpretation of this pattern is difficult due to peak overlap. The
three annotated, unassigned peaks in the table include the rnain halite
;;-"; 2.82 8,. The second, third and fourth halite peaks (at 1.9948,
1.6288 and 3.2GR respectively) are obscured because halite is present in
lotl concentration.
Both of the other annotated, unassigned peaks did not disappear after oven
drying at l05oq and can therefore be attributed to an anhydrous species'
They probably represent additional or modified planes of ions in'the
burkeite NaU(CorXsOn), crYstal lattice' caused by mutual substitution of
sulphate and carbonate. These anions can nulually substitute over a
wide range in the artificially-produced salt (Palache et aI" 1951)'
The other unassigned peaks all disappeared on oven drying: therefore most
of these peaks can be attributed to trona. Thermonatrite which is present in
relatively low concentration has little effect on the pattern in this region'
Reference to relative peak intensities assisted the interpretation' The
strong peak at 4.898 disappeared on oven drying ancl can be assigned to
trona although there is a significant discrepancy between the experimental
and literature peak positions. Relative peak intensities bear reasonable
resemblance to the literature values. As is normally the case' distortions
are due to Particle size effects'
TABLE 14 Reconnaissance analyses of major cations
Listed here are analyses by AA using Single element standards' These
results allow serniquantitative comparisons between samples of specific
cations. LocaLity numbers are shown on Figures 2 and 3'
TABLE T5
The concentrations of major cations and anions in these brines and in
seaqrater are given, together with oxygen and deuterium isotope data' In
saline spring sample 76/72, the sum of each cation concentration (in noles
per kilogram) times its cationic charge, and the corresponding anionic sum'
agr€e within four Percent *hich ls within analytical error. such agyeenent
irrdicates a satisfactory analysis.
TABLES 17-21 ific conductance, chloride concentration and freezi
point depressions
These five tables Present selected analyses to sho\" generic relationships
between sarnples, involving saline icing, englacial ard subglacial iron-
stained ice. Dirt layer and meltwater samples are included' sample
locations are shown on Figures 2 and 3'
sition Lacier
TABLES 23-25
7
Ma'ior trace, and rare earth element analyses of volcanogenic
salts from Mt Erebus
X-ray diffraction of these volcanogenic salts, and simple vret tests.
indicate that a complex mixture of alurns and other volcanogenictphases are
present. UnstabJ.e hydration states and the possible existence of rare or
unknown salt minerals further means that identification of most phases
by xRD is difficult. Major element analysis by neutron activation gives
the elemental composition of three volcanogenic saIts. AnaLytical total-s
are within ten percent after equating with oxygen, although normal
stoichionetric relationships cannot al1 be relied upon in these salts.
Electroneutrality is difficult to show because of unknown amounts of OH-,
?+Al"' and other ions. Trace and rare earth elements can be used to
determine enrichments of specific species.
TABLE 26 Accumulation of salts
Measurement of the total amount of salt at a site of known absolute or
relative age, enables assumptions of the rate of salt acqumulation to be
tested. Locality nurnbers are given in Fig. 2.
TABLES 27-36 Frequehcy data
The data fromTables l, 3, 41 5,6,7 harebeen reduced to summary form for
construction of histograms and other diagrams. Salt phases are counted in
each deposit they occur, subject to constraints depending on the subject
of the specific sruunary table. fn several instances insufficient data tnve
been accumulated for statistical purposes.
fn each deposit the most cornmon hydrate (or polymorph) is considered in
nost cases (as indicated). ForTables 27,28,29,3I, sarnples are ex-
cluded that are listed as having both surface and subsurface deposit type
Deposits in hollows and flats are not considered in rables 28, 31. To
generate sufficient data for Tables 29-3L, the eight compass points listed
in the parent tables are condensed to guarters by cornbining NW, NE with
N, NE, SE with S etc. The significance of these two-dimensional orien-
tation distributions is tested against randomness using a rearranged equa-
tion of curray (1955), relating the vector magnitude, L (percent), at the
significance level p,to the total nunber, N'of data, where| = 100 f:.InE
/ -T-
If :he magnitude of the aspect class is greater than L for significance
levels 0.01 and 0.05, then the distribution is not uniform. For table 32
onlir those sites ltere considered where a particular rock type could be
qualitatively assessed as being dominant. only localities on the contin-
ent vrere considered for Table 34 (elevation). In this table salt
occurrences in the 4 largest salty depressions were not included. Tabl-e 35
(distance from coast) includes data derived from the maps of Nishiyama
(L977) for parts of Taylor and Wright Val-leys (aragonite occurrences are
excluded). Data from Table 7 are not considered here because of diffi-
8culties or ambiguities in determining distance. Neglect of those occurr-
ences with unanbiguous distances (:able 7.5) , has an insignifiCant effect
on lable 35. Gypsum and calcite occurrences are not ilcluded in table 36'
No caLcite accumulations were reccrrded at cape Bird although they are
possiblehavingbeenfoundnearbyinsimilarsituationsatcapes
Roydq, Barne and Evang and Hut Point Peninsul-a (Keys L9721. Because of
this uncertainty and their generally low freguency of reported occurrences
here, these salts are not included'
It is possible that systematic sampling errors have affected the recorded
relative frequency of gypsum and calcite deposits. In areas where salt
deposits are sparse and small, it is easiest to obtain workable or
identifiable samples of gypsum and calcite than the more solubl'e salts'
Therefore some results may Portray a stronger trend tban really exists'
For this reason the more soluble salts have often been considered by
themselves here. This rnakeg the trends for such salts clearer but
stronger than in reality. Rounding off insignificant figures results in
aII totals not being exactly 100 per cent'
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TABLE I
magnesium sulPhate
heptahydrate
magnesium sulphate
hexahydrate
sodium nitrate
sodium-rnagnesium
suJ-phate guadrahYdrate
sodium sulphate-
nitrate hydrate
potassium chLoride
calcium chloride
hexahydrate
calcium carbonate
sodium carbonate
hydrate
sodiun bicarbonate-
carbonate hYdrate
mineral containing
iodate ion
Mineral Name
epsomite
hexahydrite
soda nitre
bLoedite(astrakhanite)
clarapskite
sylvite
antarcticite
aragonite
thermonatrite
trona
lautarite?(see text)
L2
CRYSTALLINE SAIJT PHASES OCCURRING IN THE MCMURDO REGTON.
GROUP A (FREQUENTLY NOTED IN ANTARCTIC LITERATURE)
Mineral Name FormulaChemical Name
sodium chloride
sodium suJ-phate decahYdrate
sodium sulphate
calciurn sulphate dihYdrate
Calciun carbonate
Chemical Name
GROUP B (I,ESS WIDESPREAD THAN GROUP A)
halite
mirabilite
thenardite
gyPsum
calcite
NaCl
NarSOn. I0H2O
Na2SO4
CaSOn .2H20
CaCO,
Early referenee
Gibson (1962)
and others
Claridge &
CampbelJ- (1968
arbrc), Tasch
& Angino (f968)
Gibson (L962) &
others
a, b, c)
Nishiyama c
Kuragawa (1975),
Kumi et al.
( le76T-
Torii & ossaka(1965)
Angino et al.(1964 & others)
Bro$rne (1973);
Nishiyama c
( 1975 )
;Iohannesson &Gibson (L962),
Gibson (1952)
Narr,rs (so4) 2- 4rr20 8]fi:i:ii t(1958 i,b,c)
Nar(Nor) (So4)H2o Claridge &
Campbell (1958
Formula
ltgso4.7H2o
MgSon.6H2o
NaNO,
KCI
CaCl, .6H2O
CaCO,
NarCOr. ErO
ga (r0r) 
2
Kurasawa (1975)
Nan CO3.NarCOr.HrO Nishiyama &
Kuraaawa
l3
GROTJP C (OCCURRING IN LOCALISED AREAS, AND SELDOM OR NOTTABI,E 1 Cont.
Chemical- Narne
sodium bicarbonate
sodium sulphate 
-
carbonate
calcium-sodium
carbonate pentahy-
drate
magnesium carbonate-
sodium carbonate-
chloride
magnesium carbonate
magr-esium carbonate
trit ydrate
calcium-magnesium
carbonate
calcium carbonate
calcium carbonate
hydrate
i.ron GI ) carbonate
iron (II) sulphate
heptahydrate
calcium sulphate-
potass ium-calcium
sulphate hydrate
sodium chloride
dihydrate
magnesLum chloride
phase
caleium phosphate
magnesium hydrogen*
phosphate trlhldrate
volcanogenic ealt
mlnerale e.g.
potassium aluminl-umbaslc hydrated sulphate
Mineral Name
nahcolite
burkeite
gaylussite
northupite
magnesite
nesquehonite
dolornite
vaterite
monohydrocalcite
siderite
melanterite
anhydrite
syngenite
dihydrohalite
bischofite?
tachyhydrite?
carnallite?
whitlockite?
newberyLte
alunite
NaHCO,
Na, (Cor)(Son),
CaCOr.NarCOr.5H2O ?ffi;
M9COr.NarCOr.NaCl ?i;;:i
Early reference
Keys (19721
this work(Tables 7 .2,I3,
Dow E Neal1(1974), Watanukl
& Morikawa (190
Morikawa et aI.(t977)
Ivlorikawa et al , r(197s)
Forrnula
MgCO,
l,lgcOr. 3H2O
Cal,lg (COr) 
,
CaCO, Browne (1973)
CaCO..H,O Nishiyama &
Kurasawa (1975)
FeCO, Browne (L974)
FeSO,.7H.O this work+ 
' (Tables 5 .6 ,]-2)
CaSO, Grindley et a1.,
' ( L964), TaEEh-
& Angino (f968)
K^SO..CaSO,.H^O Lindholm et6 't " " aL., (1969)-
NaC1.2HrO 
"t"tn 
et al.,
' (19 74 ),-fro-6fr;-
et al ., (f974)
t'lgclz'6H2o Kulnal et ai.,CanSrcla. 12H2o (I9zG)-
Kc1.u9a12,6H2O
Ca, (Poo), Campbell a
- Claridge (1966)
t{gHPOo.3HrO Campbell-6nith inStewart (f964)
various thLg work(Table 2.6)
KAr3 (so4) 2 (olt)6 rilii"TlEr
+
*
reported from the Queen lrlaud l,louniains, Transantaretl.e lrlountains
reported fron Cape Adare, northern Vlctoria Land
Addendum These reports were baged on mlgidentlfLcatlon of prehnite which
hae similar optlcal propertiee to anhydrite (Barrett 1969). Anhydrite
hae subsequently been reported in sediments from DvDp 4 (Lake vanda) by
cartwrlght et at. , L974bl; the phase may have formed during drirllng,
eince Lt does not appear to be thermodynamlcalry etabre under amblent
condl-tione and has not been reported elsewhere from similar samp1es in
this or other lakee.
I4
TABLE 2
llrpe of deposit
encrustation on surface of bedrock'boulder or cobble
accumulation or encrustation in joint
crack or behind flake of bedrock, boulder
or cobble
accumulation in cavity in bedrock or
boulder
efflorescence or encrustation on surface
of regolith
deaquation deposit in enclosed basin
veneer and encrustation on underside of
boul-der, cobble or Pebble
accumulation beneath boulder, cobble or
pebble
strong salt horizon or nodule in regolith
MAIN TYPES OF SALT DEPOSIT (EXTENDBD F'ROM NISHIYAIIIA AND
KURASAWA 1975; NISHIYAI'{A L977't
Ilzpe Number
1C
2A
28
3
4
5
Typical salt
phase
calcite
calcite, soluble
salts
soLuble salts
soluble salts
soluble salts
calcite, gypsutrl
soluble salts
soluble salta
granodiorite 1800
dolerite
" 1500
' 1400
ll
1A
IB
TABLE 3 DISTRIBUTION OF SAI.T PHASES IN TAYIOR VAI,LEY
Sample Phases present DePosit Aspect
f tYPe
Rock tvpes El.evation
-
assocr-ated tm,dEffiEFd6'it
1. LAKE BONNEY AND LowER TAYLOR GLACIER AREA - Traverse from Burgundy Peak*,
Kukri Hills, to L. Bonney
5L
52
53
53
54
55
56
57
58
24789 calcite
24788 calcite
2479A calcite
24801 thenardite,
gyPsum
24-t9L gyPsum 2A
24792 hatite, sYlvite 2A,4
24793 gypsun 2A
24794 thenardite, halite 2A
sylvite' gyPsum
72/209 halite, thenardite 2A
24795 !rypsum
24802 thenardite IB
24795 thenardite' 4
n irabilitehalite
granite, 1200
dolerite
1A,3
1A
1A
2A
NW
N
NW
NW
NW
NW
NE
NW
traverse from !4qe of The Matterhorn, Asgard
Nw mixedl
sE granite
sE rl
basalt
tl
tl
I
1300
1100
900
700
57
1400
ll
59
59
50
1B
SE
t5
5I
62
63
54
55
55
65
65
67
TABLE 3 Cont.
24797 thenardite, nirabilite 4
24798 halite, thenardite
24799 hal.ite, minor
darapskite
24800 thenardite, halite,
minor glpsum
72/L09A halite, gypsum
72/L098 aragonite, minor
calcite
72/LO6A ha1J-te, thenardite,
gypsum
72/1068 aragonite, calcite
72/2LO haLite
above Taylor Glacier
72/IL4 halite, rninor
4
2Ar4
2A,IA
r:.ffiffiir+i
2A
brokenbiscuit
2A
brokenbiscuit
2A
4
2A
IA,2A
3rlA
2Ar lA
lc
granite,
dolerite
I
granodiorite,
dolerite
mixedl
It
n
{
It
tl
I
mixed-
basalt
I
tl
tl
SE
SE
SE
u00
1000
900
700
200
I
70
tl
57
s
SE
68
69
70
70
7L
72
73
74
75
76
SE 500
1000
1100
il
700
72/Lr5
76/48A
76/488
76/46
thenardite
gypsum
gyPsum
calcite
thenardite, halite,
rninor gypsum
24831 darapskite, halite,thenardite, gypsum
76/49 gypsum
76/qS calcite
76/44 gypsum
72/208 calcite
termi.nus of Taylor Glacier
SE
N
N
NE
1A,2A NE
IBN
4N
3N
" 600
granite gneiss 500
metasediments 400
1mixed* 300
granite 600
mixedl 57-I201-39 (various) halite, !rypsum, see Tablesee Table calcite, aragonite,4) thenardite,
mirabilite
Footnote
* name approved by N.Z. ceographJ.c Board
I nixed i.e. several rock types present including dolerite, granite,
metasedimente, basalt and sandstone
I15
2, P.DAR.SE VAI;LEY
N
N
83 24932 thenarditer halite,daraPskite, bloedi.ter
mLnor lJYFsum
72/L548
721L51
1Z/LsB
72/'L5SA
72/L66
't.2/L7O
24833
72/L7LB
72/L7 4
5
4r1
3'4
1B,LC
4
415
211, (28?)
2A
2Ar5
mlxed6
n
!
n
granite
.t
dolerite
1
sand.atone'
doLerlte
o
dolcrLte
nixed2
n
tr
granite
r
N
l[
N
I{E
SE
B,
lill
NW
NE
450
tr
550
tl
700
800
9,00
950
n
1000
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
89
90
thenardite, halite,
EvDvrrruE. F
mlBor DroecrEe
thenardite, mirlo3
gtYPsuD, hali.te
gy[rs.$rm, calcite
halite
hal"l.te, miuor gYpsttll
halite" rulnor egda
nl.tre
mira.bilite, thenardite,
frypE.lEr
thenard,lte,r lJypallll
thenardite, halite,
rninor gy.pat1m
darapskite
FXqeI-af--I/alley,
91 72/t89 halite
92 72/L94 gYps,un
93 721L96 thenarditgr gYP.aEnr
ninor halite'
ePscmite
9t[ natious halLte' glTtarln'(see rahle thenardi"te's) illlilii"farapskrbe'
Bluff at east e4d of TriiP fii113
95 24834 halite, mlnorglpsun
d 76i/248 gypB.un
2Ar5 r(olat 2B?)
4 rwt
2ar5 E
nainly
29
IBr4
la/lB,4
E
B
t00
'[50
400
45rO
700
tr
Footnotes
2 nlxed i.e. severaL rock ttrPes I'treg,ent ,lne,Ludti-ng doLer.tte' grranlte and
,gandstone
3 ffon lower taylor GlouP of Eeacon SupetgrouXt
f cqirstallised fron wet sanil at \tu!V
L7
3. AZTEC MOT'NTAIN AREA
Traverse from floor of alpine valley south of Aztec Mountain to
surunit of Aztec Mountain
101 24835
toz 73/62
103 23835
r03 73/66
I04 73/68
r05 73/59
106 73/70
107 23837
10 8 73/7 4
I09 73/7 9
r10 73/80
111_ 73/83
LI2 73/84
II3 23838
1A
4
IB
IB
4
4
o
4
4
2A
lAr lB
2A
4
3,4 N
3N
3,4 NE
dolerite,, 1640
sandstone'
sandstone4 tosodolerite
mirabilite, thenardite,
minor gypsum, epsomite
9yPsum
darapskite
grypsum
gypsum
darapskite, minor
thenardite
soda nitre, gypsum
soda nitre
soda nitre, rninor
gypsum
darapskite, bloed.ite,
thenard.ite
thenardite, gypsum
gyPsum
thenardite, minor
gypsum
epsomite, bloedite,
thenardite, minor
grypsum
calcite
thenardite, minor
gypsum
gypsum
calcite
gryP6um
doleriter, 
" 
1800
sandstone- "
sandstone- 1850
:: ":o
s
D
sw
s
sw
sw
s
NE
NE
NE
16 80
I
I70 0
L720
1750
L770
L780
traverse from floor of alpine valley to sumnit of Incats Leap*
dolerite
dolerite
It
ll
dolerite
dolerite, 
.
sandstone-
doleri-te
F
20 00
I850
lr
t9s0
2 100
2200
180 0
1850
It
l-14 not
sampled
115 73/97A
116 73/99A
ll5 73/998
IL7 73/LOL
118 73/L04
119 73/LO3
3, 1A NE dolerite ,, 
" 
1.700
sandstone't -
2A NE u lgoo
L20
L2L
121
divide ridge east of Turnabout Valley
73/106 gypsum
73/PN calcite
73/PS minor caLcite lB
calcite IA,IB E
epsornite, bloedite , 4,5 Fthenardite, minor
gypsuln
3r4
lAr lB
F
N
s
t8
Traverse from floor of alpine valley eaetwards, down into Beacon
ValIey
L22 73/LL3A
L23 73/LL6
L24 73/LL8
soda nitre, gyPsum 4 F dolerite, 1600
sandstone
sE u 1550
sE " 1500
soila nitre, gyPsum
thenardite, ePsomitet
gyPsum, rnirabilite
gypsum
gypsum
gypsum, thenardite
calcite
gypsum
2Ar4
4
4E
2A,4 SE
L25 73/L2L gyPsum
L26 24839 soda nitre' gyPsum
mixedT
mixedT
tl
dolerite
mixedT
dolerite,.
sandstone-
ll
It
dolerite
ti
n
dolerite, 
--t)
sanclgEone
1460
14 00
Traverse from Beacon Valley up into alpine valley east of Aztec
I{ountains
128
L28
L29
130
131
5
l_Ar 2A
2A
IA
3r4
2A
4
2Ar4
3
IB
2A
1300
T
1400
1500
1650
73/L26
73/L27
24840
73/MC
73/r33
L33 76/KVL
134 24841
135 not
sampled
135 7 6 /r<\12
137 76/34
NW
NE
SE
E
NE
5
6
7
{D
Footnotes
4 Beacon Heights orthoquartzite, and Aztec Siltstone, forrnations of the
upper TaYlor GrouP
4.'
132
mainly Weller Coal Measures, of the Victoria Group, Beacon Supergoup
various: upper Taylor GrouP and Victori-a Group
mixed: i.e. dolerite, sandstone and some granite
10-20mm inside bedrock of Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite
KENNAR VAITEY
76/32 thenardite, gyPsum
minor daraPskite
gryPsum
.thenardite, minor
darapskite, bloedite
gyPsun
calcite
calcite+
thenardite, minor
gypsum
138 various darapskiter mirabilite. 28r4(Table 9) !ryPsum, bl.oedite, soda
nitre, ePsomite,halite
5 
,r.tious: uPper Taylor Group and Victoria
+ hydrothermal calcite
N
NW
NW
w
1500
1600 '
1650
1800-
2000
2000
2000
1600
Glacier
19
5. r.AsEty Mo,UNB&INS
Traverse south along nain ridge
L39 73/29 gypsum, minor calej_te
140 73/36 gypennr saleitie
1*l 7,3/3;0 gl4,sun, cslcl_te
Sectlon tl
Le2 n/4OA thenardlte, grypeum
143 73/33 gypsum
144 2.4842 ggp.rrS
145 73/1L grypsum
,geqtion E IL46 73/49:A thenardlit€, ini,s6;
ftytr)Blm
73/e9B Eypgum
73./52 elpomlte
150 73/568
151 248.43.
FOofi'rOtes
L47
148
4
LBr4
1S
l.-E
LB14
IB
4
4
3
4
4
2A
4
4
s
E
f,;
5-1t
SE
,SE
SD
NE
N
.sE
sE.
F
F
F
24Ag
n
n
2250
2130
2tr"tr8
2116
2300
n
235q
2400
2540
ll
tl
sandEtone5
sandstone5
siltstoneT
si,ltstoneg
siltstone9
aandetoneSdolerite
dolerite 
-
sand,Etone-
tt
dolerite .'^gandgtone*"
149 24843 epsomite., hexahtrrdrite;,bloedite, ninor SypFtmgrtryit Xrlateau ef Mt Crean
150 2484 4 thenardite, m,inor
gypsun
ni.labtLlte, thenardite r
minor {fypsum
ep€(tnite, gypsEn
5
7
I
nainly l{eller Coal Measureg
Az,tec Sitrtstonen Unit I0-.1 gypsif,eroue claygtone (Batf€tt 19TX)
Aztec: Siltstoae, Unlt 8i ins;ttu Devenian laeusttirre gypsltn veins,I to 3 mu thlckl paralLel arrd subparallel to bedding (Barrett r9z1)
lv,tec siltEton€, unit z (Barrett rgzl). EJ.evations of 7,g and 9 are
thsee measuined.bl' Askin and E€fi?ett iti Ear:lett (19?l)
Victoria Group, probabl5r Feather Canglonerate10
20
TABLE 4. DISTRIBUTION OE. CRYSIALIINE SALT PEASES AROI'ND TITE TERMINUS
OF TAYLOR GLACIER
Location or 
-description of salt Logality@ No.
flood "tide mark" of salt on walL l
of crevasse from which issued the
1972 discharge event
wal1 of crevasse below tide mark l-
surface of L9'72 icing, 6m from 3
crevasse
surface of 19'72 bing, lm above 4
Iateral mound
surface of 1972 icing, lOm from 5
grlacier
surface of L972 icing,1l0m fron 6qlacier, at furthest edge of icing:
iight orange coloured materialdaiker orange coloured material 6
salt in botryoidal surface layer 1-3 7
cm thick, 4m from edge of 1976 icing:
underlain by 5cm icing, over lake
moat ice
surface of englacial orange J-ayer 8in abLation valleY
salt on cobbLe in abl-ation valley 9
salt on surface of englacial orange 1:)
layer, exposed after calving of ice
block
euhedral crYstals of salt in iceblocks just calved from glacier
1973 surface of orangre coloured icein basal layer of glacier, imme-diately below 1972 discharge site,
3m above top of ice-rnarginal mound
top of marginal mound, 8m NW fromlocality I1
foot of marginal mound, beneath
gJ-acier discharge site
flank of marginal mound, 10m SE oflocality 13
salt occurring in white bands 0.2
to 0.4m above stream delta
opposite glacier discharge site
surface salt around lateral-
discharge site
top of marginal mound, 5m NW (uPgllcier) from edge of L972 icing
flank of marginal nound, I5m NW
from edge of L972 icing
fl-ank of marginal mound, oPPositelateral discharge site
I1
Sample
No.
24820
2482L
24822
72/223
7212L2
24823
72/2LLB
24824
72/2t9
72/220
76/O9A
76/O9B
73/zso
7 3/25.2
24825
7 3/2s4
7 3/255
78/02
72/224
72/229
24826
Phases present
grypsum, mirabilite,
thenardite, minor
halite, calcite
mirabilite,
thenardite
aragonite, cal-
citts
calcite, aragoniteo
halite, calcite
calciteo
calciteo
halite, gypsum,
minor calcite
rnirabilite, then-
ardlte, gypaum'halite
thenardite
nirabilite. then-
ardite, haLite
ogyPsum
calcitg, aragonitehalite-
halite, calcite,
gypsum, mi.nor
aragonite
calcite, aragonite,
gypsum, minor
halitd
halite, gypsum,
calci$e, arag-
onlce
halite, gypsum
halite, gypsum.
halite, thenar-dite, calcite
halite, gypeum,
minor thenardite
thenardite,
haLite
L2
I3
L4
I5
16
L7
18
2L
TABLE 4 Cont.
salt on surface of orange colouredicer.within marginal mound, 60m fromglacier discharle site
salt on melt-out till at base ofglacier on north side I50m lro --glacier from glacier discharlesite
salt encrusting dirt in basal dirtJ.ayers on south (true righd side ofglacier, 500m from L. Boiney
salt on surface of orange colouredice in basal dirt layer; 
";-;;;l;, side.of glacier, l80ir from I;i;--
crystalline salt InoduLes' insouthern ice cored moraine iiao"at terninus of glacier
salt on surface of this moraineridge, LOm from glacier
salt on surface of this moraineridge, 5m from glacier
saLt encrusting pebble at base of
rl_ctge, .lom from glacier
o stained by hydrated iron oxides
19
20
7 6/L7S
7 6/14
76/028
24827
24828
76/67A
76/67D
76/57E.
gypsum
halite, gypsum,
minor thenardite
hali.te, gypsum,
rninor thenardite
halite, gypsum
mirabilite,
thenardite
thenardite, halite
gyPsum
mirabiJ.ite,
thenardite
34
35
36
3?
38
39
TABI,E 5 DISTRIBUTION OF SAI,T PIIASES TN I'PPER FERFAR VALTEY AND SKELTON
NEVE
Localitv Sample phases present
-o:*-ffi--
1. Table Mountain ice free area
Peposit Aspect Rock
-
'rYPe types asso-cG-Effi'
qepos_I!
Eleva-frT-
170 0
180 0
It
1900
200 0
ll
20 50
2000
al
Traverse al-onq dorerite ridqe on westside, towards lhe southnot caLci-te 3 NE doleritet52 sampled
153 74/17 gyP?um, bloedite, minor 2A N rnarrte, epsomite,thenardite
caLcite 3 N dr54
155
ls6
156
157
158
158 24869 rnirabillt€r minorgypsum
4Nr
4Str
4sn
3wr
2A NW sandstone]dole/ite
4NWr
not
sampled
7 4/t8B
7 A/Let
not
sampled
24868
gyPsum
mirabilite
thenardite
calcite
thenardite
22
TABLE 5 Cont.
24870
not
sampLed
Traverse
thenardite, minor
gypsum
calcite
1
sandstone]dolerite
ice free area
NW
N
4
3
2000
1950
150 0
158
159
160
161-
162
163
7 4/22
not
sampled
2487r
7 4 /23B
across northern and eastern of the
thenardite, minor
gypsum' bloedite,
darapskite, mirabilite
calcite
gyPsum
9yPsum
1500
1700
I
3
1B
3r4
dolerite, ,
sandstone-
siltstone3
dolerite,,
sandstcineo
dolerite.T 
"sandstone!-
u
sandstone-,dolerite
dolerite
doleriter ,
sandstone-
2
sandstone-,dolerite
al
tl
tl
tl
tl
tl
Footnotes
)" mainly New Itlountain Sandstone, Taylor Group
2 Taylor Group
3 Terra Cotta Siltstone, lower Taylor Group. Apparently in situ Lacustrine
gypsum veins, I-2rnm thick, parallel beclding in elatey unit'
2- Knobhead
cirque east of surunit
164 74/24A thenardite, minor
. daraPskite, mirabilite
164 74/248 mirabilite, thenardite,
minor gypsumr daraPskite
on slope to southeast below summj't
4
4
5
3
f,
3
s
s
s
s
SE
SE
1700
1700
ll
1500
L
1400
tl
tl
tl
tl
It
tl
155
165
155
24872 daraPskite, thenardite
not calcite
sampled
74/26 daraPskite, thenardite
166 no! 
- 
calcite
samplecll'ootnotes
2 Taylor GrouP
3.
157
L67
L57
L67
L67
L67
L67
Big Foot Nunatak*
Traverse up west side to summit ridge
73/230 rnirabilite, thenardite 4
73/233 gyPsum lA
73/232 gyPsum 3
73/23L gyPsun 4
not gyPsum 5
sarnpled
7 3/23s ffirrtSPigliptgy*thenardite, 4
73/236 thenardite, gyParun 3'4
sw
sw
sw
sw
sw
sw
sw
23
TABLE 5 Cont.
Iocality Sample Phases presentNo. --E- Deposit Aspect
2A
3r4
4
3r4
4
w
RockffiEs asso-
ciated with
-
oeposrt,
sandstonel
Ele-
viffin@-
I400
1500
to
1900
1800
168
159
73/240 thenardite
73/24L gypsum
73/243 thenardite,
mirabilite,
73/244 gypsum
73/245 mirabilite,
bloedite
dolerite
dolerite r, 'l
sandstone-
.)
sandstone' tgOO
sandstonefdolerite
dolerite, 
"sandstone-
vt
170
171
minor
gyPsun
L72 thenardite,
Foo;notes
* lilame approved by N.Z. Geographic Board
2 laylor Group
4. Rotunda*
Traverse from surnnit of butte
to the east
northend, to Rotunda Glacier*
L73
L74
L74
175
L76
L77
178
73/206 nirabilite, thenardite,
minor gypsun
73/207 grypsum
73/2IL gypsum
73/223 calcite
24873 thenardite, halite,bloedite, darapskite,
minor gypsum
DBIOI calcite
73/228 cal-cite, gypsum
73/l..44 calcite
73/L49A gypsun
24874 soda nitre, minor gypsrrm
epsomite
1B NW dolerite
4wi
4wI
3r4
4
4
IB
IA
4
3
1B
F
F
NW
NI{
E
E
NE
ll tt
nll
" 2100
doleriter, 1700
sandstone-
sandstone4
n
dolerite
2250
1600
1400
1700
1750
18 30
Footnotes
2 Taylor Group
4 Arena Sandstone, Taylor Group
5. Mt Metschel
Traverse from west end up southwest ridqe to sutrunit
L79
180
181
On east ridge
182 73/159 l1ypsum
Footnotes
5 rnainly Aztec Siltstone, but
NE doleriterE t75O
siltstone-
some Victoria Group present
24
TABLE 5 CONt.
Locality SaEPle Phases Present
No. No.
Deposit AsPect
TYPe
RockEFs asso-
ciated withAepof
q
siltstone-
"arrd"aorr"'
El.e-
vFffon
1850
r86 0
1900
r8 00
I
6- Atliqator Peak area
Section Al area, northwest of Alligator Peak
183
184
185
186
186
'1 3/L65 calcite
73/L67 gyPsum
73/L'70 calcite
foot of All-igator Ridge
73/L78 gyPsum' calcite
13/L8O gypsum' thenardite
lA,IB
4
1A
IA
1A
NW-S
NE
N
N dolerite
Ntt
epsomite
Canine Peak*: traverse southeast r to sufimit, down north r
and northwest face
187
l-8 I
l-89
190
191
]-92
73/L86 gypsum
24875 ePsomi.te, soda nitre,
minor gyPsum' daraPskite
73/L92 calcite
73/L95 gyPsum
73/203 bloedite, ePsomite
etite bed near section A. ! illust Barrett (L972
24876 melanterite W magnetite
DTSTRTBUTTON OF SALT PHASES rN WSIGHT VAr,l,EY
traverse frorn summit of Mt UlIa tor,{ards
1B, 4
4
IB
4
4
sandstone6,dolerite
dolerite
1900
1950
2000
1900
n
1850
1200
1r80
1100
1050
I000
900
850
sw
N
w
Footnotes
5 mainly Aztec siltstone, but some victoria GrouP Present
6 mainlY Weller Coal Measures
TABLE 5
1. l
193
L94
195
l-96
L97
198
199
200
20L
24803. gypsum
24804 thenaraliteI gypsum
24805 gyPsum' thenardite
24806 calcite
24807 gyPsum
24808 thenardite
24809 thenardite
248L0 thenlrdite, gyPsum
24811 halite, thenardite,daraPskite, bloedite
dolerite 1550
metasedimgnts 1350
and other-
4
2A
4
IA
2A
4
4
4
4
NE
N
Nrt
Ntr
V{ rl
NW rl
Nw dolerite and
other-
Nt{ mixed3
Nw rnixed3
Wright Lo!t€r-xg-I-Lg.
traverse uP sloPeE !E-91
72/3LL halite, minor
thenardite
72/3L4 gyPsum
72/3L5 halite, soda nitre,
gypsum
ite Merserve Glacier
SE mixed 300202
203 metasedimgnts 800and other-
" 850204 SE
25
2OS 72/3L5 halite, minor gypsun
206 72/3L7 soda nitre, hal_ite,
mrnor gyPsun
valLey floor beneath Bull pass
207 72/3Lg halire, minor gypsum
Footnotes
I "other" includes dolerite and some lamprophyre and porphyry
2 "other" includes metasediments, and some lamprophyre and porphyry
3 mixed - metasediments,.dolerite, granite
4 mixed 
- dol-erite, granite, sandstone and dyke rocks
2. Mt Odin
traverse from Lake Vanda up slopes of Mt Odin
208 72/297A halite, thenardite 2A,4 NE
208 72/297F grypsum 4 NE
209 72/ltg thenardite, minor 4 N
nirabilite
gypsum
halite, soda nitre,
minor darapskite
gypsum
thenardite, gypsum
4 dolerite, granite, sandstone and dyke rocks
5 "other" includes granite, sandstone and dyke rocks
3. Dias and. South Fork
east of Dias and east end of Dias
TABLE 6 Cont.
Locallty Sample Phases present
",J. 
NO .
72/295 gypsum
not calcite
sanpled
2L8 72/294A halite
218 72/2948 halite, gypsum
218 72/292 anrarcticite
218 72/29L antarcticite
2I9 72/2938 hatite
220 72/288 grypsum
2LO
21I
2II
2L2
Footnotes
72/320
72/32rA
72/32t8
72/322
2L3
214
sampled
2LS 72/298 halite, thenardite
72/296 halite, minor gypsun 2A
not calcite j N rnixed4NW rl
4 Sl{ mixed4
3 slv r!
Deposit
Type
4
4
lc
28
28
28
2A
4
2AN
2AN
Aspect
E granite
H mixed4
Hr.
En
Erl
E nixedS
Rock
ilpes,asso-ciated withAeposii--
metasedimgnts
and other-
mixed3
mixed4
. 
-4mLxect
n
dolerite
others)
I
mainlydolerite
n
tt
SE
Ele-
vlffin
900
tI0 0
150
130
130
500
ll
700
tt
1000
150
n
700
200
r80
119
118
ll
n
130
400
N
N
2A
2A
4 F dolerite
traverse through Don Juan pond basj.n from east to td€st
2L6
2L7
26
TABLE 6 CONI.
Locality SamPle Phases Present
-o.-E:-'
Footnotes
5 dolerite, granite, sandstone and ilyke rocks
6 granite, dolerite, sandstone
4. Labyrinth and Wright Upper Glacier area
traverse through western and northwest parts of Labyrinth
22L 72/252 gyPsum 1B N dlolerite
222 72/249 thenardite, gypsum 4 F ''
223 see epsomite, halite, gypsum, mainly H 'r
Table 10 minor soda nitre, daraP- 28
skite, thenardite
224 72/255 thenardite, halite,darapskite
225 72/256 gYPSum, trace halite
226 72/257 gyPsun
227 72/258 calcite
228 72/262 gYPSum
229 not caLcite
sampled
230 see halite, soda nitre,
Table 11 mirabiLite, daraPskite,bloedite, thenardite,
gyPsum
Deposit
TYPe
28H
2AN
lAE
4H
rnainly H
2B
Aspect Rock
types asso-
-
eiated with
aepos:f-
nixedS
tl
dolerite
sandstoneT
dolerite,.
sandstone'
dolerite
dolerite, 
-
sandstone'
Ele-
vEFon
900
lt
860
850
n
870
n
8s0
ti
n
850
800
850
800
850
tl
tl
110 0
1200
n
1300
traverse through southern portion of Labyrinth
23L 72/219 gyPsum 4 W
232 72/278 halite, soda nitre, minor 2A H
233 not
sampled
234 72/285
235 not
sampled
gypsum
calcite
236
236
72/287A
72/2878 mirabilj-te, thenardite 4 NW
traverse up and into Tyrol Valley
237 72/275 gypsun 4 N
238 72/273A soda nitre, darapskite, 4 Nbloedlte, minor gypsum
238 72/2738 mirabiLite, thenardite 4 N
239 72/274 soda nitre, darapskite 4 N
halite, bl"oedite, soda 28 H
nitre, gypsum
calcite 3 E
thenardite, halite 2A Nw
dolerite
dolerite,.,
sandstone'
dolerite
dolerlte, -,
sandstone'
lt
dolerite,,gandstone'
".r,J".or,r',dolerite
27
Locglity SaEple Phases presentNo. No. Aspect Rock Ele-types asso- viFion
cl.ated !r]-th
aepof
TABLE 6 Cont.
240
24L
242
250
25I
Footnotes
srope of olympus Ranqe, north of terminus of wright upper GLacier
72/284 thenardite
72/283 soda nitre, epsomite,bloedite, darapskite,
minor gypsun
72/280 soda nitre, halite,
gyPsum
73/L9A gypsum
73/20 darapskite, mirabilite,thenardite, bloedite,
minor gypsum
73/2L mirabilite. thenardite,
minor gypsum
73/22 gypsum
doJ.erite, o
sandstone-
sandstoneS
aoi"rtt"9?t""tgo'do
sandstone-
sandstoneS, ndolerite
sandstoneS
dolerite
4
4
3'4
dolerite,,
sandstone'
n
sandstone' ,dolerite
dolerite,
sandstone
1000
1100
7 L20O
L250
r8s0
I
t9 50
2050
2t 00
243 not sampled calcite, gypsum
Footnotes:
6 granite, dolerite, sandstone
7 Taylor and Victoria Groups
5. Mt Fletning
s
b
N
s
4
1B
NW
w
244
245
246246
247
247
248
249
traverse from cirque basin northeast of surnmit, to main ridge and
southwest towards sununit
73/15 epsomite, minor gypsum,
bloedite
73/L6 rnirabiLite, thenardite,bloedite, minor grypsum
?3/17 crvpsum
""t ?i)BlBu;3et'lt?re, minor eyp'um
73/LBB mirabilite, thenardite,
darapskite
4
4
4
?
1
4
4
4
NE
SE
N
N
N
N
SE
8 mainly Aztec Siltstone, but some Victoria Group
9 weller Coal Measures
6. Shapel,ess Mountain
traverse over ridge of dolerite north of sumit and down section S9
KB/II epsomite, minor gypsum 4
thenardite
73/04 mirabilite, thenardite, 4
minor grypsum
73/OS rnirabilite, thenardite 4
73/07 gypsum 4
73/09 thenardite, gypsum 4
not sanpled calcite 3
sandstone9 "
coal beds9 '
dolerite 2400
" 2500
" 2550
1nsandstone-- 2500
1'rsandstone^' 2300
't1
sandstone--, rl
dolerite
252
253
254
255
256
257
w
E
NE
NE
28
TABLE 6 CONt.
Loca1ity SamPIe Phases PresentNo. No.
258 73/LAA ePsomite, bloedite 4
258 73/LOB gyPsum. 4
25g 73/IL gyPsum' ePsomite 4'2A
260 73/L2 bloedite, hexahYdrite' 4
minor ePsomite
ridge sYstem west of summit
73/24 minor ePsomite,
hexahYdrite
73/25 gyPsum 4
\.B/L7A epsomite, gYPsun 4
26L
262
253
4rIB
Aspect
NE
NE
s
SE
N
sw
NW
NW
Rock
ffiEs as?o-
ciated withffiosi--
sandstonerr,
dol-erite
EIe-
vEffin
2200
nlr
Ill
dolerite, ., ., 2150
sandstone--
1')sandstone^-, 2500
dolerite 1tsandstone-' 2600
't?Mawson*", 2700
dolerite
1l ll263 KB/L7B gypsum' calcite
I'ootnotes
4'r3
1O Feather Conglomerate
11 Victoria Group, mainly Weller Coal Measures
L2, Lashly Formation, upPer Victoria Group
13 Maltson Formationr Ferrar Group
AND INCLUDING
TABLE 7 DISTRIBUTION OF SALT PHASES IN McMURDO SOI'ND AREA
MT KEMPE, ROYAI SOCIETY RANGE
t. Mt KemPe
272 74,rg, gypsum 4 N mixedl 2500
273|A/O2thenardite4N"2550
274 74/A3 gypsum lB'lA N metasediments 2600
275 74/I5A epsomite, bloedite ' 4 N mixe'tl 
27OO
276
217
279
280
28]-
minor gyPsum
not gypsum
sampled
not gYpsum
sampled
,,
18 NW siltstone- 2800
1B NW dolerite 2850
278 74 /MK
southside
74/L2 calcite
not gyPsum
sampled
not calcite
sarnpled
Dismal Ridge
282
Footnotes
L metasediments (Skelton
2 Terra Cotta Siltstone
+
calcite'
of Kempe Glacier ad acent to marble
IA,3
T.A,IB
tB sw
bluff
" 2900
.-3mtxeo
marble
2500
2550
lAr3 N
74/06 gyPsum, minor caLcite 1B'1A N
metasediments 2500
metasediments 2500
Group), dolerite, sandstone (lower Taylor Group)
29
TABLE 7 coTt.
Footnotes
3 metasediments, dolerite, sandstone, alkali
+ hydrothermal calcite
basalt cinders
AspectLogatity Sample Phases presentNo. No.
2. llts Discovery and Mornlng area
summit of Mt Morninq
283 248L2 thenardite, minor (rypsum 4
Depot Cone**
284 75/74 gyps\rm
285 248L3 epsomite, minor gypsum,
hexahydrite, bloedite
285 not qypsum
sampled.
287 76/76 gypsum
288 ngt- gypsum
sampl-ect289 16/77 grypsum
29O 76/le thenardite
29L 
___!9q. gypsumsampled
sumrnit of Mt iEcorefl.
2g2 ,6/", 
"alcite
summit of Top Cone**
Rock
EEs asso-
ciated with
aeposiE-
basalt
basalt
I
ll
I
n
n
n
tl
basalt
basalt
basalt
al
tl
basalt
r
ll
I
tl
basalt
tl
It
EIe-
vEFon
2720
1000
al
n
tl
It
ll
980
1000
2670
2000
1000
af
tl
750
ll
ta
tl
I
180
180
180
w
2A
2A
2A
2A
2A
1A
2A
2A
IA
s
s
w
F
NE
NE
E
SE
N
F
S
N
E
NE
2A
3
4
293
Castle Cone**
294 not gypsum
saqtrlled
295 not calcite
sampled
296 76/8I thenardire
Stadium Cone**, southeast portion of crater rim
297 not gypsum 2A
sanpled
298 not gypsum 4
2gg t"tBl8ta arorru, burkeite,rhenardirec
thermonatrite, tracehalite
299 24815 thenardite, trona,possibly trace nahcolite
300 76/SC gypsun
Botton Cone**
301 not gypsum
sampled
302 76/83 thenardite, bloedite,
minor hexahydrite,
epsomite
not calcite
sampled
NE
w
w
w
s
F
4
4
4
4
76/80A flgtigg, thenardite,minor 4
303
30
Ie..ffi' 
"ffif 
Phages Pnes€rlt Depoeit Aspeet Roclc. El.e-&+ fype types_a6aol. vation
cl.agecl. wl'En@6,6F
4
415
,|fAEI,E 7 Cont.
304 not gl1psqm
satopled
305 76/84 nirabiL.lte,, thenardiEe
FootlroteE
** unofficial nafre
3. Black l$J'and.
grav'erse f;rom lce lrake over Ut Melaqtld
306 
,..li 74/39 nrirEbilite, then'ardiGe 2A,4
e30? lLNVw nira ilite, thenardite, 4-hal.ite 
,
308 74/'3I halite 2^'
e
309 VA/3:2 mirabillte, thenardite 2A-
Ceq.tls€'sf, x€.]-?rd .
E
Ntr
s!f
3
w
350()
basal.t
n
traqhy€e
n
I
olivine- r
augite baEalt-
uixed $kalibasalt-
170
180
250
150
r
1oo
6,00
tr
550
,100
550
650
16A
305
il
280
o
ll
n
3i.0
311
3Is
7 4/ 3?a iiiira,billte, minor
tlrenar.dite
"l 1/3lE thenardLte' mi-nor
mira-biilite
nst ealcite
SE
N
DNt
2A
s,q$pled
Footagtes
4 after Cole and srrart ('1968)
5 glacial clriift
5. under boutders used for anchoring tent of \fUnlAEg Oct-Nov 1954
7 surface of, recent mudfLsw
I ice eored mour,ld of gl,aclal dri,ft I en western Bbo:'€ of fae &ake '
4. Ehfte is.Xqnd
tiav€fse ffitm cape gpenqer-srliittr to. suml.t 6f ltt Feine
313 78/AS thenardite
314 78.196 nlrabiliLe,
31,5 not cel,cite
eenpLed
316 not gypeun
sanSrled 
-
5.
3t?
318
319
320
2A
thenardite rl
3
ziL
NW basalt
,SS 'r
Nwn
NWo
Cape Bird, Ross IsJ.and
@
72/ 324A aii,.rabi.lite, thenaldite
72/ 324:E therrardite, ha Ltte,
.. 
'7:21328,11 haLite, rninor try'IlEurn
7213288 halite, thenardite,,
bloedite
2A, F
2A [{E
ZA 8!T
2A SW
olivingrbagalt-
r
n
n
TABLE 7 CONI.
tocality Sample Phases presentNo. No.
32I 72/329 thenardite, halite 2A
322 72/330 halite, thenardite 2A
323 248L6 halite, thenardite, 2Abloedite' gyPsum
moraines above Cape Bird Station
324 12/336 mirabilite, thenardite 2A
325 72/346 halite, thenardite 2A
traverse from McDonald Beach towards
31
Deposit Aspect
Type
Rock
cypes asso-
ciated with
aepdTE-
Ele-
va=fr6n
traverse over Trachyte Hill to top of Harrison Bluff
72/344 halite
72/343 halite, minor
mirabil-ite, thenardite
"12/342 halite
F
w
2A
4
2A
w
F
E
NE
Inclusion tlill
hornblenfle 430
trachyte-
" 460
" 30
mixed 1fikali 50basaltt-
" 100
mixed 1fikali 2basalt-"
u30
hornblende- 300
pyroxenea
trachyte -
9 after Cole and Ewart (1968)
10 glacial drift or beach deposits
6. Mt Erebus, Ross Island
Itlain Crater rim, Side Crater and slopes of active cone
326
327
328
Footnotes
336
337
338
339
340
34L
342
728/15 halite
72F,/07 calcite+
24877 ealcite
728/02 halite
24878 halite, gfrpsum,
sylvite
24879 coF.p1ex rnixture
including halite,
rninor glzpsum
2488d halite plus un-identified phases
lnside camp cave
343 74A/04 mirabiLite
344 7 4E/IO glpsum
surnsdt pl-ateau
345 24881 gypsum, minor other
345 24882 halite, minor other
345 24883 complex nixture
T346 24884' conplex rnixtures
-.- -- 
includincr sone
iij- noc-arr alunite, -also haliteJ 
'r samPreo gypsum, thenard,ite
4
IB
5
2A
4
2A
IB,4
4
4
4
4,2A
NI{
NW
NW
NW
and
other
SE
w
w
w
anothoclase 3740phonolite
ntt
" 3660
n 3670
" 3690
r 3?00
anorthoclase 3620phonolite
.trrl
anorthoclase 3450phonolite
It tl
NR
" 32oo
3s0 0
IAX
1Ax
32
TABLE 7 Cont.
LocalitY SamPle
No. No.
Phases present Aspect Rock Ele-
viFontypes asso-
ciated with6ffi-
outer s s of volcano ite Fang Peak and on Fanq Ri
3'15
376
377
378
748/02 cor".Plex nixture
7 4E/O3 " "
Hoopers Shoulder
7 4E/OI mirabilite, thenardite 4 r 2A NE anorthoclase 2800phonolite
TN
trachyte rr
W anorthoclase 1800
-phonolite
Phases present
halite
gyPsum
gypsum, minor halite
halite, thenardi.te,
minor gypsum, calcite,
darapski-te
halite, minor calcite,
gI|P6um
halite-, rninor eP-
somite
gypsum, minor halite
4
4
NE
N
24888 mirabilite, thenardite 4
Footnotes
+ hydrothermal calcite
r 
"". 
tables 23-25 for further
x rock face in cave
analyses. of these samPrles
Tentatively identified phases in the mixtures include chloraluminate,
,iorrog"tt, -jarosite, maltadrlte,srlphohalite, and alumlnium trifluoride.
TABLE 8 CRYSTAI,LINE SAI,T PHASES IN II{.AE WEST POND** AREA' P8ARsE V?\LLEY
(LOCAI,rrY No. 94)
Locatiaa or description of salt deposit
salt beneath cobble above highest discern-
able fossil water level
highest salt level: laterally Persistenthoiizontal band ca O.lm wide and 5mm
thick
salt encrusting dried algae
intense white band of salt bordering
central salt area
surface of central salt area: blocks of
salt 20mn thick with botryoidal surface,
and sand and gravel included
beneath central salt area: salt crystall-ised from sand taken from below saline
water table
sal-t in bottom of higher arrn of depression, 24850
30rn SE of central salt area
** unofficial name
Sarple
No.
72/L77
24846
24847
24848
24849
72/198A
TABLE 9
33
CRYSTALLINE SAI,T PHASES IN SALT COVERED DEPRESSION IN WEST FORK
OF II4AIN KENNAR VALLEY SYSTEI4 (L,OCA],ITY NO.I38)
Location or descrf@
surface of depression: white salt inlayer up to 20nun thick, with botryoidal
surface
translucent salt in lays'up to Snun thick
underlying sample 76/35A and overlying
damp coarse sand
twinned crystal-s up to 5mm long beneath
surface boulders and cobbles in the
depression
TABLE 10
narron salt fringe around main deposlt
central salt area, botryoidal- surface
72/2548 gypsun, minor
darapskite, halite,
thenardite
72/254A epsomite, halite,
minor gypsurn, soda
nitre
CRYSTALIINE SALT PHASES IN A 4.METRE WIDE SALT CO\IERED DEPRESSION
CA 100M FROl,t TERMINUS OF !'IRIGHT ITPPER GLACIER; LOCAIITY NO.223
Sample
No.
7 5/3sA
76/358
76 /35c
72/270A
72/2708
72/270C
72/270D
72/27O8
Phases present
darapskite, bl-oedite,
soda nitre, epsomite,halite, trace gypsum
mirabilite, tracehalite, gypsum,bloedite, epsomite
gyPsum
gypsum, halite,darapskite, bloedite,
thenardite
halite, darapskite,bloedite, thenardite
halite, bloedite,
gypsrrm, soda nitre
halite, soda niLre,bloedite, gypsum
n:irabilite
TABIJ 11 CRYSTAI.TINE SALT PHASES IN A 15U WIDE SAIT COVERED DEPRtsSSION
ON NORTH SIDE OF I,ABYRTNTH, CA I.5KIiI FROM TERMINUS OF WRIGTTT
LJPPER GLACIER; LOCAIItrY NO. 230
fringe of efflorescent salt around
central salt area; 3 distinct zones
(1) outer zone
(2) midd.le zone
(3) inner zone
central salt area; 2 distinct zones
(1) outer zone, 2-4m wide with stronglybotryoidal surface
(2) inner zone, 2m wide, of translucent
salt
34
TAELE I? IpBNEIFTCAnION O'8 llELAltrEBnrS BY rNII,EnFIIEIATION OF X-BAy
DIF,F,RAOTI-ON PASIEEN (TI-. A.. = BEFI|EGDIAN PENI NQT AS.IIO{ED)
Ugl+teri+ri Fg:Eu Cald No.1-255Ttttw Sartple No.24875%# =ffi
5-.7
5.47
4. 88
4.54
4. 01
3.75
3.24
3.20
3. [t
3. 05
3.0 0
2.92
2.79
2.75
2.72
2.64.
2.62
2,.48
2.43
2.309
2.17,6
2.LL?
z.av.6
2, 059
?.0I0
t .9'50
L.,922
1.880
1.86r
1.812
L.754
1.701
1.689
r,6,27
1.500
1.555
1.530
r.52 5
x.502
r.. {97
L.467
5
15
100
L2
L4
47
40
15 a'.a.
14
5 n.a..
9 n.,ar
I
14 n.4.
Le
18 n,a.
l8
lF n.a.
r.0
9
11
v
2
1L
5 n.a.
15
22
5
r0 IIL7t
5
l0
5l
IIt
:l
5 lr; a.
13.
7l
f_It
4l{1lI
8;.O
6,8
5.0
5.,9
4.90
{.5 5
4.A.2
3. 78
3.23
3.09
2-,g2
2':15
2.63
2.s0
2.t2
2.31
2.IT
2.11
2.07
2.0r
1.96
r.92
1. 87
I.81
1.75
1. ?0
1.53
1.56
l,53
t,50
1.47
2
5-
2
L3
100
I
I
64
e0
6
3
tl
15
3
2
IO
2
2
5.
I
8
2
I
2
5
lp
5
3
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RECONNAISSANCE AT.IALYSES OF I'IAJOR CATIONS IN SAMPLES FROM (1)
ICING PRODUCED BY 
.1976 SATINE DISCHARGE FROM TAYLOR GLACIER
prscHARGE SrrES. (2) SAITNE SPRTNG OF NOVEMBER, 1975 (3) rRON-
STAINED ENGI,ACIAI, AND SUBGLACIAL LAYERS AI'ID CI,EAN GITACIAT ICE
FROM TAYLOR GIACIER, (4) MELTWATtsR FROI'I TAYIOR AND RIIONE GLACIERS
(5) SALTNE GROUND WATER FROM BENEATH SAIT CRUST rN MAE WEST POND,
'=Ei
PEARSE VAILEY. CoNCENTRATIoNS ry grln-.1mSJ -L qF !{F|LTED qAMFI1E
Samp1e description
l. 1976 icing
light orangie coloured "snowy" 2Lice from 0-7cm
orange coloured hard ice from
?-14cm underlain bY nnat ice
of L. Bonney
surface "snowy" ice, lighter 22
coloured than samPle 76/05A
vertical to subvertical Plate 23
crystals of saltY ice occuPYing
void of breached, low Profile,icing blister
2cm thick laYer of white sall 24
and ice in channel 13-15cn wide,in stream delta, overlain bY
Iake moat ice and multi-IaYeredicing blister
orange coloured "snowYt' ice on 2
surface of ici-ng blister atlateral discharge site
orangie coloured ice of 1976 25
discharge event infilling crevasse
on glacier, then exPosed after
calving of ice bl'ock
2. saline sPring (Iiquid samples)
salty water uPwelling from 8
main "subsprings" in 6 x Im area
at lateral discharge site'
22/LL/76: subsPring 8 2
subsPring 5 2
Sample from spring taken one 2
week later on 29/LL/76i svb'
spring 15
3. englacial and subqlacial sarnples
dark orange coloured englacial 10layer containing gypsum crYstals;
sampled just after calving from
gJ-acier
I3cm thick orange coloured 35
J.ayer from basal dirt laYer on
eouth side of glacier' 180n
from lake
orange coloured subglacial ice 1"9
within marginal mound, 60m fromglacier discharge site
Locality Sampte Na+No. No.
76/O5A 7700
76/05F. 8s00
7 6/0't 6s00
76/06 55oo
76/Lo 7l-oo
76/L2 s200
ca2+
Ir00 1300
1200 2500
850 390
1500 790
1500 1200
900 620
9400 2900
8100 2600
8400 2700
K+
130
r50
90
2t0
220
90
&
2L
76/08 83000 7 40 8800 2900
76/53A 34000 780
76/538 30000 620
76/72 30000 630
76/LL 140 1.3 8.8 500
76/03r. 2000
76/t7r 80
20 550 520
2,9 64 790
TABI-E 14 Cont.
Sarqrle descriptj-on
clean glaci.al ice from
opposite southern ice cored
moraine ridge at glacier
terrninus
clean glacial ice frorn l5m 47
below surface of Taylor Glacier
at drill hol"e no.3, oPPosite
Pandora Spire, 40km uP from
snout
tephra-debris layer in ice from 44Ferrar Glacier, west of Kur<ri
Hi11s
4. melt waters (liqui<i samPles)
dripping icicle on glacier
below glacier discharge site'
November 19?6 , 4
hrater in main crevasse at qlacierdischarge site, November 1972 1
water flowing off glacier, 6m front
main crevasse, November, L972 3
melt stream from east sidb of RhoneGlacier, November, L976 32
krd . not 4etefmiqqd).
Analyticalprecision(approx %)
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Locality
No.
33
lr76/SZe- 76/538' 16/72
32 . 1 28.0 27 .5
0.730 0.605 0.595
4.2 3.5 3.8
2.4 2.L 2.2
59.2 5 t-.5 49.5
nd nd 4.98
3.5 2.9 3.3
-311ppt -308p-rt nd
-39.2ppt -38.7ppt nd
76/s4 1600 16
72/2L4A 80 3.0
72/2L48 220 5.0
7 6/62 20 r.2
72/200 60000 24oo
Sample
1,?6/72 78/OL-
I.tl 25.8
0. 0141 0 ,7 4
0. 14 3.0
0.0s0 2.2
1, 30 45. I
0.0480 4.44
0.050 nd
-nd
-nd
+ ?.+ 2+K' Mg-' Ca-'
0.04 0.6 3
2.L 6.9
590 410
3.5 I
7.3 20
8.4 L2
5500 840
?
eea water-
10.825
0. 390
1.304
0.410
19.455
2.7L4
o.L44
0
0
Sample
No.
76 /66
+Na'
76/30 10
7 5/42
181.00.3
11
5. saline ground water, Mae West Pond
saLine ground water from 94
beneath salt crust in centre of
salt covered depression. Water
table 6crn below surface
TABI.E 15 CO},IPOSITION OF SALINE DISCHARGE BRINES FROI4 SALINE SPRING (IOCALITY
NO-2) AIID GIACIER DI
TAYIPR GIACIER. concentrations in kc m-'(o l-r) or moles kq-r (*) 
-
Ion
+Na
K+
w2*
ca2+
c1-)-
soa-
HCO3-
$o (4)
5 18o (a)
I
2
3
4
5
f
5
IO
I
5
10
0.6
o.5
Catione and anions agr€e within 4% (ie within analyt,ica| error) in
electroneutrallty equation; total ionic strength = 1.72tr 0.OB
Nitrate in etream from spring, $ras O.25 g.1-1 as determined uaing
specific ion electrode
Cation concentratlons based on analyses by N.H. Ho1den (Chemical
Services Laboratories Ltd, Wellington)
Calculated from Sverdrup et al., (L9421
Stable iggtope analyses by G.L. Lyon llnetilute of {uclear Sciences,DsrR); S18o inalysis corrlcted foi rlqz+, caZ+ and K+ content by
method of Sofer and Gat (L972)
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BUI,K PROPENTTNS OF SALINE- SPRING AIiID GIACIUN OTSCHENCT BRINESTABLE 16
Propertv
(parentheeeg indicate that precipitation had occurred)
76/53AL rc/sz"l 7a/ou2 sea water3
!n situ temperature
t1 o. roc)
Fgeezipg point depression(: 0.2-c)
Specific conductance at 25oc
(mmhos.".-1, ! tY"l
Density"at 2O:q(t'tSm ",k9 1-
-7,5
(-7.e,
L27
(1.1)
Speci fic.
-l
conductance- at.
+-l25-C (m.mho.cm -)
5tt
57.9
36. 4
nd
?( 38.2) '
54.4
3t. 6
-5.3 -5. I -5.5
1
2
In situ pH 6 measured ueLng
pH 6. Z ! O.2 measured uslng
24 hours after sampling
Sverdrup et al. , (L9421
(1.078) (1.08) (r.06e) 1.025
Whatman BDH pH papers
Beckman zeromatic II pH meter at +23oc,
(-5.6) nd
115 11.2
Chloride !
coi6Eion^
--(kg. m -)
L5. 0
L7 .7
7.39
14.5
14s
L6.7
6.82
-5.5 -1.9
99 53
TABLE 17
Locality SarnlrleNo. No.
21 76/05L
21 76/0sB
22 76/07
23 76/06
24 76/08
2 76/LO
2s 76/L2
I
2
SPECIFIC CONDUCTAI,ICE CHLORIDE CONCENTRATION AT.ID FREEZING POINT
DEPfiESSION OF I4ELTED SAIT4PI,ES FRO!,! 1976 ICING FROM SALINE
DISCHARGE (Nd NOT DETERMINED)
Freezlns Point
deoression-
-E)--^t
-2.7
-1.5
nd
nd
nd
nd
analytical precision t lt
These values are up to O.2oc too high owing to Precipitation before
measurementt analytical precision t 0.zoc
Specific conductance for sample "15/08 diluted 10 times.
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TABI,E 18 SPECIFIC CONDUCTA}ICE, CHIORTDE CONCENTRATION AND FREEZING POINT
. DEPRESSION OF MELTED SAII{PLES OE' IRONI-STAINED A}ID CLEAN GLACfAL
ICE FROI4 TAYLOR GI,ACIER (Nd = NOT DETERMINED) (UD = I'NDEBSCTABLE)
Locality SarpIeNo- No.
10 76/LL
26 76/t3
27 77/02C
27 77/O2D
28 77/03D
Specific
conductancq(n.mho.cm *
Chloride
coiGilEqion(kg.n -)
Freezinq Point4 depression(-c)
orange coloured enqlacial lavers in ablation valley near glacier dis-
charge site
1. 85
t.47
4. 81
3. 48
1.35
0.053
0.076
0.071
0.264
0.128
0.0
nd
nd
ca-0. I
nd
0.0
0. 00
0. 00
Chloride
c6icenEtion
--J.
(Kg.m,
2. 15
L.72
0. 145
0. J.35
0.047
0.097
orange col-ourdd layer from basal dirt layers on south side of glacier
3s 76/03r 15. 5 L.76 -0. 5
orange coloured subglacial ice within marginal nound, 60m from glacier
dj-scharge site
L9 76/17r L.77
clean glacial ice
76/66
76/30
o.0L27
0. 0208
0. 010
UD
.UD
33
47
TABLE 19
Location and description Locality Sample
nreltwater from vi
from melt stream on narginal 5
mound below glacier discharge
site, sarpled 22/L2/73
dripping icicle on glacier 4
below glacier discharge site'
22/rL/75
runnoff from ablation valley, 3
sampled below glacier discharge
site 3O/II/77
73/256 8.62
76/sA nd
77 /04 2.62
nrnnoff from gJ-acier, 6m from
main crevasse 28/LL/72
3 72/2L4F nd
rneltwater in nain crevasse at Iglacier discharge sLLe 28/LL/72
rnelt flowing over ice at glacier I
discharge site, 3O/LL/77
72/2L4A nd
77 /05
SPECIFIC CPNDUCTANCE AND CTILORTDE CONCENTRATION OF MELIIIilATER FROM
TAYI.OR ATiTD RHONE GI,ACIER^S, I,AKE BONNEY WATER AND SALINE GROT'ND
WATER FROM II{AE WEST POND
1. 54
neltwater from Taylor and Rhone Glaciers' damred by ice block fall and
supplying fresh water spring which $rae issuing l5Om'west (up glacier)
frqn lateral discharge site
sampJ-ed by P.E. Robinson 2/L/78 30 77 /0L 0.758 <0.002
TABLE 19 CONt.
Location and description Localitv samPl-e 9qfgifi! _,9ll"Iid9.conductance concentration
'iro.moG-l @l-
meltwater from Rtrone Glacier
melt stream from east side of 31 73/257 0.1-95 <0.002
Rhone Glacier samPled 10m above
stream delta adjacent to TaYlorGlacier discharge si.te, 22/L2/73
same rnelt stream sampleil beside 32 76/62 0.179 0.028
Rhrone Glacier, 25/LL/'l6
water from west lobe of Lake Bonney
lake water welling up througb a 29 76/52 2.36 0.596
hole in the moat ice below apressure ridge in front of
-faylor Glacier, samPled 22/LL/76
saline qround litater, Mae Vilest Pond
saline ground water from 94 72/200 1.67 9L.7
beneath salt crust in centre of
salt covered dePression
TABLE 20 SPECIFTC CONDUCTANCE AI\ID CHIORIDE CONCENTRATION OF MEI,TED SAII{PLES
OF BASAL AND ENGI"ACIAT DIRT I,AYER,S FROU TAYTOR GIACTER UP GLACIER
FRoM TERIyIINUS. CIEAI{ ICts SAIG'I,E INCLUDED II'CR COIIII'ARISON (UD =
UNDETECTABLE)
debris rich ice in englacial 42 76/23 0.429 <0'002layer 10m frorn south side ofglacier, 13.5 km from snout
northernside of glacier, below 43 76/25 A.24O <0.002
eastern e4d of Friis Hills: two
sam5rJ-es (t) lowest debris laYer
2m ?rom moat ice, (2) englacial 43 '16/26 0.251 <0.002debris layer, 8 m east of (1)
tephra-debris (englacial! layer 44 76/42 0.163 0.0L2in ice from Ferrar Glacier, lkm
west of Kukri Hills
basal debris layer, northeast 45 76/90 0-859 <0.002
side of Cavendish Rocks
series of diffuse, low concen- 46 76/29A 0.759 UD
tration englacial debris laYers'
3kn SSE of Cavendish Rocks; 2
samples from different layers 45 76/298 0.776 UD
basal debris layer, in Beacon 48 76/40 0.294 UDValley lobe of glacier
upper part of basal debris 49 76/36 0.0597 UDlayer in Kennar ValleY lobe
clean ice lm above previous 49 76/37 0.0695 uD
sample
clean gJ-acial ice from l5rn 47 76/30 0.0208 UD
below surface, drill hole 3,
opposite Pandora SPire
42
*#e r€cation
77/A2A
77/.O28
77/02c
v7/02D
7V/028
77/ozt
77 /A3A
77 /038
77 /O3C
77103D
0
0..4
0.E
1.1
I,.4
1.7
0
0.4
0.5
0.8
0.181
0. 257
4. 811
3.48
0.256
0.22I
0.106
0.179
0.765
1.36
clean ice
r,
inside Layer
elean ioe
clean iee
clean iae
Just insitle $pt, :_1rr'#
t6
rlt0
I
9
<2
<2
<2
5
<2
t3
<5
19
<1
27
tl
t
D
tr
r
T
tr
tr
TABL.E 23 MAJOR EI,EUENT AI{EL OT VOIJCAT{OGENIC SALTS FRO!.!
EREBUS. ANALYSIS BY T{. I'NIVERSITY OF
NEUTRON ACTIVATION: AI{ALYTICAI IINCERTAINTY IN tAST FIGURE)
248852 248863Element
Na
ltg
K
Ca
si
A1
Fe
t[|r
Ti
H
t'
c1
s ?-S as SOIq
1Sarnple No. 24880-
8.2
2.4
0.30
0.2L
2.0
10 .4
1.9
0. L7
0.080
3.9
<1
L7.6
0.87
2.6
3.9
0.2
2.5
I.6
t0.8
8.8
2.5
0. 11
0.30
r.8
4.0
1.1
0.9
L.7
L2.2
0.27
0.17
0.04
3.5
1.1
L.2
10
31
.0
.8
.3
Yellorrv salt in joints and trnde
Knobr local.itY no.342
Yel-low salt ln massive dePosit
floor; locality no.330
White salt on surface of rock
J.ocality no.33l.
TABI,E 24 TRACE EI.EMENT ANAIYSES
A}IAIJYSIS BY P. KENNEDY
Elenent Sample No. 24880
on crater-facing side of N
Inner Crater near Main Cra
furerole in l,tain Crateri
IC SATTS FROU IM.
ING X-RAY FLUO
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
v
Cu
Zn
Ba
Pb
Th
I Light Yellow sarnPle
76
158
26
642
171
<2
8
TL2
266
87
11
<2
134
L7
4
5
2488s
22
89
L4
340
4t
5
L2
200
40
154
3
frorn beneath cobbles and lava blocks on Eastern
TABLE 25
Element
TABLE 25
(1)
Sample
No.
76/47A
76 / 47E
(2)
(3)
76/64A
76/648
76/64C
11. 6
9.5
40
190
45
RARE EARTII ELEI4ENT AI,TALYSES (PPM) OF VOLCANIC SAITS FRO!4 UT
EREBUS (ANAIYSIS BY W. ZOLLER, UNMRSITY OF I',IARYLAND, USING
NEI,JTRON ACTIVATION)
Sarnple No. 24880 24885 24886
Sm
Gd
Yb
I.u
7.4
5.6
2.2
0.2
I0. 4
7.5
3.0
r.3
ACCUMULATIONS OF SALT WITH TIME IN TAYLOR AND BEACON VAILEYS
1. TAYLOR VATI,EY: GREATEST ACCUMULATIONS OF SAI,T BENEATH
COBBI,ES ON FI,AT TERRAIN OF TITREE BASAITIC CINDER CCNES
DATED BY ARMSTRONG (1978)
L.53 t 0.06 mil-lion year old cone between Born and Calkin Glaciers,
locality no.77
2.0Ot 0.L8 million year old core besicle Rtrone Glacier, locality
Total saltffi'=anEf
--r
88 .3
157.8
r_7 8.0
154.1
262.9
Percent salt@
17. I
26.6
Total
haTfdesE--
33. 8
s8.2
I.0s
0.32
80. 0
85.1
rt3. 5
Percent
EATilIG'ffiiFre
6.8
9.8
0. 08
0.02
Percent
E]IillasffitE
38. 3
36 .9
no. 78
76/63A r4.8
76/538 8.6
76/63C 8.8
1.1
0.5
0.8
7.9
15. 2
15.6
3.5
5.2
7.2
7.L
3.7
44.9
51.9
43.2
3.33 t 0.14 million year old cinder beside Mattertiorn Glacier,
Iocalit,y no. 79
2. BEACON VALLEY, LOCALITY NUMBER 80: REPRESENTATI\IE SAI,iPLES OF
SOIL (SURF'ACE TO FROZEN LEI/EL) FROI{ CENTRE OF FROST POLY@NS ON
EITHER SIDE OF YOIJNGEST IiIORAINE OF LOBE OF TAYLOR GLACIER. TTIIS
IS ONE OP BLACK'S (1973) SAND VIEDGE GROITTH SITES
Northside of noraine (i.e. younger surface)
Sarnple No.
76/38A
76/388
76/38C
Specific qeq{qc'Eelice offfit Tffih6l cn-*)
2.30
l. r7
l. 04
avelage 1.50, standard deviation 0.69
46
TABLE 26 C-on.f.
,southsidie-of nOraine (i,e-. older surface)
SapEle n+
751c9*
761'3gB
76nge
2.rb
i.za
2.66.
avera te 7.24, gtanclard cleviation 0.g3
trABI.E 27
(a) tler3
PFtsErEBBED TIPES Or DEPOSjIT OF SSL! pAASEs
s of vatioirs salts ln(1) sol sa.Its in Ta
4
4
4
0
2
26 'r.
49
0r
45
I arnbiggous local-ity 89 (Fe:aree Valley)
salt,
Pb4se
goda nitre
dar.ap;skite
epsomite
hexahydrite
bloedi,te
halite
theuardite
nirabLllte
nurnber of
ocG.urre.nces
t6
tr.6'
8
0
L2
28
\2
8l
25
nat included
Ferrar
Deposit luce
deaquation# qepqalt(tt6-FJ
8.6
11.7
11.0
L.2
1I, ?
11,0
3o. i'
L4,7
163
(2) SoI
sod,a nitre
€Iarapsklte
dpeoilite
hexabydrite
btrelecllte
haJ.ite
thenatdite
nirabilite
nunbe:r of,
occurreDcea
ts on littls
Cape gj,Fd, Epopers gboulder
0
0
3
3
10"
32
3,9
13
3L
0
0
4
4
4
t5
48
2.4
25,
47
(3)
TABI,E 27 CONI.
calcite
gyPsum
solubles
no.
soda nitre
darapskite
epsomite
bloedite
halite
thenardite
no.
2A
28
4r5
number of
occurrences
ratio* 28
ars:
28ffi
* ratio of
DEaquation
deoosit(28)
3
I9
78
32
Subsurface
acffiClE:ffin@
13.4
34.5
s2.L
313
calcite, qvpsum and soluble salts as in (1)Salt Deposit Tlpe
Surface Surface
encrustation efflorescenie]E-IE-d a@ffion(2A)
44.0
48. 0
8.0
75
10
10
0
0
20
50
IO
no data
(s0.s)
( 49. s)
( 91)
(4) FrequentLy occurring soluble phases in Aztec, Kennar and Labyrinth areas
only (70-80 km froru coaSt)
SaIt Ratiosr
2B
zETUTs,
Deposit Type
surface subsurface deaquation
eriGTre cence lffiGT oeposrc
--TEl-- ETon 1?F) -FBf-
28
AE2A+4+5
l_9
19
l4
14
5
30
37
2L
t5
10
t6
2L
L5
19
T7
L7
11
I1
I
35
47
t.L L.2
0.8 0.9
0.8 1.0
t.2 1.5
3.9 2.5
0.53 A.44
ratios of percent of occurrences in tlpes as indicated
(b) Percent occurrences of various deposit tlpes of specific salts
(I) as in fa) (1)
sodaiFre
10
20
70
20
o.29
0.25
4
I3
83
23
0.15
39
L7
44
41
0. 39
29.7
4.1
66.2
74
0. 061
0. 042
Saltdarapskite eFfite
89
169
76 82
25 22
0.21 0.1.1
bLoedite haLite thenardite
0. 19 0.10
nurnber of occurrences in tlpes
0. 13 0. 21.
as indicated
48
TABLE 27 CONI.
(2) as in (a) (3)
Deposit
Type
1A, 18, lC
2A
2B
3, 4' 5
no.
ratio* 28
5T4'E
2BZffiTs
* ratio of number
calcite
44.3
no
data
1.3
55. 3
76
o.024
of occurrences
Salt
glpsun
18.4
23.5
3.1
55.1
196
0.056
0. 039
in types as
solubles
2.8
r8. 8
r0.5
68.2
239
0. r53
0.120
indicated
(3) as in (a) (4 Number of occurrences
Deposit
Type darapskite epsomite
cent occurrences
halite thenarditesoda
nFtre
Salt
bloedite
2A1
284
4,5 7
2A+4+5 8
ratios 28
aB u'o
29 0.5
ZA+4-S'
TABLE 28
Aspect(quarter)
north
east
south
lvest
total no. of
aspect data
P = 0.05
P = 0.01
thenarditel
I
3
1
R
0.4
0.4
0
2
5
5
0.4
0.4
0
3
5
f,
0.6
0.5
5
3
11
L7
0.27
0.18
2
4
2
4
2
1
PREFERRED ASPECT oF soLItBr.E sAtr ACCuMULA.T.rotrs 
.(uNrrs: pERCENT rN
QUARTERS). DATA Fon reyr,on' wntcEt, r'gRRAn.yAlLEys, sreHoN I'rfiri
AND I,!T KEMpE (p, significance level)
a) aspect bias of surface eff,rorescences (deposit type 2A)
Salt, phase
halite, soda nitrg, farapskite,_bloedi.te. epsonite-
47
16
26
1t
I9
40
49
aI1
42
l9
10
29
31
3l
39
44
18
16
22
50
25
30
1. Irlirabiiite or hexahydrite counted as thenardite br epeomite but only one
phase of each salt counted per sample; eg deposit with mirabilite,
epsornlte, hexahydrite counted as containing thenard.Lte once and epsomlte
once.
49
TABLE 28 Cont
subsurface deposits (twes 4 and 5)(i) aspect bias
b)
sodaiEfe
20
tr5
50
I5
L5
45
55
halite thenar-dite
31
2t
28
20
61
22
28
all six
ph-ases
29.2
24.0
32.2
14.6
171
L3.2
L6.4
Salt
darap- . both epsom--bloe-
sJ<rte nttrates ite dite
north
east
south
west
number of
aspect data
P = 0.05
P = 0.01
32
14
45
9
22
37
46
27
L4
48
I1
37
29
35
29
29
25
L7
24
35
44
33
30
22
l5
27
33
4I
23
36
36
5
22
37
46
(2) salt Separation
SaIt
north
soda nitre
darapskite
epsomite
bloeditse
halite
thenardite
nunber of
occurrences
TABLE 29
east
Aspect
south west
6
L4
I4
l8
10
38
50
5
7
L7
20
20
32
41
I4
I8
l_1
I1
15
31
55
I
I
16
16
4
48
25
PREFERRED ASPECT OF GYPSIIM ACCUWI,ATIONS (I]NITS : PERCENT IN
QUARTERS) DATA FROM TAYLOR VIRIGHT, FERSJAR VAI,LEYS, SKETTON
Nftd eND ur roMpn (p, sigrlficance level)
Deposit TypeAspect(quarter)
north
eaEt
south
west
nunber of
aapect data
P = 0.05
P = 0.01
surface
encrfrFEiEFon on@-
36
l_6
29
19
31
3L
39
surface
enciu-JEffion on@
46
2i
15
I8
33
30
37
subsurface
aFEfaFonz;5)-
. 35.2
23.1
22.2
L9.4
r08
16 .7
20.6
QuARiERg) (P,'El-gnificanee)
ta3I,E 30
-
Aspect
-
(quarterl
-
north
east
south
DeBoslt llpe
surface enicruatqt,lotr (IA,lBl
49
I8
L2
2L
veneer (3)
52
1,9
to
r.9
42
27
33
wegB
nunber of
aspect data
p - 0-05
p = 0.01
!$ar;E 3r
EraIE
gYPilN
oalcite
numbar
nortb
Aspect
eaEt
33
31,
37
45
L6
(1) surface-encrustation (24)
solubl-e saltst 59 55
gypsum 41
nr:trDer of
occu.rrerrce data 31
34.s
20. 0
u0
33.8
I0.8
14
Bouth
60
rl0
13
56.2
2g,g
4.8
88
n95t
65
35
Ll
45 .3
38.9
14. I
54
(2) eubsur{9ee encrustatioqg (3"1.15)
soluble ealtsr 45.5 55.0
1. lncludeB sro6la lritre, dar,apskite, e5rsorite, bloedite', haliter thenagdite
as on Table 28.
5l
TFE,EE 32 FALT DrsTBrEIrUgrf es A FUNqIION Or ROCK TyPE (ppneEN[ OCCI'nnENCE)
(SAI,E9 ON uT EREBUS EXSLUDED)
satrt Dwiaant Boek !!'pe
5.2
8.5
10.5
9.8
5.2
19.5
29.4
ll.8
153
Trrlght Valley
1{
[.I
!-1
L4
L1
37,
35
0
5
0
0
32
23
23
18
22
I
IL
0
0
0
I9
49
t4
37
0
0
0
0
0
26
5't
I7
23
5
0
0
0
t,s
20
45
x5
t4
6,3
7.9
0
0
0
20.6
49.2
15.9
63
L hexahydrj.te and ml-rabilite ineluded as epaonLte or thenarclita but oaly
one per santlle ( see f,ootnot€ to Bable, 2aa I,
.a
TABLE 33 6ALT DISSBIBUT'IOII ltll l{RXGfr, TAtrIO&r AlfD FERRAR VAIILEY'S -
' sBF !tsSr r6v6, wuERE por,8BtrTE rs pourNAprr oR slr.r Rocr xY?E
PFSENI (PEECE!{I). So-I{UBLE EALrS ONLY
Taylor Valley Ferrar Valley-
and 9kelton N€vE
4
u
2tr
I8
7
32
27,
7
19
l9
19
7
30
z8
volcanics Dolerite plutonics Beacon Supergroup metasedi-
a].l Taylor Vt.ctotia nenta@@-
goda nitre 0
darapskite L.2
Iepsmrite- 2.4
bloedite 4.9
halLte 22.O
thenarditel 31,?
glpaiin 30;.5
calcite 7.3
numlrer 82
Saltt
.eoda nLmre
dara5rski.te
eBeomite
bloeelite
hiilite
th,ena,-dite
ffrmber
TABI,E 34
Salt
glzPsum
calcite
total no.
of occurr-
ences
3 3.6
3 3.6
32 27.3
1.500-1999
5.8
8.7
6.8
6.8
I.9
15.5
35.9
17,5
103
2 000-2399
L.7
3.4
10. 3
8.5
1.7
27.6
36.2
r0. 3
58
52
SALT DISTRIBUTION AS A FUNCTION OF ELEVATION (PERCENT OF
OOOURRENCES INDICAIED EIJEVATION RANGE). ROSS, BI.ACK AND
mIITE ISLAI{D LOCALTTIES NOT INCLUDED
Elevation (rn)
0-399 400-799 800-1199 1200-1599
(a) frequently occurring salts
soda nitre 0 1.8
darapskite 0 7.3
epsomitel
bloedite
halite
thenarditd l-6 23.6
>/2400
29 30.9
16 1.8
31 55
6.7
5.6
2.2
4.4
L7.8
18.9
36.7
7.8
90
10
4
I
31
35
50
13
1l
2
7
33
33
45
Ll. I
7.8
2.0
3.9
3.9
25.5
4L.2
3.9
51
0
0
I4
5
0
I6
47
l_9
43
hexahydrite and mj.rabilite included as epsomite or thenardite but onLy
one per sarnple
(b) frequently occurring soluble Phases only
soda nitre 0 3
darapskite 0 11
epsonite
bloeclite
halite
thenardite 29 35
number L7 3'1
(c) anions
nitrates(soda nitre(darapskite
eblorrdes(halite)
sulphates(epsomite(bloedite
thenardite
soda nitre 0 3
darapskite 0 12
epsornite 0 6
bloedite o 6
halite 70 4L
ttrenardite 30 32
T2 2L
65
65
59 41
L4
4
7
7
46
28
13
I9
15
I5
4
34
4'1
3
7
t9
l6
3
52
3t
0
0
40
13
0
15
10
87
32
64
36
57
22
32
46
L4
4T
45
59
4t
0
100
25
15
0-
5-
15
40
15
(d) frequently occurring soluble phases in Taylor, Pearse, Wright Valleys
below 1600m and within ?0 i 5 kn of the coast
number 14 34
53
(e)
TABLE 34 CONt.
SaIt
frequentlv occurring soluble phases in Aztec, Kennar, LashLv' Ferrar,
SkeLton, Fleming and Shapeless areas, above 1600 netres elevation
Elevation (m)
0-399 400-?99 800-1199 1200-1599 1500-1999 2000-2399 >2400
soda nitre
darapskite
epsomite
bloedite
halite
thenardite
nurnber
eoda nitre
darapskite
epsomite
bloedite
haLite
thenardite
number
TABI..E 35
Salt'
0-5 5-15
a) Taylor ValIeY
soda
nitre 0 0
da.raP-
skite 0 0
ePSo+-
mite- 0 0
bloedite 0 0
halite 15.5 32.1
thenEr-dite- 12.4 25.5
tronar2 )
thermo-)l-7.5 8.5
natrite)
gypslr.m 2.L 0
c:alcite 52. 5 34 . 0
0. 9 1.6
00
00
39.4 36.9
26.6 25.4
13.8 L6.4
l-9.3 L9.7
8.3 9.8 0
6.9 6.6 13
6.9 8.2 4
1.4 
, 
1.6 0
19.4 I9.7 L7
000
38.9 36. r. 52
8. 3 8.2 L3
I 00-1399
-a
1400-1999
l3
19
15
15
4
34
47
3
7
2L
L7
0
52
29
0
0
45
10
0
45
1l
(f) frequently occurring soluble Phases in Aztec, Kennar, Labyrinth
Fleming, Shapeless areas (70-80 km from coast)
SaIt El-evation
23
I5
4
L2
23
23
26
2L
14
10
T7
0
38
29
>2000
4
8
32
15
0
40
25
SAI.T DISTRIBI,IPTON AS A FI]NCTION OF MAP DISTANCE INI,AIiID FROI{
@AST (PERCENT OF OCCURRENCES rN rNprCArED DTSTANCE RA\GE)
DATA FRO!d TABLE 7 (MCMURDO SOT]ND) EXCIUDED. DATA DERIVED
FROM NISHIYAMA (1977) INCIUDED (VIZ TAYLOR V4!LEY, O-35K!{
INLANDT AriID WRIGHT VALLEY' 45-50 KU INLAND)
Map distanqe dnland up valleys (kn) (see footnotes)
15-253 25-35 35-454 4s-55 55-65 65-755 75-g5 >loo
9.89.7
0
0
0
2L.5
6.2
0
9.2
63. L
10
5
5
27
20
0
27
5
TABLE 35 Cont.
Salt
total no.
L-5 5-15
97 106 65 109 I22 41 nodata 72 61 23
54
Map distance inland up valleys (kn) (see footnotes)
r5-253 zs-3s 3s-454 45-5s 55-65 gs-25" 75-85 >t0o
Skelton N6v6
b) frequently occurring soluble ases (Ta Wriqht, Ferrar VaI
soda nitre 0
darapskite 0
1epsomite- 0
bloedite 0
halite 56
thenEr-dite- 44
nudber 27
00
00
00
00
55.7 60.8
44.3 39.2
61 '19
0 2.1
2.4 3.2
00
L.2 1. r
53.7 53.7
42.7 40.0
82 9s
0
0
0
5l
49
37
0
3
38
4.3 ', 7
9.4 9
2.6 0
5.1 9
43.5 43
3s.0 33
LL7 44
2r.L 12
14.0 6
r0.5 41
17.5 L2
1.8 0
35.1 29
57 L7
23
15
7
L0
20
25
40
c) glpsum gnd calcite, percent of total occurrences in Taylor, wright
Ferrar Valleys and Skelton N6v6
gypsum L.7 O 9.2 1-6. I 39 28.8 34.9 32.4 35.9 45-6
calcite 44.0 34.0 53.I L7.7 L2 9.9 r2.0 8-8 8.7 L7.4
number 116 106 65 L24 26 19I 83 68 103 46
t hexahydrite and mirabil-ite included as epsornite or thenardite but only
one occurrence Per samPle
2 occurrences of trona and thermonatrite (Nishiyana L977) added together
but only one Per samPle
3 percent occurrences in 5-25 km distance range calculated for soluble
phases (b) because of insufficient nurnbers in 15-25 km range
4 percent occurrences in 25-45 km range calculated for Taylor valley (a)
and soluble phases (b) because of insufficient numbers in 35-45 km range
5 percent occurrences in 65-85 km range calculated for Taylor valley (a)
because of insufficient numbers in 65-75 krn range
TABLE 36 sirr,r orsrnreurroN Al,onc a NonrH-sburH snctroN rnou Ci{Pe grnp
(I{ORTH) TO MT DTSCOVERY (SOUTH) (PERCENT OCCURRENCE). DATA
FROM KEYS (1972) INCLUDED (VIZ CAPES ROYDS, BARNE AND EVANS,
AND HUT POINT (PENINSUI.A). SOLUBI,E SALTS ONLY INCLUDED
Salt
nitrate phases
epsomite
bloedite
halite
thenardite
no. of occurren-
ces of soluble
phases
gypsum
calcite
total no. of
ocgurrences
median distance
south from Cape
Cape Bird Capes Royds, Hut.Poigt
Barne & Evana Peninsula
Black andffifte f
0
0
0
20
80
9
I
t7
L2
0
0
9
48
{3
2L
9
0
23
0
10
0
20
70
I4
2T
2L
24
o
I8
I8
9
55
1I
50
I
26
Bird, prRjected
onto 166' meridian 0 35 63 90 L23
APPENDIX 2 SOURCES OF ERROR IN, AND STATISTICAL
DISTRIBUTION DATA
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APPENDIX Z SALT DISTRIBUTION DATA: SOURCTS OF ERROR AND STATISTIcAL
TREATMENT
Sources of Error42.1
Salt accumulat'ion is not regu'lar; salts are sporadical ly distributed
and normally cover only a sma'll part of the surface in any area. This
makes it difficult to obtain a representative sample from an area, that
is, to achieve a high sampljng efficiency. During the field work for
this study, salt samples were taken from typical deposits that were
encountered during many traverses over different parts of the McMurdo
region (see Appendix '1, Figs .2, 4, S), Systematic errors may then
have developed due to ('l) different sampling efficiencies and (2) variable
frequency of sampling. Use of literature data may also introduce error (3).
42.1.1 Different sampling efficiencies for (i) different sa]ts(ii) different types of deposits:
different salts(i)
In some areas it is easier to obtain workable or identifiable
samples of gypsum and calcite than the more soluble salts. Gypsum
and calcite often form characteristic encrustations whereas the soluble
salts may be dispersed within or on the surface of the regolith. This
is most clearly seen at high elevations and in far inland regions where
salt deposits are often sparse and small, and also in Taylor Dry Valley
where there is an abundance of ca'lcite veneers. Thus some sets of data
possibly exaggerate the proportions of gypsum and calcite in salt deposits.
Therefore, the proportions and trends for these salts should be separated
in some way from those of the more solub'le salts. However,any apparent
trends for gypsum and calcite must still be compared with those for the
soluble salts. Therefore two sets of comparisons are made in this thesis
a) between all common salts including gypsum and calcite and b) between
the more soluble salts only. The latter salts all have very similar
appearances and cannot usual]y be differentiated in the field.
(ii ) different deposit types
It is easiest to obtain workable samples from types 2,3 and 4
deposits. Types 'l and 5 are often smal'l or contaminated with rock
or soil. Therefore, the data may underestimate the importance of these
deposits. This is not a serious problem for the thesis, where deposit
- ?91
morpho'logy is of secondary interest on'ly.
42.1.2
(i )
Variable frequency of sampting for (i) salts on slopes
of different aspect (ii) salts on different substratesn
at different elevations and distances from coast:
salts on slopes of different aspect
Aspect may influence salt distribution in two ways by causing
a) preferentia'l movement of salt (Chapter 4) and b) preferential accumula-
tion of salt (chapters 3 and 6). The aspect variab'le is examined in
thjs thesis by using rose diagrams. To generate sufficient data and
to simplify these diagrams, the eight compass points listed for samples
in Appendix I are condensed to quarters by combining Nhl, NE with N,
NE' SE with E and so on. Salt data for these quarters (i.e. percent
of a'll occurrences over 360") are then portrayed as sectors on rose
diagrams. A positive mode on such a d'iagram is caused by either a)
a real difference in salt accumu'lation or b) an increased frequency of
sampling over slopes of that particu]ar aspect, i.e. biased sampling.
In the present project, deliberate emphasis was placed on north- and
south-facing slopes to accentuate the aspect variable. Therefore, data
for east- or west-facing slopes are relatively poorly represented in
some areas.
An increased frequency of sampling of particular slopes is not
a primary cause of pos'itive modes on rose diagrams presented in the thesis.
Approximately fifty productive and non-productive sampling traverses were
made during the fie'ld work in McMurdo oasjs (Appendix 'l , Figs.?, 4A, B);
29 percent of these traverses were over terrain with a pronounced northerly
aspect,26 percent had a southerly aspect, l9 percent an easter'ly aspect,
14 percent a westerly aspect and'lz percent were over flat or rolling
terrain. Thus, there is no significant difference between north- and
south-facing slopes in the numbers of sampling traverses. In any parti-
cular area an endeavour was made to examine and sample north- and south-
facing slopes to the same extent.
Environmenta1 constraints may also influence aspect data. These
constraints inc]ude valley orientation, snow and ice accumulations and
inaccessibility. Lack of exposure in this way may lead to siight bias
in rose diagrams. Neverthe'less any difference in sa'lt accumulation
on either north- or south-facing slopes is believed to be caused by a
real difference in accumulation.
-292-
(i i ) salts on different substrates, at different e'levations
and di stances from the coast
Environmental constraints such as lack of exposure may also affect
the study of the influence of specific variables on regional distribution
of salts. However, different numbers of samples obtained, at say different
elevations, does not cause bias here because the data are normaljzed
by determining proportions. Therefore, environmental constraints merely
limit ability to sample.
42.1.3 Literature data:
Some XRD data from other workers have been used here though it
was recognized that errors might arise if a'|1 phases were not identified
or were wrongly identified due to poor sample quality, gross peak inter-
ference, or inexperience. This source of error can be minimized by careful
screening of such data. Nishiyama's (1977, 1g7g) data are used in
some distribution tab'les in the thesis because he observed the same
maior phases as those discussed in this thesis; however, the possibility
of differing sampling efficiencies (for calcite, for example) as in
A2.1.li above must be kept in mind.
42.2
42.2.1
Statistical Treatment
Scope:
The two main subJects for description in the present study, regional
salt distribution and relative salt mobility (local distribution) have
different sampling requirements. Some variations between salts, especia'lly
the more mobile phases, are not large. Therefore, d large amount of
data rnust be collected before statistical significance can be satjsfactorily
assessed. This can be achieved by (l) sampling a large number of salt
deposits in a small area, or (2) a small number of samples taken from
many places over a wide area. Since the study of regional distribution
of salt was the main aim of this project, initia'l1y at]east, the latter
apProach (2) was used. This enabled the statistical s'ignificance of
regional trends to be examined and shown, but not loca'l trends in general,
e.g. not difference in the mobility between the various salts.
42.?.2 lllustration and testing of the data:
The reliability of a numerical estimate can be gauged from a statistical
formula or treatment. The treatments required differ with the way in
which the
as:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
( iv)
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data are presented or illustrated. Here, data are presented
hi stograms
bivariate p'lots (scatter diagrams)
rose diagrams
miscel'laneous, B.g. means
hi stograms(i)
Frequency (percent) distribution of salt phases are plotted as
histograms in this thesis. A colour code is used to differentiate between
specific phases, ions or groups of phases or ions (raute A2.1).
Two types of frequency distribution are derived but only one type is
used extensively in the thesis, This type is derived by counting
a specific phase, one count for each time it is present in a deposit
in a particular area, rock type or other property of interest (from
the raw data in Appendix l, Tables 3,4-7). The relative distribution
(proportion) of that phase is then obtained as a percentage of the total
number of counts N for a'll such phases. The relative distribution
of ions or groups of ions or phases is obtained from this relative
distribution of phases. Determining the proportions in this way
maximizes the value of N. Furthermore,sufficiently large or wide
class sizes (e.9. elevation ranges) are chosen to ensure sufficient N.
Therefore, the effects of random errors on the frequency distribution
are minimjzed. Random emors are caused by omissions of specific
phases due to random sampling omissions. It is difficult to obtain
a meaningfu'l estimate of this eror for these proportions since a
complex cumulative multinomial distribution function js involved
(R. Renner, vutrl statisticianr p€FS,conun. ). However an estimate of
the statistical significance of the data can be obtained by subsequent
treatment as out'lined below.
A second type of frequency distribution can be obtained by a
similar method. Each phase or ion is counted in each deposit as
before. However the relative occurrence of that ion or phase is
obtained as a percentage of the total number of deposits ND examined.
No is usually less than N since many deposits are composed of more
than one phase (Appendix'l). Therefore,the effects of random sampling
omissions are more serious with this approach since it jnvolves smaller
total numbers of data. Its advantage is that a proportion for a
-294-
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specific phase is not directly dependent on the proportions of other phases
that are present and the proportions do not sum to 100 as in the former
approach. This is an important consideration when the influence of rock
type on the ion proportions is being examined in s.2.3. However, No ll
dependent on more than one phase, and therefore a cumulative binomial dis-
tribution is only an approximation of the rea'l case. Furthermore, most
values of NO are too small for such a function to be useful for obtaining
meaningful estimates of random errors for al1 proportions.
(ii ) bivariate plots
Plots of variable yi (e.g. frequency distribution or percent occuryence
versus variable x.; (e.g. distance from sea) are used for examining trends
between such variables. Linear regression analysis (least squares fit)
was perfornpd on these plots in places in this thesis. A calculator was
used to determine the best fit line which is given by:
y=A+Bx 'l
One or more of three numerical measunes are discussed: a) the slope B
of the'line; b) the t statistic for the slope; and c) the correlation
coefficient r for the line.
a) slope (B): This is obtained by standard calculation methods and may
be positive, negative or equal to zero. lr positjve slope indicates
an increasing trend, a negative slope a decreasing trend, and
zero slope no trend.
b) t statistic (t): The derivation of this allou,s assessment of the
statistical significance of the value of B, at a given probability
or level of confidence. From Freund et al. (1960):
2
'l (xi 
- i)'
i=l
where
s2
52 is the residual variance
[(vi-i)-B(xi-i)]'n
-L
i =l n-2
and is given by:
3
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where n is the number of (x, y) data points and i and ! are the mean vatues of
x and y. n must be greater or equal to three. ( The necessity to maximize
N as discussed above results in small numbers of n but these
are allowed for in this approach) Equation 3 is considered to give
the best estimate of the variance (i.e. the standard deviation of y,
squared) for a smal] number of data fitted to a line (Steinhart and
Meyer 1961). For a particular ]evel of confidence c, having a numeni.cal
value t"ro of 'students' t djstribution for n - z degrees of freedom,vll
a relationship such that:
t"-tc/2 or trrr, (two tail test)
implies that B is significant at that level of confidence (Freund et al.
1960). The confidence level so determined is a maximum since x., and
Ji are assumed to be free of error. Whi'le this is usually a good assump-
tion for xi, it may not be so for J1 especially if y.; is a frequency
distribution based on a small number of data, N or NO. If:
-tc/Z < t ( tclZ for 80% < c < 90%
then there is some significant relationship between x and y. If:
'tr/r{t{tcl2 for c<80%
there is no linear correlation between x and y. This condition of
statistical uniformity may be caused by either constant values of, or
irregular variation in, Ji.
c) correlation coefficient (r): The value of r is obtained by standard
methods, and varies between -l and +'l . For lrl >, 0.7, the values
Y.; are closely correlated to xt and the data tlosely fit' the linear
regression line, i.e. there is a significant variation that is'explained'
by this ordering of the data. Forl.l.0.7 there is a'large component
of 'unexplained variation'; this component increases as r tends to
zero.
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(iti 1 rose diagrams
This treatmnt is used for showing circular data (e.g. favoured
aspect). An equation rearranged from Cumay (1956) for two dimensiona'l
orientations relates the vector magnitude L (percent) at the significance
level p to the total number N as follows:
L = 100 4
For example, if the magnitude of the aspect c'lass (north, south, east or west)
is greater than L for p = 0.05, then the distribution differs significantly
(95% confidence 'level) from a uniform distribution. If the magnitude
is less than L, then any trend that is apparent is not statistically
significant at this level.
(iv) means
Mean values are obtained and compared in places in the thesis.
The comparison between two neans itn i, is made by deriving a t statistic
t (Freund et al. 1960) where:
xz-Xr
E
where nt and S.t are the number of data and standard deviation respect'ively.
For a particular level of confidence c, having a numerical value t.r,
of'students' t distribution for nr * rz - 2 degrees of freedom, a
relationship such that :
t < -tc/Z or ,,trft (two tail test)
implies that the difference between the two means is significant at that
level of confidence. The difference is insignificant when:
.n2(n1.n2
f,=
-trl, < t ( tclz
- 
ggg, 
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ABSTRACT
The mean annual air temperature near sea level in the lt4cllturdo region
is close to -20oC. This temperature decreases inland. The annual
nean amplitude of air temPerature is 2ooc at vanda station and
l3oc at Scott Base. Stations in the area have recorded air
temperatures as warsn as +l5oc and as cold as -s?oC. lfhe yearly
warm peak tends to occur early in January at vanda station. The
cold peak may occur in any month from June through September
but has occurred in July in each of ttre three winters that
neasurements have been made. Mean dai1"y air temperatures in
winter at Vanda Station do not closeJ.y correlate with those at
Scott Base. Ttre topographic lapse rate in the region is 4.0 I
O.socper 1000m. This is at l-east two orders of magnitude
larger than horizontaL temPerature graclients.
The wind regirne i-n l{cltturdo oasis is dorninated by easLerly and
lgesterly winds. The forner are more cormon near the coast
whereas the latter predominate in the west. winds frorn the
southwesterly quarter predominate along the fringe of the
continental ice sheet. At Scott Base and for most of Ross Island,
winds frorn the easterly quarter are more conmon but winds from
the souttrerly quarter are stronger. The predominant winds in
the summit area of Mt Erebus are west-southwesterlies.
Precipitation is low in the region and most occurs as snowfall or
wind blown sno$t, Sea spray is not uncotnmon around the coast qthen
open sea water is present. llean annual precipitation is probably
less than 10mm water eguivalent at Vancla but is higher near t}le
coast and at higher elevations. Rain is not unknown but is
unconnon.
Atmospheric relative trumidities are variable, varying from less than
10 percent to greater than 100 percent (with respect to ice). On
fhe average, relative humidities are less in McMurdo oasis than in
IrlcMurdo Sound. Topographic aradients of relative humidity are
variablei on the average positive gradients probably exist from
low el-evatiOns in the central parts of Mcl'lurdo oasis tot^tards
higher elevations and towards both the west and east. Absolute
hurnidities are around tO-3 kg.n-3.
t.
5
INTRODUCTION
1.1 OutLine
The McMurdo region, comprising Ross Island, McMurdo Sound and. IrlcMurdo
oasis (Figure 1) is one of the rnost intensely studied areas in the
whore of Antarcti-ca. rn particurar the oasis, consisting of 3000 -
4000 krn2 of mainly snow-and ice-free ground centred around Taylor,
tlright, and Victoria Valleys in souttrern Victoria Land, has been the
focus of much earth sci-ence research. The climate of the area is
fundamental to many studies.
Published data and information on the climate of Mcl'Iurdo region in
general and McMurdo oasis in particular is scattered and, incomplete.
This publication sununarises much of what is known of specific aspecrs
of the clinate of the litcMurdo region with the emphasis on the oasis.
Present patterns of surface weather are detailed, including aspects of
air temperature, air temperature gradients, wind, precipitation and
atmospheric hunidity. Temperature and hurnidity gradients and
circulation in ttte lower atmosphere are al-so discussed. New data are
presented in some sections.
This review is part of a PhD study of salt distribution and origin in
the McMurdo region, and the Taylor Glacier saline discharge phenomena
(Keys 1979). Ihe contents of the present review are hence directed
particularly towards the requirements of that study, but for complete-
ness other information is presented also.
L.2 The antarctic situation and the surface inversion
Antarctica is cold and arid. Ttre lovr temperatures are primarily caused
by the large angle that the eartlrrs rotation axis makes with the plane
of the orbit around the sun. the average angle of incidence of solar^
radiation is low at high latitudesr at the Antarctic Circle it is 23i
degrees, while at south pole it is 0 degrees. Thus, unit horizontar
areas of the earthrs surface receive an annual anount of solar energy
that decreases with increasing latitude to reach a minimum at the
geographic poles. lhis effect ls accentuated by ttre properties of the
predoninant surface cover in these regions. Snow reflects most of the
incident (solar, shortwave) radiation and also radiates nore energy than
it absorbs (as terrestrial, long wave radiation). Descriptions of the
heat flux and radiation balance in the region are outside the scope
of this paper, aud interested readers should refer to Rusin (I9G4),
Solopov (f957), Schwerdtfeger (1970) and lhompson er a.1.., (1961, 19?la).
The high mean elevation of Antarctica cauEes additional cooling.
Becauge of the low temperatures, antarctic air can hoLd little noisture
and the \dater substance is predominantly in the solid form. Therefore
the continent is arid.
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FIGURE 1 The McMurdo region
7It i,s necessary to briefly discuss the phenornenon of the surface
inversion, or the temperature increase with height in the lower to 1
to 1.5 km of the troposphere. Inversions are frequent over the McMurdo
region, including the oasis, except during srunmer (Sinpson 1919;
Thompson and MacDonald l95I; Schwerdtfeger 1970). They are formed in
relatively calm conditions when the surface air is cooled by nett
radiation loss from the underlying snow surface. Inversion strengths
exceeding 30oC in the loerer kilometre of the troposphere have been
measured in the interior of Antarctica (Weyant 1967; Schwerdtfeger
1970). Air temperatures near the surface are colder during an
inversion, but rise when ttre inversion is destroyed by wind or cloud.
Information on the surface inversion phenomena is contained in many
articles, including those by Simpson (1919), Thompson and MacDonald
(1961), Rusin (1964), Solopov (l-967) and Schhterdtfeger (f970).
1.3 Seasons and time
The seasons in Antarctica occur primarily as a result of variations in
insolation over the yearly period. Changres between air masses also
effect seasonal changes (Hidore L9721. In this publication the seasons
are defined as in Table 1, folJ.owing Rusin (1964).
TABLE 1 Duration of the four seasons in Antarctica (after Rusin 1964)
anil temperate regions
Season
Sunrmer
Autulln
Winter
Spring
Antarctica
December, Januiry
February, March
April - September
October November
Duration
(southern
hemisphere)
TemtrErate
December-l.ebruary
llarch - !4ay
;Iune - August
September - November
(nsrthern
henrisphere)
,Iune 
- August
Septenber -
Novernber
Deceruber -
February
l{arch 
- ttlay
Tables 2 and 3 show that these seasons have characteristic mean air
ternperatures. Sununer is characterised by relatively warm and stable
temperatures, while winter is distinguished by the coldest temperatures
and relatively l-ittle month to nonttr variation. Itle three sunless
months lrlay, June and July are occasionally referred to as the three
nid-winter monttrs. As wiLl be seen, however (Fig. 2), the extrenc cold.
temperatures do not always occur in this mid-winter period. In the
transitional seasons the temperatures riee rapidly (spring) and fal-l
rapidly (autrl,nn) . In the interior of the continent ttrere is some
justification for considering winter as the period l{arch through
October (Rusin 1954), but ttris is not done here.
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The time standard used in the McMurdo region and referred to in this
study is New Zealand Standard Time (NZST) and the Z4_hour clock is
used. occasionally, literature pertaining to the McFrurdo region usesGreenwich Mean Tine, l-2 hours behind Nzsr. rtre r_ocar noon in theMcllurdo region occurs at about 1300 hours Nzsr. where more precisionis required the relation
180 - longitude
15
gives tl.e time, in hours, that local noon occurs after l2oo Nzsr.
AIR TEMPERAIURE
Ittean annual temperatures
The nean annual air ternperature (!,!AAT) at sea level in tfie McMurdo
regtion is close to 
-20oc. rn south victoria Land, IIAAT decrease inrand
to'nrards the west as the elevation of the surface increases. Quanti-tative data for most areas of the oasis are limited: some are derivedin this publication in section 3 based on the surunary of this present
section. pubrished l'tAAT at the three stations in the area are: vanda
station, 
-20.0oc (for r9G9, 19?0; Trrompson et ar,., 19zla); scott Base
-20-ooc (Thompson and MacDonal.d 196r; Thompson r.969); McMurdo station
-l?.7oc (1957 
- 1963, Nichols and Ball lg54; Anon 1969) and _t7.4oc(f956 
- L968, Schwerdtfeger J.970). Sone first estimates of the l"tAAT in!{cMurdo oasis appear slightly warm (e.9. _lgoC, Ragotzkie and LikensL964i 
-16oc, BulI and Carnein 196g).
There is a significant differerrce between the I{AAT at scott and Mclrturdo,
only 2.5 km apart- rt is berieved that ttris difference is due to HutFoint Peninsura acting as a dividing ridge, thereby directing air fromgenerally warmer sources onto Mcl{urdo (Thompson and MacDonald 196r).The surface inversion (r'2) may also contribute to the difference, sincethe recording thermometers at the two stations are located at differentheights above ttre ground (li!. sinclair, NZ lqeteororogical service,personal contmunication) and because Mcuurdo has a significantly higher
mean wind speed than Scott (section 4.5).
rn order to update the varue of the r,tAAT at Vanda, data recorded in
1974 by New Zealand Meteorological Service (Nz Met. S.) personnel were
added to those of 1969 and 1970. Mean air temperatures for a particularyear are obtained by averagi.ng the tnelve individual monthsr mean air
temperatures which are in fact the nean daily air temperatures during
each one of those twerve months. ltean daily air temperatures for aparticuJ'ar month are determined by averaging ttrat nronthrs nean maximum
and mean miniurum air temperatures, which themserves are ttre averagreddaily maximum and minimum air temperatures over that nronttr. Mean air
temperatures obtained in this way do not differ sigmificantly
from those calculated on a day-to-day basis
2,L
10
(Brornley, NZ Met. S., personal communication). The updated t'lAAT at
Vanda was calculated to be -19.5oc. This does not differ
significantly from the l,lA,AT at Scott since the average of the mean
temperatures for the same three years (1969' 1970. 1974 data from NZ
I,let. s. records) tbere, is -19.soc.
Short time series such as these cannot give accurate rePresentations
of I,IAAT; ttre standard deviation of the updated I4AAT at vanda is 1.9.
A better indication of !4AAT at Scott is obtained by averaging the
individual yearly mean temperatures from 1958 to L977 (NZ Met. S.
records): tlre value obtained is -20.2oC with standard deviation of
1.1. Since this cannot be done for Vanda, the individual monthly mean
temperatures avaLLable (from Decenber 1968 to December 1978' NZ I'tet. S.
records) have been averaged. Tlhe resulting mean monthly air
temperatures (MMAT) are included in Table 2, along with standard
deviations of individual monthty mean temPeratures from these MMAT.
Table 2 also includes the mean daiLy temPerature range over each month
(l'1, Sinclair, pers. cotnm.), and monthly temperature extre[Es, wittr the
year in which the extrene occurred. The MIIAT plus mean daily range
and extreme rnaxirnum and minimum data at Scott (calculated from NZ Met.
S. records) and MMAT at tlcMurdo (Schwerdtfeger l'970) are given in
Table 3. From these tables best estimates of MAAT have been calculated
for vanda and scott and are given in ?able 4, along with standard
deviations and maximum recorded deviations' PIus sinilar data for
January, the warmest nonth of the year.
TABLE 4 Best estimates of mean annual air temperatures and mean
January temperature (warmest montJr) at Vanda Station and
Scott Base.
Parametet VandaStation
Scott Base
MAAT (OC)
itandard
deviation
naximum
deviation
standard
deviation
maximum
deviation
-19.8
1.9
-2.0
l.r
-1.4
rrEan Januarv
-
aiFErnpeiature +I.4 -4 - E
-20.2
1.t
-2.2
L.7
-4 .0
These best estimates may change by a few tenths of a degree when extra
years data are added, because of ttre short observation series
invoLved.
1l
The difference between the MAAT at Vanda and Scott is not significant
even though these sites are some 140 km apart and have significant
meteorological differences. However, the MI'IAT at the two sites are
si gnificantly different.
2.2 Mean montlrly ternperatures, annual amplitudes and annual peaks of air
temperatures
The differences between suruIEr and winter MMAT at Vanda and Scott
have been discussed previousJ-y (Thompson et at l9?la; Riordin I9Z3).
rt can be seen from Tables 2 and 3 that MlrlAT at Vanda are about 6
degrees warmer in surnner and up to 9 degrees cooler in winter than
those at Scott. Ttris reflects the more continental climate of Vanda.
The warmer su[0mer temperatures at Vanda are due to higher absorption
of solar radiation by ttre ice-free surface, while the cooler winter
temPeratures there are caused by increased upward radiation from the
surface together with relatively infrequent advection of warrner air
into Wright Valley in winter (tttronpson et aJ 197La).
The annual mean ampJ-itudes of the air temperature (half the difference
between the warmest Mlt{AT and the coldest MITIAT) are 19.7 degrees at
vanda, L2.8 degrees at scott and 12.2 degrees at McMurdo. These
amplitudes nay be compared with those calculated from data for twenty-
five antarctic stations (including Antarctic peninsula, South shetland
and south orkney rsrand statl-ons), listed in schvrerdtfeger (1920). rt
rnay be stated that tlle annual rean amplitude at Vanda is one of the
largest, if not the J-argest of all antarctic stations. The absolute
validity of such comparisons is not certain because of the differing
lengths of observation series at some of these stations (schwerdtfeger
1970).
The extrene range of ternperatures is 7L.9 degrees at vanda and 63.g
degrees at scott. Here too, vanda's range is greater than that of
all twenty-five stations in Schwerdtfeger (J.920).
ft is unfortunate that extreme minimum ternperatures at Vanda have not
been obtained for nrost winters since 1970. lbasurernent of these has
been prevented due to shaking down of ttre pins in the minimun ther-
nometers, caused by wind-induced vibration of tlre meteorological
screens (Brom1ey NZ Met. S., personal communication). Other than thoge
in J-969, 1970 and 1974 only two winter extrene temperatures are known
for Mcuurdo oasis. lrtrese are 
-62oc in l9G0 at Lake vida (350rn
elevation) (sutt 1956) and -47.5oc in 1973 at screen A (95m elevation)
Vanda Station (NZ l4et. S. Records).
llhe extrene maximum ternperature measured at Vanda + ls.Oog (.Ianuary
1974) is warner than that at any of the twenty-five stations Listed by
Schwerdtfeger (1970). Extreure maximums of ttris magmitude have occurred
twice in the last decade (NZ !,tet. S. records) and caused rnuch more
melting than oceurs in "average" years. (Hoehn et ali L974i Anderton
and Fenwick l97G; Chinn l9Z9). Angino et at (I9G2) measured a maximum
arr
\tas
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temperature of +23.9oC at Lake Bonney in December 1961, but this
not under standard conditions '
lfhe antarctic "coreless" winter typically lacks a well-defined trough;
any of the months from June to Septenber can be the coldest of the year
(Rusin 1954). Figure 2 presents daily mean air temperatures averaged
over the particular months (i.e. mean daily air temperatures li'lDAT) at
Vanda and Scott, over a number of years since March 196?. Of the
eleven ninters at Scott recorded in this Figure, ttre nean cold peak
occurs in June once, July three times' August three tiues and
Septenber four tirtes. However, aJ-I three winters at Vanda had qoldest
l.lDAT in JuIy.
Despite the absence of a well-defined winter cold peak, the McMurdo
region does experience a defined suttlrer l{arm Peak. January has the
erarmest MMAT at both Vanda and Scott. However the nean daiLy warm peak
does not always occur in January (Figure 2). Table 5 presents some
data for Vanda indicating this variability.
TABLE 5 Ocqurrence of extreme maximum sumIIEr air temperature and
approximate tininq of peak on smoothed temPerature curve for
Vanda Station. Data from sources indicated (nd = not
deternined)
llonth or date
of extreme
suruler maximum sumner
air temPerature
Approximate
tining of
peak on
smoothed
temperature
curve
Reference
L968/69 December nd
early in
second week
of January
first week
of January
last week
of December
nd
first week
of January
nd
nd
second week
of January
last week
of December
NZ I'tet. S. records
NZ Met.S. records
Yoshida et a.l
( 1971)
Torii et aJ,(L972)
NZ Met.S. recorda
NZ l,let. S. records
NZ Met.S. records
NZ Met.S. records
NZ l'let.S. records
NZ Met.S. records
L969 /70
r970 /7L
L97L/72
L972/73
L973/74
L97 4/75
LeTs/76
L976 /77
t978/79
January
January 3
November 24
Decedber
January
December?
January
January 21
December 29
A generalised
first week of
air temperature curve
Januarl',
at Vanda would tend to peak in the
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2.3 llean daily air temperatures and phase lags of temperature peaks
The year-to-year variatlons in lnlDAT at '.Ianda and Scott are illustraLed
in Figure 2. lrhe Figure shoers that irregular differences exist between
!,iDAT of corresponding winter months at each site. A close correlation
of MDAT does not exist (correlation coefficient for linear regression
line is 0.34, see scatter diagram Fig. 3a). Thus winter MDAT for a
particular year at Scott should not be used to estinate MDAT values for
Vanda. Sinilar}y, little correlation exists betrryeen rean daily
maxirnums or minimums over the sare period at these two sites (Figures
3 brc). The differences between the two sets of records are due
mainly to the different geographic environlents at Vanda and Scott.
Specific examPles of the diurnaL ternperature variation have been
published for Vanda (Yoshida et ai L97Li Torii et a7, L972i Riordin
19?3) and Scott (Thompson and MacDonaLd 1961). In addition' Bul1
(1966) contains similar data for various places in McMurdo oasis. The
diurnal range in midsumner seldom exceeds 10 degrees at Vanda, whereas
in winter the range nay exceed 35 degrees (Riordin 1973; NZ Met. S.
records). Large ternperature changes may be almost instantaneous in
winter (lltrompson and MacDonald 1951). Riordin (1973) illustrates an
example of a change of greater than 25 degrees (at 0.15m above the
ground) in about 6 hours at Vanda in late July 1959.
T6e nean diurnal temperature ranges for each month at vanda and Scott
are given in Tables 2 and 3. The rnean diurnal range is the difference
between ttre mean monthly maximum and the rean nronthly rninimurn.
There is little published data on the phase lag and Peaks of the diurnal
temperature cycle. Investigation of NZ Met. S. and personal
meteorological records indicates that in surnn€r in the oasis, the warm
peak generally occurs between about 1300 and 1630 hours, while the cold
peak occurs at about 0200 to 0500 hours. This is consistent with ttre
linited data of lftrompson et aI (1971 b) and Colacino and Stocchino
(1975) for the oasis, and of Thompson and MacDonald (f961) for Scott
Base. In places where extensive shading occurs, these peaks may be
offset frorn ttrese times. At the saline discharge slte (Keys f979)
which tends to be shaded around midday by Asgard Range, ttre rdarm Peak
occurs later, generally betlteen 1400 and 1800 hours. Bu1l (1955)
produced data from the 1958/59 surnrer at Vanda showing that the diurnal
warm peak occurred at about 1330 hours when easterly winds were blovring,
whereas witl westerlies it was about 1630 hours. In winter the warm
and cold diurnal peaks are not regular (Ttro11pson et aL, 1961, 1971 b)
since air temperatures then are controlled by meteorological rather than
solar infl-uences.
The lags of ttre diurnal and annual warm peaks frorn the local noon and
frorn ttre sungpr solstice (Decenber 2L'22) in sumler, are due to
diurnaL and seasonal imbalances between incoming and outgoing radiation
(Harvey L976'.). llhese imbalances lead to storing of heat at the
l5
surface and in the atnosphere on a diurnaL and seasonal basis.
Antarctic air possesses a significant heat storage capacity, although
it is relatively dry (section 6.1). Ttre annual lag is up to about 15
to 20 days (Table 5), while the diurnat lag is about 1 to 3 hours.
2.4 Air tempexature and wind
Air temperature varies markedly with wind
radiation (8u11 1966; Thompson er al l97l
t'loriwaki L972i Riordin L973i Col_acino and
regine in the McMurdo region is discussed
some cormrents are pertinent here.
as well as with solar
a; Thompson L972; yoshida and
Stocchino 1975). The wind
in section 4 below, but
The relationship between temperature and wind at vanda is well
portrayed by Yoshida and Moriwaki (1972) in their figure 8. Westerly
winds in wright and Taylor Valleys are generally warmer than the
easterlies. Westerly winds are generally foehn winds (4.g) where the
air is adiabatical-ly warned as it descends into the val1-eys: further-
rnore these winds tend to break up or at least penetrate the surface
inversion in the valleys during winter (lthonpson L9i2i Riordin 1973).
rn other areas in the region, temperature and wind are aLso linked. At
McMurdo Station, southerly winds tend to produce hrarmer temperatures
whereas nortfierlies and easterl-ies produce cooler temperatures (Weyant
L967\ .
2.5 Variations over the last 20 to 80 vears
short term temperature changes in the McMurdo region and in Antarctica
in general have important consequences for many studies. Nichols and
BaIl (1964) 
' 
found that the mean annual sea level air temperature in
the llcMurdo sound area has been close to 
-20oc for sore time. This
conclusion vtaa drawn fron drill hoLe data and from comparison of ai.r
temperatures recorded on the Scott and Shackleton expeditions (-lZ.4oC)
with those recorded more recently at lrtcMurdo Station (-17.7oC).
Schwerdtfeger (1970) points out tllat WexLerrs (1959) ,'warming trend at
Little America" can be explained by ttre latitude difference between the
stations (Franheim, z8o 3grs; LittLe Arerica v, 7go rl' s) invorved.
Schwerdtfeger also concludes that ttre only station in soutlrern regions(oreadas, 600 44' s, q4o qqr w) wittr an adequate observational record(1904 
- L967, does not give convincing evidence of ,'a warming trend in
the first half of the centurlz nor of a reversal in the more recent
years ".
Nevertheless, it is instructive to analyse the scott Baae record of
twenty years (Figrure 4, Table 5).
llean air temperatures at scott Base for the years l95g through 19?? are
shown on Figure 4. Li-near regression analysis has been applied to daua
for selected periods. lrhe single gradient curve for 1959-1977 shows a
I6
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FIGURE 4 tlean air temperature at scott Base for the years 1958 to 1977inclusive (dita from NZ !tet. Service records) with linear
regression curves constructed for selected periods. shadingindicates the area lying within one standard error of the
1958-19?7 curve.
positive correlation but the curve does not fit the data well
(corretation coefficient r=0.32). An inprovement in the fit is obtained
when the 20 year period is split into two decades, with the period 1958
- Lg57 showing a close fit warming trend (r=0.73). However, the 1968-
l-97? decade cooling trend is poorly fitted (r=0.14). For temPeratures
up to L975, a best fit warrning trend is again evident (r=0.74). Data
are scattered after 1975. The gradients of ttre regression curves tend
to be positive and up to 0.2oC per year indicating up to this anpunt of
warming tendency. Ttre t statistic for a smal1 number of data (Freund
et al. 1960) for the L958-L977 period is I.44 (TabLe 6), whereas the
nunrerical value t"1,of'studentsr t distribution for 20 ruinus 2 degrees
of freedom at significance level c, is 1.73 at the 90t confidence level.
Since
-t"/2
.( t _< t.,/2 (Freund et al 1960)
the warming trend during 1958 to 1,977 is not sigmificant at the 90t
confidence Ievel. Ho\^Iever the trend for the l'958-1975 period (t=4.37)
is significant at the 993 confidence leveL (tc/2 = 2.92 for 16 degrees of
freedon) indicating a definite warming between 1958 and 1975. The actual
amount of warming is small because of the short time period. Table 6
gives the averages of the rnulti-annual rnean air temPerature over the two
successive decades, and the t statistic (Freund et aJ L960) for the
difference betrdeen ttre averages. lltris difference is not statistically
sigmificant because t is small.
TABLE 6
I7
Trends of rnean air temperature (oC) at Scott Base from 195g to l97Z
from linear regression
Peri.od Average
temperature
Temperature
trend (i.e.
slope of
regression
Line
{ oc . a-t;
Correlation Standard t statistic
coefficient deviation (see text)(and
standard
error)
195 8-19 77
r958-1975 (1)
r95 8- 196 7
l'968-t 977
-2Q.2
-20.0
-20 .4
-19.9
0 .06
0 .14
0.22
-0 .05
o.32
o.74
0.73
0. r4
1.1 (1.0) L.44
1.0 4.37
0.9
1.3
0 .21
(r) L976, 1977 data are scattered well below the
more than one standard error
regression line by
3.
3.1 IntroducLion
AIR TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
It has been seen (2.1) that there is a significant difference between
the !'IAAT at Scott Base and Mclturdo Station, only 2.5 km apart.
Therefore, Vandars MAjAT may not be representative of ottrer places in
McMurdo oasis and of take Bonney in particular. rt is necessary t.o
obtain estimates for horizontal and vertical* temperature gradients,
so that the known l.taAT may be extrapolated to find those in other
areas. such gradients vary in space and time depending on severar
lnter-related variables including; J.ocality, topography, elevation,
season, natures of the ground surface and atmospher.ic boundary layer
and strength of the surface inversion. tlowever a detailed examination
of the variation of lapse rates wittr the nature of ttre boundary layer
and surface inversion is beyond the scope of this work. Generar
atmospheric lapse rates are not of prirne concern here sinee the object
of this section is to provide a basis for extrapolating rean scre'en(i.e. near surface) temperatures.
3.2 Horizontal gradients
Horizontal temperature gradients are usuarly smaLl. The nean
meridional temperature gradient in sumer for all antarctic stations
at sea level is 0 to 0.3 degrees celsiusr per d.egree of latitude (Rusin
1954). Schwerdtfeger (1970) indicates ttrat the gradient between
Hallett and McMurdo Stations (average longitude 168oE) is about 0.2 to
*the vertical temperature gradient is the lapse rate, which is lhedecrease of ternperature wittr height. Here it is expressed in tc per1000n. The reridional gradient is ttre nortb-south horizontal gradient.
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0.4 degrees celsius per degree of latitude. Therefore the sungrer
temperature difference due to the latitude difference between Vanda
Station and the Lake Bonney area should be Less than 0.loC, topography
and surface factors being very similar.
The MAAT at Lake Bonney is probably very similar to that of Vanda
Station. Figure 5 compares air temperatures measured in Screen A,
Vanda Station(ZZo lf.6'S, 16to 40.lrE, 95m elevation; data from NZ
!tet.S. records) with some nEasured at the SaIYE or nearly the same
time at the western end of Lake Bonney (77o 43.5'5, l620 l7.1rE. 57m
elevation). The latter measurelents were made using standard whirling
psychroneters where the temperature is read off the dry bulb. The
temperatures at these two sites are comPared in two different ways'
In Figure 5a, temPeratures neasured at various times at Bonney are
compared wittt those at Vanda, using data taken from the thermograph
record for the sarne times. In Figure 5b, the 0900 hours dry bulb
temperatures at Vanda are compared with those taken between 0900 and
1000 hours at Bonney. gince t}ere are two distinct sets of data, the
temperature difference of each set are treated separately. The
differences between the Bonney and Vanda temperatures are very small,
(Figure 5) and are not significant considering the magnitude of error
associated with the MA.AT value at Vanda.
2l 232527?9 35
Novcmber 1976 Decembcr
comparison bet\deen air temperatures at Lake Bonney and Vanda
il"li"" during two short sunuler periods (data from vuw
a"tii.Li" fxp6aitions and NZ Meteorological Service Records).
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Similar temperatures erere expected since the terrain at each site is
similar and both sites are located in east-west trending valleys. Any
small temperature differences due to the lower elevati.on of Bonney
are probably offset by the greater amount of shading due to the Asgard
Range and the proximity of Taylor and Rhone Glaciers which are cooling
influences. In any case, such differences tend to be evened out by
turbulent mixing of air moving ttrrough the valleys.
The general climate of these adjacent valleys and at these two sites
only 27 km apart, is probabLy very similar. Therefore the difference
between the l,lAAT at Vanda and Bonney must be small, Hence, 
-20oC can
be considered to be the MAAT at Lake Bonney. Some unsubstantiated
previous estimates (e.g. -I7oC, Shpaiker 1973) differ frorn this
stightly.
Bull (1956) showed the existence of east-$rest (zonal) temperature
gradients in the valleys of McMurdo oasis, at least in summer. He
states (p.182) that "in (the) 1958-1959 (sumner) the western end of
Wright Valley was 2oC \^tarmer than lrlarble Point". Although such
differences are probably smalfer than the variations in mean
temperatures from year to year at ttrese sites, it is necessary to
examine the east-west gradient.
The suruner temperature difference noted by Bull (1956) is due probably
to a stronger marine (cooling) influence and decreased solar healing
at the coastal site. As will be seen in section 4 below, the
occurrence of cool-er easterJ.y winds d.ecreases inland to the west
throughout the whole year. In winter however, strong radiational
cooling at inland sites lowers the temperature well below that of
coastal sites. Over the whole year average temperatures at Marble
Point and Nevr Harbour will be closer to those at McMurdo Station and
Capes Evans and Royds, tban to the !!AAT at Vanda. The MAAT is
probabty within a degree of 
-18oC for the Marble Point - New Harbour
area.
lfhe east - rdest temperature gradient. averaging up to -0.06oC per km in
Taylor Valley, would probably not be noticed when windy conditions
prevaiL throughout the entire valley. Under such strong nixing
conditions, Colacino and Stocchino (1975) found that air temperature
ivas constant throughout Taylor Valley from New Harbour to Lake Bonney,
3.3 Lapse rates
Elevation is ttre most irnportant factor controlling lt{AAT in Antarctica,
especially on the continent (Weyant 1957). In antarctic literature it
has occasionally (but erroneously) been assumed that average environ-
mental and topographic lapse rates* are equal and have a value
*ttre environmental" lapse rate (ELR) is the rate of decrease of air
temperature wittr height in free air. whereas the topographic lapse rate(TLR) ie ttre decrease in temperature with elevation up a slope on the
earthrs surface (llarvey 1976).
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equivalent to the dry adiabatic lapse rate of 9.8oC per 1000rn
(Hughes L97Li Dresrry L977). This assumption is made because the rate of
condensation of rtater vapour is very slow at low temperatures. and
hence little latent heat of vaporisation is liberated upon raising
(cooling) a parcel of antarctic air. Hohtever' because of radiation
(surface inversion) and turbulence effects (Simpson 1919) it appears
that ttrese average lapse rates are generally even less than the
saturated adiabatic lapse rate which is 8.6oc per 1000m at -20oC and
1000 nb (Ilarvey 1976).
Sone environmental and topographic lapse rates for the llcl{urdo region
are given in Table 7. lthese have been calculated using published data
(Weyant 1966a; Ugolini 1967i Schwerdtfeger 1970; Hughes 1971;
Holdsworth L914), and unpublished data. The latter includes air
temperatures measured using whirling psychroneter dry bulb thermometers
(VIIWAE meteorological observations) which ltere compared with
measurements made at the sane tine by thermograph and/or dry bulb at
Screen A, Vanda Station, and at Scott Base (NZ l4et. S. reeords). Lapse
rates obtained fron balloon ascents in the lower troposphere are
environmental lapse rates (ELRs). lltre englacial temperatures corresPond
to mean annual surface temperatures (MAST) not lilAAT; hence lapse rates
obtained using them are topographic lapse rates (TLRs) as are those
obtained by surface air temperature comparisons. The lapse rates
obtained using unpublished data include ttre horizontal temperature
gradients, the correction for these is neglected here since it amounts
to probably no more than 0.2oc.
There is a strong aeasonal effect on environnental lapse rates (Tab1e 7).
lyhese are lowest in winter when temperature inversions in the boundary
layer are strongest and most freguent. Generally the lapse rates are
cl-osest to the saturated adiabatic lapse rate in sunmer, when
significant inversions are very infrequent and weak. The range of ELRs
indicated is 2 to ?oC per 1000rn. Since the l-ower rates prevail for nost
of the year, the mean annual ELR in the lower troposphere is about 4 to
5oC per 1000m. Ihis is very similar to the nrean ELR above the
temperature inversion obtained by Sinrpson (1919). However, Simpson's
dlata were obtained in relatively low wind conditlons such that little
vertical mixing of air would have been occurring in the boundary layer.
Thus it is possible that ttre value given above for the rean annual ELR
is aLso biased towards calmer conditions. According to Simpson (1919)
and Harvey (f976), the averagre ELR in the troPosphere is about 6.5oC per
1000m, but it is not known by the writer whether this value is appl-icabl-e
to antarctic conditions.
Topographic lapse rates in summer rnay be slightly greater than the
surwpr ELR5 (TabLe ?). However the validity of tJl.e comparison is
queslionable considering tlie rnagnitude of the errors involved in the
TLR5. Furtherrnore, Table 7 contains inhomOgenous data on which it is
difficult to obtain average val-ues.
2L
TABLE ? Environmerrtal and topographic lapse rates in I'lcllurdo region for
selected months, calculated from published and unpublished data-
References; (I) Weyant 1965a, 1967i (2) Ugolini L967i(3) Schwerdtfeger 1970. (kilometres and geopotential kilonetres
are assuned to be egual).
Month
L*pse rate("c per 1000n)
f uncorrectedfor horizontal
tenperature
gradients
Method of data
collection(Altitudes in km
or geopotential
km*)
Source of
original
temperature
and altitude
daLa
January (f958-62)
( t9 58-6 2
5.6
6.2
t{l'tAT at McMurdo (Table
2.21 and weather bal-loon(0-r)
Weather balloon (1-5)
213
2
February (L959-62)
(19s9-52)(L962)
5.5
4.9
8.0
MI'IAT at lllcMurdo and
weather balloon (0-1)
Weather balloon (1-5Air temperature measure-
ments during ascent of
Erebus
2r3
2
2
I'larch (L958-52)
(r958-62)(Ies5-65)
(1908 )
3.5
4.2
2.7
mean 4.01
MIIAT at Mclturdo and
weather balloon (0-1)
weather balloon (1-5)
Weather balloon (0-2.5*)Air tenperature measure-
rnents during ascent of
Erebus
2r3
2l'3
2 quoting Davidin Shackleton(1909 )
June (f956-65) 2.1
5.2
Weather balloon (0-2.5*)
Weather balloon (2.6*-4.9* lr31r3
September (I956-
196s)
2.4
5.0
Weather baltoon (0-2.5*)
Weattrer balloon (2;5*-4.9* 1'31r3
November (1958-51)
(19s8-6r)
November L8-25,
L97 4
November 26 -
Deceilber 4rL974
6.9
5.8
a.5 !2.7r
7.8 ! 2.0+
MMAT at Mcllurdo and
weather balloon (0-1)
Weather balloon (1-5)
Air temperature measure-
ments made at Table Mtn
and eompared with Vanda
thermographAir temperature measure-
ments made at Knobhead
and compared with Vanda
thermograph
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2
Keysr NZ t{et.S
recordst USGS
l:250,000 map.
Keysi NZ Met.S
records; USGS
1:250r000 rnap
2r3
2lr3
Plumer' NZ t'tet. S
records r' USGS
l1:250,000 map
I
lKeys; NZ litet S.lrecorils
Decenber (1959-61-)
( 1959-6 1)
( Le s6-6 s)
Decenber 5-15,1974
December (].9'12-
r979)
8.0
6.3
6.7
8.3 r3.0+
mean 5.2t
std.dev l-.4
MMAT at McMurdo and
weattrer balloon (0-1)
Weather balloon (1-5)(0-2.7*)
Air temperature measure-
ments made at New l,!t and
compared with Vanda
therrnographsAjr temperature measure-
ments made at Erebus
srsnnit eamp and comPared
wittr Scott Base drybulb
measuretrEnts (29 comPari-
sons)
AII year 4to8 Englacial temPeratureprofiles, ueserve
Glacier
Hughes 197L;
Holdsworth 1974
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A better comparison involves the TLR obtained from englacial temPerature
profites in Taylor Glacier. Such profil-es enable rean annual surface
temperatures (ItlAST) to be measured. This is normally considered to be
the temperature measured at the depth of penetration of seasonal changes
of air temperature. For snow substrates the depth taken is 10 netres but
this cannot be applied to ice because it has different thermal properties
(MiilLer f976). A depttr of L7 metres vtas used for the abl'ation zone of
Taylor Glacier. Ttris depttr was found by neasurement (Robinson 1979), and
by calculation using a Fourier equation solution that describes periodic
heat fl-ow in one direction through a semi-infinite homogenous sol-id (for
example see Cateron and Bull 1962). In tJle ablation zone of glaciers at
least, MAST are usually a few degrees ldartner than MAAt and certainly the
t\,{o are not equal (Miill-er 1976). However, MAST differences can be used
to obtain TLRts which are assulled herein to be applicable to ice-free
areas also.
Englacial temperatures were measured (L976-L977e L977-L978) by Robinson
(19?9) using thermistor probes in drill holes and crevasses up to 20m deeP.
Table 8 shows the derivation of the TLR.
TABLE I Topographic lapse rate from nEan annual surface temperaturest
Taylor Glacier. Elevations (m) from (a) UsGsReconnaissanceseries
maps (b) Stern's (19?8) relative altitudes and (c) a combination
of (a) and (b).
Line C (MASTf
Elevation
Line C
-17.0 to.2 0c)
Elevation
Line F
to Line F (MASTZ
Elevation
difference
-20.1r O. loc)
hapse rate
-C per 1000m
(a)
(b)
(c)
Line
(a)
(b)
(c)
r80
140 3
18o 3
F (MAST2
950 770 4.0
9304 7go 3.9
9904 810 3.8
-20.1 t 0.1 oc) to Line G (MAST2 -2L.5 t0.toc)
Elevation E1evaLion
Line F Line G
950 L250
9304 13305
9904 1330s
Central value of laPse
El-evation
difference
300
400
340
rate 4.0 t0.5
lapse rate
"c per I000m
4.7
3.5
4.r
oc per 1000m
I From crevaase temperatures near terminus neasured by P.H. Robinson
2 From englacial temperatures measured by P.H. Robinson
3 Based on elevation at pole c5 , c line (Figure 8.3A in Chapter 8)
4 Based on elevation at pole F6 , locality 1O0 (Figure 2 in Appendix 1)
5 Based on elevation at pole G5 , Locality 47 (Figure 2 in Appeudix 1)
The value, 4.QoC per 1000m is not affected by seasonal changes or wind
conditions and is the value used in this study. It apPears that the average
TLR and average ELR are sirnilar in the McMurdo region. However' they are
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slightly lower than the TLR in the eastern European Alps (5.3oC per
L000n calculated from ttre data of Geiger 1965).
Estimates of I"IAAT at various localities in the Mcllurdo region can now be
made (Table 9). the tlAAt at scott (-20.2 t l.loc) was used for the
MAAT deterrnination at Mounts Erebus, llorning and Discovery. Vandars
MAAT (-19.8 t 1.9oC) sras used for the other localities in Table 9.
EABLE 9 Mean annual air temperature estinated at selected locaLities in
the McMurdo region, using a r€an lapse rate of 4.0 1 0.5oC per
km and l.tAAT at Vanda of -19.8 t l.9oc and at scott of -20.2 !I.loC. (Elevation of Vanda, 95rn; Scott 15m)
tocality Elevation (m) Estimated Maximum(fron USGS MAAT Error Limits
1:250,000 rnap) ( oC) (t oc)
Mt Erebus
Mt Morning
Mt Discovery 268L
main vaLley at
Table Mountain L600
valley between
Knobhead and 1500
Mt Handsley
Beacon Val-ley 1400
Kennar Valley 1600
west end of
Labyrinti
Lake Vida
3794
2723
900
350
-35 .3
-31.0
-30.9
-25.8
-25.4
-25.0
-25.8
-23.0
-20.8
3.0
2.5
2.4
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.7
2.4
2.L
4. WIND AT{D CIRCI'LATION
4.1 Introduction
Distribution of saLts is intirnately involved wittt both wind and
circulation. In this section the wind regine at Vanda, then the rest
of Mcl,lurdo oasis, is discussed before the regire at Scott, McMurdo and
Ross Island. Finally air circulation ovet the rest of East
Antarctica is discussed.
4.2 Vanda Station
llhe wind direction at Vanda and in the oasis generalLy is ahpst
cornpletely controlled by valley orientation. Ihe topography channels
the wind into east and west directions (Bul-l 1965; Nlchols f956;
lfhornpson L972i Yoshida and lrloriwaki 1972), Corq>lete sets of wind roses
and histogratns for Vanda data frorn the yeare L959 and 1970 have been
published by Yoshida et al (f972) using Nz Met. S. records. The
following wind characteristics at Vanda have been taken from Thompson
et aJ, (1971a), Thompson 1L972\, Yoshida and tiloriwaki (1972) and
Riordin (f973).
Easterly winds are rpst frequent, especialLy in sururer. llhe prevailing
direction on a yearly basis is around 0900 True, whi).e the second
most pronounced direction is around 26O0 True. llhe easterly wlnds
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are relatively light: wind velocities greater ttran 17-18 t.=-1 .."
restricted to those from the west and southr.test. In both 1959 and 19?0
the maximum gusts (40, 4I m."-1 ot ca.80 kts) were both from the \dest
and both occurred in August. Winter winds are nore intense but less
frequent than during the suuler. This is shoetn by Tables 10 and 11 .
Table 10 gives t]}e mean monthly wind speeds at Vanda averaged from data
for 1959, 1970 and 1974 and maximum gusts during 1969. Maxirnurn gusts
are defined in different ways, based on different ti-le periods; for
this reason they are aPproximate only. Table 11 gives the wind rose
data for Vanda Station for the period January L972 to January 1978. The
data in Table 11 have been normalised so that frequencies per thousand
observations are tabulated: the table is based on 176 observations i.n
tspringlt, 291 in'summert, 92 in rautumnr and 92 in rwinterr where
these seasons are defined as in temperate regions (Table L). Thus,
the sunmer wind regime is better represented altttough the Table is not
weighted towards the summer months.
The well-known diurnal-based wind regirne which oPerates in the valleys
of tbe oasis during the sunlit months is well developed at Vanda. Steatly
easterLies of 8-10 r.r-1 blow during the afternoon and evening whel ground
temperatures are r^rar[est. Caln periods or westerlies of 0-10 m.s-"
develop during the early morning, when the influx of solar radiation is at
a rninimum (Thonpson et at l-9?La; Thompson L972, Yoshida and Moriwaki 1972;
Riordin 1973). llhompson (1972) has this sequence well illustrated for
November 1971. These winds are of limited thickness reaching up the
valley sides no further than about 800 to 1200n (Bull L955i lltrompson L972).
TABLE IO ![ean monthly wind speeds and maximun gusts at Vanda and Mcl'turdo
Stations. Vanda mean speed data calculated from New Zealand Meteorological
Service records for the years 1969, 19?0, L974i gust data frorn Riordin
(1923) for 1969 only. McMurdo data after Schwerdtfeger (1970). Units are
-'lmetres sec ' (ng not given)
JAN FEB }IARCH APRTL MAY JIJNE JI]LY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC YE.AR
\nNDA Mean
wind
speed 6.6 5,6 3.6 2.2
7.3
3.O4.3 2.8 4.9 4.5 7.2 6.6 7,O 4.9
1.8 1.6 2.6 1.1 2.L 0.6 0.4 0.6
ng 4I (1970)
6.5 6.4 6.9 6.2 5.4 6.5 6. s
Statrdard
devia-
tion O.2 1.0
Maximum
gust 1969 ng 25
MCMURM
2.4r.1o.3
3240
7.26.9
Uean
wind
speed
Maximun
ltust
5.3 7.O
27
6.1
43 43 41 37 35 43
TABLE 1I
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Wind rose data for Vanda Station and Scott Base based on daily
observations at 0900 NZST. Freguencies are given per thousand
observations. 0 indicates occurrences less than 0.5; a blank
lndicates no occurrences. (After Nz I'let.s. comPuterised
records). Conversion from Beaufort Force to wind speed.s in
r."-1 after Amlran and Schick (1961).
VANDA STATION Total observations used: 651
Beaufort
Force ! 2-3 7+ Total
Direction,/
Speed at 0-I.6
zir (m. s-I) I .6-4 .8 4 .8-8.0 8. 0-10. 8 10 .8-13.8 13 . 8+
N
NE
b
SE
s
sw
w
f.lVl
8
25
40
1
5
2
18
9
I
22
r01
2
3
I
2T
2
13
82
3
I
5
22
0
0
24
t
L
L7
23
I
1
t0
2
19
24
9
051
I 258
9
113
28 80
46 t54
L2
Calm 402
SCOTT BASE total observations used: 222L
Beaufort
Force 2-3 7+ Total
Direction,/Speed- 0-I.6
(rn. s-r) 1.6-4 .8 4 .8-8 .0 8.0-10.8 10.8-I-3.8 13.8+
N
NE
E
SE
s
sw
w
Nl{
24
2L
4
2
5
5
5
3
99
151
24
t5
5
8
8
11
81
155
l5
L2
8
3
3
15
34
62
7
L2
7
1
0
13
16
16
I
7
9
I
I
1I
I 255
I 405
52
3 51
L2 47
321
18
255
Calm 93
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4.3 Elsewhere in Mclvlurdo oasis
Elsewhere in Wright Valley the wind regine is slightly different from
that at Vanda. fn the eastern hal-f of the valley, westerly winds are
Iess common (Bull 1955) especiall-y in the spring and summer. At the
hut adjacent to Meserve Glacier, maximum and mean wind speeds are
less than at the valley floor (Everett 197I) in the sunmer at least-
During summer in the Wright Upper Glacier area the influence of the
easterly winds is reduced from that at Vanda whereas the westerly
influence is increased.
personal meteorological recordings during five periods totalling eight
weeks show that the wind patterns are sinrilar in Taylor Valley' Up
valley easterly winds are most conrmon in the east and their influence
decreases westward gowards the ice sheetl At Lake Bonney a diurnal
wind regime, si-milar to that at Vanda, oPerates during the spring, surnmer
and probably auturnn months. Easterly winds are relatively uncontnon as
far west as Kennar valley. NevertheLess, easterly conditions do
occasionally occur even further west in Skelton Neve and plateau areas.
strong southwesterly and southerly winds are conrmon along the rrtestern
fringe of the oasis and in areas within the oasis exPosed to the south.
These winds are associated with the general surface wind regine of the
East Antarctic Ice sheet and cyelonic storms, and are further discussed
in sections 4.8 and 4.9 below. During the winter strong west to south-
west winds are important in Taylor valLey, even at the coastal end. This
can be seen from geomorphic evidence inctudiniJ wind blown sand and
gravel on the sea ice up to 10 km east of Cape Bernacchi. Presumably
the wind regime in winter is similar to that in wright valIey.
Similar wind patterns are followed in the Victoria VaIIey system'
East of Lake Vida, easterly winds are the most predominant' strongest
and most constant, at least in the sunlit months; in November 1961 to
January 1962 Calkin (1964) found that the wind blew almost constantly
from the east, averaging some 4 a."-1. However' northerlies and south-
westerlies are known in this area (Bull 1966); gusty, southwesterly
winds of at least 23 m.s-t have been recorded (Calkin 1954) ' Further
west, winds off the ice sheet, blowing from tl.e west to southwest are
connon and are stronger than the easterlies ( Calkin 1964; BulI 1966)'
It is evident from studies of the field of transverse sand dunes in
Lower Victoria Valley, that the wind direction there is dominantly
from the west j-n winter, while in the sunmer' easterlies dominate
{Morris et a7 Lg72i Setby et aI 19741. From a study of ventifact
d,istribution in eastern Victoria Valley, Selby et af (1973) concluded
that ttre wind regime that exists there at present has probably been
similar for much of the Quaternary'
The wind regime at lltarble Point is significantly different to that of
the valleys of the oasis. south and southeasterly winds Predominate,
although northerlies, easterlies and local westerlies also occur (Bu1l
*the Polar Plateau
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1965; Nichols 1965). A diurnal cycle of north to east winds
alternating with westerlies in the sunmer months appears to be less
developed than at Vanda (BulI L965).
4.4 Winds with vertical developnent
fttere are many examples of wind with vertical development. Dust devil-s
and snow and dust whirls occur frequently in Wright Val-ley (Bronley,
N.Z. Met S. personal cornrnunication; Riordin'1973) and have been
observed in other places as well (personal observations; Mawson 1915;
Rusin 1964). Most of the thermalllz induced dust devils have vortices
up to 20m high with diameters up to 5n wide, although vortices uP to
400m high and diameters as wide as l00m have been known (NZ l.let. S un-
published manuscript'a'). Snow and dust whirls up to 200m high and
occasionally tornadoes up to I000m high occur in the winter during
severe westerly gales (Bromley Nz Met. S, personal communication).
Velocities in these vortices are sufficient to move and carry large
objects sueh as packing cases, and to damage buildings and stores at
Vanda Station (Nz Met. S, unpublished manuscript 'a'). Rusin (f964)
noted very suilden velocity increases from zero up to 35m.s-I followed
by rapid velocity drop-offs during the passage of such vortices at
Mirny Station.
Other examples of vertical winds or updrafts also exist in the McMurdo
region. Cumulus clouds lndicating upward convection are not uncommon
in sunrmer over ice-free areas, Orographic effects and clouds have been
noted on Mounts Erebus and Discovery, Much of the kinetic energy of the
surface winds, particularly the westerlies, is converted to turbulent
energy during their passage over the uneven topography of the oasis
(SoLopov L957).
warmer air from dry valley regions overriding maritime air has also been
noted in the region and elsewtrere (Mawson l9l5; Thompson and MacDonald
l96L; Bu1l 1966). Synoptic scal.e effects such as convergent wind
systems (cyclones) are discussed below in sections 4.g and 4.9.
4.5 Scott Base and McFlurdo Station
The wind regime on Ross IsLand is significantly different from that in
IltcMurdo oasis. Histograms and wind roses for Scott Base and l{cMurdo
Station bave been published in Thompson and llacDonald (1961) and
Weyant (1967). The following discussion is based on these works and
also on Tabte II, which includes wind rose data from Scott Base for the
period January L972 to January 1978 (frorn Nz Met. S. records). At Mc-
Murdo, easterly winds are rnost frequent during all seasons, although
northeasterlies, southeasterlies and southerlies are also corunon.
Souttrerlies have the highest wlnd speeds. Northeasterli.es are relatively
more frequent in ttre autumn and earJ.y winter months, while south-
easterlies and southerlies are relatively nore comnon in the winter and
spring. Winds from the norttr to southwest also occur. The pattern is
4.6
4.7
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similar at Scott, with northeasterlies predominating, and with
southerlies being the strongest. In sunmer, half the observations
record north-easterly winds. Table I0 gives the mean windspeed
and maximum gust data at McMurdo (schwerdtfeger L970). The mean
windspeed at McMurdo is sigmificantly stronger than at both Vanda and
Scott which have similar mean speeds. As in the oasis, the strongest
winds occur in the winter; however the mean windspeed tends to be
highest during the winter at the Ross Island stations, which is not
the case at Vanda.
Ross Island, excluding tJ:e summlt area of Mt Erebus
ELsewhere on the coast of Ross Island, the annual wind regime is
affected by topography, Mt Erebus causes considerable deflection of
surface f1ow. Snow drifts, windscoops and lee effects (e.9. removal
of snow cover from the sea ice to the northwest of and north of
Dellbridge Islands) indicate that winds from the souttreasterly
quarter have the dominant effect along the vtestern coast of Ross
Isl_and. Also rneteorological, observations there show that easterly to
southeasterJ-y winds predominate, although winds from the north and
north-northwest are also cotnmon; winds from the western quarter are
less corunon (David and Adams in Shackleton 1909; Simpson 1919) '
There is apparently some tendency for the wind conditions to become
calmer in this area, once the sound has become firnly frozen over
(David and Adams in shackleton 1909). At CaPe crozier the dorninant
fLow is southltesterly (Simpson 1919).
Sununit region of Mt Erebus
The summit of Mt Erebus (3?94m) exPeriences a different wind regime
from that at sea level nearby. observations of the plume of Mt
Erebus led to the first statisticat study of the prevailing wind
direction in the middle troposphere (schwerdtfeger 1970, quoting
lleinardus 1938). This prevailing wind direction is west-southwest
(Weyant 1965a; Logvinov 1968; Schwerdtfeger 1970) '
However, winds from the west and southwest do not feature strongly on
Tab1e L2. This Table sunmarises wind observations made at tbe summit
Observatory and carnp site mainLy during suIruIEr over a total of 64 days
ln October to January 1972 to 1979. At this site the topography may
put an easterly bias on winds from the souttr. wind sPeeds were
neasured with hand held anemorrpters two metres above the ground. The
anemometers nost corunonly used (sins, Model- k/&) gave lo\d readings
in temperatures below about -zOoC; ternperatures are usual-ly colder
than this (as cold as -35oC, even in January) ' fherefore wind speeds
were often estimated using the Table in Met 8f2 (1974), and maximum
gusts given in Table L2 ate aPproximations. The Tabl"e indicates that
southeasterly and southerly winds predominate during the summer
months at least - the time people are usually at ttre suunit. winds
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from the southwest and west total only about eleven percent of 95
observations. However, when observations made at lhe acclimatisation
camps at Fang Glacier |r7o 30's, 1670 L4tr , 2800m elevation)are
includ.ed, west to southwest winds add up to fifteen percent of the
observations.
TABLE 12 Sumnary of wind observations made at Mt Erebus summit camp,/
observatory site (77o 32's, 1670 08rE, 3500rn asl) over 64
days in october, November, December, January L972-I979.
Direction NNEESESSWWNWCaI-m
Freguency of occurrence 4 2 2 35 2L .l 4 I0 15(percent)
Approximate maximumgust at 2n (m.s-r1 5 5 20 33 25 5 r0 10
On the summ'j.t plateau and near the Observatoryf the sastrugi patterns are
dominated by winds from the southerly quarter. Along the northern
border of the collapsing snovl basin adjacent to the Observatory, the
tal-lest (ca.0.5m) sastrugi are dominated by south-eastetly to southerly
winds indicating that these winds are strongest on an annual basis.
On the first ascent of the volcano j-n March L908 David (in Shackleton
1909) found that the sastrugi were al-igned SW-NE on the surnmit plateau
northwest of luhat is now called Nausea Knob. These sastrugi had "a
sharp edge directed towards the $test".
According to the studies on sastruSi by Lister (f959) at South Ice, some
of the tallest (oldest) sastrugi are aligned parallel to ttre direction
of the strongest winds; the angle at the head of ttrese sastrugi is nore
acute, they generally have the hardest surfaces and are nore undercut.
However, the more closely set sastrugi are aligned with the most frequent
wind direction, where this is of generally lower velocity (Lister 1959).
This is consistent with the sastrugi pattern on Erebus. The more
freEuent westsouthwest winds tend to steepen the western sides of the
more southerly oriented sastrugi. Very occasional.ly heavy snowfalls
(e.g. from the north) couLd obliterate tl.e existing sastrugi pattern and
subseguent winds re-establish a differently oriented pattern. However
the dominant wind regine would eventually reassert itself on the
rnodified snow cover. It is of interest here that a snow condition known
as windsLab, which typically occurs on lee slopes, has been noted
(Decenber 1972) on the east-facing inner slope of Side Crater.
A comprehensive set of upper air data from McMurdo Station was not
obtained for this study. However rocket soundings from McMurdo (Logrvinov
1968) have shown ttlat near the elevation of the surnmit there is a
marked seasonal trend in both wind direction and altitudes where
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various winds are predominant. Westerly winds dominate the easterlies
in tbe zonal component except in spring and surmner while southerlies
donr:inate ttre neridional component and are strongest in the spring, at
an altitude of 4000m. At about 5-6000m however, northerlies dominate the
Iatter component except in the spring. Presumably then, westerlies
are nore cornmon in winter at the sunuuit of Erebus, although southerl-ies
are stronger.
EVidently wind directions in the troSrcsphere are complex. David and
Priestley(in Shackleton 1909) noted this by observing the rptions of an
eruption cloud from Erebus in June 1908 and other clouds. Up to an
altitude of about 2000m asl the vrind I{raE northerlyi above this a
southerly was blowing up to an albitude of about 4600m. From this
l"evel to at least ?000rn the wind was again northerly. Iable 13
illustrates the effect of altitude on wind direction from 10 Novenber
to 20 December 1956. The raw wind data was obtained (Bromley, NZ l'[et.S.
personal communication) from upper air maPs for midday (NzsT) at
McMurdo. The altitudes of the 500 mb and 700 mb surfaces are the
December values given by Weyant (1966a). A data sunmary for the Erebus
summit campsite gives a comparison; this sunnrary does not include data
from observations made in October and January. Although the two
observation series are of different lengths and over different years,
the following conclusions can be made.
TABLE 13 Freguency (*) of wind directions at various altitudes above
Mct'lurilo Station (10 November 1965 to 20 Decerber 1966) and
at the sumnit camPsite, l'lt Erebus (November, December 19'72 -
Lg'19, broken observation series) .
Altitude and Elevation (n)
Wind Direction fOOO mb 700 rnb Erebus Camp lg9 tb(e;;arant) (surface) (2700) (3600) (s100)
North
East
Souttt
West
26
27
31
L6
27
11
35
27
7
32
50
1l
4L
4
I5
40
A topographic bias apparently increases the freguency of south to south-
east winds at the sumnit camp over what \,{ou}d be expected at a free
atnrcspberic position of the same altLtude' At the campsite' the
prevailing winds are probably aligned parallel to the average sloPe
contours, which are apProximately north - south. The cold antarctic air
tends to flow around topographic obstacles rather than rising over them
(M. Sinclair, N.Z. I"let. S. personal comnunication) ' The prevailing
surface flow in the sursnit area is probably ltest-southwest, that being
Ltre prevailing wind direction in the niddle troposphere (schwerdtfeger
L97O). However the strongest winds near the sumnrit cone are south-
easterlies to southerlies
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4.8 The cause of winds in the llc}lurdo region
relationship between atrnospheric pressure and
the surface wind regime is not necessary here.
this relationship is desirable.
A detailed account of the
synoptic situations with
However, some conunent on
The l-ocal regime at Vanda is a complex interaction betrreen the
prevailing synoptic situation and topographical and locaL circulation
effects. The diurnal regirne of the sunlit rnonths is due to local
insolation and drainage effects along the mountain and valley sides and
floor (Nz l4et. S., unpublished manuscript 'bt; Thompson et al 1971a;
Riordin 19731.
The larger scal-e flow patterns due to synoptic scale systems also
affect wind regime in the oasis. Such flow occurs throughout the year
when winds from synoptic ilisturbances aloft are channelled into the
valleys becoming easterlies, westerlies (Thompson I972i Yoshida and
Moriwaki L972i Riordin 1973) , and,/or northerlies or southerlies in
exposed places. fhe westerly winds are of the foehn type (warmer than
the air they displace), rather than true katabatics (gravity flow of
cold air, colder tfian the air they displace), (schwerdtfeger 1970;
Thompson 1972; Yoshida and Moriwakl L9721. Nevertheless, Thompson (L9'12)
acknowledges that gravity may play an important secondary roJ"e. In fact
the prevailing anticycJ-onic flow aloft over the oasis, which is
southerly (llather and Miller 1957), has a qtesterly component along the
edge of the plateau adjacent to the oasis. In this region the 1llateau
rises to the vtest. Apparently then the prevailing flow, often
influeneed by synoptic disturbances, is deflected clown towards the east
into the vaLleys, becoming adiabatically heated during the descent, In
the valleys these wester].y winds are usually associated wittr low
barometric pressure (Riordin f9?3) or large pressure drops (Yoshida and
Moriwaki L9721.
Near Scott and lrtcMurclo the prevailing anticyclonic flow is given an
easterly component by the bulk of Mt Erebus (Sixtpson 1919; l.lather and
Miller 1967) . This deflection erestwards by I'{t Erebus and eastwards by
tqt Terror, gives rise to an area of flow divergence with generally
lighter winds in the area known as l{indless Bight.
Cyclonic storms in the region give rise to strong winds from the south-
east and south ln the McMurdo Sound area, and also in areas of ttre oasis
exposed to the south. Acoording to Rusin (1964) cyclonic activity has
marked seasonal trends; cyclonic winds prevail around the coast in
sruutrer but are less coIEnOn in winter. AltttOugh cyclones are cotnmon
in coastal areas (Rusin 1954), their influence is narkedly reduced
inLand since they onJ.y occasionally penetrate deeply into ttre interior
(Lamb and Britton 1955; Astapenko 1954; Rusin 1964; weyant f957).
Further than about 100 km frorn the coast of South Victoria Land, frontal
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passage and cyclone activity are infreguent'
4.g Surface winds in East Antarctica and general atmospheric circulation
In East Antarctica the predominant surfaee flow is broadly outwards
towards the coast (Mather and Miller 1967). on the plateau surface
tbe prevailing direction is at a constant angle (about 45o) to the
true left of the fall line. With increasing height through the
lowest few hundred metres of the atnosphere, tttis prevailingl "inversion'l
wind tends to turn to blow parallel to the contours (Schwerdtfeger 1970).
At South PoLe the 1€an annual wind speed is 4.8m.s-1 while at Vostok
it is 5.1 m.s-I (schwerdtfeger 1970).
such winds are different from those produced by gravitational
attraction for cooled air of greater density lying above steeply
inclined snolt and ice surfaces. The lattet type of wind is a true
katabatic (Schwerdtfeger 1970) and is corunon around the coast of East
Antarctica in places where the continental ice sheet drops sharply
towards the sea (Cape Denisonr l'lawson and Mirny Stations). However,
winds from the easterly quarter generalJ.y prevail in the coastal zone
of East Antarctica, outside the regions where katabatic flow occurs
(Rusin L964i Mather and Mlller L967i Weyant L967i Schwerdtfeger 1970).
Both the inversion and katabatic winds are affected by synoptic
disturbances(RusinL964;MatherandMillerlg66;Schwerdtfegerl9?0),
such as cyclones. A simplified current view of the antarctic
circulation pattern in the troposphere depicts what is effectively a
recurring blocking anticyclone centred over central East Antarctica,
surrounded by low pressure areas centred north of tl.e continent
(Astapenko L964i Solopov 1967; Schwerdtfeger 1970, guoting Taljaard
I959). Effectively, the anticyclone allol^ts the prevalLing outward
surface flow with cyclones orbiting this high, and occasionally
penetrating inland.
Astapenko (1954) distinguishes two tlpes of cyclones: relatively
shallow cyclones which are forrnedl mainly on Antarctic and intra-
Antarctic fronts and move latitudinally from west to east around the
continentt and deep, high cyclones which are formed mainly on Polar
fronts and move with a meridional cornponent (solopov 1957). The
Antarctic fronts occur at about 60 - 7Oo S, whereas the Polar fronts
occur at about 45 - 50os (Lanb f97O). weyant (1967) illustrates the
tracks of cyclones with a series of maPs depicting mean monthly
conditions. These show that some storms completely cross west
Antarctica from Ross to Weddell Seas and some cross (eastern) Wilkes
Land and northern victoria Land. Penetration into the East Antarctic
interior is infrequenti wtren this oecurs it is usually south from Ross
Sea or Ivlarie Byrd tand and only occasionally frorn ttre Souttt Atlantic
and Indian Oceans. preasure gradients developed during the passage of
these cyclones may strongl-y affect surface winds (l'lather and I'tiller
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1966). The normal surface flow may be intensified or reduced to the
extent where winds may become contrary to the prevailing direction.
For example, one J-ow pressure disturbance was observed durinq its
passage into ttre interior, at Alligator Peak (78o 27's,1580 45'8,
1550m elevation) in Decenrber 1973. This site is some 75 km from
Hillary Coast and 150 km inland frorn McMurdo Sound. High cloud began
arriving at 1400 hours on the 15th and the prevailing strong southwest
wind dropped soon after. At 1700 hours on the 15th, a northeast wind
of 4.6 m.s-l was bloving. At 2130 hours on the 17th, sno!{was falling
Iightly and intermittently, and ttre wi.nd was again calm. Atmospheric
pressure was rising at ttris time. By 0830 houre on the ISth a light
southwest wind was blowing and snow tras stiLl- fallJ-ng very
intermittently. The prevailing strong southwesterly was blowing by
1330 hours on the 19th.
Upon reaching the high elevation surface of the East Antarctic lce Sheet,
the lower portion of cyclones are deforred and slowed down: hence it is
mainly the upper sections which penetrate the interior in ttre form of
currents of relatively warm and humid sea air (Rusin 1954). It is
this meridionaL inflow of tropospheric air that mainly replenishes the
heat lost by radiation from Antarctica (weyant L965b) and leads to the
nourishment ( 5.L ) of the continental ice sheet. The inflow j.nvolves
mainly Marine Antarctic and Marine Ternperate Air masses, but
occasionally t'larine Tropical Air (SoloPov f 967) . Ttrere are preferred
areas of inflow (and outfl.ow) i-n the atnnsphere above Antarctica,
although "large deviations of the rneridional wind conponents from their
average values exist in space or time" (Lettau 1969 p.332). Modelling
the distribution of ttre nett annual mass flux around the periphery of
tbe continent from the surface uP to 50 mb, Lettau (1969) suggested
that maximum values of mass inflor occurred at Byrd, Davis and llirny
Stations, whiLe maximum outflow occurred at Hallett, Dumont d'Urville
and Ellsworth Stations. Weyant (1956b) suggested that two-thirds of
the inflow into the East Antarctic interior occurs in the 1400 sector
between tongitudes 80oE and 140ow. ohtake (1976) using air trajectory
analysis, showed that air arriving at PoLe Station normalJ.y enters the
continent in the 80o sector betrveen 90o w and 170oW.
Meridional circulation also occurs in the antarctic stratosphere
(Logrvinov 1958; Lettau 1969; Lanb 1970). Logvinov (1968) illustrates
the meridional component of wind velocity in the atnnsphere, particularly
the stratosphere above l,lcMurdo. SoutherJ-y flow dominates the meridional
component frorn the surface to about 5 km, while northerly winds (uP to
-1about 25 m.s-t) dominate this component in the rest of the troposphere
and in the entire stratosphere (see also Table 13).
Generally then, the 'averager nreridional circulation pattern in the
troposphere and stratosphere above East Antarctica, is one of radial
inflow foLLowed by subsidence (Logvinov 1968; Larnb 1970; Schwerdtfeger
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L97Oi Lysakov I9?8) and outward surface f1ow. This pattern is suPer-
imposed on the dominant strong westerly circulation (the circumpolar
vortex) in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (Weyant 1966a;
Solopov L967i Logvinov 1968; Schwerdtfeger 19701.
5. PRECIPITATION
5.1 General
Precipitation is an important hydroneteorological element in
Antarctica, playing fundanental roles in the water and heat budgets of
the continent. The discussion here is mainly based on forms of water'
both in the atrnosphere and on the ground, as they apply to vertical and
horizontal transport of saline material. Some general aspects of
precipitation are outlined first, followed by discussions on the
precipitation reginre in McMurdo oasis and on the various types of
precipitation.
lllre original source of nearly all the atnosPheric water vaPour
precipitated over Antarctica is the oPen water of the southern
hemisphere oceans (Weyant 1965b). This npisture is transported mainly
in the troposphere in the regions of preferred inflow as outlined in
section 4.9. Most of the moisture is carried by the warmest air (Lettau
19G9). However the saturation vapour pressure of water (see secUion 6.1)
is very 1ow at the mean temperatures (see Figure 6) of the antarctic
troposphere. Ilence there is very little rprecipitable water' in
antarctic air and Antarctica experiences an arid or semi arld environ-
rpnt, However there is a large amount of moisture not readily available
in the continental ice sheet, gJ-aciers and frozen ground.
InAntarctica,precipitationisalmostalwaysinthesolidform.
ConsequentlyitsdirectrrEasurementisdifficult,mainlyduetothe
influence of wind which under different conditions may cause snow to be
blownfrom,ordepositedinsnowgauges(Bu].l1971).Instead,nett
precipitationoraccumulationwhichincludesalargecontributionfrom
blowinganddriftingsnow,isoftenrneasured.Ablationofsurfacesnow
isverysmallonthep}ateauwestofMcllturdooasis(section6,2|.
Therefore there, accumulation is a good ltEasure of total precipitation
(includingblownsnow).Ttrerrreanannualaccumulationoverthe
antarctic continent and ice shelves is around 150 kg'm-'1(Bull 1971) '
This is equiva]-ent to 43onn of snow of density 350 kg'm-' (Bull 1971)
or t5Onun of water'
rn specific rocalities the accumulation may vary by a large amount frorn
the average of I50 kg'm-z (TabLe 14) ' At a snow pit site in the
llcuurdo Ice shelf 5 km east of scott Base, the"average, accumulation was
17G nun..-l *ater equival-ent (density 390 kg.m-r) for the period 1914 -
1958 (stuart and BuIl 1953) ' A reliable estimate of precipitation at
scottBaseitselfisnotknown,butsnowfallsthereonabout90days
inayear(ThompsonL972|.Eachtypicalsnowfallarpuntstoafew
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nilliretres only, but occasionally a fall of a few centimetres occurs.
Further north on the coast of McMurdo Sound, snow faLls on rnore days
(Rusin l-964). Early expeditions obtained estinates of
precipitation of around 200mr water equivalbnt at Cape Royds (David
and Priestleyin Shackleton l-909) and 500uutr water equivalent at Cape
Adare (wright and PriesEly L9221. Annual precipitati-on is much less
at Vanda Station.
TABLE 14 Annual- snow accumulation and precipitation in Ross
Dependency (Standard deviations in parentheses)
tocality Accumul-ation(water equivalent Precipitationin nillimetres) Reference orsource of data
Vanda Slation
whole of McMurdo
oasis
Ross Ice Shelf
drainage system
Skelton Neve(Station 72)
whole of
Antarctlca(including. ice
shelves)
5 km east ofScott Base
Cape Royds
Cape Adare
nil
0 - 100
100r 20
130
180..(so)
Ni1
Nil
5 (6)
100
I50
Thompson et aL(197Ia);NZ Met. S.
unpublished manu-
script tcl
Section 5.2
Giovinetto (1964)
Crary (1966)
Bull (1971)
Stuart and BulI(r963).
David and
Priestley in
Shackleton (1909)
l{right and
Priestley (L9221
200
500
Reasonable estimates of the snowfall at Vanda are 82nun (1969), Trun
(1970) and 115 rnm (1974) (Ttrompson et al 1971a;NZ Met.S. unpublished
manuscript tc')i the mean is 68rrun.a-1 with a standard deviation of
-l78run.a-^. Bronley (Nz Met.s. Personal communication) determined the
snow density of two typical falls to be close to g0 Kg.*-3. lfhis low
value is close to that of snow composed of delicate stelLar crystaLs
and deposited in little wind (60 rg..-3) (La Chapelle 1959). Thus
the rrean annual preeipitation at vanda is eguivalent to around 5 mrn
of water (standard deviation, 6mn); however the three year observation
series is too short for ttlj.s figure to be reliable. l"or comparison,
at Station ?2 on the plateau west of Skelton Neve, the mean annual
accumulation is eguivalent to about 360 mm of snow (Crary 1966) or about
5.2
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130nsn of water. For the whole Ross Ice Shelf drainage system
Giovinetto(1964)calculatedthatt}rerreanannualaccumulationwas
eguivalent to about 300 t 60mrn of snow or about 100 r 20rnm of
water. Ilost of ttre origj.nal precipitation contributing to this
accumulation is snow that falls during the passage of cyclones
(Rusin L954).
ThegeneralPatterninAntarcticaisoneofrelativelyhigh
precipitation on the coast. Precipitation tends to decrease inland
away from the sea. The contribution of blowing snow may affect these
generalisations. Generally, precipitation is erratic in arid areas;
relatively large amounts of precipitation can be expected on a long
return basis.
Snow and precipitation in McMurdo oasis
The precipitation regine at Vanda station has been discussed by NZ
Met. S., unpublished manuscript rC' entitled "Precipitation in the
dry valleys of souttrern victoria Land". soll€ of the following
discussion is based on Parts of this manuscript'
snovr falls account for virtually all the precipitation in the oasis'
Other forms of precipitation occurring in the lvlcMurdo region are
discussed be10w in sections 5.4 and 5.5 The snowfalLs at vanda are
very variable; falling sno\,t at ttre station itself, was rePorted on 59
days in 1969; but only on 11 days in J-9?0 (lftrompson L972). In the
general vicinity of the station however, snowfalls are not infrequentt
oecurring on an average of about 100 days per year (standard deviation
ca. 60 days, calculated frorn Nz Met. s., unpublished manuscript rcr)'
Although snow may fall at any time during the year, snow falls on more
days during the sunlit rnonths. There ig no marked increase in
precipitation at Vanda during the suruner. although there apPears to be
some tendency for greater amounts of snowfall in the autumn or early
winter: in l9?0 the heaviest single faLl of t.|e year (Snun) occurred
in April, while March 19?4 had the l-argest monthly total- (89run) since
records began in l-959 (NZ Met. s., unpublished manuscript 'c').
Significantly, March has the most days with snowfall at Hallett
Station (Sctrwerdtfeger 1970) on the coast of northern Victoria Land'
February and March also feature in such records at Scott Base (ThomPson
and MacDonald 1951). llhis correlates with the greater amount of cloud
during autumn at scott, McMurdo and Hallett (TtrornPson and MacDonald
1951; Schwerdtfeger 1970) and during December - February at Vanda
(lthorq>son et af 1971a) -
snowfalls occur conunonly aS showers from convective clouds in McMurdo
oasis during ttre sunl-lght ronths, alttrough the winter pattern is also
followed: in winter lengthier falLs occur from low status and strato-
cumulus clouds drifting into the valleys from tl'e east and west (Riordin
LgT3iNZMet.S.,unpublishedmanuscript'Cr)'Ontheseoccasions'
the snowfalls are associated with rrajor 'depressions passing over or
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north of the area. Such depressions give rise to moist east or northeast
air streams which have travelled across open sea before passing over the
region (NZ Met. S. unpublished manuscript 'C').
There are marked precipitation gradients in the valleys of the oasis.
More snow falls in the eastern and far western ends of Wright Valley than
at Vanda; generally the eastern parts of the valleys receive the most
snowfall (Calkin 1964 ; Bull L966i Everett 197I; Riordin L973i NZ Met
S., unpublished manuscript tCt). The snowline is lowest in the east and
rises towards the west (Bull 1956; Wilson f967). Snow drifts 1eft from
winter are corEnon in spring al-ong the coastal areas bordering Mcltturdo
Sound, but become less common inland in central parts of the oasis.
Precipitation is higher in Taylor Valley than in Wright Valley. The
former is open to the east, whereas Wrigbt Lower and Wilson piedmont
Glaciers form a barrier 300 - 400 metres high, against westward - moving
clouds and moist air. I{right Val-ley is significantly drier than Taylor
Valley as indicated by the more co[unon presence of suprapermafrost
groundwater in Taylor Valley (Cartwright et aI L975), and a greater
abundance of srnall lakes. Snowfall is more prevalent and heavier at
higher elevations than on the valley floor. Falls exceeding lO0rnm rnay
occur above 600m (Riordin 1973 ; NZ !let. S. unpublished manuscript 'C'),
Anderton and Fenwick (1976) suggest (in a preliminary report) that in the
hanging valleys of Asgard, Olympus and St Johns Ranges (i.e. above about
1000m elevation) the bulk of tJle annual precipitation usually occurs in
sumner. On five glaciers in the oasis (Sykes, Alberich, Heindal)_,
lleserve and Packard) stake networks have shown that the nett annual
accumulation is less than 100run vrater equivalent at most locations
(Anderton and Fenwick f975). Dlaximum recorded annual ablation above 1000m
elevation on these qlaciers is about l0Ornm $rater equivalent (Chinn un-
published). Therefore, 200nun erater equivalent is probably a rough
estimate of maximum annual precipitation above l000rn elevation in Mcl'turdo
oasis. Both accumulatj-on and ablation on these glaciers are affected by
topography (Chinn unpublished), anil therefore the estirnate is probably
hiqh.
l-00mm water equivalent (1OO kg.m-2or 1000nrr of snow of density lOO kg.n-3)
is probably a reasonable estimate of average annual precipitation in
McMurdo oasis.
The fallen snow does not lie for long periods on the valley fLoors and
Iower portions of the valley sides. In winter the snowfatl will lie until
the arrival of strong to gale foehn westerly winds. Ttrese winds which are
associated with low reLative huniditieE (5.1) guickly clear rnost of the
sno$rfall in winter, but often isolated anolr drifts are left in sheltered
places (Riordin L973i NZ I'tet. S., unpublished manuscript 'C'). In sr:mrner
tbe foehn winds, high solar radiatj-on and relatively warm ground surfaces
guickly clear any snowfall. It is weLl kno\dn that most snow is cLeared
by sublimation and that little nelting occurs on a regional basis.
tocally however, melting may occur in sruuner, especially on sunny days,
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around the fringes of snowdrifts, snovt patches and dark rocks in sub-
zero air temperatures. This occurs from sea level to at least 3800m
elevation, (personal observations in December 1974 of the surface of
permafrosted ground on Mt Erebus), especially on north-facing slopes.
when air temperatures are above zeto, melting may be intense.
5.3 Structure and growth of the snow crystals
The typicaL snow particles falling in l,lcMurdo oasis and near the coast
around tulctilurdo Sound are stellar crystals (dendrit.es), usually about
1-3run in diarneter (l'lawson in Shackleton 1909; NZ I'tet. S. unpublished
manuscript 'C,; personal observations) . Individuat stellar crystal-s
larger than 5mm have been seen throughOut the region in summer, as
have large sner.I flakes (assenblages of individual- crystals). Such
crystals are probably formed in the saturated environment of stratiforn
clouds when there is LittLe wind to break up the delicate structures.
Such wind conditions during sno$tfalls are typical of the oasisr
especialLy in winter (NZ Met. S., unpublished manuscript 'cr). Low,
detached nimbostratus clouds and probably low level- convective clouds,
also produce such frail tabular crystalline snow forms and some plates
(Wright and PriestLey L922; and guoting Bentley 1901; Shumskii 1964) .
These crystals may become broken in the slightly stronger winds and
turbulence associated wittr such clouds. The crystals wiIl be broken
into many fragments by the strong winds which are typical in blizzards.
Fine granular snow, usuaLly less than }rmn in di.ameter is aLso com$on at
vanda (Nz Met. s., unpublished manuscriPt rc'). This snow may be a
small form of rgraupelt, consisting of fragments of snow crystals
conpletely enveloped in rime due to passage through a supercooled cloud
(La chapeJ.le 1969). Fine granular sno$t, often l-ess than 0.5mm in
itiameter and consisting of minute coltlnns and Plates, is also typical
of sno\o fal.Ling in polar regions (La ChaPelle l-969) '
More soLid crystals are produced in clouds at higher levels.
Intermediate-level clouds (altostratus and altocumulus) dePosit
crystals which have solid hexagonal centres with some dendritic
extensions (wright and PriestleyLg22i ancl guoting Bentley 190I;
Shumskii1964)inrelativelywarmconditions.Conbinedi.cecrystals,
up to Innr diameter, in the form of sideplanes (sectors), bul'Iets and
colurnns are created in such clouds in colder conditions as at south
Poleinsulnrer(ohtake1978).Cirrusandcirrostratuscloudsform
compact columnar type crystal assedblages, htrn or larger, composed of
conbinations of bullets and sorne snaIl plates (Shumskii 1964; Ohtake
1978). In general cyclonic disturbances contain different types of
clouds at different l-evels. Large scale vertical mixing of air in
these storms witl lead to a variety of crystal shapes ' many of which
will be fragmented.
Evidently then, in Antarctica the growth of snow crystaLs is predomi-
nantly by cliffusion controlled procelrses. In co).d, clry air growth of
5.4
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a nevrly nucleated ice particle is slow and tends to be parallel to the
crystallographic c-axis of the ice crystal. The precipitatetl crystals
are Small, comPact and columnar forms are aPParent. Where relati.vely
large amounts of water vapour are present, growth is relatively fast
and parallel to the a-axis. Ttrus the precipitated crystals are larger,
and stellar and plate forrns are evldent. In warm and saturated or
supersaturateil environments ice and snow crystals nay grow by riming
as water droplets collide witl. and freeze to the crystals. This
accretional growth occurs in cloud dropJ.et regions when temPeratures
are between 0 and -15oC (l'lagono and I€e L966). At antarctic stations
near the coast a significantly high proportion of precipitated crystals
have been found to have grown by accretj-on (Warburton and LinkleLter
1978).
Blowing snow
When wind blows over a snow surface, horizontal stresses are devel-oped
in that surface. At a certain wind speed these stresses are strong
enough to shear snow particles loose from the surface. These particles
are raised to a height determined by the wind sPeed and turbulence,and
travel wittr the flow of air. Although the technicaL details of wind
transForted snow are not discussed here, certain asPects of blowing
snow are necessary to the discussion of salt transPort.
Under norrnal antarctic conditions, horizontal snow transport conmences
near the surface rdhen tJle vtind speed at 5m reaches about 5.5 to 10
-r -1m.s r (Rusin 1964; Oura and Kobayastri 1958) or at lOm exceeds 8 m.s -
(schwerdtfeger J.970; Maki l-9?1). The exact speed is dependent on the
state and temperature of the snow surface. With higher wind sPeeds
the snow is carried higher into the air. At 18 m.s-l the snow reaches
higher than 3m, while in the most violent l'tinds snow may be carried by
turbulent suspension to heights of hundreds of retrea. I'lost snow
however is transporteil within about haLf a rnetre of the surface, and
mainly by saltation Processes.
Blowing* and drifting* snow are important sources of snow accu$ulation
in Antarctica. Hohrever, in lrlcMurdo oasis their influence is small
e5cept in local areas near alpine gJ"ac.ier ne\Ies and extrxtsed eastern
but more especially ltestern ends of tJle rnajor valleys. Occasionally
vast clouds of blowing anotf are svtePt off the plateau by violent
riresterly gales. These clouds extend uP to 3000n in height and
completely fill wright valley to the westi however only a little
snow setttes behind tJre larger boulders (NZ !!et. S., unPpblished
nanuscript 'Cr ) .
*Blowing sno!il consists of anou (and iee) particles raised by the wind
to npre than a 1rptre above the groundi whereas with drifting snow,
the particles are raised to heigtrts of a metre or so' so that
visibility at eye level is not noticeably diminished (Armstrong
ex aI 1973) .
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Blowing snow is cotnmon in the llcllurdo Sound area. Table 11 indicates
that winds from all eight major directions are sorrptilres strong enough
to bLow snow at localities along the coast. Sticky snow impregnated
with salt that is cofirmon on the surface of the sea i-ce of llcl'lurdo
Sound (Wellman and Wilson 1963), will be blown free from the surface but
at higher velocities than normal tnacroscoPicalty salt-free snow' Along
the coastal areas, blowing snow is responsible for large drifts anc'
pernanent ice accumulations. strong winds from the south and southeast
create large drifts in areas where the wind speed locally decreases,
such as in the lee of hills and smaller obstacles on the land surface
atCapeEvans'BarneandRoyds.DavidandAdams(inShackleton1909)
noticed that during the earlier part of bl"izzards, snowdrifts were
formed mainly of old snow. Towards the end of the blizzard however,
fresh snow would be deposited, Probably produced from moisture carried
by the uPper air currents in the storm'
Blowing snow is of major irntrnrtance in areas along the western side of
McMurdo oasis such as Kennar Valley, shapeless Mountain (etc) that
border the plateau . snow blowing off the Plateau may settle as a thin
veneer' or in drifts and may create permanent ice accumulations'
Favoured areas for these tyPes of snow accumulations are those where
the wind speed locally decreases such as 9u11ies, depressions and north
through eastern sides of boulders, hills, bluffs and ridges. From
observations in those stestern ice-free areas such as Kennar Valley it
appears that they mor€ conunonly experience precipitation frorn blowing
snow than do adjacent areas to the east such as Beacon VaIIey'
Obviously such accumulation is not restricted Lo areas west of ltlcMurdo
sound. Blowing snow affects ice-free areas and nunataks along the
entire Transantarctic llountains. At Roberts l'lassif at ttre head of
shackleton Glacier, ctaridge and carnpbell (1968) noted that much of the
snow was derived fron snow blown off the plateau. They also suspected
that most of such snow was reurcved by sublirnation rather than nelting.
on the plateau itself, blowing and drifting snow are responsible for
transPorting vast amormts of snow. This transPort is generally outwards
frorn tlre interior in the direction towards which the prevailing surface
wind is blowing (see 4.9). It has been estimated that a flux ofA .1
around 3 x I0o Kg and 6 x 10' Kg respectively of snow is transported
per IIEtre of surface each year at Byrd station and cape Denison
(schwerdtfeger 1970). TransPort at Pole Station is sirnilar to that at
Byrd. The number of days with blowing snow at various antarctic
stations is listed in weyant (1967) and schwerdtfeger (1970). Byrd,
Ellslrorth, Little America V, ttlcMurdo, Pole and Wilkes Station areas
experience some winter months with 10 to 15 days or lcre of btowing
anow. At rnost antarctic stationa the frequency of blowing snow is Less
in Novernber through February, mainly because of lower nean winil speeds
in tirose rnonths, but also because of ldarlrEr surface conditions.
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5.5 Other forms of precipitation
Although snowfall and blowing snow account for most precipitation
and accumulation in Antarctica, other forms of precipitation do
occur. These other tyPes of precipitation may have some relevance
to the guestion of sal-t origin.
One of the biggest fallacies popularly held about the antarctic climate
is that rain is unknown. Rain, an efficient remover of soluble
material from the atrnosphere (Gorham 196f) is very unconrmon, but does
occur occasionally in the coastaL regions of Antarctica. Knovrn
occurrences of rain or near-rain in and near Ross Dependency are
listed in Table 15; each produced very small amounts of precipitation.
TABLE 15 Known occurrences of rain and near-rain in or near Ross
Dependency
Precipitation
form Locality Date Reference
Rainbow Cape Royds 22 .12.08 lriurray in
Shackleton (1909)
Drizzle and
rain
Rain
Rain
Sleet
Rain
Rain
Ross Sea February 1842 Ross (1847)
Ross Sea l9l-0 - 13 Wright and
expedition Pri-estley (L922)
Cape Adare 1910 - 13 Wright and
Station I April 1958
McMurdo Sound 30.1f.58 Quartermain (1958)
Lake Vanda January 1959 Bull (personal conun. )
expedition Priestley (1922)
Rainbow NNE Cape Evans 14.2.1I Simpson (1919)
DrLzzLe Little America V 10.5.5? Vickers (1966)
Station
Slusby snow Little Anerica V 11.5.57 Vickers (1965)
Station
Little Anerica V 31 March and Vickers (1966)
Rain and slushy Little Roc\ford early February Quartermain (196L)
snolr Stafion 79oS L951
151"W
Light drLzzLe liallett Station 18.1.62 Anon (1962)
tight rain Vanda Station and late December Bromley, NZ Met.S,
shower west eild of Lake 1968 personal cornrnunication
Rain Vanila Station January 1970 NZ Met.S. rC'
Rain showers Vanda Station L9.5.74 Bronley NZ lr{et. S.
written communication
Wet snow falls Mcllurdo oasis and occasional Bromley NZ !bt.S.
coast of l"leltturdo
Sound
personal communication ;
Keys, personal observa-
tions.
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clouds containing super-cooled water droplets are a normal occurrence
in Antarctica, especially in surruner. Such clouds exist uP to at least
3000m. pilots reported freezing rain on some occasions wtren flying
missions over Antarctica in early operation Deepfreeze years (Dufek
f957).Fogs,nistrfrostsmoke*,hoarfrost,icefl-owers*andrime
accumulations are not uncomnon in the McMurclo sound area. A special
case of rime accumulation occurs around the surunits of Flounts Discovery
and tlorning. snolv and ice features up to 20m high are rargely covered
with the characteristic (La Chapelle 1969) rough' channelled and
feathered deposit of rime and rine-cemented snow. Orographic type
cloudsinvolvingrapidliftingofairinstrongwindsfromt}resouth
have been seen (December Lg74l. blanketing the uPper part of Mt
Discovery. such conditions probably lead to the formation of these
rime accumulations which indicate the presence of suPer-cooled water
droplets at temperatures as cold as about -2OoC. Fogs containing such
droplets have been observed at temperatures as low as -34oC in the
vicinityofLittleArnerlcaStation(Rusin1964).Intheinteriorof
ttre continent fogs consist of ice crystals in winter but probably
mixtures of ice crystals and super-cooled droplets in sumner (Rusin
1964) if the ambient air temperature is warmer than about -4OoC.
At vanda station a wet formation with "the apPearance of a quite heavy
dew,t is not unconrmon: this "dew" forms on rocks, particularly the
darker ones around the station (e.9. 11, 12 February 1970; Bromley NZ
Met.s., personal consnunication). Frosts have also been noted (NZ Met'
S. records).
Ice crystals falling from a clear sky ('no cloud precipitation') is a
conmon form of precipitation in the interior and also in the t"lcMurdo
region (Rusin L964i Schwerdtfeger 1970;Riordin L973; Ohtake 1978) ' At
souttr Pole in summer, this form of precipitation is created in the
l-owest 1000m above the surface and consists of thin hexagonal Plates
and columns smaLler than 0.2rmn (Ohtake 1978). The thin plate crystals
are formed at temperatures colder than -22oC (Ohtake 19?8) whereas
their generally accepted range of formation tenperatures is between -10
and -18oc (Magono and Lee 1966) ' lto explain their formation in
humidities less than the water or ice saturation values, Ohtake (1978)
proposes a nechanism of "deposition nucleation" - water deposition
directly onto nucl-ei under sub-water or-ice saturation conditions'
+ frost srnoke is ttrin fog-like cloud formed by contact of cold air with
relativelY warm water.
* Ice flowers are fern-like ice formations uP to ca'3onun long formed
by freezing of frost smoke, fog or water vaPour under some
conditions: the term, as used here, includes "foq crystals" and
gonetlpesof'frostcrystals"(WrightandPriest}ey1922)butnot
$rndal-lfigures(formscausedbyinterna]-meltingofice(Shunskii
11964, quoting Tyndall 1858) ' Ice flowers have been eeen by the
present auttror on t.lle sea ice of Mclfurdo sound and the lake ice of
Lake BonneY.
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Spray blown from the sea is a major form of precipitation within 200-300m
of the coast of Mctilurdo Sound (wrlght and Priestley 1922) . For this form
of precipitation to be important, there must be open water relatively close
to the windward side of land and the wind must be strong enough to blow
the tops off waves. Spray is blown from ttre sea when the wind is stronger
than about 10 m.s-l; spindrift occurs when the windsPeed is L4-L7 m.s-I
or stronger (Harvey 1976). Winds of this strength are conmon from the
southerly quarter in the coastal areas of the Sound (4.5. 4.7, Table ll-).
Winds from the northerly quarter are also strong enough on occasions.
Open water may exist in late surnner, autumn and early winter to the north
and south of cape Armitage, Hut Point, Capes Evans, Barne, Royds, Cape Bird
ice-free area and cape Bernacchi-Marbl-e Point area. In the autumn sea
spray may foln the well-known tstorm ice foot'along the coast line itself
(Wright and Priestley 1922). Early expeditions report instances of heavy
deposition of frozen sea spray and the formation of'spray ridges'. Spray
was blown ca.400m inland at Cape Royds during a five-day southeasterly
blizzard in February 1908 when Backdoor Bay was only partly clear of ice;
accumulations of frozen spray up to ca.2m thick were formed (Shackleton
1909). ClearLy, over many years, wind-blown sea spray is an important
form of precipitation in coastal areas of McMurdo Sound, despite the
presence of sea ice for twelve npnttrs of a particular year at sone
local-ities.
5.5 Variations in precipitation over the last 80 years
At stations in the McMurdo region the observation series are too short
to show any significant recent changes in ttre precipitation regime.
Preci.pitation paraneters from Orcadas Station suggest a slight decline
in precipitation activity since 1935; this rnay be interpreted as a
slight lessening in intensity of cyclonic activity in the area
(Schwerdtfeger 1970). Some studies have pointed to an increase in snow
accumulation in the interior and there is evidence for a decrease of ice
in some coastal areas near the Antarctic Circle (Schwerdtfeger L970). No
significant trends are evident in the snow pit data of Stuart and BuII
(1963) for 45 years of accumulation between 1913 and 1958 revealed at a
site on tttcMurdo Ice Shelf 5 km east of Scott Base.
ATMOSPHERIC TIUTTIDITY6.
6.1 @neraI
Ilunidity affects the hydration state of some salts in the region. Also
Wilson (1979) proposed that nigration and separation of salts occurs down
slopes under the influence of fluctuating hurniclities and hunidity gradients
in the McMurdo region. For the separation Procese to be viable in the
field, positive humidity gradients must at tines exist up slopes. In this
section, atmospheric hunidities and humidity gradients are discussed.
Several- quantities and characteristics of atmospheric humidity or moisture
content may be defined and measured. Here the emphasis is placed on
relative humidity, but absolute hunidity' water vaPour Pressuret
saturation vapour pressure, dew point and mixing ratio are also lentioned.
llhese terms are deflned in Table 16.
TABLE 15
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Definitions, syrnbols and units of terms rel"ating to hunj.dity
used in tJris study (definitions after wexler 19?0; and weast
1975) .
Tersr or Quantity Sytnbol Unit Definition and Characteristics
Water vaPour
Pressure
saturation vaPour
Pressure
t saturatedl
absolute
hurniditY
relative huniditY
dew point(frost Point)
rnixing ratio
e
Ew Ei
nillibars*
nb
-?Kg.n -
or hb
percent
-1s.ks -
oc
i1
partial Pressure exerted bY the
water vaPour Present in the
atmosphere.
the pressure of water vaPour(unrnixed with a foreign gas) in
equilibriun with a P1ane surface
of pure,liquid' r.tater (Ew) , orpure, solid,ice (Ei). Decreases
with decreasing temPerature(Figure 6).
a moist gas is said to be
saturated with resPeet to liquid
water or soLid ice when it can
co-exist with Pure liquid \"ater
or pure solid ice at a given
temperature and Pressure.
mass of water vapour Present in
a unit volure of the atmosPhere.It may also be defined in terms
of the water vaPour [tressure' e
ttre ratio of the quantitY (orpressure) of water vaPour Present
in the atmosPhere to the quantitY
which would saturate (or the
saturation vaPour Pressure) at
the existing temPerature. Wheg
the temPerature is less than 0-C
at NZ stations in Antarctica' the
saturation is defined with res-
Dect to ice (Tomlinson, Nz Met'S'
iersonal corununication) .
the temperature at which conden-
sation of atmosPheric water
vapour takes Place: the
temperature at which the air is
saturated with resPect to water(Ta) or ice (Ti).
the mass of water vaPour
associated with a unit mass otdry air.
*the nillibar is
consistent with
with NZ l'let.g.
not an SI unit: however its use is retained here to be
""it" of atnnspheric 
pressure Previously-gentioned and also
usage, Note that I nb = L00 pascals (N'm -) '
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The problems of measuring humidity at low temperatures are well known
(Thompson and MacDonald 1961; Rusin 1964; Schwerdtfeger L970; Wexler
1970). These problems are due to the difficulty of measuring the
small amounts of water vapour present; the concentration may be less
than 0.75 ppm (Wexler 1970). Even some npdern hyqrometers have reduced
sensitivity and accuracy at low temperatures (Wexler 1970).
Computational methods based on the temPerature-saturation vapour
pressure relationshj-p and ambient temperature may be more reliable in
such conditions (Schwerdtfeger 1970i Artemrev I973). For these reasons
rnany values of hunidity given in the antarctic literature must be
treated with reserve. Strictly speaking, tmean relative humidity' or
'mean dew point' cannot be used to deduce the mean moisture content at
a locali-ty because of the non-linear relationship between temperature
and saturation vapour pressure (Figure 5) (Schwerdtfeger 1970). Often
qualitative estimates may be useful.
supercooled
woter
tce
-60 #r**.,t0
FIGURE 6 Relationship. between the saturation vaPour Pressure-119 !".p-
erature of ihe pure water subctance ( after Wexler 1970 ).
The published npnthly averages of relative huniclity values at Vanda
(Thompson et af., 1971a; lltrornpson L9721 sho\it consistently lower values
in sumner. l*re relative hurnidities average 30 - 50 percent in sunurer
(minirnun less than t0) and probably 50 - 80 Percent in winterl during
1959 and 1970 the average RB $as 54 percent (Orornpson L972; NZ l'let.S.
records). At Scott Base, average monttrly relative humidities are
r00
.0t
E
|l)
o
o
o
o
o
f
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seldom less than 60 percent and range to rrx:re than 80 Percent with
relatively little difference bet!'reen winter and surmneri during 1958
t5e average RIt was 71 percent (ThonFson and MaeDonald l-961t NZ I{et.S.
records). It has been estimated (Schwerdtfeger 1970) and cal-crIlated
(Artem,ev 1973) ttrat considerable suPersaturation with respect to ice
rnay occur i-n the air at interior stat-ions, especially in winter. It
is suggested that this supersatrrration, of, uP to 20, percent probably
occurs On occasion in the McMurdo region aIsO, as evidenced by fogr rirne
and ice crystals (5.5).
The relative hurn:iditj.es at Vanda (and elsewhere) may be converted to
absoLute humidities using Figure 6 and Eguation 3 below" The mean
sr)ruEr temperature at Vanila i" alorrt +0.8oC and tfie mean winter
temperature is about -32oC (Table 2); saturation vaPour Pressures at
these temPeratures are 6.473 and 0'309 nb respectively (weast 1975)'
The absolute humidity a, in kg.m-3 is rerated to tlte water vapour
Fressul:e e,in rnillibars and to absolute temperature T, by the
following aFproximate formula (Petterssen 1941) :
O.217e
-T
be assurned to be an ideal gas;For meteoroJ.ogieal
relative humiditY
purposes moist air can
f , then i-s given bY:
x l0O-er=E-
where E is the saturation vapour pressure at the ambient ternperature.
T. By substit-ution we bave:
" 
= + x 2.!7 x 1o-3 . . 3
UsingEquation3andthemeanvaluesofTandEgivenabove,the
average values of absolute humidities at vanda hrere calculated to be
about (1.5 to 2.6) x l0-3 kg.t-3 in sumnerrand about (0.I4 +o 0'221 x
-? -?10-kg.n-inwinler.onapurelyscientificbasistheseresults
areslightlyhighduetothenon-i'dealityofmoistair;howeverin
practical neteorological terms such precision is not necessat:y'
llhe central regions of East Antarctica contain the ''Pole of lo\'est
absolutehurnidity'.(Rtrsin1964).General].y,itcanbestatedt.hattbe
air moving down off the Polar pJ-ateau has low absolute humidity; that
maritire air: is relatively moj.st; and that t}re relative humidity of
bottr these tlrPes of air ,,masseg,' w.i'Il increase when they move over eold
water, pack ice, shelf ice or snow-covererl ground (schwerdtfeger 1970) '
The relationship hetr^teen wind and hunidity in Mcuurdo oasis is well
knolcn.westerlywindsareadiabaticallyheateduponenteringthe
oasis (4.8) although the absolute humidity cloes not usuall-y rise
appreciably(BuI]-1966).lflrtrsrelat.ivehumiditiesanddewpointgare
very low during westerly wj.nds (8u11 1966; ThornPson et al 1971a;
Yoshida and Moriwaki 19?2) The rninimum humidities are about five percent
6.2
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(BuIl L966t NZ !let.S. record6) indicating a high potential for
evaporation j.n sunner. Easterly winds however, have higher humidities
and dew points (Bull 1966i Yoshida and lloriwaki 1972) and saturated
air is common in the east, especially at bigher altitudes.
Horizontal gradients
It hae already been intirnated that horizontal gradients of atmospheric
hunidity may exist in McMurdo oasis. The predominance of cool, moist
easterly winds 12.4, 4.3) and higher precipitation(5.2,5.5) in the east
of the dry valleys, result in higher average absolute and relative
humidities near the coast than in the central parts of the oasis. On
the average, 3 negative gradient of absolute hunidity probably exists
inland towards the west.
RelaLive huni.dity gradients are more complex. Saturated air is conmon
i.n the east despite the slightly warmer mean annual- air temperatures
there (3.2). Apparently saturated air is also comrpn in the west
on the plateau and along its fringe, despite the low absolute
hunidities.At Shapeless Mountain an igloo and tracks from four st::oke
tobaggans made by VttWAE members in Novenber 197I (Barrett pers.comm.
VtM) were virtually unchanged in November L973. $ris indicates that
ablation was rninimal during tllis two year period, due to the ambient
vapour pressure being close t-o saturat-ion in the cold air temperatures,
Furthermore Annexstad (1980) found that ablation is only 0.05 m.a-1
on blue--i.ce at 2000u elevat-ion west of Allan Hi1ls. Snow in tlle area
is J-ikeJ-y to ablate even .slower than that be-catrse of the higher albedo
'of snow than j.ce. Etris is consistent ririth high average at{Fspheric
humidj.ties (greater than 70 percent) at stations in the interior of
East Antarctica (Rusin 1954). Thus on the average,negatj-ve gradients
of reLative humidity probably exist from the western and eastern margins
in towards the central parts of tlre oa.eis.
Vertical gradients
!\po vertical gradients of atmospheric hunidity may be defined,
analogous to verticaL gradients of air temperature (3.3). The
envirorurental gradient describes t]le gradient in free air' while the
topographic Aradient describes the case up an incline on the earthrs
surface.
Environmental hwnidity gradients are determined from huuidity or dew
point reasurements during balJ-oon aacents. Reservations may be held
about the absoLute quantitative worth of the antarctic data for the
reasons outlined earl-ier. Solopov (1967) has studied the environrental
gradients above oases and snow and ice eovered surfaces along tbe coast
of East Antaretica. He found that ttre nett envirorunental relative
hun-idity g:radient was predonrinantly negative upwards over the snow-
covered surfaces all year round and over the oases in winter. Over the
oases in sunurer the nett gradient is predominantly positive u[nards due
6.3
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to upward transfer of htater vapour by turbulent moisture exchange fr-om
the ground into the atmosphere. Hottever in summer these gradients are
often ver:y smal} . Average relative humidity gradients in t-he t'ropo-
sphere are usually neqative a.bove most antarct'ic stat'ions (Weyant 1956a)
A negative grarlient of mean mixing ratio exists above Mct{urdo Station
in January (Schwerdtfeger 1970).
Although the nett environnental gradients are mostly negative,
considerable variation may occur on any particular balloon sounding,
due to the presence of cloud and humid layers. Figure 7 iLlustrates
the variation of rel-ative hurnidj.ty with Pressure altitude on three
typicat soundings in January 19?5 from Mcltlrrrdo station. The relative
htuniditj-es in this Figure were obtained (u.s. Naval SuPPort Force,
Antarctica) from measurements of dew poi nt by a modern tyPe of clew
point hygrometer, and temPerature rlEasurellEnts; these lelative
humidities are probably accurate to vrithin a few Fereent. The levels
of cloud and hurnid J.ayers are evident on Figure ?'
Thepresenceofcloudagainsthillandvalleysidesintheregionwi'lI
createlocallypositivetopographicgradient.sofrelativehunidity.
The lrEan cloud cover is significantJ.y greater in sununer than in winter
at Vanda (Thompson et al 1971a) and Mcl'lurdo oasis' but only s1i9ht1y
t As,2 Ac,6Cs
2Sc.8St
oltitude. km
Three balloon soundings showing environmental. relative huniditygradients above trlct{urdo station in January 1975 on ttre 16th,
2Otn and 23rd respectively: balloon release tire 1130 hours.
Independent param-ter, altitude, is plotted on the horizontal
axis- (data frorn Meteorologql section, I{ac centre, NSFA, Mcllurdo)
FIGURE 7
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greater in summer at Scott and McMurdo (Thonpson and MaeDonald l96L;
Schwerdtfeger 1970). Furtherrnore, preeipitation increases with
elevation in the oasis, especially in summer (5.2). Thus, topographic
relative humidity gradients aore probahly often positive upwards in
Mcl'lurdo oasis . However Schof.i eLdr s (1971) observations of li.chen
gr:owth above 500m only, in Miers Va1ley, do not provide irrefutabl-e
evidence for permanently positive gradients. tttoisture is available
from. ottrer .sources such as blown snow and snowfall beside atmospheric
water vapour, and the latter moisture supply may be intermittent.
Topographic Aradients of hurnidity were leasured at one locality in
the region (Figure 8). Relative humidities were measured (13 November
L974) up and down the northern side of !{t Kempe (Royal Society Range) ,
using a Vaisala HJ{l-l lrunicap hunidity nnter and probei the probe has
a film capacitive sensor. The meter had been calibrated wiLh phos-
phorus pentoxide (zero percent ) and saturated water vapour (100 per-
cent) in New Zealand and this calibration was rechecked at Scott Base.
The atmospheric relative humidity was measured at 0.3 to 0.5m aborze the
ground surface; the humidity data are probably accurate to witiin a
few percent. ltre qlevationg were measured by an altimeter caLibraLed
against the USGS I:250,000 map, while the air temperatures were
raeasured using a whirLing psychroneter. Weather conditions at the lime
were clear skies with a southwest wind of 0-3.6 ..=-I.
In Figure B each pl.ot shor^rs a Eange of relatj.ve hurnidities due to
fluctuations of this paranreter at each station. The Figure illustrates
that topographic relati.ve humidity gradients may be positive or
negative. Figure 9 examines the variation of reLative hunidity with
temperatures to determine whether the relatir.re humidity changes in
Figure 8 were due to cbanges in the water vapour content of the air or
to ternperature changes. ff the Latter were the case, relative hunidity
would decrease with increasing temperature. Figure 9 shows that the
relative humidities are not inverseJ.y dependent on temperature. fn
fact there is a very rveak trend (correlatj"on coefficient +0.43) for
rel-ative humidity to increase with temperature. Thus the changes in
relative h':rnidity reflect tenporal and spatial changes in the hrater
vapour content of the air. Using Equation 3, it can be shown that the
air involved here has absolute hurniditj-es ranging fron 0.14 x 1O-3 to? 
-30.29x10-kg.m
Obviously ttrere are a great range of topographic rel-ative hwnidity
gradients that are possible. These refLect fluctuations in atrnospheric
hurnidit-ies near the ground. Such humidities vary between 100 percent
and less than 10 percent and tend to be higher in winter (lfhonpson
1972r. Fl-uctuations of at least l-0 percent RH nay occur wir-hin
rninutes (Figure 8) and of at least 50 percent RH within hor:rs (Yoshida
and Moriwaki 1972).
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GLACIOLOGICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL CALCULATIONS FOR
THE SALINE DISCHARGE, AND THE pH oF WATER IN
EqUTLIBRIUM I.IITH ATM0SPHERIC CARBoN Dr0xrDE
is a sum of
rb. The
45.1 Basal pressures beneath Taylor Glacier
The total pressure p at the base of the glacier
ice over-burden pressure pou and the basal sheer stress
situation is shown in Figure AS.l.
the
glocier rurfoce
glocier ftow$
HEAT BAIA,NCE
ol o point b on the glocier bed
QC.Qd - Q5- Q.,, r O
geothermol grodient
0.0334 oc 
--r
fcel
F/o
Figure A5.1 Laminar glacier flow down an inclined plane slope;idealised longitudinal section through'part of '-'Taylor Gracier showing quantities deiinbd and usedin the discussions in-Appendix 5.1 and 5.5.
The overburden pressure is dependent on the weight of a column of
ice H metres thick acting over a unit area of the glacier bed. For a
unit cross-section area, the overburden pressure is:
P = p'g.H'ov Cosa
-305-
...45.1
where P = ice density 9.0 x 102 kg nl-r
g = standard acceleration of gravity, 9.g m s-2
H = ice thickness perpendicu'lar to bed
cr = slope ang'le
One kilometre up-glacier from the terminal (at c line, Fig. g.3A)
H has a maximum value of 140-300 m (Stern 1978) and s is 3.8o (measured
from USGS 1:50,000 map).
Inserting 300 m and 3.8o into Expression A5.1, we obtain:
Pou = 2.7 x 106 pascals (27 bars)
It can be shown (eg. Andrews 1975) that the average shear stress,
tO at the glacier bed, across a transverse section is given, to a useful
approximation, by:
r5 = e9 f; sina * pgHsinc ...A5.2
where A = cross-section area of glacier, Z.J x 1.05 m2
(from Stern 1978)
P = ice contact perimeter, 1.3 x 1.03 m2
(from Stern 1978)
AlP is the hydrautic radius and takes into account the average
cross-sectional shape and frictional effects along the valley sides. Also,
the hydraulic radius is approximately equal to the average ice thicknessH which often appears in similar expressions for tg.
Using Expression A5 .Z we obtain:
.b = 1.0 x lOs pascals
Thus, the total maximum basal pressure beneath Taylor Glacier at
C line is about 2.8 x 106 Pa. The range of maximum total pressures for
H between 140-300 m is (L.Z-Z.g) x 106 pa.
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45.2
-0i stri Uutr on ana
Thompson method of calculation
The activities of dissolved species in concentrated aqueous solutions
affect chemical reactions such as dissolution-precipitation equilibria.
The activity of a particular species is a function of its concentration andits activity coeffjcient. Activity coefficients of species in the spring
brine are obtained here by a method that calculates a distr"ibution of the
major ions in both the free and complexed forms (that is, bound up by ion-
ion interactions) at +25"c and one atmosphere total pressure (Garrels and
Thompson L962; Polzer and Roberson 1967; Berner L97L; Nesbitt 19g0).
Ion pairs are the only comp'lexes that need to be considered but
several can be neglected. No pairs involving 0H- or c0r2- u.. likely
at the pH (6) of the present system and N03- and H+ are present in low
concentration. 
:r-' 
H2c03(uq) und cOr(.q) are assumed to be uncomprexed.
Thys' the^pairs that need to be considereci are those between Na+, K+,
Mg2*, Ca2+ and S0u2-, HC0s-; however, the association between K+ and
Hc03- is weak and can be neglected (Gamels and Thompson Lg6z). The
dissociation constants for these ion pairs are given by Garrels and
Thompson.
The method of calculation uses analytical molalities, activity
coefficients of individual ions, dissociation constants of ion pairs and
mass balance relations. The total ionic strength I of the brine(sample 76/72) is 1.7 (Appendix 1, Table t5). Activity coefficients ofindividual ions in solutions of this ionic strength are determined from
the 'l i terature as shown i n Tabl e A5. l.
Six mass balance equations and seven ion association equilibria
can be written. The general ion pair dissociation equilibrium for theion pair ABX-Y involving cation Ax+ and BY- is:
ott;{): otlol*tiuol
.45.1
The general form of the mass balance equations (eg. for By-) is:
trBy-=tBy-+ttor"-,
-307-
.45. 2
which, on rearrangi ng gives:
tAr*-, YAx+.mAx+.YBJI-.mBy-
.A5.3
...45.4YABX-Y. *or"-,
where Yox+, yBy- are the individual activity coefficients of the
free cati on and ani on (Tab.le A5. l ) ;
tAB*-y is the individual activity coefficient of the ion pair
(Tabte A5. l).
The rigorous solution of the thirteen equations is tedious but may
be simplified by approximation. The solution procedure is to (l) assume
that the four major cations are uncomplexed (which is reasonable since
they are nnstly balanced with Cl- which does not form ion pairs) and thus,(2) insert the analytical cation molalities into Equation A5.4 along with(3) values of y from Table A5.l(4) substitute i nto Equation A5.l'lnitf;-;ilJTl,'il;t:.:':,ilff:',(re62) ;(5) insert the solution for mor- into Equation A5.4 to obtain m .t Br--
and (6) iterate (twice) to out'ain constant results. The onry ,fllrrr.un,
corrections to the original assumption are for Mg2+ and Ca2+ which are
nrodified by the presence of S0u2- and HC0a-.
where mrBy- is the total(analytical) molality of anion B (or cation A)
given in Appendix 1, Table 15;
tBy- is the molality of the free anion (or cation);
trAB*-y is the sum of the mola'lities of the ion pairs
involving the anion (or cation)
Similarly,the general expression for the dissociation constant f
of thg ion pair is: 
rue'vrr vvrrJr'crrru 
^ABx-y
*or*-t _ 
yAx+.mAx+ jEIfrBI:
tAB*-y.tAB*-y
-308-
Table A5.1 species assuned to'be present in the spring brine(saTple 76/72')-, and the individual ion and ion piir.
activity coefficients for solutions of total iohic
strength 1.7 at +?5oC and -5"C.
Individual activity
coeffi ci ents (.r )
+25o C
-50 c Method of determination and source of dataSpeci es
+
Na'
K+
Mg2*
ca2+
cl-
sou 
2-
0.76
0. 58
0. 34
0.?9
0. 58
0.065
* 
^,2
' 
I+ Nacl
*
' 
11 KCI
* v3
' 
I + MgClz
* 
^,3
' 
I t CaClz
*' Yt Kcl
/Y* xc,
/vi.'.t,
ht xct
0.69
0. 55
0.29
0.55
mean activity coeffic-
ients y1 from data in
Harned and 0wen ( 1958) ;\c"2+ temperature
dependence from
Berner ( 1965)
HCO3- 0. 63 0.62
interpolation of the values of ygg.2- in
Garrels and Thompson (1962) andPolzer and Roberson (196l)
y gf.free HCO.I ln qn aqueous K/ClIHC03/C03solution at I=1.7, interpolated from}{al ker et al 
. 
(l9?7); temirerature dependencefrom Berner (1965)
NaSO. -
KSo,, -
MgHC0r+
CaHC0r+
H2C03, coz
NaHCO3
CaS0u
l'lgS0u
from HCOr-,
Thompson
0.63
0.63
0 .63
0.63
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
as assumed by Garrels and
llttltilll
llltilItl
llililll1l
lt tl
Itl
y of COz and HzCOg dissolved in 1.7 m NaCl
solution; interpolated from Halker et al.
and Helgeson (t96e1
from HzC03, ds assumed by Garrels and
Thompson
llilttll|||ltl
* Garrels and Thonpson (L96?): determined from rnan activity coefficientsrt fgl.the pure chloride sorutions at an ionic strength I of l.z;equalities are determined by the-assumptioni of the mean salt nrethodand the equation {ot vr.for-a satt Anni th;t lomiiet.iv"ailiJ.iatesinto n cafions and m in=ions
ie r, = [rl.r1] 
t'n*' ; es Y+ = ;rn*t rlJ 
t'n
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The distribution of species in the spring brine is shown in
Table A5.2. This model for the brine is similar to that of Garr"els
and Thompson (1962) for sea water. However, the percentage of free
Hc03- is considerably less in the spring brine due mainly to the
relatively high concentrations of ca2+ and Mg2* in that brine, with
different individual activity coefficients having less effect. The model
is likely to be a useful representation of species in the spring brine,
because the same approach was successfully used for a more concentrated
Table A5.2 chemical model of spring brine showing distribution
of major dissolved species in samp'l e 7O/lZ at +25oCat I atmosphere total pressure.
Ion A
ca2+
1. ll
0.0141
0. 14
0.050
1.09
0.0139
0.12
0.042
Percent
free
ion
98.6
98.7
83.2
84.0
0.4
10.0
10.8
1.4
1.3
16. B
16.0
l'lo'lal ityTotal of
molality free ion
mmT
Percent Percent
nso. 
- AHao; Totat % Apair pair complexed
+
Na'
K+
1.0
1.3
6.8
5.2
Mg2*
Ion B mT
Percent
free
ion
Percent
MgB
_Pgi_r_
20. 5
29.3
Percent
CaB
pai r
5.5
ll.0
Total % B
cornpl exed
49.5
50.2
m
0.0243 50.5
0.025 49.8
r.30 100
Percent PercentNaB KB
pai r pai r
23.1 0.4
9.9
Sou2-
HCo 3-
cl-
0.0480
0.050
1. 30
brine in which the total ionic strength was 6 (Polzer and Roberson 1967).
The effective removal of some charged species as a result of complexing
tneans that the effective ionic strength is close to 1.6 compared with the
value of 1.7 used. This small difference, just outside analytical error,
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results in an insignificant difference of one percent in the activity
coefficient of l,,lg2+ (the most serious'ly affected ion).
The total activity coefficients are calculated from the distribution
of species as the free ion. The activity a of a species i is given by:
ai=Yiti = Yri'firi
y . = !-1i-,T.t mri
or:
where Yri is the total (analytical ) activity coefficient of species i.
yr are tabulated in Table 8.4, using (1) Equation A5.6, (2) y in Table A5.1,(3) m in Table A5.2 and (4) mr in Appendix 1, Table 15.
It is difficult to precisely apply the procedure to subzero temperatures.
Insufficient data are availab]e to precisely determine all the individual
activity coefficients or dissociation constants of the ion pairs at
temperatures of -5 to -6"C. Here, the values at +ZS'C are used, exceptfor sorre individual ion activities (Table A5.l). In fact, activity
coefficients vary little with tenperature over the +25 to -5oC range and
this variation produces only small changes in the m values calculated.
Therefore, the activity coefficient of S0,,2- in particular, given in
Table A5.1, can be applied satisfactorily at both +25"C and the in situ
temperature. All the individual activity coefficients at -5"c are
applied to Equation A5.6 above, to produce total activity coefficients
given in Table 8.4.
di ssol uti on
...A5.5
...45.6
. . .8.6(6.8)
45.3 
,
The calcite dissolution equilibrium is:
cac0sls) + coz1n1 + HzO 
=.^ t.?lo, * 2Hc0r1ar)
which is composed of four more simple equilibria:
cot(g) + Heo
*
HzC0 r
ttuol + co3?;q)
CaC0r1r, 
-
*
HzCO g
Htuol + HCo'l.q)
Hco'iuq 
)
,.?lol * co,?uq)
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equilibrium constant K1 .. ,45.7
. . .As.8
...As.9
. . .45. 10
.. .As.11
also temperature
K. are neglected
Kz
K3
K,.
The equilibrium constant K. for Reaction g.6 is given by:
Kc = Kr'Kz'Ks'K"
and is temperature dependent since Equilibria As.7-10 are
dependent. The siight pressure and solute dependence of
here as a first approximation.
The values of Kt in aqueous solutions at -5oC are determined from theliterature. Kr is calcu'lated (Table A5.3) from the solubility of C02 in
water using the expression for K, from Equilibrium A5.7:
, dH"col\l = 
-i-_-gaco, 'aHro
which simplifies to:
Kr-h'col (aHeo+t) 
...As.12
' ,Pco,
(where OCg, is the partia'l pressure of C02 in equilibrium with the solution)
because the activity coefficients of ireutral species Hrc0: and c02 aFe
assumed tb be bqual (Garrels and rhompson 1962). valuel of log K.; are
illustrated on Figure A5.2 except for Kg which is given as log l/Kg, for
conveni ence.
The value for K. at -5"c is obtained from K, at -5"c on Fig. A5.z
and Equation A5.11, and is equal to 5.4 x 10-6.
j#ilfi:;.$sA:i:*iilliiil:', il3"xaS3a{aqri tir; t: fil8oioil' :iltir.*,
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Table A5.3 calculation of the equiribrium-constant K, for the
equilibrium C0.(q) + H20:H2C0: at 1.013'bars (one
atmosphere) totdl'pressure by Equation A5.12,
Solubilitv ot l4oles of Vaoour 
,r, partialco2(rJ Hrcolin pressure. pressure
Temperature (g fg- t) solution ol.l11 t"t' 9I coa
K = K,. K, = tt-'&g.r . ..A5.14
'COz
(cf Equilibria A5.7, A5.8) since y, =.Hr' = I for dilute solutions.
For a weak acid such as HzC03:
' 
s,''pE, qLur r 
_ 
re Ke t &,r) _ (brilt_ i6.;;t 
_j
+25 1.5 0.034 0.032 0.98 0.0350 3.4 0.077 0.0061 1.Or 0.076
-5 4.1 0.093 o.oo42 1.01 0.092
* undifferentiated(t) Aylward and Findlay (tgOZ); value at -SoC obtained by extrapolation(z) hleast ( 1971)
A5'4 PH of water in eQuilibrium with atnpspheric carbon dioxide
The pH of dilute solutions in equilibrium with aqueous carbon dioxideis governed by ' 
'
c0.(g) + H20 E- Ht.ql + Hc0riuq) 
...A5.r3
and the equilibriunr constant K is given by:
rnH+ + hCOr- (Krauskopf f967)
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temperoture, oC
+25 50
roluet of K; ot 
-5 t
equilibrir,m
contfoni reoclion
K1 CO2*,+H2qtr 
-.... 
ll2Cq*
undifferentiofed belween H2CO313q1
crd CO26q1
H2co3* + Hfi1+HCoirar
cocqo,+co!f,+coi*
xCoi,*r: nt+cCE,.q,
K4
{Ks
Figure A5.2 Logarithns of constants Ki for subequilibria of
calcite.dissolution equilibrium, from _25oC to
+l00oC (dashed lines represent extrapolationii.
.Values from +25 to +l00oC from Helgeion (lg6gi
and below +25oC from: Table A5.3 ior K,i
t'teast (197t )r-!t; Harned and o{en (igs6i, Ksiand Berner (1965), K,,.
tH* = (Kr.Kz.PC'")h o" pH = -0.5 log (K1.Kz.PcOr) ...A5.15
Table 45.4 lists Kre K2 drd solutions of Equation A5.15 for dilute
solutions in equilibrium with the atmosphere at +25 and 0"C.
Table A5.4 Solutions of Equation A5.15, being the pH of dilute
solutions in equilibrium with atmospheric carbon
dioxide-(lco,.=-9.3 I l0-q bars). Ki data fromTable A5.3"Utid Fig. A5.2.
and A5.14 becorns
Temperature oC
+25
0
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K, K2
3.5x10-2 4.4(7)x10-7 5.6(4)
7.6x10-' 2.0(o)x10-' 5.6(5)
pH
45.5 lqlqulation of Uasat terperature gr
in Tutlo" Glu"i.t
The general equation describing heat transfer in a moving nedium
is:
# =*.,# - 'H - 'H *Qd ...As.r6
where ,0 =temperature
t = tirB
u = horizontal velocity in the x direction (positive
down-glacier)
v = vertical veloclty in the y direction (positive upwards)
k.' = thermal diffusivity of tce (Ct.e rf a-r at
Taylor Glacier, Robinson 1979)
Q6 = heat generated by internal deformation assuming
frictional heating at the bed and sides of the
glacier is negligible.
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The s,ituatl'on is shown in Figure.As.l. Siwl{flcat,fons can be made
qnd Equatisn A5,16 reduces to (Rob"inson 1979):
os_ oh=ef[.ff 
l<g]enHrzri -
Ff; [r ;. "sr,vzrin]
The last term in Equation AF.17 vanishes at the base (h=0). The basal
temperature gradient (ffi)g is determined from the Equation and solutions
are given in Table 8.7.
. ,.A5.17
where 0, = surface terpenature (-UoC, Appendix 3, Table g)
05 = basal temperaturre (-S.S"C, 9.4.S)
B = ablation rate which ls the approximate vertical
velocity of trhe ice (0.39 m a-r at c line, Robinson lgzg),
F(x) = Dawson's int€gnal
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